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King’s Court, Chapel Street, King’s Lynn, Norfolk, PE30 1EX 
Telephone: 01553 616200 
 
Tuesday 13th September 2022 
 
Dear Member 
 
Regeneration and Development Panel 
 
 
You are invited to attend a meeting of the above-mentioned Panel which will be held 
on Thursday, 22nd September, 2022 at 4.30 pm in the Council Chamber, Town 
Hall, Saturday Market Place, King's Lynn PE30 5DQ to discuss the business 
shown below. 
 
Yours sincerely  
 
Chief Executive 
 

AGENDA 
 
 

1.   Moment of Silence as a Mark of Respect for Her Late Majesty Queen 
Elizabeth II   
 

2.   Apologies for absence   

 To receive any apologies for absence. 

3.   Minutes  (Pages 6 - 12) 

 To approve the minutes of the previous meeting. 

4.   Declarations of Interest   

 Please indicate if there are any interests which should be declared.  A 
declaration of interest should indicate the nature of the interest (if not already 
declared on the Register of Interests) and the agenda item to which it relates.  
If a disclosable pecuniary interest is declared, the Member should withdraw 
from the room whilst the matter is discussed. 
 
Those declarations apply to all Members present, whether the Member is part 
of the meeting, attending to speak as a local Member on an item or simply 



observing the meeting from the public seating area. 

5.   Urgent Business   

 To consider any business which, by reason of special circumstances, the 
Chair proposes to accept as urgent under Section 100(b)(4)(b) of the Local 
Government Act, 1972. 

6.   Members Present Pursuant to Standing Order 34   

 Members wishing to speak pursuant to Standing Order 34 should inform the 
Chair of their intention to do so and what items they wish to be heard before a 
decision on that item is taken.   

7.   Chair's Correspondence   

 If any. 

8.   Cabinet Report - Multi User Community Hub - Town Deal Business Case  
(Pages 13 - 158) 

 To consider the report and make any appropriate recommendations to 
Cabinet. 

9.   Cabinet Report - Active and Clean Connectivity - Town Deal Business 
Case  (Pages 159 - 223) 

 To consider the report and make any appropriate recommendations to 
Cabinet. 

10.   Cabinet Report - Riverfront Development Plan - Town Deal Business 
Case  (Pages 224 - 288) 

 To consider the report and make any appropriate recommendations to 
Cabinet. 

11.   Work Programme and Forward Decision List  (Pages 289 - 297) 
 

12.   Date of the next meeting   

 To note that the next ordinary meeting of the Regeneration & Development 
Panel is scheduled to take place on Tuesday 8th November 2022 at 4.30pm 
in the Town Hall, King’s Lynn. 

 
To: 
 
Regeneration and Development Panel: P Beal, F Bone, C Bower, 
Mrs J Collingham (Chair), C J Crofts, M de Whalley, P Gidney (Vice-Chair), 
H Humphrey, B Jones, C Manning, C Morley and D Whitby 
 
Portfolio Holders: 
Councillor Blunt – Portfolio Holder for Regeneration and Development 
Councillor Middleton – Portfolio Holder for Business, Culture and Heritage  
 



Officers 
Matthew Henry – Assistant Director  
David Ousby – Assistant Director 
Duncan Hall – Assistant Director 
Jemma Curtis – Regeneration Programmes Manager 
Jason Richardson – Regeneration Project Officer 
 
By Invitation: 
Representatives from Norfolk County Council 
Representatives from the Town Deal Board 
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BOROUGH COUNCIL OF KING’S LYNN & WEST NORFOLK 
 

REGENERATION AND DEVELOPMENT PANEL 
 

Minutes from the Meeting of the Regeneration and Development Panel held 
on Thursday, 21st July, 2022 at 4.30 pm in the Assembly Room, Town Hall, 

Saturday Market Place, King's Lynn PE30 5DQ 
 

PRESENT: Councillors J Collingham (Chair), F Bone, C J Crofts,  
M de Whalley, P Gidney, C Hudson (substitute for B Jones), H Humphrey, C 

Manning, C Morley and E Nockolds (substitute for D Whitby). 
 
PORTFOLIO HOLDERS: 
Councillor R Blunt – Portfolio Holder for Regeneration and Development  
 
OFFICERS: 
Duncan Hall – Assistant Director 
David Ousby – Assistant Director 
Matthew Henry – Assistant Director 
Amanda Driver – CIL Officer 
Hannah Wood Handy – Planning Control Manager 
Claire May – Planning Policy Manager 
Jemma Curtis – Regeneration Programmes Manager 
 
BY INVITATION: 
Ceri Sumner – Norfolk County Council 
Harriet Birchall – Norfolk County Council 
Natasha Hayes – Norfolk County Council 
Graeme Massie – Town Deal Board 
Steve Logan – Town Deal Board 
 

RD30:   APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE  
 

Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Beal, Bower, 
Jones and Whitby. 
 

RD31:   MINUTES  
 

RESOLVED: The minutes from the previous meetings were agreed as 
a correct record and signed by the Chair. 
 

RD32:   DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  
 

There was none. 
 

RD33:   URGENT BUSINESS  
 

There was none. 
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RD34:   MEMBERS PRESENT PURSUANT TO STANDING ORDER 34  
 

Councillor Bubb. 
 

RD35:   CHAIR'S CORRESPONDENCE  
 

Click here to view the recording of this item on You Tube. 
 
The Chair explained she had received correspondence from Ivor 
Rowlands relating to the Guildhall which she could share with the 
Panel on request. 
 
The Chair had also received correspondence from the Assistant 
Director requesting that the Riverfront Regeneration Town Deal Item 
be held in closed session.  The Panel agreed to this item being 
considered in closed session and the item would be considered at the 
end of the meeting. 
 

RD36:   MULTI USER COMMUNITY HUB - TOWN DEAL PROJECT  
 

Click here to view the recording of this item on You Tube. 
 
Officers from Norfolk County Council presented information on the 
Multi User Community Hub (MUCH) Town Deal Project and RIBA 
Stage 1 process, a copy of the presentation is attached. 
 
The presentation included the vision and purpose of the MUCH, 
indicative designs and the services that could be provided. 
 
The Chair thanked officers for the presentation and invited questions 
and comments from the Panel, as summarised below. 
 
Councillor Bone made reference to the size of the building and asked if 
it was realistic that all the services would be able to be provided.  He 
also did not like the design of the exterior of the building.  Ceri Sumner 
explained that programming would be looked at to maximise the 
services available and the design of the buildings were indicative at this 
stage. 
 
Councillor Manning commented on opening times, and it was explained 
that details would be developed, and access would be looked including 
out of hours services and ‘open library’ access, whilst considering 
safety of staff and users. 
 
Councillor Nockolds commented that the design of the building should 
complement other buildings in the High Street, and suggested rounded 
edges and the use of large glass windows.   
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Councillor Nockolds also asked if there would be a provision for 
visitors, such as an information desk and links to the Tourist 
Information Centre.  It was explained that tourists would be welcomed 
into the space, and it was hoped that touring library exhibitions could 
be brought in as well. 
 
The Vice Chair, Councillor Gidney asked questions relating to the use 
of local materials and photovoltaic panels.  He was also concerned with 
the position of the building as he did not feel it had good links with 
other parts of the town centre.  He asked about staffing and running 
costs and if Norfolk County Council representatives would be based in 
the building.  It was explained that all materials and designs were 
indicative at this stage and energy efficient measures would be 
incorporated into the building and roof as appropriate.  It was also 
confirmed that Norfolk County Council would be responsible for the 
building and its operation. 
 
In response to a question from Councillor Hudson, it was explained that 
most of the existing building would be demolished, with the exception 
of the floor plate and some concrete columns.   
 
Councillor Morley was concerned with the sustainability of the MUCH 
and he felt that a strategy was needed on how the project would benefit 
the socio-economic levels in the town centre, and how projects in the 
town centre would complement each other.  It was explained that the 
next stage of the process would be to put together the Business Case 
which would require Town Deal Board sign off and be brought back to 
the Council for consideration. 
 
The Chair commented that she thought the facility would be of benefit 
to the people of King’s Lynn and it was important that it had extensive 
evening opening hours. 
 
RESOLVED: That the update was noted and the comments of the 
Panel would be taken into consideration as appropriate. 
 

RD37:   UPDATE ON THE ACTIVE TRAVEL PROGRAMME AND ACTIVE 
AND CLEAN CONNECTIVITY  
 

Click here to view the recording of this item on You Tube. 
 
The Assistant Director presented information on the Active Travel 
Programme and Active and Clean Connectivity.  A copy of the 
presentation is attached. 
 
The presentation included information on the programme rationale, the 
work to date, the revised programme overview, details of the Active 
Travel Hub on the Nar Ouse Enterprise Zone, next steps, and 
timescales.  
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The Chair thanked the Assistant Director for the presentation and 
invited questions and comments from the Panel, as summarised below. 
 
In response to a question from Councillor Hudson, the Assistant 
Director confirmed the cost of the project. 
 
Councillor Manning felt that improvements to the bus service would be 
required and asked if subsidy for buses had been costed into the 
project.  The Assistant Director explained that large employers would 
be engaged in the scheme and then routes could be looked at.  He 
explained that there were other options available for active and clean 
travel such as cycling and lift shares. 
 
Councillor de Whalley hoped that active travel would be promoted to 
the community as well as businesses and he was concerned that the 
Nar Ouse Active Travel Hub was situated outside of the key area for 
the LCWIP.  The Assistant Director explained that there were 
community benefits of the scheme and he made reference to the 
provision that would be made available at Baker Lane and that options 
to link the travel hubs from Baker Lane to the Nar Ouse area could also 
be looked at.  The Assistant Director explained that the LCWIP 
interventions would improve connectivity throughout the town, and it 
was acknowledged that options were defragmented at the moment, but 
the LCWIP interventions and the Active Travel Hub would offer 
choices. 
 
Councillor Hudson made reference to the fifty car park spaces at the 
Nar Ouse Hub and asked if this could be increased.  The Assistant 
Director explained that the Towns Fund covered funding for fifty 
spaces, but the planning application would be for 150 spaces, so that 
the site could be developed in phases if necessary.  Bus stops and 
changing/storage facilities would also be provided. 
 
In response to a question from Councillor Morley it was explained that 
provision of car parking for the KLIC would be retained. 
 
In response to questions from Councillor Humphrey it was explained 
that it was not a requirement for businesses to do a travel survey, but it 
was a recommendation from the DfT and it could be used as a tool to 
assist with recruitment and retention. 
 
Councillor Bubb addressed the Panel under Standing Order 34 and 
commented that this was a lost opportunity for a South Lynn Railway 
Station.  The Assistant Director explained that there was not enough 
funding available in the Town Deal Project for the construction of a new 
Railway Station. 
 
The Chair commented that the bus hub was a good idea and that fifty 
car parking spaces would not be enough, but acknowledged that 
further opportunities may be available in the future.  She hoped that the 
hub would develop into something with cafes, restaurants and shops 
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and commented that punitive measures for car users, such as 
congestion charges would reduce the amount of cars coming into the 
town centre.  The Assistant Director explained that measures such as 
changes to the gyratory system and Southgates could also reduce 
congestion in the town centre. 
 
In response to a question from Councillor Nockolds, the Assistant 
Director explained that some of the smaller interventions as part of the 
LCWIP had already started and it was anticipated that the scheme 
would be delivered in full in 2024/25. 
 
Councillor de Whalley referred to the infrastructure on the old 
Hunstanton Railway line, which was well used, and he hoped for 
quality infrastructure in other areas to encourage use. 
 
RESOLVED: That the update was noted, and the comments of the 
Panel would be taken into consideration as appropriate. 
 

RD38:   CABINET REPORT - CIL PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE 
GOVERNANCE ARRANGEMENTS  
 

Click here to view the recording of this item on You Tube. 
 
Officers presented the Cabinet report which presented revisions to the 
scheme and proposed priorities.  The Chair thanked officers for their 
report and invited questions and comments from the Panel, as 
summarised below. 
 
Councillor de Whalley, Member of the CIL Spending Panel, thanked 
officers for simplifying the process and felt that the proposal was much 
improved. 
 
In response to questions from Councillor Morley the CIL Officer 
clarified the scoring process in that additional points were awarded 
dependent on the percentage of match funding secured for the project.  
Points were also awarded for local support.  It was also explained that 
unsuccessful applicants were provided with feedback and encouraged 
to reapply to future rounds. 
 
It was clarified that applicants had to be a constituted body and 
projects were subject to delivery agreements. 
 
Councillor Bone, Member of the CIL Spending Panel supported the 
changes. 
 
In response to a question from Councillor Manning it was confirmed 
that changes would be introduced for the January 2023 round of 
funding.   
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RESOLVED: That the Regeneration and Development Panel support 
the recommendations to Cabinet, as set out below. 
 
That Cabinet agree to adopt the arrangements in the CIL Governance 
and Spending document attached as Appendix 1. 
 

RD39:   CABINET REPORT - WEST WINCH CONCEPT MASTERPLAN  
 

Click here to view the recording of this item on You Tube. 
 
The Planning Policy Manager presented the report which sought 
authorisation to undertake a statutory six week consultation on the 
Draft South East King’s Lynn Growth Area Framework Masterplan 
Supplementary Planning Document. 
 
The Chair thanked officers for their report and invited questions and 
comments, as summarised below. 
 
In response to a question from Councillor Nockolds, officers clarified 
the access from the A47. 
 
In response to a question from Councillor Manning it was confirmed 
that the A149 was not part of this proposal. 
 
In response to a question from Councillor Morley it was confirmed that 
the Hopkins Homes Planning Application could be a standalone 
application. 
 
RESOLVED: That the Regeneration and Development Panel support 
the recommendations to Cabinet as set out below. 
 
That the: 
 

- Local Plan Sub Committee note the contents of this report and 
recommends to Cabinet that the Draft South East King’s Lynn Growth 
Area Framework Masterplan SPD (Appendix 1 to this report) be 
approved for a statutory six week consultation. 

- Cabinet note the contents of this report and approve the Draft South 
East King’s Lynn Growth Area Framework Masterplan SPD (Appendix 
1 to this report) for a statutory six week consultation, and  

- To delegate authority to the Planning Policy Manager in consultation 
with Cabinet Member for Development and Regeneration to consider 
and agree any minor amendments and consultation arrangements 
required to finalise the document for consultation. 

 

RD40:   WORK PROGRAMME AND FORWARD DECISION LIST  
 

Click here to view the recording of this item on You Tube. 
 
The Chair explained that an item on tourism would be considered at 
the Panel meeting on 13th September 22. 
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RESOLVED: The Panel’s Work Programme was noted. 
 

RD41:   DATE OF THE NEXT MEETING  
 

The next meeting of the Regeneration and Development Panel was a 
special meeting and was scheduled to take place 30th August 2022 at 
4.30pm. 
 

RD42:   EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC  
 

Click here to view the recording of this item on You Tube. 
 
RESOLVED: That under section 100(A)(4) of the Local Government 
Act 1972, the press and public be excluded from the meeting for the 
following item of business on the grounds that it involves the likely 
disclosure of exempt information as defined in paragraph 3 of Part 1 of 
Schedule 12A to the Act. 
 

RD43:   RIVERFRONT REGENERATION - TOWN DEAL BOARD PROJECT  
 

Officers and the consultants presented information on the Riverfront 
Regeneration Town Deal Project.  It was explained that the 
presentation provided a range of options, and the next step would be to 
shortlist the preferred projects to take forward to Town Deal Board 
Business Case stage. 
 
The Chair thanked officers for the presentation and invited questions 
and comments from the Panel, as summarised below. 
 
Members of the Panel commented on the projects that they would like 
to see included as part of the Business Case. 
 
RESOLVED: That the update was noted and the comments of the 
Panel would be taken into consideration as appropriate. 
 

 
The meeting closed at 7.30 pm 
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REPORT TO CABINET 
 

Open Would any decisions proposed : 
 
Be entirely within Cabinet’s powers to decide  YES 
Need to be recommendations to Council      NO 
 

Is it a Key Decision                NO 
  

Any especially 
affected 
Wards 

Discretionary  
 
 

Lead Member: Cllr Graham Middleton 
E-mail: cllr.graham.middleton@west-
norfolk.gov.uk 

Other Cabinet Members consulted: Cllr Richard Blunt, 
Cllr Adrian Lawrence 

Other Members consulted:  

Lead Officer: Duncan Hall  
Duncan.hall@west-norfolk.gov.uk  
 
NCC Lead Officer: Natasha Hayes 
E-mail: natasha.hayes@norfolk.gov.uk 
 

Other Officers consulted: Chief Executive, Assistant 
Director & Monitoring Officer, Assistant Director & 
Section 151 Officer, Assistant Director Property & 
Projects. 
 

Financial 
Implications  
NO 
 

Policy/ 
Personnel 
Implications 
NO 
 

Statutory 
Implications   
NO 
 

Equalities 
Impact 
Assessment 
YES 
If YES: Full 
Assessment 

Risk 
Management 
Implications 
Yes 

Environmental 
Considerations 
No 

 

Date of meeting: 15 September 2022 
 
KING’S LYNN TOWN DEAL MULTI-USER COMMUNITY HUB BUSINESS 
CASE 
 
Summary  
 
King’s Lynn was awarded by Government a £25m ‘Town Deal’ in June 2021, subject 
to the completion of business cases for the projects approved under the Heads of 
Terms offer.  
 
The objective of the Towns Fund programme is to drive the sustainable economic 
regeneration of towns to support long term economic and productivity growth. A 
Town Deal is a three-way agreement in principle between Government, the lead local 
authority and the Town Deal Board.  
 
This report summarises the business case for the Multi-User Community Hub project 
for review by the Cabinet in the Council’s capacity as the “Accountable Body” to 
DLUHC.  

 
Recommendation 
 
Cabinet is recommended to; 
 

1. Endorse the draft Business Case as set out in appendix 1. 
2. Delegated authority is granted to the Chief Executive, the Deputy Leader and 

the Portfolio Holder for Development and Regeneration to approve the final 
Business Case in their capacity as representatives of the Council on the Town 
Deal Board. 

3. Delegated authority is granted to the Section 151 Officer to approve the final 
Business Case and sign the Business Case Summary Document for 
submission to government in the Council’s capacity as Accountable Body for 
the Town Deal.   
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4. Approve the transfer of the relevant freehold land to Norfolk County Council on 
the terms set within this report, to facilitate the delivery of the Multi-User 
Community Hub. 

5. Delegate authority to the Assistant Director for Legal Services & Licensing to 
make and complete all necessary documents in relation to the proposed 
transfer of the Borough Council freehold land interest referred to within this 
report. 

 
 
Reason for Decision 
 
To ensure the funding is secured to deliver the Multi-User Community Hub project; to 
deliver the investment priorities in the Town Investment Plan for King’s Lynn and 
support the long term economic prosperity of the town. 
 

 
1. Background 

 
1.1 On 8 June 2021, the Government offered King’s Lynn a Town Deal with a 

Heads of Terms offer for up to £25m as part of the £3.6bn Towns Fund 
programme.  The £25m Heads of Terms offer was based on the strategic 
case, vision, strategy and priorities set out in the Town Investment Plan (TIP) 
which was submitted to government in October 2020 and subsequently 
updated in February 2021. 
 

1.2 The TIP is the overarching vision and strategy setting out the area’s assets, 
opportunities, challenges and ambitions for the next 10 years and identifies 
investment priorities to drive economic growth, regeneration, skills & 
enterprise infrastructure, transport and digital connectivity.  On 24th August 
2021, Cabinet endorsed 7 projects agreed by the Town Deal Board under the 
Town Deal for King’s Lynn, in the Council’s capacity as the ‘Accountable 
Body’ and work has been progressing on the agreed projects in the 
intervening months.   
 

1.3 Following the signing of the Heads of Terms with government, the lead 
authority had to develop the agreed projects in detail to full business case 
stage, in accordance with the HM Treasury Green Book appraisal process.  
Of the 7 projects within the Town Deal, 3 have had business cases 
completed, submitted and agreed by Government.  These are the Guildhall 
and Creative Hub project, King’s Lynn Youth & Retraining Pledge project and 
the Rail to River Public Realm project.   
 

1.4 The Town Deal Update report to Cabinet on 8th June 2022 approved the 
reprioritisation of the Town Deal as agreed by the Town Deal Board, and the 
submission of project adjustments requests to government seeking changes 
to funding allocations, and revised outputs and outcomes for the remaining 5 
projects which did not yet have business cases completed. The 
reprioritisation has resulted in a revised Town Deal programme from 7 to 6 
projects. 
 
Since the above report, the reprioritisation has been formally approved by 
DLUCH increasing the MUCH’s share of the Town Deal to £7.4m. The 
increase in funding required from Norfolk County Council Cabinet has also 
been approved, in the most recent NCC Cabinet, increasing the contribution 
to £5m (£3m total funding and £2m of underwritten risk) therefore, pending 
the final sign off of the business case, all funding has been formally secured. 
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1.5 The role of the Accountable Body in approving business cases, is to verify 

that the case has been completed in accordance with HM Treasury Green 
Book guidance to ensure the financial and delivery arrangements for the 
project are robust, and will ensure delivery within the Towns Fund programme 
timeframe (delivery by 31st March 2026). 
 

1.6 This report provides Members with the draft Business Case for the project 
which is being progressed through the approved Local Assurance Framework 
for all Towns Fund business cases. The report seeks approval from cabinet to 
note the Business Case in the Council’s capacity as Accountable body for the 
fund, and confirm it meets the required standards.  
 

2. Multi-User Community Hub Business Case 

2.1 The process for signing off the final project business cases must be in 
accordance with the agreed Local Assurance Framework. The Town Deal 
Board considered the draft Business Case (Appendix 1) at its meeting on 1st 
September 2022. An update on the feedback from the Town Deal Board and 
any changes to be made to the final draft will be updated at the Cabinet 
meeting.  

2.2 The Business Case has undergone legal review to confirm it does not 
constitute a subsidy and has been reviewed by an independent appraisal 
specialist confirming that it fully complies with the Government Guidance and 
regulations. The appraiser has recommended that the project proceed based 
on the business case.  

2.3 The final project Business Case will be issued to the Town Deal Board for 
approval and then submitted to government in a ‘Summary Document’, 
signed off by the Chair of the Town Deal Board and the Council’s Section 151 
Officer, by 30th September 2022. The summary is then reviewed by 
government to ensure the conditions of the Heads of Terms have been met 
and annual funding is then released.  The full Business Case can be ‘called 
in’ by Government if it wishes to do so. 

2.4 Developing a Treasury ‘Green Book’ compliant business case is a process for 
developing and gaining approval which is scalable to the specific project, 
covering the 5 case model;  
− Strategic Case – Is there a case for change?  
− Economic Case – Which proposal delivers the best value for money?  
− Commercial Case – How will the preferred option be procured and 
delivered?  
− Financial Case – Is the preferred option affordable?  
− Management Case – How will the preferred option be managed and 
governed? 

 
2.5 The strategic case lays out the clear statistical and strategic case for change, 

identifying challenges in skills, health, hardship, aspiration and business 
across West Norfolk compared with local and national comparators. The case 
describes how the project build, location, facilities, programming and 
partnerships make significant impacts in terms of tackling these key issues 
alongside delivering Town Deal specified outputs and outcomes. 
   

2.6   An important part of the Business Case for government is the Value for Money 
assessment which is completed as part of the Economic case. The Economic 
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appraisal for this project has calculated a Benefit Cost Ratio of 2.4 and 
therefore demonstrates ‘high’ Value for Money.  
 

2.7   Two sensitivity analyses have been conducted identifying that should the 
CAPEX budget increase by 50% VfM would still sit at 1.98, and should the 
MUCH only deliver half its benefits VfM would be 1.96 – demonstrating the 
strength of the proposals. The full economic appraisal is contained in the 
Business Case (appendix 1). 
 

2.8 Both capital and expected operational spend is outlined within the financial 
case, alongside a breakdown of funding sources. The case includes an 
overview of any financial risks and mitigations - such as significant 
contingencies for inflation and risk, and consultation with cost consultants  
 

2.9 The commercial case gives an overview both of procurement strategies in 
place at NCC and of the services and partnerships that will be based at the 
Hub to deliver outcomes and how these are funded to ensure deliverability 
 

2.10 The management case details the ‘how and who’ of delivery, including the 
governance for the capital build project, and clear operational structure once 
the project phase completes and NCC is the sole accountable body for the 
space. 

 
3      Consultation & Engagement  

 
3.1 The comprehensive and detailed range of community and stakeholder 

engagement undertaken to inform the development of the MUCH, and findings 
directly informed the project direction and Business Case. A comprehensive 
Communications and Stakeholder strategy has been developed for the project 
to ensure on going involvement of members, residents, businesses and 
stakeholders throughout the development of the project.  
 

3.2 Engagement is essential to the success of the MUCH. Partnerships, 
programming and a comprehensive activity plan will be developed alongside a 
series of engagement activities including co-design workshops, activity pilots, 
pop-up events alongside more traditional consultation methods such as 
surveys and presentations. 

 
3.3 A key area of consultation moving forward is on the design of the building. The 

RIBA1 report contains some purely indicative designs, demonstrating how the 
space could fulfil the specification – which would be rescoped, developed and 
finalised at the next RIBA design stage. Key stakeholders and members of the 
community will be invited to scoping and review workshops to create and 
develop these designs, alongside various feedback opportunities, to ensure the 
final design meets resident needs and aspirations. 

 
4 Land Transfer 

 
4.1 Norfolk County Council are in the process of purchasing the Argos Building and 

BCKLWN own the land upon which it is built. The value of the land is negligible 
and would have no financial impact on BCKLWN, however the transfer is 
required to complete the sale of the building and subsequent transfer of the 
Freehold to Norfolk County Council.  
 

4.2 The site proposed for the MUCH comprises the site that was formerly operated 
as the King’s Lynn town centre Argos retail premises (currently vacant).  The 
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Borough Council of King’s Lynn & West Norfolk owns the freehold of this site, 
however it is leased to the Vancouver Centre operators on a very long ground 
lease arrangement. 
 

4.3 As part of the redevelopment scheme of the Vancouver Centre during the mid 
2000’s the borough council relinquished its right to receive rent from this 
ground lease arrangement in exchange for taking full, unfettered ownership of a 
block of retail units (and offices at the time) on the corner of Broad Street and 
Norfolk Street.  These units are leased out by the borough council and 100% of 
the rents generated are retained by the borough council. 
 

4.4 The ground lease covering the site of the former Argos building (when re-
granted in the mid 2000’s) was for a term of 999 years at nil rent.  A valuation 
exercise of the borough council’s interest has been undertaken, and it is 
confirmed that the council’s property interest in this site is virtually nil. 
 

4.5 Negotiations between Norfolk County Council and the borough council have 
concluded that, in principle, the freehold of the site will transfer for nil 
consideration, and that Norfolk County Council will indemnify the borough 
council against and Stamp Duty Land Tax costs that may arise during the 
process. Recommendations 4 & 5 therefore recommends delegated authority 
to complete the land transfer. 

 
5 Section 151 Approval 

 
5.1 As set out in 2.3, the final project Business Case ‘Summary Document’ will be 

submitted to Government once the Business Case has been signed off by the 
Chair of the Town Deal Board and the Council’s Section 151 Officer.   
 

5.2 The process for assessing the Business Case complies with the Governance 
arrangements is set out in the Local Assurance Framework.  Key components 
of assurance will be provided through the following activities: 

 

 The Business Case has been appraised using HM Treasury Green Book 
appraisal principles 

 An independent assessment of the business case has been completed 
and confirms full compliance with Green Book standards, and advises the 
project progresses 

 An independent review of any subsidy control implications has been 
completed 

 The Value for Money assessment generated a positive Benefit Cost Ratio 
score  

 
5.3 It is noted that the project does come with risks and these are set out in detail 

within the business case and associated risk register.  The highest impact risks 
are those focused on financing the Capital Build given the unstable status of 
inflation and material costs. The business case sets out how these risks can be 
mitigated to minimise the risks, in particular the review of costs by professional 
cost consultants Turner and Townsend and the inclusion at their suggestion of 
a 24% contingency/inflation/risk budget. 
 

5.4 The Council’s Section 151 Officer is satisfied that the business case has 
complied with the Green Book Appraisal subject to the completion of the Local 
Assurance Framework process (as set out above) and is minded to approve 
the business case for submission.  Assurance is also being provided by Norfolk 
County Council’s Section 151 Officer in support of the project.  In approving the 
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project,  it is in the context of recognizing the risks as set out in the business 
case and that necessary processes for monitoring, tracking and taking 
appropriate actions to minimize risk are put in place at the earliest opportunity.   

  
6 Risk  
 
6.1 A detailed Risk register is included in the Business Case. 
 
6.2  As the Borough Council is the accountable body for the Town Deal, a legal 

Funding Agreement will be put in place with Norfolk County Council to set out 
the terms on which the Town Deal funds will be paid.  

 
7  Environmental Considerations 
 
7.1   One of the primary objectives of the Towns Fund is to promote clean growth 

investment to deliver decarbonisation, improved air quality and health and 
economic growth. The RIBA Stage 1 report (appendix 2) details the build’s 
ambitious sustainability aspirations and how it will contribute to Net 0 ambitions. 

 
8 Financial Implications  
 
8.1  There are no financial implications to BCKLWN. 
 
8.2 Norfolk County Council and the Town Deal Fund are the project co-funders. 

Norfolk County Council is leading the project and is taking on all capital and 
operational financial risk.  

 
8.3 The value of the land being transferred is negligible and does not represent a 

loss to the borough council.  
 
9 Policy & Personnel Implications  
 
9.1 There are no personnel implications. Norfolk County Council are providing all  

staffing to deliver the project. Programme resource supplied by the Borough 
Council will not be impacted by the submission of the business case. 
 

9.2   The MUCH aligns with and contributes to many national, regional, and local 
strategies and policies which are laid out in the Business Case and 
appendices, as set out in the strategic case. 

 
Appendices 
 
 

1. BUSINESS CASE FOR MULTI-USER COMMUNITY HUB TOWN DEAL 
PROJECT 

2. RIBA STAGE 1 REPORT 
3. EQIA REPORT 
4. BUSINESS CASE APPENDICES 
 

 
Background Papers 
 
Local Assurance Framework  
Heads of Terms 
BCKLWN Cabinet Report – Town Deal – August 2021 
BCKLWN Cabinet Report – Town Deal Update – June 2022  
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Link to King’s Lynn MUCH RIBA 1 KLWN R&D panel briefing video 
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Pre-Screening Equality Impact 
Assessment 
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Name of policy/service/function 

 

Regeneration & Economic Development  

Is this a new or existing policy/ 
service/function? 

 Existing  

Brief summary/description of the main 
aims of the policy/service/function being 
screened. 

 

Please state if this policy/service is rigidly 
constrained by statutory obligations 

 

Business case to secure the Town Deal Funding for 
the MUCH project in King’s Lynn. Project will 
refurbish and regenerate the site to become a more 
accessible and provide a wide range of social, skills, 
health and well being activities and services. 

N/a 

Question Answer 

1. Is there any reason to believe that the 
policy/service/function could have a 
specific impact on people from one or 
more of the following groups according to 
their different protected characteristic, 
for example, because they have particular 
needs, experiences, issues or priorities or 
in terms of ability to access the service? 

 

Please tick the relevant box for each 
group.   

 

NB. Equality neutral means no negative 
impact on any group. 

 

 

P
o

s
it
iv

e
  

 N
e

g
a

ti
v
e
 

N
e

u
tr

a
l 

U
n

s
u
re

 

Age √    

Disability √    

Gender   √  

Gender Re-assignment   √  

Marriage/civil partnership   √  

Pregnancy & maternity   √  

Race   √  

Religion or belief   √  

Sexual orientation   √  

Other (eg low income) √    
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Question Answer Comments 

2. Is the proposed policy/service likely to 
affect relations between certain equality 
communities or to damage relations 
between the equality communities and the 
Council, for example because it is seen as 
favouring a particular community or 
denying opportunities to another? 

 No  

3. Could this policy/service be perceived 
as impacting on communities differently? 

 No  

4. Is the policy/service specifically 
designed to tackle evidence of 
disadvantage or potential discrimination? 

 Yes One of the primary aims of the Towns 
Fund programme is to improve the skills 
and job opportunities, particularly for 
those people and sectors most 
impacted by Covid -19. This project will 
provide a significant improvement in the 
services that can be provided to support 
residents to access new skills, training 
and information advice and guidance on 
employment. 

5. Are any impacts identified above minor 
and if so, can these be eliminated or 
reduced by minor actions? 

If yes, please agree actions with a member 
of the Corporate Equalities Working Group 
and list agreed actions in the comments 
section 

     No Actions: 

 

 

 

Actions agreed by EWG member: 

………………………………………… 

If ‘yes’ to questions 2 - 4 a full impact assessment will be required unless comments are 
provided to explain why this is not felt necessary: 

 

 

 

Decision agreed by EWG member: ………………………………………………….. 

Assessment completed by:  

Name  

 

Jemma Curtis 

Job title  Regeneration Programmes Manager 

Date  18/08/2022 
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KING’S LYNN 
MULTI-USER COMMUNITY HUB 
BUSINESS CASE 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
This draft business case sets out the strategic, economic, commercial, financial and management cases 
for the Multi User Community Hub project, as set out in the Vision King’s Lynn Town Investment Plan. 
 
The business case has been developed through extensive data analysis, stakeholder and public 
consultation, and the Value for Money assessment undertaken in accordance with HM Treasury Green 
Book guidance estimates a benefit cost ratio of 2.4. 
 
The business case is a requirement of the government’s Towns Fund programme to confirm the funding 
offered under the Heads of Terms agreed in June 2021. This business case will follow the King’s Lynn 
Town Deal Board’s Local Assurance Process prior to submission of a business case Summary 
Document to government.  
 
Strategic Case 
Through analysis of data, consultation with residents and stakeholders, and demonstrating alignment 
with local, regional and national policies and strategies, the strategic case sets out the clear and 
compelling need for the project. The lack of attainment (academic and economic) and high quota of 
vulnerable residents across King’s Lynn is not being sufficiently addressed by the current Library and 
Adult Learning offer, and a new solution is needed. 
 
A clear vision and strong theory of change ensure that the project – redeveloping a derelict town centre 
eyesore building into a ‘Multi-User Community Hub’ - will significantly impact these issues, as well as 
promoting much needed town centre regeneration through a strong cultural anchor. The case 
demonstrates how a defined set of interventions - the new location, build, programming and partnerships 
- will deliver transformational change to specific challenges identified in skills, health, aspiration, social 
mobility, business and entrepreneurialism by providing a flagship skills and community offer in the heart 
of town.  
 
Economic Case 
The Economic Case has been written by Mott MacDonald and presents a “do nothing” and “preferred” 
option for the delivery of the MUCH project. The preferred option will lead to an increase in library users 
in King’s Lynn by providing a new, modern and accessible library facility that has a suitable capacity for 
the town’s population. The scheme will also deliver a significant increase in learning provision within the 
town centre offering learning opportunities at levels 1-3. The preferred option is estimated to generate 
£31.6m in economic benefits and a BCR of 2.40. This BCR reduces to 1.98 following sensitivity analysis 
based on an increase in optimism bias from project costs, and to 1.96 if only half the intended 
employment benefits are delivered. Under each scenario, the project would still deliver positive value for 
money. All targets provided (and modeled) are modest and deliverable from project launch – but 
scalable – so results of the case are provided with a high degree of confidence. 
  
Finally, the investment in the MUCH project will deliver several un-quantified benefits including 
addressing a large high profile vacant building that will increase footfall, drive an increase in wider land 
values and delivering against several Government town centre policy objectives, including the core aims 
of the Towns Fund.   
 
Financial Case 
The overall costs for delivery of the capital phase of the project will total £12.4m. The capital project will 
be funded through joint contributions from the Town Deal Fund (£7.4m) and Norfolk County Council 
(£5m - of which £2m is allocated to underwrite identified risk items).  
Operational costs will be covered by the NCC Library statutory grant, and the Department of Education 
Adult Education Budget managed by the Education and Skills Funding Agency, via NCC Adult Learning 
The space will cost just under £300,000 per annum to run and increase on the operational costs of the 
Carnegie Library are £45,000, for one additional FTE staff member and a service charge contribution. 
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Whilst these will be covered by internal budgets, they are offset by the small amount (c £44,000) made 
from venue hire, costs for which are set on a not-for-profit basis akin to those across the county. All 
income will be reinvested into the space.  
The highest financial risk is in the capital build, given significant uncertainties around construction 
materials and inflation. As the project is at RIBA1 this includes significant allowances for inflation, 
contingency, known and unknown risk items and design reserve.  

Commercial Case 
The commercial case demonstrates the commercial deliverability of the project, laying out the clear 
procurement roles and processes used frequently by Norfolk County Council – alongside the Council’s 
experience in delivering similar schemes.  Models for operation of the hub (Libraries, Adult Education 
and Partnerships) are included, as is a clear RACI diagram. 
 
Subsidy control analysis has been conducted and a statement of findings provided by NP Law. 
  
Management Case 
The management case clarifies the RIBA1 project scope, key change, project and programme 
management structures alongside experience and responsibilities of the core project team.  
It highlights a clear structure for reporting, decision making and governance (including streams for both 
the Town Deal Board and Norfolk County Council as co-funders) for the capital build phase. The 
operational management of the hub once live is detailed; management will be shared between NCC 
teams Community Information and Learning, and Properties, based on models already in operation 
across the County.  
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BUSINESS CASE INTRODUCTION 
 
The Town Investment Plan (TIP) has set clear priorities, to create a King’s Lynn that delivers:  
 

 New opportunities for skills and jobs for our young people and all those affected by Covid-19 
 Growing innovative businesses 
 A repurposed town centre with new experiences and enterprise 
 A high-quality residential and leisure offer in the historic town core and riverfront 
 A sustainably connected town 

 
This project delivers to each TIP priority, but primarily the first three. It is an ambitious programme of 
works to redevelop a derelict and unpopular retail unit in the centre of town, enhancing the overall street 
scene and creating a cohesive public realm with other town assets, and creating a place where the 
community can come together and thrive. 
 
The Community Hub is an ambitious project includes relocating the town library, creating a permanent 
adult learning offer, a destination for employment support, careers and skills/training advice and 
provision, for business support, for information and signposting, digital inclusion, for community and 
voluntary resources, to pursue hobbies, and to meet with others all in one space. 
 
King’s Lynn is the major commercial, retail and service centre for a large area of East Anglia, and the 
largest town in West Norfolk. 
 
The town is home to a population of 49,000 in 2020, with a wider catchment area of over 500 sq. miles 
and circa 250,000 people. Residents in the catchment area rely on the town for employment and there 
are a number of thriving sectors including health (the largest single employer in the area is the Queen 
Elizabeth Hospital), manufacturing and retail. However, residents show low educational attainment and 
poor skills compared with County and National figures, resulting in lower earnings, and jobs gaps 
(especially in more senior and specialist roles) that key employers struggle to fill from the local populace. 
 
The town has huge potential to deliver excellent employment opportunities, however key interventions 
are required so it’s residents can respond to key skills, hardship and vulnerability needs. 

 
Norfolk County Council is co-funding and leading the project, supported by The Borough Council of 
King’s Lynn & West Norfolk as the accountable body. 
 
This business case sets out the Strategic, Economic, Financial, Commercial and Management case for 
the project. In addition to the five cases the appendix includes: 

 M&E Plan 
 RIBA Stage 1 Report  
 Equality Impact Assessment 

 
The Annexe document contains:  

 Annexe 1. Site Review Summary 
 Annexe 2. Stakeholder Feedback and Project Change 
 Annexe 3. Policy Alignment 
 Annexe 4. RACI Diagram 
 Annexe 5. Project Team Roles and Experience 
 Annexe 6. Risk Register 
 Annexe 7. Stakeholder Engagement Strategy 
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STRATEGIC CASE 
 
Introduction 
As identified in the Town Investment Plan, King’s Lynn residents have less access to employment and 
economic opportunities than they should. Wages are below regional and national levels, and firms 
struggle to recruit to certain roles, with the availability of skills cited as one of the main reasons. Too 
many young people don’t get the opportunities they deserve to fulfil their potential, GCSE attainment is 
low and significantly fewer than average school leavers stay on in post 16 education.  
 
The case for change will demonstrate the high rates of skills shortages, limits on aspiration, and it will 
show that residents are more likely to be impacted by social and financial vulnerabilities compared with 
surrounding areas, including digital exclusion, poor health outcomes and debt.  
 
Covid-19 and the cost of living crisis has made this difficult situation worse, creating a challenging 
landscape in which JSA claimants are rising faster than elsewhere in Norfolk and footfall continues to 
decline in the town centre. 
 
Town Deal funding will contribute towards the capital development of a transformative “Multi User 
Community Hub”. Transforming a derelict retail unit into a ‘Multi-User Community Hub’, a relocated and 
enhanced Library and a permanent and expanded Adult Learning presence in the town, will provide a 
community based offer that supports a thriving and aspirational town, whilst simultaneously revitalising 
the high street.  
 
The project will provide residents with a central destination to go for learning, employment support, 
Careers Information, Advice & Guidance (CIAG), information and signposting, community, and voluntary 
resources; to get online, to pursue hobbies, and to meet with others all in one space. It will offer local 
businesses, start-ups, and entrepreneurs the skills, facilities, and services to thrive and grow, and 
voluntary and community partners will have the flexibility to operate either permanently or spot hire 
spaces - increasing visibility and access for residents to engage with services - providing a rich and 
diverse community offer.  
 
The Hub will support employers to access a wider skilled workforce, providing facilities, training access 
and wrap around community support by combining Adult Learning, Libraries and wider VCSE support in 
one easy to access location. These activities will be complimented by exhibition spaces, a café and 
flexible spaces that can incorporate a multitude of uses such as pop-up gym classes or health screening. 
 
The proposed hub will be a centrally located and accessible facility near to public transport links, with its 
own travel node to increase active travel opportunities in and around the Town Centre. It will significantly 
increase footfall in the town, with the library alone expected to drive 200,000 users annually to the space, 
representing a one-third increase on pre-pandemic Library and Adult Learning user numbers. 
 
Alongside responding to the clear statistical and engagement-highlighted needs of residents, the project 
has excellent strategic and policy alignment at local, regional and national level. 
 
 
Case for change 
Drivers for this project are threefold: vulnerabilities across residents in King’s Lynn across skills, health 
and opportunity, a current library and adult education offer which is constrained by the current space and 
location available to tackle these challenges, and a declining Town Centre. 
 
Hardship and vulnerability: 
 
As noted in the introduction, KLWN possesses a huge amount of potential but faces significant 
challenges. These challenges span skills, health and wellbeing, social mobility, aspiration and business.  
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Norfolk County Council In conjunction with Norfolk office of Data Analytics have developed a range of 
vulnerability indicators to determine which LSOA’s are more prone to the impacts of certain risks these 
are detailed below, and highlight the scope of the challenge: 
 
Of the 49,000 living in the town, 8.5% have been identified as having one or more ‘vulnerability indicator’: 
 

 1A hot spot for digital exclusion: 
with low digital access and 
competence. 2 

 Significant financial vulnerability: 
22.8% of Kings Lynn & West Norfolk 
residents are economically inactive3, 
and there has been a 108% increase 
in UC claimants in KLWN since 
March 2020, compared with the 
national figure of 95.3%. The number 
of people claiming support from 
Norfolk Assistance Scheme (welfare 
and hardship support) increased from 
300 in Feb 2020 to 1200 in Feb 
20224 

 High social vulnerability due to 
more physically and mentally 
vulnerable people: Of the 22.8% noted above, 36.9% are economically inactive due to long term 
health conditions.5 During the pandemic residents of King’s Lynn and West Norfolk made 
significantly more requests for support than other districts for assistance such as help with food 
shopping or prescription collections.6 

 
 
Skills and attainment: 7 
There is a documented skills 
‘mismatch’ in employer demand and 
workforce skillset across Norfolk, 
particularly in key areas of demand 
in King’s Lynn such as healthcare. 
King’s Lynn’s workforce skill levels 
are low in the context of both local 
demand and national higher skills 
demand, meaning too many King’s 
Lynn residents cannot access local 
higher skilled and higher earning job 
opportunities.  
Specific challenges include: 

 Low earnings: Residents 
on average earn £2,360.80 

 
1 NODA’s Norfolk Vulnerability Database: North Lynn, South Lynn, Gaywood Chase, Gaywood North, West Winch 
2 NODA’s Norfolk Vulnerability Database: Mosaic indicators - Digital Exclusion data for King’s Lynn and 
surrounding areas, based on  
3 NOMIS labour market profile 
4 NODA’s Norfolk Vulnerability Database: Financial Vulnerability data for King’s Lynn and surrounding areas 
5 NOMIS labour market profile 
6 Data from Norfolk Vulnerability Hub 
7 EMSI/Buring Glass Feb 2022 skills demand analysis 
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less than the regional average per annum and £1,440.40 less than the national average per 
annum (£110,920 across a working life)8 

 Low Qualification levels: only 26% of the working population in KLWN have level 4+ 
qualifications compared with 43% nationally. 7% have no qualifications, compared with 6% 
nationally. Only 17% school leavers in King's Lynn progress to higher education compared with 
40% nationally9 

 Less re-skilling: Significantly lower uptake in adult learning than comparable local areas. Over a 
3-year period the Adult Learning Service in King’s Lynn had just 516 course registrations (base 
adult population of 21,914). In comparison there were 1386 registrations in Great Yarmouth with 
a base adult population of 22,85910 

 Not in Education, Employment or Training (NEET): King’s Lynn has 4.18% of 17- to 18-year-
olds who are NEET, higher than the Norfolk and National averages of 3.01% and 2.8% 
respectively.11  

12 

NVQ level 
  

KLWN Norfolk East of England England 
Count % Count % Count % Count % 

NVQ4+  21,800 25.8 182,400 35 1,484,300 39.3 14,886,100 42.8 

NVQ3+  38,400 45.6 292,800 56.1 2,189,500 58 21,296,900 61.2 
NVQ2+  56,800 67.4 390,400 74.8 2,906,000 77 27,158,800 78 
NVQ1+  70,200 83.3 460,400 88.2 3,351,700 88.8 30,594,400 87.9 
Other qualifications 
(NVQ)  8,100 9.6 26,200 5 213,200 5.6 2,048,700 5.9 

No qualifications (NVQ)  6,000 7.1 35,100 6.7 210,400 5.6 2,153,900 6.2 
 
Health and wellbeing: 
The most recent Public Health Fingertips data shows King's Lynn and West Norfolk's clear need for 
health intervention from high rates of suicide and infant mortality (regionally and nationally) and 
increasing trend for alcohol-related admissions to hospital and increasing dementia diagnoses.  
The impact of Covid-19 on both population health and access to health services, has provided an even 
more compelling need to centre population health more strongly in any community offer.  

 
8 ONS, Small area income estimates for middle layer super output areas, England and Wales, 2017/18 
9 ONS, Annual Population Survey 2018 
10 Adult Learning records, 2019-2021 
11 Norfolk County Council/DfE June 2022 
12 ONS Census 2011, King’s Lynn skills attainment vs Norfolk vs England 
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 Suicide and self harm: King’s Lynn had nearly double the number of suicides (19/100,000 
population) than seen in Norfolk as a whole (11/100,000), and admissions for self-harm remain 
above the East of England average with 340 hospital admissions recorded for intentional self-
harm 2020/21 in KLWN 

 Social isolation: People experiencing mental health issues often become isolated from their 
community and lack the confidence to deal with practical matters such as benefit letters, debt 
issues or steps towards employment. 

 Lack of space: Community groups frequently report their main issues as finding good quality, 
bookable, accessible, flexible and large enough spaces in the Town to run their groups and 
support offers 

 Loneliness: 6.3% of the population of KLWN reported to feeling lonely often or always 
 Drug and Alcohol misuse: Over the last 3 years there were 1,720 per 100,000 hospital 

admissions related to alcohol specific conditions from King’s Lynn residents compared to 494 per 
100,000 in Norfolk. Norfolk has the fifth highest rate of opiate and crack use in the East of 
England. Those with opiate and crack addictions are significantly more likely to experience 
housing issues and homelessness as a result of their addiction and wider socio-economic 
factors. 

 Life shortening disease: King’s Lynn has a Cardiovascular rate of deaths of 158 per 100,000 
compared to a Norfolk average of 45 deaths per 100,000 

 Childhood obesity: 26% of year 6 children are obese in King’s Lynn compared to 20% in 
Norfolk.13  

 
Aspirations and social mobility 

 Milestones Only 62% of children in King’s Lynn reach expected development at age 5 compared 
with 73% in Norfolk 

 Help is not close at hand The Early Child and Family Service is currently located in South Lynn; 
staff report issues of non-attendance from families who struggle to access their services due to 
the location.  

 Deprivation KL has 4 wards which appear in the top 10% most deprived in England (North Lynn, 
Gaywood, St. Margrets with St. Nicholas, South & West Lynn)14. Working poverty is highest 
among lone parents, and attainment is lower for children from a lone parent family. 28% of 
families smoke (23% in Norfolk) 

 Smoking exacerbates poverty as well as increasing the likelihood of poor health outcomes 
 Diverse population 4.4% of households in KL have English as an additional language (1.6% in 

Norfolk) increasing barriers to access and reducing attainment 
 Unemployment 20% of households are workless (18% in Norfolk. This impacts child 

development and education, limiting their future employment prospects, and reducing their 
opportunities to succeed throughout their lives15 

 Increasing demand Children’s Services have seen an over 100% increase in family support 
referrals YoY between 2019 and 2020 and an over 200% increase in referrals to the inclusion 
service to try and prevent exclusion16 

 
Facilities and resources for businesses: 
The business birth rate in King’s Lynn is the lowest in the County when compared with working age 
population17, and the results of in public consultation carried out this year have highlighted the local 
demand for a support offer centered on establishing new businesses and accessing work opportunities:  

 
13 All from Public Health Fingertips data https://fingertips.phe.org.uk/ 
14 Index of Multiple Deprivation 2019 
15 All from Public Health Fingertips data https://fingertips.phe.org.uk/ 
16 NCC Children’s Services 
17 Business birth rates, ONS, 2018-2020; AVG population, ONS, 2018 
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 Business birth rate before Covid-19 was 10% compared with 13% across England, and the 
business churn rate was 19% compared with 25% for England18 

 69% of respondents stated Business Start Up advice would be the most valuable business 
support offer. 

 Training to gain skills for the workplace was considered most useful career support (68.9%) 
 Volunteering and work experience opportunities the most useful resources (68.9%). 19 
 Market research conducted by Savills (commissioned by King’s Lynn in December 2021) noted 

two findings of particular relevance: 
o Rural communities in the local area rely heavily on King’s Lynn for work, 

highlighting the importance of encouraging development and economic growth in the 
town. 

o Post Covid there will be increased demand for co-working and flexible workspace, 
delivery of which will be essential for unlocking future economic growth opportunities.  
 

Existing arrangements - current context and challenges 
 
Town Centre Decline: 
As noted in the Town Investment Plan, the town centre 
retail area has been unable to adapt and change fast 
enough to develop an alternative offer to out of town 
living, leisure, and shopping. The Hardwick out of town 
retail area is very large, even in comparison with 
similar sites in comparable sized towns, reflecting its 
wide catchment area. It inevitably encourages 
residents to travel out of the town rather than into the 
relatively modern town centre retail area and reduces 
the extent to which people from the wider catchment 
travel into town.  
King’s Lynn High Street has an abundance of large 
vacant premises, which has been exacerbated by 
Covid-19. King's Lynn was once one of England's 
most important ports, with its market square 
considered to be one of the grandest in the country. 
But like many places, the town has been hit hard by 
the pandemic and the decline of the high street.  

20 
Current Library and Adult Education Offer: 
Modern library provision is more than just a source of information. Whilst the current library has a wide 
range of activities and good public engagement the building has several constraints which limit 
opportunities to deliver 21st Century modern library/learning provision.  
King’s Lynn Library is housed within the Carnegie Building; a grade II Victorian Gothic building opened in 
May 1905. The population of King’s Lynn has grown considerably since 1905 and the library is now of 
insufficient size and lacking accessible and usable floorspace to meet end-user requirements.  
These constraints are all the more acute when considered against the need demonstrated above, and on 
specific independent analysis of Library and Adult Learning need in the area:  

 
18 ONS, Business Demography, 2018 
19 The Engaging company 2021   
20 The current Argos building 
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Pre-pandemic analysis by Norfolk Insights studied indicators of library service need by locality. This 
highlights not only indicators of acute need, but more importantly highlights King’s Lynn as the only 
locality in Norfolk with negative trends (demonstrating higher need) in every indicator considered: 
 

21 
Pre-pandemic analysis from Experian also clearly shows the higher need and low use for library and 
adult learning provision in King’s Lynn and West Norfolk, again highlighting high need and low use 
compared with wider Norfolk: 

   

 
21 NODA 2021 analysis of Norfolk library services need by indicator  
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22 
Capacity: 
At only 550 square metres the library falls well below the statutory guidelines for Library size which 
indicate a minimum of 750 square metres for a library serving the current population of King’s Lynn. The 
layout available does not allow for any dedicated space or privacy for learners, nor does it offer any 
meeting rooms or the flexibility of space to accommodate businesses. Learners on the reading pathway 
who are non readers must be supported in a space shared with the Business Intellectual Property 
Centre. 
The pressure on the space is exacerbated when activities are taking place; The most popular activities 
occupy the main area of the library removing the option for browsing and quiet study, and frequently run 
out of capacity. The library’s popular bounce and rhyme session for young children is often overbooked 
meaning local families miss out on important developmental and social engagement. 
The lack of space impacts both adult learning and partnerships. The temporary Adult Learning annexe 
only has one classroom located in a temporary structure at the rear of the building, which is not 
accessible. Partners seeking to use the space are limited by the lack of availability, limiting the range of 
offers available to residents. 
Access and safeguarding: 
There are no accessible toilets or changing spaces at the current library and although there is a ramp 
giving access to the building, this must be accessed through classrooms at the back of building which 
are sometimes occupied. There is a lack of maneuverable space for those in wheelchairs or pushchairs. 
There is also no storage space for wheelchairs or pushchairs. 
A busy road must be crossed to access the library, and connectivity to public transport is poor. The 
layout makes safeguarding challenging, with corners that cannot be easily monitored and episodes of 
antisocial behaviour in the foyer. 
In recent consultation with residents, the main reason given by those not using the library for not doing to 
(25% of respondents) was its location and connectivity. 

 
Influence of market failures and COVID-19 
Market failures in this area include the low incentive to provide community or other low commercial value 
space, leading to a significant delivery gap. This leads to a challenge for flexible office space, particularly 
for smaller businesses and startups. Pilot work offering smaller low-cost spaces for hire conducted by 
KLWN BID (Business Improvement District) has demonstrated the demand for such a space, but due to 
low revenues it is not a viable investment opportunity for any sector purely focused on generating 
income (as opposed to broader public benefits).  
In spite of employer demand, the market has not been able to effectively respond to the skills needs in 
King’s Lynn, whether that is to encourage uptake of basic skills, to encourage young people to remain in 

 
22 Experian Mosaic 2012 analysis of Norfolk Library and Adult Learning need, and usage compared with need 
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education, or provide access to higher-wage jobs. Employment taken up by the local populace is 
typically low-wage (as demonstrated by the lower earnings) and low-skill due to poor academic 
attainment. While there are opportunities for higher-paying jobs and career progression businesses have 
reported finding these challenging to fill, with roles often taken up by commuters from other areas.   
The challenges of Covid and the introduction of social distancing guidelines impacted the available 
space within the building and have highlighted the lack of space to operate with social distancing 
measures. Ventilation is also a key concern with the only real means of ventilation requiring all windows 
to be open, in the winter, given current energy costs, this is a prohibitive and carbon heavy practice. 
Prior to the pandemic the library regularly had over 20,000 visitors per quarter. To date the library is still 
getting less than half the number it had before Covid, even with distancing guidelines at an end. The 
slow increase in visitor numbers suggests that service users have little confidence in the  
PC usage has seen a significant deterioration through the pandemic and sits at just over a third of pre-
pandemic levels. This is of particular concern given the demonstrated issues with digital exclusion. The 
number of items being issued has also dropped and not recovered to pre-pandemic levels.  
 

 

23 
Vision and objectives 
 
Our Vision for the “MUCH” in King’s Lynn aligns with a wider vision to deliver community based services 
and support in the heart of communities that need them and to address the unique challenges they face. 
With this in mind the proposed project has the following vision, aims and objectives: 
 
Vision:  
‘To create a place where residents can access a range of public services they value, alongside 
information and advice they trust, with library and learning at their heart.  A welcoming, safe space where 
a range of partners offer support and people can connect, learn, be inspired and find the resources they 
need to thrive.’ 
The project aims to:  

 
23 Norfolk Library Service data 

Apr-Jun 
2019

Jul-Sep 
2019

Oct-Dec 
2019

Jan-Mar 
2020

Apr-Jun 
2020

Jul-Sep 
2020

Oct-Dec 
2020

Jan-Mar 
2021

Apr-Jun 
2021

Jul-Sep 
2021

Oct-Dec 
2021

Jan-Mar 
2022

Apr-Jun 
2022

Visits 19,656 22,933 21,539 20,819 0 10,865 6,183 0 4,677 5,849 9,047 10,395 10,007

ISSUES
Books + SPO 13,576 14,611 12,204 13,765 2 7,324 5,811 404 6,009 9,254 8,948 10,426 10,467
AV 353 352 373 420 0 143 63 5 81 40 129 127 124
Issues Total 13,929 14,963 12,577 14,185 2 7,467 5,874 409 6,090 9,294 9,077 10,553 10,591

PC Usage (hrs) 3835.68 4770.36 4504.20 4493.80 0.00 650.23 385.18 1.58 486.01 719.73 1037.38 1381.93 1316.48

Jan-Mar 
2020

Apr-Jun 
2020

Jul-Sep 
2020

Oct-Dec 
2020

Jan-Mar 
2021

Apr-Jun 
2021

Jul-Sep 
2021

Oct-Dec 
2021

Jan-Mar 
2022

Apr-Jun 
2022

Active Borrowers - Unknown 106 95 81 64 24 39 52 66 80 91
Active Borrowers - Female 1757 1563 1356 1068 579 703 851 916 1044 1107
Active Borrowers - Male 1123 988 859 667 360 444 506 523 593 615
Active Borrowers - Total 2986 2646 2296 1799 963 1186 1409 1505 1717 1813

Active Users - Unknown 241 227 191 146 96 124 146 162 203 215
Active Users - Female 2995 2706 2355 1932 1381 1784 1981 2047 2191 2135
Active Users - Male 2314 2066 1767 1462 961 1246 1372 1445 1569 1510
Active Users - Total 5550 4999 4313 3540 2438 3154 3499 3654 3963 3860

New Members 379 42 133 70 71 135 269 212 256 293
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 Provide inspiring spaces and facilities for individuals, communities and businesses that 
encourage connection and innovation 

 Deliver flexible layouts and resources that adapt to the needs of different people and purposes 
 Create a strong base for outreach and community support work and support smaller community 

groups and partners to have a local presence 
 Transform the landscape of the town centre with an aspirational building and associated public 

realm to encourage a sense of identity and pride in a local place 
 Attract more people to town centres as a cultural anchor, helping to strengthen communities 
 Provide modern and fit-for-purpose services for customers; broaden offer to support small 

business 
 Create a new town centre one-stop shop for a range of services and skills development 

opportunities for King’s Lynn residents, with close access to public transport.   
 Drive skills progression for the workforce - encouraging lifelong professional development, 

upskilling and reskilling  
 Equip young people for success by unlocking their abilities, confidence and potential  

 
Project objectives: 
The Multi User Community Hub project has the following key objectives:  
1. Develop a co-located ‘community multi-use hub’ facility in the town centre of King’s Lynn which brings 
together the relocated library, an enhanced adult learning offer, and other community activity provision.  
2. Provide skills and educational opportunities for residents starting at entry level. Develop new 
community adult learning education and higher education courses that meet skills need in the Town. 
4. Develop new community partnerships to provide a variety of programming and community support 
offers from the hub to address local community vulnerabilities and maximise access to services for 
residents 
5. Provide services and facilities for start-ups and local businesses 
 
Measures of success: 
1. The hub build will be completed to time, budget, scope and quality 
2. A suite of evolving education and skills courses will be bookable prior to the launch of the hub 
3. New workshops, classes and courses tailored to KLWN needs will have been developed and form part 
of the hub programme 
4. New community partnerships will have been set up and partners old and new will be operating from 
the hub from launch 
5. Meeting rooms and hot desking space will be available for booking and drop in from launch. Multi-
purpose spaces will be available for commercial hire 
6. An increase in overall library and adult learning usage 
 

The proposed investment 
 
Project Description: 
The hub will be a state-of-the-art fully accessible community and learning space in the centre of town. It 
will play host to not only the library and associated facilities, but a range of Norfolk County Council 
services and programming from Adult Learning and partners – curated specifically to the needs of King’s 
Lynn residents.  
 
Summary of Options  
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Option One: Do Nothing.  
This option would not address the demonstrated challenges in community, financial, social and digital 
vulnerability, skills and opportunity shortages, health inequalities, or business underperformance, nor 
support the revitalisation of the town centre. This option would also leave the town with an inadequate, 
inaccessible and inferior library and adult learning offer. The challenges identified in the strategic case 
will not only remain but could deteriorate further if proactive changes to offer is not changed to meet 
modern needs. 
 
Option Two: Refurbishment of/extension to current library. Extend the existing library to add more 
temporary structures. 
This option has significant limitations and is unfeasible: the current library is grade two listed and 
significant changes cannot to be made, for example to address access or safeguarding needs within the 
building.  
Any extension would potentially be a temporary structure and would come at the loss of the library car 
park. This option does not address the location or accessibility issues identified nor the clear need for a 
more centralised community offer, revitalisation of the town centre or the improvement to pride of place. 
 
Option Three – preferred option: Create a new central community and learning space. Purchase 
and redevelop a vacant building within the town to create a central “Multi User Community Hub”, with the 
library as the key tenant, and adult learning and partners co-tenants.  
The hub would be central to the town with significantly increased floor space to enhance the library offer, 
provide a permanent home to the (again enhanced) Adult Learning offer, have enough space for co-
located or ‘spot-hire’ partners, and offer additional facilities for business, communities and learning. 
The selected building would need to have good connectivity with public transport, nearby car parking 
(including nearby disabled parking), and be central enough to both benefit from and contribute to town 
centre footfall. 
The additional space and central location will facilitate a significant expansion in programmes and 
partnerships, specifically curated for the needs of King’s Lynn residents. 
This option would impact all elements identified in the case for change and create a flagship learning and 
community offer in the centre of town. 
Several sites that could meet the needs identified were reviewed, and 46 New Conduit Street (the site of 
the old Argos building) was identified as the site that met all key needs: 
 
Summary of Sites Considered:  
NPS were commissioned by Norfolk County Council to undertake a feasibility and site search 
assessment and provide an evaluation report for alternative library/multi-use community hub provision 
within the town of King’s Lynn. (King’s Lynn Library/Multi-Use Community Hub Provision Site Search & 
Evaluation Report NPS 2021)  
Current timescale constraints imposed by funding streams dictated that any alternative site needed to be 
available/deliverable within an immediate timeframe. The site search undertaken, and evaluation 
exercise therefore considered potential sites and assessed their suitability against a number of criteria. 
There were a number of key considerations in relation to identifying a suitable, available and deliverable 
alternative site to replace the current library, and a key set of site-specific criteria (shown in the first 
column of the grid below) were identified/used for the purpose of the commission. 
A number of sites within the town centre boundary were identified as being marketed/available. The site 
search used data for property availability, both leasehold and freehold from a variety of platforms.  These 
include Rightmove Commercial, Property Link and EGi Radius Data Exchange. Based on the minimum 
floor area threshold a number of identified sites (20) were discounted.   
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Based on collaboration with KLWN on which site provided the most benefits, other client considerations 
including timescale constraints imposed by funding streams, the assessment identified four potential 
alternative sites, as detailed in the Site Review Summary annexe. 
 
How the project will address the objectives and vision 
Our vision and objectives will be delivered through two key elements:  

 the build, location, and facilities 
 programming and partnerships 

 
Libraries are the cornerstone of communities, providing a safe, trusted environment open to all, and 
they’re also a place to meet people, to learn new skills and find a new favourite book. According to the 
annual report to parliament on Libraries, Libraries have an important role to play in tackling loneliness 
through events and activities. Recommendation 14 of The Kruger Report in 2020, cites “A new focus on 
the modern local library…. business start-up support and digital inclusion for local communities” All of 
these roles and functions are at the core of the proposals for this project. Furthermore, the project 
supports the new role of family hubs and forms part of our proposals for the delivering these in Norfolk 
 
The build, location, and facilities: 
 
The new centre is predicted to bring footfall and activity into the area by regenerating an existing 
central eyesore site, with a relocated Library at the core of a campus style approach ensuring 
supported access to learning, skills, advice and information. The new hub will increase footfall in 
the town centre by 200,000 visits per annum, creating a vibrant town centre and providing evidence to 
external investors that King’s Lynn is an attractive and viable market for wider leisure opportunities.  
 
The location is near the bus and railway stations and central parking. Three disabled parking spaces are 
immediately outside, and a further 12 within 0.2 miles. Access for all is central to the vision, and this 
begins with the build: the space will include a changing space toilet, and accessibility (such as large lifts 
by the entry and accessible toilets on each floor) designed in as standard. Safeguarding will be 
significantly improved compared with the current library with improved lighting and layout in particular 
increasing both the manageability of the space and users’ feelings of personal security. 
 
CIPFA library usage report indicates that those that live in areas of high deprivation are more likely to 
come to the library to find something out or use a computer than to borrow a book and are also more 
likely to travel on foot. The central location of the MUCH will enable more people to access it on foot, 
as part of their day to day lives, increasing library participation amongst the most deprived groups.  
 
The MUCH will include spaces for people to meet and get together including community groups. The 
VCSE sector plays a vital role in supporting addiction, mental health and wellbeing and there is broad 
feedback from the sector that spaces to carry out their work are limited in King’s Lynn. It will also provide 
the town centre with a location for 121 and group sessions for drug and alcohol support. Even at this 
early stage there has been significant interest from the sector in developing partnerships, and 
development work has already begun with multiple organisations (shown in more detail in the 
Commercial Case).  
 
Businesses will be supported though a wealth of business-focussed facilities including larger and 
dedicated BIPC space; flexible drop-in workspaces (meeting spaces, hot desking, private meeting 
rooms): and attractive hireable multi-purpose spaces shaped with opportunities for local businesses in 
mind.  
 
There will be nearly three times as much space across three floors in the MUCH as in the current 
library building; Adult Learning will have a permanent home and be able to operate a significantly 
augmented programme supporting the improvements to skills identified, and a town centre location 
makes it easier for more people to access and benefit from the skills offer. New study spaces and 
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significantly increased capacity of digital workstations means people have the resources and space to 
support their learning and therefore employment prospects.  
 
This increase in space will allow numbers accessing skills courses to be brought at least in line with 
Great Yarmouth, which has similar demographics but three times the Adult Learning space capacity. 
Whilst we expect an immediate increase of 30% course attendance in line with expected traffic increase, 
we would expect to eventually double the overall attendance, in alignment with the figures below: 
 

Adult Learning Courses 2018-2021 
 King’s Lynn Great Yarmouth 
Individuals completing courses 762 1,365 

 
Health and wellbeing will be enhanced through facilities such as a new training kitchen. Cooking and 
sharing meals with others is an important way to reduce isolation, build community, confidence and 
wellbeing. The flexible spaces will allow for a programme of physical activity, enabling many more 
people to improve both their physical and mental health. A planned travel node – bike storage and 
electric bike rental – will encourage active travel and health improvements. 
 
Plenty of accessible space in the Town Centre will allow us to carry out a targeted Family Learning 
programme, with space for play and get together; families will be able to learn together, raising 
aspiration and achievement from the Early Years onwards.  
 
King’s Lynn’s unique historical environment will be enhanced and complemented by the extensive local 
history resources and collections held at the library and the opportunities this project brings to promote 
and display them at heart of the town.  It will be a major contributor to the sense of pride in the town and 
sense of place. 
 
The below RIBA1 indicative sketches of the space highlight the impact the rejuvenated build will have on 
the surroundings, fulfilling community requests in for a modern build that works with its surroundings, 
opening up a plaza space and revealing the Majestic Cinema. The inside ground floor entryway will feel 
open and welcoming, with space for exhibitions and easy sightlines connecting different areas within the 
space. These designs are subject to much wider consultation with planners, the public and Town Deal 
Board over the forthcoming RIBA stages. 
 

 24 
 
 
Programming and partnerships: 
 
The programming and partnerships offer will be based on the successful and proven approaches already 
up and running in Great Yarmouth and the Norfolk and Norwich Millennium Library. More than doubling 
the existing space will allow Adult Learning will be able to operate a significantly augmented programme. 

 
24 Artist impression of external and internal views – Hudson Architects 2022 
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Adult Learning have developed an ambitious programme in response to the King's Lynn Skills strategy 
– planning courses which support shortages in NHS and care staff, STEM subjects and green and low-
carbon sectors.  As a result of the Government’s focus on supporting adults to gain first Level 3 and 
above qualifications, they will offer a range of free Level 3 vocational qualifications.  
 
Adult Learning will offer a much wider Community learning programme with courses like “beat the bills” 
providing basic skills for people in budgeting and money management. People will be able to access a 
wider programme of digital inclusion courses and 121 support, reducing the numbers of people 
experiencing digital exclusion. Skills and employability training means more people will find 
sustainable and or better paid work meaning they don’t have to struggle on a fixed income provided 
by benefits.  
 
Planned course programme developments with The College of West Anglia (CoWA) will also maximise 
Adult Education resources and create a navigable learning path for people to re-skill, bringing 
participation in line with and even surpass comparable areas. Working together with CoWA a 
programme of ESOL and Adult Education programmes that maximises shared resources and enables 
as many residents as possible to support their aspirations. 
 
Trained staff providing face to face and on demand information and signposting means people can 
come and access help quickly and easily for things like NAS and Lily referrals. A permanent, town 
centre presence for voluntary sector organisations (for example CAB, community food hub etc) will 
provide vital support with debt and benefits advice will help people manage their financial struggles and 
maximise their income 
 
Children’s Services have included the MUCH in their Family Hub proposals to help tackle the negative 
social and health outcomes faced by families and the lack of accessible support for families near to 
where they live 
 
A wealth of business and employment-centred learning and resources will be based onsite. The 
flexible spaces open up other opportunities for greater partnership working with organisations providing 
business support, advice, guidance and workforce training. 
 
Discussions to date with health services providers have encompassed a wide range of opportunities to 
combat health inequalities with opportunities under consideration ranging from hosting health checks or 
physical rehabilitation services within the multi-purpose spaces, to basing health spoke models onsite. 
 
 
The 'one-stop shop' of a range of services and activities the MUCH now proposes to offer means there  
will be increased opportunities to support early intervention, referral and support to members of the 
community who are vulnerable. 
 
The combination of facilities, programming and partnerships will create a ‘no wrong door’ approach - 
essential in supporting the community in response to Covid-19. The vision is to offer the community a 
key and pathway to a better life. This range of services will provide a core environment of well-being, 
skills development, learning and information and would provide a base-revenue model.  
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Expected outputs and outcomes  
 
Outputs: 

Output Target 
Number of new cultural facilities  1 

Number of derelict buildings refurbished 1 

Number of public amenities / facilities created 1 

Amount of new office space – meeting rooms and hot desking 400sqm 

Amount of floor space repurposed (commercial) – spaces available for 
commercial hire 

425sqm 

# of transport nodes with new multimodal connection points 1 

 
Outcomes: 

Outcome Target 
Amount of capacity of new or improved training or education facilities 5,200 

Number of learners enrolled in new education and training courses 100pa 

Number of learners / trainees / students enrolled at improved education and 
training facilities 

350pa 

Number of learners/students/trainees gaining certificates, graduating or 
completing courses at new or improved training or education facilities, or 
attending new courses 

100pa 

# of potential entrepreneurs assisted to be enterprise ready 32pa  

Improved perceptions of place by residents, visitors, and businesses 70% 

Increased footfall to the town centre  200,000 pa25 

 
Expected different impacts by protected characteristics and/or income groups 
For a full breakdown of impacts by group, please refer to the Equality Impact Assessment in appendices 
Norfolk County Council is committed to providing public services and a workforce environment that can 
be accessed, understood and used to the greatest extent possible by all people regardless of their ability 
or disability. Whilst designing the MUCH we will be guided by the following: 

 Provide the same means of use to enable access for all users: identical whenever possible; 
equivalent when not 

 Avoid segregating or stigmatizing any users 
 Provisions for privacy, security and safety shall be equally available to all users 
 Ensure dignity in use for all users 

 
  

 
25 This increased footfall also represents a minimum 30% increase in pre-pandemic Library usage 
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Stakeholders 
Our engagement with key stakeholders has both reinforced the need for the project and allowed us to 
refine our offer – even at this early stage. Specific ways in which stakeholder viewpoints have influenced 
the project are highlighted in the Stakeholder Feedback and Project Change (Annexe 2)  
Prior to public consultation, stakeholder and member briefings were held in early December 2021. These 
provided a valuable opportunity for the project team to inform priority stakeholders about early 
developments and thinking and gain valuable feedback on the plans.  
Community consultation took place online and via hard copy surveys (available in the library and at drop-
in sessions) from 1 December – 22 December 2021. Respondents were invited to give their views on a 
proposed new community hub in King’s Lynn, and their ideas for the future use of the current library 
building. A robust overall sample of 379 respondents took part in the survey. 
A series of online workshops were also held for members of the public (who had indicated that they 
would like to join a workshop through the survey). Sessions to get the views of representatives from the 
heritage and the arts, and community and voluntary groups also took place.   
The Vision King’s Lynn young people survey took place online from 5th October - 24th October 2021. 
During this time, 167 respondents aged 16-25 took part.  
 

Policy alignment 
The project has excellent alignment with key local regional and national strategies, policies and plans 
which can be found in Policy Alignment (Annexe 3) 
 
They include: 

 The King’s Lynn Town Investment Plan 
 The King’s Lynn Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP) 
 Norfolk County Council Better Together for Norfolk 2021-2025 strategy 
 Norfolk County Council Rising to the Challenge Together strategy 
 Norfolk strategy for Participation and NEET 
 Multiply (Norfolk & Suffolk County Councils)  
 Integrated Care System & Health and Wellbeing Partnerships 
 New Anglia’s Economic Recovery Restart Plan 
 New Anglia Local Skills Report 
 Skills Advisory Panels 
 Build Back Better High Streets Strategy 
 Levelling Up Whitepaper Missions 
 The Skills for Jobs White Paper 
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ECONOMIC CASE 
 
Introduction 
The Economic Case demonstrates the public value for money of the preferred option to society, 
including wider social and environmental effects. This is demonstrated through a Value for Money (VfM) 
assessment of the preferred option. Town Deal funding will be used to redevelop the vacant former 
Argos building on New Conduit Street to provide a new Multi User Community Hub (MUCH). The MUCH 
project will provide a new library, replacing the current facility at the Carnegie Building as well as 
providing a café and spaces for offering adult learning, a digital hub, training kitchen and spaces for 
businesses (workspace and meeting space). Specifically, the project will: 
  
 Provide a modern and accessible library, business and community hub that provides a facility of 

sufficient size to meet the needs of King’s Lynn’s population. The MUCH facility will mirror the library, 
learning and community facilities provided by Norfolk County Council elsewhere in the county and 
respond to the feedback of community consultation collected as part of developing the King’s Lynn 
Town Deal investment plan.  

 Provide spaces for a wider range of services such as flexible spaces to deliver a large programme of 
learning at Level 1-4 in partnership with the Department for Education. This responds to low levels of 
workforce skills in King’s Lynn and West Norfolk and a lack of adult learning facilities in King’s Lynn 
town centre.   

 Transform the New Conduit Street area of King’s Lynn town centre, increasing footfall as a result of 
the number of residents using services provided at the MUCH, providing the opportunity in the future 
for high quality public realm at its frontage and opening up the Majestic Cinema via the preferred 
design for the MUCH. 

  
Approach to economic case 
The approach taken to the economic case is based on a combination of quantitative and qualitative 
analysis designed to accurately reflect the proposal for the Multi User Community Hub (MUCH) project. 
This economic case quantifies five core benefits of the MUCH project, each of which directly address 
long-standing challenges faced by the town that are set out in detail in the strategic case.  
  
The MUCH project will address significant health and wellbeing issues, such as social isolation, life 
limiting diseases, poor wellbeing and ill health. This will be quantitatively assessed in two ways, the first 
in terms of the wellbeing benefits of using the MUCH site for its various uses, including for socialising, 
health and wellbeing classes and other events. The second way this will be quantified is through the 
economic savings from reducing the incidence of serious and life limiting health conditions resulting from 
the extensive health and wellbeing courses offered at MUCH.  
  
The high levels of unemployment and low skills attainment in King’s Lynn has contributed to significant 
social and financial vulnerability within the local population and a low wage economy offering many 
residents limited opportunity for social mobility, severely impacting the aspirations of local people, 
especially younger people which is demonstrated by high proportions of NEETs, unemployment and high 
levels of demand for Universal Credit and Children’s Services. Clearly these issues, set out in detail 
within the strategic case have had a significant impact on opportunities and the quality of life for many of 
King’s Lynn’s residents. MUCH seeks to address this by providing targeted training courses to support 
people into employment and to provide the skills required to secure higher value, better paying and 
sustainable employment that will enhance their quality of life. The economic impact of this movement 
into employment has been captured within the quantitative analysis.  
  
The quantitative assessment has an appraisal period of 30 years and has been discounted to 2022 
prices. All quantified benefits have been estimated in line with the HM Treasury Green Book best 
practice, using methodologies and values (where possible) from the appropriate UK Government 
departments.   
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In addition to the quantified benefits assessment, a number of non-quantified benefits have been 
included within this economic case, these include support for mental health and providing access to 
social services. 
  
Options Appraisal 
The development of the MUCH project has been the subject of scheme development and options 
assessment process as part of the development of the Town Investment Plan. This process led to the 
identification of three options: 
  
Option One: Do Nothing  
This option would deliver no works and accordingly, produce no benefits. This option is the standard, 
counter-factual position and would fail to address any of the challenges set out within the Strategic Case.  
Under this option, the existing library site would remain in its current state, with the current accessibility 
and quality issues that affect the site unchanged.  
  
This option was rejected as it would not address the community, societal, health or economic challenges 
faced by the residents of King’s Lynn. However, in accordance with HMT Green Book guidance, this 
option has been taken forward for appraisal as the ‘counter-factual’ option, against which the preferred 
‘Do-Something’ option will be compared.  
  
Option Two: Refurbishment and extension of current library 
This option would refurbish the current Grade II Listed library site and install temporary structures to 
provide additional floorspace in which the additional services identified for the MUCH project will be 
provided. This option would allow many of the services and uses of the MUCH project to be delivered 
within King’s Lynn, however the limitations of this option are significant. This option would restrict the 
ability to address the accessibility issues at the current library as well as to provide the full facilities 
required to deliver the proposed services at the site. This is a result of the listed status of the building. 
The historic current library building is Grade II Listed, meaning that there are limitations to what work can 
be done to alter the fabric of the building or to change the building fundamentally. These limitations are 
likely to extend to adding ramps and other features to enable greater access to the building and may 
restrict the ability to redevelop the interior of the building to provide space for the services required by 
the MUCH project. Without accessibility and the ability to deliver the full amount of floorspace required to 
deliver these services, this option would limit the benefits of the scheme and likely fail to fully address the 
challenges set out in the Strategic Case. The use of temporary structures to provide additional 
floorspace would also lead to the loss of the carpark at the site, further restricting accessibility at the site. 
This option would also fail to address the need for a more centralised community offer that would 
contribute to the revitalisation of the town centre and support the enhanced identity and pride of place 
within King’s Lynn. As a result of these issues, this option was not taken forward for appraisal.  
  
Option Three: Create a new, central, community and learning space 
This option would purchase and redevelop a vacant building within King’s Lynn’s town centre to deliver a 
central hub as a base for the MUCH project. This option would deliver a larger library than in its current 
location and provide sufficient floorspace to deliver the full programme of courses, training and events 
proposed by this scheme.  
46 New Conduit Street, King’s Lynn was selected as the site for this option. The current building in this 
site, a large former retail unit is disused and is a visual blight on a central area of the town. The 
redevelopment of this site would enable the delivery of the MUCH project and provide a high-quality 
community hub that is centrally located and accordingly will increase footfall and activity within the town 
centre.  
For the above reasons, in particularly the alignment of this option with the scheme’s objectives, set out in 
the Strategic Case, Option Three was selected as the preferred option.  
  
In accordance with HMT Green Book principles, both the Preferred Option and the ‘Do-Minimum’ option, 
Option One, will be taken forward for quantitative appraisal.  
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Economic benefits 
The MUCH project seeks to address a range of economic, social and health challenges faced by King’s 
Lynn’s residents.  
The quantified economic benefits of this project reflect those ambitions and are closely tied both the 
specific outputs of the project and the impact of these outputs on King’s Lynn, drawing on the wealth of 
evidence of current challenges set out in the Strategic Case.  
  
The quantified benefits of this project are linked directly to the key impacts of the project on the health, 
wellbeing and economic opportunities of its target beneficiaries. Each of the five quantified benefits 
reflect this and each build on the strategic justification for this project set out in the Strategic Case. The 
benefits quantified to appraise the MUCH project are: 
  
 Wellbeing benefit of library users – This project seeks to address long-standing health and 

wellbeing issues prevalent amongst the local population, by providing a community space offering 
events, groups and services aimed at engaging residents and enhancing their wellbeing and health. 
Research undertaken on behalf of the Arts Council England into the wellbeing impacts of library use 
valued users and non-users' willingness to pay for libraries with this type of offer as a measure of the 
wellbeing value gained from the ability to access these services and community spaces. 

 Health benefits from reduction in serious, life-limiting conditions – In addition to supporting 
greater levels of wellbeing, the MUCH scheme will provide a range of support to enhance health 
outcomes among the local population. As the Strategic Case sets out, King’s Lynn has high levels of 
health inequality, including a rate of deaths from cardiovascular disease more than three-and-a-half 
times higher than the Norfolk average. The health and lifestyle support provided at the MUCH site 
will contribute to a reduction in this risk to those who receive this support. The reduction in risk 
reduces the chance of those receiving this support from requiring medical treatment for these 
conditions, leading to a significant saving to the NHS which has been applied as a proxy measure for 
the societal benefit, including to the benefit to the individual of not developing these conditions.  

 Lifetime economic benefit of people gaining new qualifications – The educational courses, 
aligned to Levels 1, 2 and 3 offered at the MUCH will provide lifetime economic benefits for those 
receiving qualifications. This calculation captures that benefit and reflects the aim of this project to 
address the issues around the lack of opportunities and quality of life among King’s Lynn’s residents 
without formal qualifications.  

 Welfare impact of supporting re-entrants to the labour market – The programme of skills and 
training to be offered by the MUCH project will actively support many of those receiving training to 
enter or re-enter employment. In providing this training and support, MUCH will actively address the 
issues of low skills attainment, low qualifications levels, low earnings and high unemployment within 
King’s Lynn. The shortage of skills amongst many residents restricts their ability to find meaningful, 
high value and well-paid employment and limits both their life chances and the quality of life. The 
economic benefit of people entering or re-entering employment with good quality jobs has been 
captured using a methodology set out in the Department for Transport’s TAG guidance that states 
that the welfare of a single job is the equivalent of 40% of the Gross Value Added (GVA) produced 
by that job. This methodology has been conservatively applied to those receiving employability 
support from the MUCH project.  

 Value of volunteering at the MUCH – The MUCH site will double the size of the library space within 
King’s Lynn and in doing so increase in the amount of time volunteered to deliver library services. 
This has been quantified to capture the value of this time.  

 
The methodologies used to assess each of the above quantified benefits are set out below.  
The quantitative appraisal of the costs and benefits of this scheme has been undertaken over 30-year 
appraisal period, in accordance with HMT Green Book guidance that ties the appraisal period to the 
anticipated lifetime of the asset, which in this case has been assumed to be 30 years. 
  
Wellbeing benefit of library users 
The project is expected to drive an increase in library use and membership. This will result from the 
facility’s central location in the middle of King’s Lynn town centre. Usage will also be driven by improving 
the accessibility of library facilities that is restricted in the listed Carnegie Building. The presence co-
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location of library services with learning provision, a café and business incubation and meeting space will 
also drive up visitor numbers and library usage. The MUCH site will provide services, community groups 
and events that will actively attract and support residents in a number of ways, including simply by 
reducing loneliness and providing a support structure for those currently without one.  
The range of uses of a library site such has this has been assessed in relation to its impact on wellbeing 
in a study undertaken by Daniel Fujiwara and others, commissioned by Arts Council England in 2015[1]. 
This study utilised a willingness-to-pay approach to create a proxy value of libraries that offer certain 
services and uses.  The values produced by this study range between £29 per person per year to £39 
per person per year, depending on whether users attend events, use the library services to socialise or 
where the library offers health and wellbeing services. As the MUCH project will provide each of these to 
some extent, a weighted average value was used for each net additional library user, based on an even 
weighting between these three uses. This single value per user per year was then adjusted to 2022 
prices.  
  
The current number of library users and the anticipated future users of the MUCH site were estimated by 
Norfolk County Council and King’s Lynn and West Norfolk Council, based on the proportionate uplift in 
users reported by a similar scheme delivered in Great Yarmouth, where a 30% uplift in users was recorded. 
The assumptions used to calculate this benefit are set out below. 
  
Wellbeing benefits to library users 
Assumption  Value Source/ Justification 
Model Assumptions 
Number of Net Additional 
users of the MUCH site 
per annum 

24,000 A 30% uplift to pre-pandemic levels of users of the current library. The 
30% increase in users is based on the findings of a similar project 
delivered in Great Yarmouth.  

Wellbeing benefit to 
library users  

£37 per 
person 
per 
annum 

This value was derived from a weighted average of three willingness-to-
pay values produced by Fujiwara et al. (2015) [2] that reported the 
following: 
The Willingness-to-pay for libraries, reflective of the wellbeing value 
attached to these libraries is dependent on the services offered at each 
library. In 2015 prices, libraries that provide events are valued at £29 per 
person per year, libraries that provide opportunities for social interaction 
are valued at £26 per person per year and libraries that offer health and 
wellbeing services are valued at £39 per person per year. A weighted 
average of these three values was calculated, applying an equal 
weighting to each three values. The resulting figure was adjusted to 
2022 prices.  

Additionality  
Deadweight  10% A low figure for deadweight was applied to reflect the chance that some 

beneficiaries will receive this benefit without the MUCH project being 
delivered. This was considered highly unlikely however, as no alternative 
services are being provided within King’s Lynn that will provide residents 
with access to these benefits. As this project targets those with limited 
ability to travel to other similar sites and those with a particular need for 
the MUCH site, it is considered unlikely that many of the beneficiaries of 
this project would secure these benefits without this scheme being 
delivered.  

Leakage 0% Due to the limited ability of the target beneficiaries of this project to travel 
to other sites, it is considered highly likely that all of the beneficiaries will 
be residents of King’s Lynn. The central location of the site increases the 
likelihood that all beneficiaries will be local to the area.  

Displacement 10% As set out above, the lack of alternative sources of this benefit in King’s 
Lynn makes it highly unlikely that a significant number of the 
beneficiaries of this project will be able to receive these benefits 
elsewhere. In order to be cautious, a low figure for displacement of 10% 
has been applied. 

Net Additionality 81% Mott MacDonald Calculation 
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Once deadweight and displacement are accounted for, the impact over the 30-year appraisal period is 
estimated to generate £12.2m in present value terms. These benefits have been discounted at 3.5% 
per annum in line with HM Treasury Green Book and MHCLG Appraisal Guidance.  
  
  
Health benefits from reduction in serious, life-limiting conditions 
The high levels of health inequalities within King’s Lynn are among the key challenges this project seeks 
to address. As set out in the Strategic Case, King’s Lynn residents have a mortality rate from 
cardiovascular disease more than three-and-a-half times that of the Norfolk average. MUCH will provide 
an increased range of courses, classes and support to encourage residents most at risk of major health 
problems including cardiovascular disease to live healthier lives and accordingly, reduce their risk of 
such conditions. Research by Sheffield Hallam University for Sport England shows that greater levels of 
activity reduces the risk of heart diseases by 35% of dementia by 30% and of diabetes by 50%[3]. This 
report also provides an economic value of reducing the incidence of each condition, tied to the costs 
avoided by the NHS. These and other assumptions are set out below. 
The number of beneficiaries of this benefit were estimated by King’s Lynn and West Norfolk Council 
based on a 30% uplift in users, as reported by a similar scheme in Great Yarmouth, applied to the 
current users of similar services at the existing library site.  
  
Health benefits  
Assumption  Value Source/ Justification 
Model Assumptions 
Number of beneficiaries  28  This is a 30% uplift in the 92 existing annual users of similar health and 

lifestyle services at the current library site. The 30% uplift is based on 
the findings of a similar project delivered in Great Yarmouth.  

Reduction in risk  Various  The study undertaken by Sheffield Hallam University on the economic 
impacts of health, sport and activity utilized data from the NHS which 
report that activity and healthy lifestyle choices reduces the risk of: 

- Heart disease by 35% 
- Dementia by 30%, and 
- Diabetes by 50%[4]. 

Value of reduction in risk Various The same report, as referenced above, values the reduction of each 
incidence of the above conditions as the following: 

- Heart disease, including stroke - £7,270  
- Dementia - £38,520 
- Diabetes (type II) - £4,138 

Each of the above values have been adjusted to 2022 prices.  
Additionality  
Deadweight  0% As set out above, due to the endemic health issues within King’s Lynn 

it is considered highly unlikely that the beneficiaries targeted by this 
project will receive these benefits without MUCH being delivered. 

Leakage 0% Due to the limited ability of the target beneficiaries of this project to 
travel to other sites, it is considered highly likely that all of the 
beneficiaries will be residents of King’s Lynn. The central location of 
the site increases the likelihood that all beneficiaries will be local to the 
area. 

Displacement 0% As set out above, due to the endemic health issues within King’s Lynn 
it is considered highly unlikely that the beneficiaries targeted by this 
project will receive these benefits elsewhere, due to a lack of 
alternative locations. 

Net Additionality 100%   
  
The impact of this benefit over the 30 year appraisal period is estimated to generate £6.9m in present 
value terms. These benefits have been discounted at 3.5% per annum in line with HM Treasury Green 
Book and MHCLG Appraisal Guidance. 
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Lifetime economic benefit of people gaining new qualifications 
The increase in the number of courses across educational Levels 1, 2 and 3 at the MUCH site will directly 
address the skills shortage within the town and enhance the opportunities and aspiration available to the 
town’s residents. The additional courses offered at the MUCH will increase the average number of people 
completing courses each year, this is broken down in the following way: 

- Level 1 – 10 additional completions per annum 
- Level 2 – 20 additional completions per annum 
- Level 3 – 1 additional completion per annum. 

  
The economic value of achieving these qualifications has been produced by the Department for 
Education (DfE)[5] and sourced from the New Economy Unity Cost Database. These values and the 
calculations used to assess this benefit are shown below. As no data is available on the economic 
benefit of securing a Level 1 qualification, this analysis focusses solely on levels 2 and 3.  
  
Assumption  Value Source/ Justification 
Model Assumptions 
Additional Level 2 
qualifications per annum 

20 Project data – based on modelling of the enhanced capability to deliver 
courses at the MUCH. 

Additional Level 3 
qualifications per annum 

1 Project data – based on modelling of the enhanced capability to deliver 
courses at the MUCH. 

Annual value of NVQ 
level 2 qualification per 
annum 

£655 Department for Education data, sourced from the New Economy Unit 
Cost Database, adjusted to 2022 prices.  

Annual value of NVQ 
level 3 qualification per 
annum (2022/23 prices) 

£1,294 Department for Education data, sourced from the New Economy Unit 
Cost Database, adjusted to 2022 prices. 

Course completion rate  75% Although the quality of teaching and of the courses will meet the 
standards set by the Department for Education and OFSTED, the risk 
remains that each year, external factors will cause some of those 
studying each course to fail to complete the course. To account for this, 
an assumption that 75% of those taking each course each year will 
complete the course and achieve the qualification.  

Additionality  
Deadweight  0% As the courses included within this analysis are the net additional 

courses, over and above those currently delivered in this area, 
additionality is already accounted for within this analysis.  

Leakage 0% Due to the limited ability of the target beneficiaries of this project to travel 
to other sites, it is considered highly likely that all of the beneficiaries will 
be residents of King’s Lynn. The central location of the site increases the 
likelihood that all beneficiaries will be local to the area. 

Displacement 0% Due to the lack of alternative locations providing similar courses in this 
area and the lack of similarly accessible and central locations which will 
intentionally reach out to those without these qualifications, it is 
considered unlikely that the beneficiaries of this project will be able to 
access the same support elsewhere.  

Net Additionality 100%   
  
The impact over the 30 year appraisal period is estimated to generate £1.9m in present value terms. 
These benefits have been discounted at 3.5% per annum in line with HM Treasury Green Book and 
MHCLG Appraisal Guidance.  
  
Welfare impact of entrants and re-entrants to labour market  
The MUCH project will provide a central location for a range of training courses, advice and guidance 
services, specifically supporting residents who are seeking to enter the labour market. The new facility 
will therefore lead to an increase in the number of adults residents considered to be ‘job ready’. The 
benefit of preparing residents for entry into the labour market has been monetised in line with HMT 
Green Book and guidance from the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) 
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and the Department for Transport (DfT), the welfare value of individuals entering or re-entering the 
labour market has been captured in the quantitative analysis of the two site options. The MHCLG uses 
DfT’s WebTAG valuation that the individual welfare impact to beneficiaries of entering or re-entering the 
labour market is equivalent to 40% of the GVA of the position they are occupying. This is a standard 
approach within HMT Green Book appraisals and captures the social impact of employment for those out 
of work. The anticipated number of beneficiaries and undiscounted annual benefit of this impact for both 
options is shown below. 
 
Welfare impact of entrants into the labour market  
Assumption  Value Source/ Justification 
Model Assumptions 
Beneficiaries per annum 57 Based on a 30% uplift in current users of similar services at the existing 

library site. This is benchmarked to the findings of a similar project in 
Great Yarmouth. 

GVA per worker – King’s 
Lynn and West Norfolk 

£50,469 ONS, Nominal (smoothed) GVA (B) per filled job (£); Local Authority 
District, 2002 – 2019, adjusted to 2022 prices using GDP Deflators from 
HMT, March 2022. 

Welfare impact of GVA 40% Department for Transport, TAG Unit A2.3, May 2018 
Welfare impact per job £20,187 Calculation 

Proportion of beneficiaries 
entering work 

75% Whilst similar programmes, including the current provision operated by 
the council have proven to be highly successful in supporting people into 
employment, it is unlikely that every person who receives this training 
will enter work as a result. This assumption accounts for the proportion 
of those receiving support who will still be unable to enter employment 
due to other factors that may currently be unforeseen, and which cannot 
be addressed by this project.  

Additionality  
Deadweight  10% As with the other metrics above, the structural issues that underpin 

joblessness and skills shortages amongst pockets of the King’s Lynn 
population are deep rooted and are unlikely to be addressed without this 
project. In order to be cautious and to reflect the chance that some of the 
target beneficiaries each year will enter employment without the support 
and training provided by this project. 

Leakage 0% Due to the limited ability of the target beneficiaries of this project to travel 
to other sites, it is considered highly likely that all of the beneficiaries will 
be residents of King’s Lynn. The central location of the site increases the 
likelihood that all beneficiaries will be local to the area. 

Displacement 5% Due to the lack of alternative locations providing similar training courses, 
it is considered unlikely that the beneficiaries of this project will be able 
to access the same support elsewhere. To reflect the chance that some 
may be able to do so, a figure of 5% has been applied to account for 
displacement. 

Net Additionality 86%   
  
The labour supply benefit has profiled over a 30-year appraisal period is expected to generate £12.4m 
in present value terms. 
 
Value of volunteering 
The increase in the size of the library space relative to the existing site will enable the number of 
volunteers at the MUCH site to be double that of the existing library. The benefit of the time volunteered 
has been valued using the UK minimum wage, which provides a shadow price for the value of the time 
volunteered. The calculation of this benefit is set out below, based on the estimated number of total 
volunteering hours per year produced by the project sponsors.  
  
Value of volunteering 
Assumption  Value Source/ Justification 
Model Assumptions 
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Additional volunteers per 
year  10 

Project specific information  

Hours volunteered per 
week 3 

Project specific information - the project sponsors anticipate volunteers 
will each volunteer between 3 hours per week and the equivalent of full-
time work. As the precise number of hours committed by each volunteer 
are unknown at this stage, for the sake of appraisal, the lower bound of 
the estimated average weekly commitment by volunteers has been 
applied. 

Hours volunteered per 
year per volunteer 

                
156  

Calculation (hours volunteered per week * 52)  

Total volunteering hours 
per year across all 
volunteers 

                
1,560 

Calculation (total hours per year per volunteer * number of volunteers) 

UK minimum wage per 
hour (post April 22) 
National living wage £9.50 

UK Government information on UK minimum wage (National Living 
Wage) https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-national-
minimum-wage-in-2022 

Value of volunteering £14,820 
Calculation – annual value of volunteering per annum 

Additionality  
Deadweight  0% As it would not be possible for people to volunteer in the MUCH without 

the MUCH being delivered, deadweight is set at zero. 
Leakage 0% Due to the limited ability of the target beneficiaries of this project to travel 

to other sites, it is considered highly likely that all of the beneficiaries will 
be residents of King’s Lynn. The central location of the site increases the 
likelihood that all beneficiaries will be local to the area. 

Displacement 25% As it is possible and arguably likely that people willing to volunteer their 
time for causes such as this would volunteer time elsewhere, an 
assumption of 25% for displacement has been applied. It is anticipated 
however that the central location of the MUCH and the attractiveness of 
the space and its offer will attract a significant proportion of the 
volunteers, meaning that the majority would not otherwise volunteer 
elsewhere.  

Net Additionality 75%   
  
The benefit of volunteering has profiled over a 30-year appraisal period is expected to generate 
£254,400 in present value terms. As this analysis uses the minimum estimate for the number of 
volunteering hours to assess this benefit, the actual benefit is likely to be higher than assessed here. 
  
Economic costs 
The economic costs of the MUCH project have been assessed by Norfolk County Council and the King’s 
Lynn Town Deal Board. The costs of the scheme are based on quantities and benchmarked costs and 
have been assessed at a high level and focus on the capital delivery phase.  
The costs presented in the table below are the nominal, undiscounted costs of the scheme. These costs 
exclude inflation but include optimism bias (OB) at 24%. This OB rate is the upper bound (24%) value for 
standard building projects, which at this stage can be as low as a 2% cost uplift[6]; this rate was 
conservatively selected to account for the current high level of construction inflation.  
 
Nominal economic costs, 2022 prices 
Funding Type 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 Total  
Towns Fund £500,000 £438,030 £6,300,420 £0 £7,238,450 
Norfolk County Council £500,000 £438,030 £2,498,020 £1,450,400 £4,886,450 
Total  £1,000,000 £876,060 £8,798,440 £1,450,400 £12,124,900 

  
These costs were then discounted at a rate of 3.5% per annum to 2022/23, in accordance with HMT 
Green Book guidance. The total, present value costs are shown below. 
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Present Value Costs, 2022 prices 
Funding Source Present Value 

Cost 
Towns Fund £6,804,727 
Norfolk County Council £4,563,323 
Total  £11,368,050 

  
No significant renewal costs have been identified as the need for major renewal of the project is not 
anticipated within the 30-year appraisal period – a standard assumption applied to builds such as this. 
Minor and regular maintenance is expected, as detailed in the financial case.  This level of maintenance 
along with the broader operating cost of the MUCH site has also been excluded as at this stage there is 
anticipated to be no net change in operating costs compared to the Do-Minimum scenario. As detailed in 
the financial case, any additional costs of operating the MUCH would be funded through additional 
revenues generated by the site, meaning that the net operational cost of the Do-Something option, 
compared to the Do-Nothing scenario is assumed by the Council to be zero.  
 
Value for money assessment 
There are two key metrics set out in the MHCLG appraisal guidance that can be used to assess 
quantitative element of VfM: the calculation of Benefit Cost Ratios (BCR), which simply show the ratio of 
benefits to costs; and the Net Present Social Value (NPSV), which represents the present value of 
benefits less the present value of costs. A BCR of above 1 and a positive NPSV indicates that the 
intervention option under consideration represents VfM. The higher the BCR, the higher the overall VfM 
(not taking into account non-monetised costs and benefits). The formulae for these two metrics are 
shown below. The BCR is calculated using the following formula: 
   (  ) =   (  )  (  ) (  )  (  )  

 
The NPSV calculates the difference between the net marginal benefit and the net marginal costs: 
  (  ) =    (  )   (  ) 
 
Where: 
    (  ) =  (  )  (  ) 
 
And,   (  ) =  (  )  (  ) 
 
The results of the VfM assessment for the preferred option are outlined in the table below. The VfM 
assessment for MUCH shows a BCR of 2.40. This option therefore demonstrates high VfM. 
 
 Value for Money Assessment Summary 
Economic benefits  Present values (2022 prices) 
Wellbeing benefit of library users £12,160,181 
Health benefits from reduction in serious, life-limiting conditions £12,465,810 

Lifetime economic benefits of educational attainment £1,935,913 

Welfare impact of entrants and re-entrants to labour market  £6,998,908 

Value of volunteering £254,447 
Total Economic Benefits £33,815,259 
Economic costs  
Towns Fund £6,804,727 
Norfolk County Council match funding £4,563,323 
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Total cost (excluding optimism bias) £11,368,050 
Total Cost (Including optimism bias) £14,096,382 
Net Present Social Value £22,447,208 
Benefit-Cost Ratio (BCR) 2.40 

  
Sensitivity analysis 
Two sensitivity tests have been produced to stress test the analysis, to better understand the 
assumptions that drive the benefits appraisal: 
 Sensitivity Test 1: Increase in in Optimism Bias from project costs – an increase in optimism 

bias to 50% is applied to total CAPEX (increasing from 24% under the core scenario). This significant 
increase in costs reduces the BCR from 2.40 to 1.98, which would constitute medium VfM. 

 Sensitivity Test 2: Half the health benefits – if the number of people engaging with the health 
courses and resources was halved, the benefit from increased employment reduces and lowers the 
BCR to 1.96, which still constitutes medium VfM.  
 

Value for Money Assessment Sensitivities 

Economic benefits  Preferred option Sensitivity 
1 Sensitivity 2 

Wellbeing benefit of library users £12,160,181 £12,160,181 £12,160,181 
Health benefits from reduction in 
serious, life-limiting conditions £12,465,810 £12,465,810 £6,232,905 

Lifetime economic benefits of 
educational attainment £1,935,913 £1,935,913 £1,935,913 

Welfare impact of entrants and re-
entrants to labour market  £6,998,908 £6,998,908 £6,998,908 

Value of volunteering £254,447 £254,447 £254,447 

Total Economic Benefits £33,815,259 £33,815,259 £27,582,354 
Economic costs    
Towns Fund £6,804,727 £6,804,727 £6,804,727 
Norfolk County Council match 
funding £4,563,323 £4,563,323 £4,563,323 

Total cost (excluding optimism bias) £11,368,050 £11,368,050 £11,368,050 
Total Cost (Including optimism 
bias) £14,096,382 £17,052,076 £14,096,382 

Net Present Social Value £22,447,208 £22,447,208 £16,214,303 
Benefit-Cost Ratio (BCR) 2.40 1.98 1.96 

  
   
NON-QUANTIFIED BENEFITS 
In addition to the quantified benefits identified in the previous section the MUCH project is expected to 
bring further non-quantifiable benefits. These are detailed below. 
  
Supporting the mental health and wellbeing of King’s Lynn’s residents 
The MUCH project will provide a new, centrally located focal point for activity within the town centre that 
will be open to all people and provide a space for socialising and engaging with social prescribing and 
wellbeing courses. In addition to the benefits quantified above, these outputs can support the mental 
health of local residents. As the Strategic Case sets out, the rate of mental health issues and suicides in 
King’s Lynn far exceeds the regional and national averages. Whilst it is not possible to determine how 
many of these suicides and other major mental health issues could be avoided as a direct result of 
MUCH, it is likely that the project will support those affected by mental health challenges by providing a 
place to access services and engage with wellbeing and other programmes.  
  
Generating wider land value impacts 
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The MUCH project will transform the New Conduit Street and Baxter’s Plain area of the town centre. The 
project provides the opportunity to re-develop the area surrounding the MUCH through a high quality 
public realm intervention and stimulate other town centre investments such as the former Post Office 
Building. Although not quantified in this business case, the MUCH building and catalysed investment in 
public realm will generate increases in land values in the immediate vicinity. The proposals for the 
MUCH provide the opportunity to provide a pedestrianised area, including planting, at the junction of 
Tower Street, Blackfriars Street and Paradise parade. This would provide a fitting welcome to the MUCH 
and the Majestic Cinema.  
  
Diversifying the Town Centre offer and delivering against Town Deal policy objectives 
The MUCH project will provide a much need stimulus to King’s Lynn town centre, diversifying its offer 
away from retail and reducing vacant floorspace by repurposing a large redundant building. As such, the 
project directly fits the aims of recent town centre policy initiatives and the objectives of the ‘Stronger 
Towns Fund’, as set out in the Town Fund prospectus. Specifically, the Fund aims are:  
  

 Increasing density in town centres.  
 Strengthening local economic assets including local cultural assets.  
 Site acquisition, preparation, remediation, and/or development.  
 Making full use of planning tools to bring strategic direction and change.  
 Developing local transport schemes that complement regional and national networks.  
 Supporting the delivery of improved digital connectivity. 

  
The MUCH will deliver against a number of these objectives including site acquisition and development; 
developing cultural assets and supporting improved digital connectivity through the inclusion of a digital 
hub within the new facility.  
  
The new MUCH facility will delivery flexible space at the heart of King’s Lynn town centre that can be 
used to accommodate a new programme of learning, provide space for meetings and conferences and 
business incubation space that can accommodate sole traders, micro businesses and a place for flexible 
working which has become commonplace after the COVID-19 pandemic.   
  
The investment will address a prominent vacant building in the centre of King’s Lynn. The contemporary 
design of the MUCH building will open up New Conduit Street, revealing the Majestic Cinema that is 
currently hidden behind the former Argos building and providing an opportunity for high quality public 
realm at its frontage. Given the high profile of this scheme, there are several economic benefits that have 
been quantified to help demonstrate the project’s value for money.  
  
 
 
 
 
[1] D Fujiwara, R Lawton & S Mourato, (2015) The health and wellbeing benefits of public libraries.  
[2] D Fujiwara, R Lawton & S Mourato, (2015) The health and wellbeing benefits of public libraries.  
[3] Sheffield Hallam University, Sport Industry Research Centre, (2020), Measuring the Social and Economic Impact of Sport in England, report 
1: Social Return on Investment of Sport and physical Activity in England. 
[4] Sheffield Hallam University, Sport Industry Research Centre, (2020), Measuring the Social and Economic Impact of Sport in England, report 
1: Social Return on Investment of Sport and physical Activity in England. 

 Department for Education (publishing.service.gov.uk) 
 HMT Green Book, Supplementary Green Book Guidance, Optimism Bias, Table 1. 
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FINANCIAL CASE 
 
Introduction 
The financial case comprises two distinct components: 

 The capital build phase 
 The ongoing operation of the site once the capital phase is complete 

Project funding covers the costs associated with the build and fit-out of the site. The capital demolition 
and build phases of project are due to start in financial year (F/Y) 2024/25. The completed site would be 
operational from Q2/3 2025. 
Once opened, the hub will be owned and operated by Norfolk County Council, who will take on all 
financial risk for the build and operational phases. 
The preferred base case option is to deliver the proposed build project in full, and to operate the Centre 
thereafter from existing NCC operational budgets. 
 
Approach to financial case 
Capital phase 
The funding for the capital phase derives from two sources per the table below:  

Funding will derive from central government (Towns Fund) and the local authority (Norfolk County 
Council). This includes an underwriting of £2m by NCC for risk, contingency and inflationary costs.  
 
 Town Deal Funding will be drawn down per an approved funding agreement between KLWN as the 

accountable body, and Norfolk County Council. Per the request within the funding agreement Norfolk 
County Council will operate the space as a community hub for a minimum of ten years, the intention 
is for the space to be operated in this manner for significantly longer, and the time frame suggested 
does not impact the statutory commitment to providing a library service. 

 Funding from NCC has been secured and approved by Cabinet. Of the £5m, £2m is underwritten risk 
which is committed, but the project team would seek to drive out where possible.  
 

Revenue operation  
The Community Hub does not expect significant revenue generation and will instead be funded from 
existing NCC operating budgets -: 

As statutory service the library receives a revenue grant from the council annually and all costs are 
funded from this grant. 

Adult learning costs will be funded via the Department of Education Adult Education Budget managed by 
the Education and Skills Funding Agency and awarded to NCCAL. Course costs include the cost of room 
hire and training staff. 

Additional services provided by partners will not be funded by NCC, instead partners would hire space at 
the below rates. A large number of partners are interested in using the facility at the reduced rate to spot-
hire or semi-permanently locate services and programmes given the MUCH’s excellent location, and 
given the success of similar partnerships elsewhere. At present NCC are developing a wide range of 
partnerships to provide an an enhanced offer (detailed in the Commercial Case). 

Type Source Total Amount  
Public sector Towns Fund £7.4m 
Public sector Norfolk County Council £5m 
  ------- 
  £12.4m 
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At present no outcomes or local challenges identified are unaddressed by the combination of Library, 
Adult Learning and partnership provision. Should Norfolk County Council identify service gaps, 
improvements or exciting new ideas based on community feedback, funding opportunities would be 
reviewed for pilots. 

Norfolk CC centralises its budgets for facilities management costs, so all required costs will be covered 
from a core facilities management cost. 

Some income will be generated from space hire, which will be reinvested into the space. However, the 
operating models are robust enough to ensure the secure running of all services within the build without 
additional revenue. 

Expected income (a conservative estimate) is outlined below, which includes a conservative 5% increase 
year on year: 

Activity 25/26 26/27 27/28 

Space hire £44,958 £47,205 £49,565 

 
The value of income has been based on models and usage in two similar spaces: The Great Yarmouth 
Library utilisation 2021-22, utilisation in the King’s Lynn Bid ‘The Place’ from March-May 2022. There is 
also significant anaecdotal evidence that conferencing space (which could be facilitated by the two 
largest Multi-Purpose Rooms) will be popular given the high demand at King’s Lynn Innovation Centre 
(KLIC’s) - which cannot be provided at present due to lack of parking capacity and business expansion 
needs 
Research carried out by BCKLWN Lily services also indicated that one of the main needs of VCSE 
organisations locally was additional, flexible space to enable them to carry out their activities and 
services. 
 

 Adult learning increasing use by 30% (£19,500) 
 4 partner organisations hiring multipurpose rooms on a regular basis (£8,960) 

o Weekly bookings averaging 4 hours a week 
o 100% charity, not for profit, community or public sector 

 1 hire of exhibition space for a full day a month 
o 25% commercial (£480), 75% charity, not for profit, community and public sector (£640) 

 20 ad-hoc meeting room bookings a month 
o Averaging 2 hours per booking. 
o At a rate of 50% commercial organisations (£3,360) to 50% voluntary to public sector 

organisations (£1,560) 
o Including X of income from equipment hire 

 8 ad-hoc multi-purpose room bookings a month 
o Averaging 4 hours per booking. 
o At a rate of 50% commercial organisations (£3,840) to 50% voluntary to public sector 

organisations (£1,920)  
 £4,698 of annual income from equipment hire 

 
The below costs are based on the model used across libraries in Norfolk, run on a not-for-profit basis: 
 
Room  Commercial Organisations  Charity, “Not for Profit” 

community organisations and
public sector  

Meeting Rooms (x4) £14.00ph  
  

£6.50ph  
  

MP space 1  
(90sqm – 100pax)  

£25ph  
(Minimum booking 4 hours)  

£12.50ph  
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MP space 2 (70sqm –
80pax)

£20ph
(Minimum booking 4 hours)

£10ph

MP space 3 (40sqm – 45pax)
x

£15ph
(Minimum booking 4 hours)

£7.50ph

Exhibition space £20ph
(Minimum booking 1 day)

£10ph

Current costs for equipment hire per session are below (a session is a total booking rather than an hour).
These will evolve through the RIBA stages to reflect the space uses e.g., if easels are required for an art 
class.

Item Cost per session
Projector and screen £10
OWL video conferencing device £20
Flip chart and pens £5
Coffee/Tea (per pot, approx. 10 servings) £10
Plate biscuits (per plate, approx. 20 servings) £4
Staff overtime for bookings ending out of hours £20ph

Costs
The costs shown below have been collated from sources which include the advice of the appointed 
professional team (Turner Townsend) based on RIBA Stage 1 design.  
The estimate has been priced using the Turner Townsend internal market rates database and 
benchmarking tool and has been base dated to Q2 2022. £2.92m (£24%) has been allowed for inflation, 
contingency, reserve and risk items. The risk allowances for design reserve and contingency are 
included to reflect the current level of design (RIBA Stage 1). %’s for the risk allowances based on 
benchmark information have been provided in the construction cost overview below. Turner Townsend
are confident that this inflation/contingency budget is sufficient, and given both the RIBA stage and 
flexibility of the build cost engineering could be applied without impacting delivery of outcomes. 
Irrespective of consultant confidence and options for cost engineering, NCC will continue to look for 
alternative funding to further drive out risk.

Inflation of 9.6% prior to tender completion has been included (Q2 2023) and a further 1.2% considered
on all construction costs, up to the mid-point of construction - based on the assumption is that works take
no more than a year to complete (current estimates are 9 months for demolition and construction).

Capital cost overview:

Item Cost Notes
Acquisition £475,000 Inc. stamp duty and fees

Engagement £30,000

Construction £11,654,000 Inc. all fees 
Inc. £2.5m inflation, design reserve, known risk items and 
project contingency

Unknown risk items £241,000
Total £12,400,000

Construction cost breakdown:

Item
Acquisition 

Engagement

Construction 

Unknown risk it
Total

ms and

Cost Notes
£475,000 Inc. stamp duty and fees

£30,000

£11,654,000 Inc. all fees 
Inc. £2.5m inflation, design reserve, known risk item
project contingency

tteems £241,000
£12,400,000
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Annual operating cost overview: 
The costs shown below are based on analysis of the needs and space at RIBA1 and models in place at 
King’s Lynn Library which will be replicated in the MUCH. It is expected that there will be an increase of 
just £45,637 on the costs of running the Carnegie. Norfolk County Council will absorb all operational cost 
risk. 
Facilities and F&M 
Facilities and F&F costs are very high, unstable and hard to forecast at the current library site due to its 
age and unforeseen maintenance needs. In the first quarter of this financial year alone, the library has 
already incurred £6,000 in unplanned maintenance costs including repairs to the heating system, a new 
sump pump, leaks due to poor guttering and electrical works. As the library ages these unplanned costs 
will continue to rise.  
Although the new building will be larger, it will not carry this legacy of high maintenance requirements. 
Significant efficiencies will be driven via energy generation-measures which will be incorporated into the 
design of the new building such as onsite energy generation via PV panels, airtightness, design for 
disassembly, a blue-roof system, rainwater harvesting, and low-flow/dry sanitary ware. Based on 
benchmarking similar builds, there is confidence that given the costs of managing the Carnegie, a larger 
but newer facility will be manageable within the same budget. These costs will be reviewed during future 
development stages alongside the M&E contractor, and addressed as part of Norfolk County Councils 
future budget setting timetable. 
Staffing and programme delivery 
Staffing at the Carnegie is relatively high for the size of the space, due to the need for additional staff to 
manage safeguarding issues caused by the layout. The total of 4.5 staff across the two library floors is 
considered more than sufficient for the new MUCH build, given the more manageable open space.  
In addition, as noted in the Economic Case, the new space will afford far more volunteering opportunities 
than are currently available at the Carnegie; where positions available are significantly outstripped by 
demand. 
There will be a significant increase in the numbers of training staff required to run additional courses, 
however all costs for additional courses can be drawn down directly from central government and 
represent no additional cost to NCC. 
5
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manage safeguarding issues caused by the layout. The total of 4.5 staff across the two library floors is
considered more than sufficient for the new MUCH build, given the more manageable open space. 
In addition, as noted in the Economic Case, the new space will afford far more volunteering opportunities
than are currently available at the Carnegie; where positions available are significantly outstripped by
demand.
There will be a significant increase in the numbers of training staff required to run additional courses,
however all costs for additional courses can be drawn down directly from central government and 
represent no additional cost to NCC.
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A number of costs (marketing, book purchase, technology) are managed from central budgets and no 
significant increase is expected. 
The only additional operational costs are one additional I-grade to permanently manage the Adult 
Learning floor £42,637 (this would not be covered by government funding) alongside the part time 
member of staff, and £3,000 service charge for a small amount of maintenance to the outside areas and 
roads. This amount will be covered by Adult Learning and Facilities Management operational budgets 
and do not rely on revenue generation, however costs to the public purse are offset by the small amount 
income generated through space hire as outlined above, which will be reinvested into the space. 

Item Cost Notes 
Permanent staff costs (libraries) £160,440 1 x FTD Grade H manager  

3.5 x FTE Grade D librarians 
Permanent staff costs (adult learning) £59,693 1.4 x I Grade managers   

Facilities management £42,000  
F&F maintenance £32,000  
Service fees £3,000  
Total £297,133  

 

Funding and revenues 
Capital phase 
The below represents an estimated overview financial profile which will be amended with the 
appointment of the PMCM in November 2022. The updated profile will be confirmed with the project and 
Town Deal Board. There is no expectation that the budget will be increased, purely that the distribution 
may differ slightly. 
 

Funding Profile 20/21 21/22 22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 Total 

Value £m £m £m £m £m £m £m 
Towns Fund 0 0 250,000 721,000 6,429,000   7,400,000 

Norfolk County 
Council 0 46752 500,000 471,000 2,549,000 1,433,248 5,000,000 

                
Total Funding   46,752 750,000 1,192,000 8,978,000 1,433,248 12,400,000 

 
Revenue operation  
These revenue streams are funded by secure Community Information and Learning core funded by the 
County Council and Department for Education, and not dependent on other forms of revenue or 
performance. Additional income will be generated through space hire. 
 
Affordability assessment 
Capital phase 
The funding assumptions include specific identified funds from the Towns Fund and NCC, all of which 
have been formally agreed by relevant Boards and Cabinets. The council have agreed to underwrite 
£2m of risk as required – although alternative funding streams will continue to be sought. Any remaining 
funding gap that emerges will be met either by fundraising or by value engineering that would not impact 
the project outputs and outcomes.  
 
 
 

A number of costs (marketing, book purchase, technology) are managed from central budgets and no 
significant increase is expected.
The only additional operational costs are one additional I-grade to permanently manage the Adult 
Learning floor £42,637 (this would not be covered by government funding) alongside the part time 
member of staff, and £3,000 service charge for a small amount of maintenance to the outside areas and 
roads. This amount will be covered by Adult Learning and Facilities Management operational budgets 
and do not rely on revenue generation, however costs to the public purse are offset by the small amount

Permanent staff costs (libraries) £160,440 1 x FTD Grade H manager 
3.5 x FTE Grade D librarians

Permanent staff costs (adult learning) £59,693 1.4 x I Grade managers

Facilities management £42,000
F&F maintenance £32,000
Service fees £3,000
Total £297,133

yy gg ,, pp pp yy
iincome generated through space hire as outlined above, which will be reinvested into the space.

Item Cost Notes
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Specific financial risks relating to the capital phase have been identified as follows: 
Area Description Impact assessment Mitigation 
Budget Unable to secure 

funding reallocation 
from Towns Fund 

£3m shortfall. Significant 
impact on ability to deliver 
the project in any form 

Project adjustment form submitted and successful 

Tenders Tender process 
does not provide 
suitable candidates 
to appoint 

Increase in timeline to 
reissue tenders, review 
and possible amendments 
to budget and scope  

Professional cost reviewers to accurately define budget, 
significant contingency. PIN issued in advance to test 
market interest early. Robust tender review process. 
Timeline contingency included 

Tenders Tenders received 
exceed budget 
tolerances 

Necessitates increase in 
budget or review of scope 

Professional cost reviewers to accurately define budget, 
contingency included, continued review of market 
conditions and associated costs through phases, 
seeking additional funding streams to minimise risk 

Budget Construction 
market fluctuations 

Necessitates increase in 
budget or review of scope 

Inflationary costs and large contingency included. 
Market remains volatile 

Budget Inaccurate cost 
estimates in budget 

Necessitates increase in 
budget or review of scope 

Professional cost reviewers to accurately define budget, 
contingency included, continued review of market 
conditions and associated costs through phases 

Budget Unknown risks 
exceed budget 

Necessitates increase in 
budget and timeline or 
review of scope 

Appointment of contractor prior to beginning RIBA 2 to 
drive out delivery risk. Contingencies in both timeline 
and budget, clear MoSCoW on scope. Retention of floor 
plate to avoid foundation issues 

Budget Unforeseen 
timeline and cost 
overruns 

Necessitates increase in 
budget, timeline or review 
of scope 

Appointment of contractor prior to beginning RIBA 2 to 
drive out delivery risk. Contingencies in both timeline 
and budget and clear MoSCoW on scope 

Budget/ 
Timeline 

Planning 
permission 
challenges 

Increase in timeline, 
possible increase in cost 
and scope due to 
changes needed to 
include build frontage 

Working with KLWN planning team from RIBA1 to plan 
ahead and minimise disruption; lower risk as building 
outside conservation area 

 
Wider financial implications 
As detailed above NCCs proposed spend on the capital phase is £3m with an agreement to underwrite a 
further £2m of risk, contingency and inflationary costs.  
 
Sale of the building will complete in September 2022. At project completion NCC would both own and 
operate the asset. 
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COMMERCIAL CASE 
 
Introduction 
This section considers the Commercial Case for the Multi User Community Hub including the proposed 
delivery structure, legal and procurement issues. 
 
The project has two significant phases: 
 

 Capital project phase: the purchase of the Argos building and subsequent capital remodelling of 
the site, due to complete in 2025 

 
 Revenue operation of the Multi User Community Hub following completion of the capital works 

and launch in 2025 
 
The capital phase will be procured and delivered by Norfolk County Council and will leverage their 
existing contracts services and economies of scale in terms of Libraries and Information Services, Adult 
Learning Services, Communities Services procurement, construction and and Facilities Management 
Services supported by Norfolk County Council’s arm's length company Norse Group. 
 

As summarised in the Strategic Case the project aims to:  

 Provide inspiring spaces and facilities for individuals, communities and businesses that 
encourage connection and innovation 

 Deliver flexible layouts and resources that adapt to the needs of different people and purposes 
 Create a strong base for outreach and community support work and support smaller community 

groups and partners to have a local presence 
 Transform the landscape of the town centre with an aspirational building and associated public 

realm to encourage a sense of identity and pride in a local place 
 Attract more people to town centres as a cultural anchor, helping to strengthen communities 
 Provide modern and fit-for-purpose services for customers; broaden offer to support small 

business 
 Create a new town centre one-stop shop for a range of services and skills development 

opportunities for King’s Lynn residents, with close access to public transport.   
 Drive skills progression for the workforce - encouraging lifelong professional development, 

upskilling and reskilling  
 Equip young people for success by unlocking their abilities, confidence and potential 

 
COMMERCIAL DELIVERABILITY 
Capital 

Objectives:  

 To deliver the Community Hub to scope, time, budget and quality 
 Ensure value for money through the procurement process taking into account the whole life 

costing and on-going operational/maintenance considerations. 

Experience: 

Norfolk County Council has an extensive track record of significant Capital Build projects. Recent 
examples include:   

The second phase of refurbishment at County Hall Norwich, Norfolk County Council's 1968-built 
Martineau Lane headquarters, earned it the Leonard Cheshire Award for Most Inclusive 
Building/Organisation in the Blue Badge Access Awards 2021.The awards recognise hospitality industry 
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bosses, architects and designers across the globe who address the needs of disabled people. County 
Hall's changes were also commended in the innovation category at The Norfolk Constructing Excellence 
Awards. 

Norfolk & Norwich Millennium Library is an award winning building standing at the very heart of Norwich 
and encompassing a multi-media auditorium, business zones, educational zones, cafés, restaurants, 
open communal spaces and underground parking for up to 240 vehicles. 

The Forum was constructed as a direct replacement for the Norwich Central Library, which was 
destroyed by fire in 1994. However, the new building was never destined to be just another library. The 
Norfolk & Norwich Millennium project was instead purposely designed to deliver a landmark building to 
celebrate the turn of the new millennium. 

 
Revenue 

Objectives:  

Creating relevant, sustainable and joined up support pathways.  

 Respond to the needs of the local economy, individuals, communities and employers.  
 Empower individuals in underrepresented and disadvantaged communities  
 Improve social mobility and break intergenerational cycles of poor outcomes 
 Enable adult learners to gain the skills and knowledge they need to progress 
 Address health inequalities and reduce the need for the intervention of other services  

Norfolk County Council Libraries and Information Service and Adult Learning Services will be the key 
project partners of the Multi User Community Hub, but the offer will be far broader through partnerships 
with organisations such as those demonstrated below. Whilst partnership and programme development 
will begin in earnest in 2023 (after further community engagements) the organisations listed are all either 
currently operating at the library, already in discussion about partnership working via the MUCH, or in 
partnership elsewhere in the county with an interest in partnerships in King’s Lynn. The College of West 
Anglia for example, are working with Adult Learning on a bespoke skills partnership and Public Health 
and MIND are in discussions regarding basing spoke models at the MUCH. 

 

Skills and Employment
Adult Learning

CoWA
Local employers

DWP
Wider skills sector in BCKLWN

Chamber of commerce

Raising Aspira ons and Social Mobility
Children’s services

Libraries
Healthy Child programme

Public Health
Community policing

VCSE & Local parent and child groups

Hardship
DWP / Job Centre

CAB & IAG services
Norfolk Assistance Scheme

BCKLWN (housing, bene ts, Lily)
NHS Digital team

Health and Wellbeing
Lily

NHS / Mental Health Services
CCG Protect NoW

Community development workers
VCSE – Men’s sheds / Lunch clubs / cra  

groups

MUCH
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Experience: 

Norfolk Library and Information Service originates from the first free public library in Norwich in 1857. A 
Local Authority managed and provided library service under national statute.  

The service has won multiple awards for its innovative approach to delivery including 

 Smarter working Live-best in community 2021 
 East Anglian Book awards 2020 and 2008 
 CILIP - Libraries Change Lives Award for Healthy Libraries was 2016 
 PPRG Marketing Excellence award 2013 and 2012 

The Great Yarmouth Library, Learning and University Centre project involves the creation of a Learning 
Centre in Great Yarmouth’s town centre, as part of a wider ambition to locate learning and training 
functions in a single, high-profile building in central Great Yarmouth. The project is multi-partner 
collaboration between Great Yarmouth Borough Council, Norfolk County Council, East Coast College, 
the University of Suffolk and the University of East Anglia. 

Operating models: 

Norfolk Library and Information Service is widely recognised for its innovative and impactful work 
across its core services and wider role in the community, with a network of 47 Libraries. The service 
focusses on reading, literacy, information, learning, and people to support the delivery of key County 
Council outcomes for families, businesses, vulnerable, isolated or elderly people and works in 
partnership to improve digital inclusion and develop healthy, independent communities. Key to the 
success of the operating model will be working with partners to create relevant, sustainable and joined 
up support pathways. 

The library will be open to the public on set times and days with an ‘open library’ access model outside of 
core operating hours. This will allow any registered users access to the books, computers and spaces 
when the library is unmanned.  

Libraries reach and support the whole community regardless of age, gender, socioeconomic status or 
educational attainment. They are funded out of the Revenue Support Grant – the main general funding 
stream for local authorities.  

Norfolk County Council’s Adult Learning largest provider of adult education in Norfolk and Suffolk, 
providing a countywide teaching and learning service to around 10,000 Norfolk adults each year. 

Since the 1970s, this award winning service has delivered a wide range of provision, including 
qualifications, foundation skills, apprenticeships non-accredited and community engagement learning.  
The service regularly delivers successful external projects, for example, in 2021-22 academic year, the 
service secured over £1 million of additional funding through external bids and these projects have been 
delivered successfully and on time.  

The quality of Adult Learning’s response to local community needs has been recognised nationally as 
the service was awarded the Times Educational Supplement Award 2021 for Adult and Community 
Learning Provider of the Year. The judges said: “Adult Learning has an amazing ability to do what’s right 
for its community”. The service is Ofsted rated as Good and is currently supporting the Department of 
Education and the Further Education Commissioner, by developing exemplars, for use with the wider 
sector, to support the implementation of a new Further Education funding regime in 2023. 

Adult Learning are leading the implementation of the Governments new Multiply Scheme across Norfolk 
– aimed at increasing literacy and numeracy in adults. This will be a key delivery programme on site. 
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The Adult Learning Offer will include a programme of courses from day one based on the following 
model which is in place across the County. Funding for the courses is drawn down from ESFA Adult 
Education Budget and provision will be increased in line with capacity at the new site. 

Activity and programme planning: 

As with partnerships, specific activity definition and planning will begin in earnest in 2023, after co-design 
workshops with key stakeholder groups. However, the below offers from the libraries and adult learning 
will be in position from the launch. These are already in operation (in their entirety) in other libraries and 
learning centres across the county and are currently unable to be emulated in King’s Lynn purely due to 
space restrictions.  

All elements identified are accounted for in the operational costs, and NCC have experience of delivering 
these complex programmes in single hubs elsewhere in the county giving a high degree of confidence 
that the flagship offer is deliverable within King’s Lynn. 

Libraries and Adult Learning core offer: 

The below offer is in place in its entirety at various locations across the county, and would be replicated 
at the new facility: 

 

Third Party and Commercial Hire:  

The brief for the bookable spaces within the hub is for the design to be flexible, adaptable, and versatile, 
with features like movable walls and configurable furniture. The hub will have separate quiet spaces for 
individual work, social areas for impromptu interactions, bookable private meeting rooms, and 
configurable, all-purpose spaces for a multitude of different users, for example health care providers, 
local businesses, or history groups.  

These multi purpose spaces will be designed to be suitable for a variety of purposes and will be available 
to hire on a regular or ad hoc basis. The training kitchen will double as a catering space for larger scale 
events giving a stronger commercial offering. The suggested partnership overview is shown above in the 
revenue deliverability section. 

The RACI diagram (Annexe 4) provides detailed operational responsibility for the MUCH. 

Outcome delivery through programming and partnerships: 
 
The Library and Adult Learning offer alone deliver against all outcomes and identified areas of weakness 
spanning skills and aspiration (training and qualifications), health (groups targeting social isolation, 
cookery courses), hardship (community fridge, signposting to support services), and business (courses, 
free or low cost work and meeting facilities). 
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However, the Library and Adult learning offers will not be the only services delivering these outcomes. 
Partnerships are in development, many of whom have aligned objectives and wish to hire space to 
deliver services: 

 Skills and attainment: The College of West Anglia are working with Adult Learning on a bespoke 
skills programme 

 Health and wellbeing: Public Health, the NHS and MIND are in discussions regarding basing 
outreach models at the MUCH 

 Hardship: Citizens Advice Bureau have enquired about locating a service onsite 
 Business support: Advice, mentoring and support from Chamber of Commerce and LEP 

 

A full activity plan for the space has not been defined at this stage, as co-designing with communities 
and stakeholders is central to the MUCH forward plan to ensure a relevant and well-attended offer. 
However an overview of partnership maturity and planning, defined libraries and adult learning offer 
(specific to outcomes and identified challenges) and planned community engagement to develop 
programming is included in the Activity Progress Plan (annexe 8). 

Procurement Strategy 
Norfolk County Council’s standard procurement practices will be followed for the procurement of 
contracts. The Council’s procurement policies are in line with government guidance for public sector 
organisations. Smaller contracts will be procured as demanded by the project plan as the project 
progresses. 
 
Component  Procurement Route Approvals Interdependencies 
Project Manager CCS Framework NCC Head of Contruction and 

Facilities Management 
Sign Off by NCC Director of 
Procurement 

Cost Manager CCS Framework NCC Head of Contruction and 
Facilities Management 
 

Sign Off by NCC Director of 
Procurement 

Clerk of Works Open Tender NCC Head of Contruction and 
Facilities Management 
 

Sign Off by NCC Director of 
Procurement 

Modern Method of 
Construction 
Contract 

Open Tender NCC Head of Contruction and 
Facilities Management 
 

Sign Off by NCC Director of 
Procurement 

Main Contractor Two Stage JCT 
Contract  

NCC Head of Contruction and 
Facilities Management 
 

Sign Off by NCC Director of 
Procurement 

 
The Project and Cost Manager roles will be procured under the Crown Commercial Services Framework. 
This framework plays an important role helping the UK public sector save money when buying common 
goods and services. Each framework comprises a description of common public sector requirements, a 
list of suppliers who have been evaluated as capable of delivering the requirements, and standardised 
contract terms. CCS contracts include performance management, obliging suppliers to improve value 
and service over time 
 
The Clerk of Works and MMC Contracts will be procured via open tender following Norfolk County 
Councils strict procurement standards.  
 
The Main Contractor for the project will be procured under a two stage Joint Contracts Tribunal Contract 
from RIBA Stage Two. The JCT Design and Build Contract is designed for construction projects where 
the contractor carries out both the design and the construction work. Design and build projects can vary 
in scale, but the Design and Build Contract is suitable where detailed provisions are needed. 
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Norfolk County Council’s Contract Standing Orders (Section 18) clearly shows our commitment to Social 
Value and recognises that many of our contracts have intrinsic social value due to their nature. Social 
value, sustainability, ethical sourcing, supporting net zero, innovation and deployment of modern 
methods of construction are considered for each procurement and included as appropriate. 
 
Procurement will follow Modern Methods of Construction protocols, tendering for and appointing the 
contractor after appointment of the PMCOM but prior to the initiation of RIBA stage 2.  
 
Wider considerations 
Subsidy control - Legal advice sought from NP Law: 
 
Following the end of the Brexit transition, from 1 January 2021, a new subsidy control framework 
replaced the EU State Aid regime that previously applied in the UK.  This framework takes into account 
the UK’s obligations under free trade agreements, the Northern Irish Protocol, the UK’s WTO 
membership and the EU-UK Trade and Cooperation Agreement (“the TCA”).  The latter being relevant 
to, and the focus of, this note. 
 
Going forward, the Government has introduced the Subsidy Control Act, which has received Royal 
Assent, but is not yet in force.  The Council will need to consider the effects of this as the project 
develops. 
 
The TCA sets out a test for whether a subsidy exists by reference to four limbs: 
*It arises from the resources of the parties [to the TCA]; 
*It confers an economic advantage on one or more economic actors; 
*It is specific insofar as it benefits, certain economic actors over others in relation to the production of 
certain goods or services; and 
*It has, or could have, an effect on trade or investment between the parties [to the TCA]. 
 
Where a subsidy is granted, it can still progress if it complies with any exemptions or if it satisfies the six 
principles set out in Article 3.4 of the TCA and a seventh described in the Subsidy Control Act (“the 
principles”).  If the Principles are not met, the subsidy may be challenged by any interested party, which 
would include competitors to an aided party.  For completeness, the principles are as follows: 
 
*the subsidy pursues a specific public policy objective to remedy an identified market failure or to 
address an equity rationale such as social difficulties or distributional concerns (“the objective”); 
*the subsidy is proportionate and limited to what is necessary to achieve the objective; 
*the subsidy is designed to bring about a change of economic behaviour of the beneficiary that is 
conducive to achieving the objective and that would not be achieved in the absence of subsidies being 
provided; 
*the subsidy should not normally compensate for the costs the beneficiary would have funded in the 
absence of any subsidy; 
*the subsidy is an appropriate policy instrument to achieve a public policy objective and that objective 
cannot be achieved through other less distortive means; 
*the subsidy is designed to achieve the specific policy objective while minimising any negative effects on 
competition or investment within the United Kingdom; and 
*the subsidy’s positive contributions to achieving the objective outweigh any negative effects, in 
particular the negative effects on trade or investment between the parties [to the TCA]. 
 
In applying interpretation and the principles, as they reflect the balancing tests used by the European 
Commission in assessing notified transactions, then it remains open to the Council to consider whether 
such a subsidy would have been compliant with State Aid law.  This is on the basis that it is likely to be 
compliant with the current test and the principles and therefore not vulnerable to a successful challenge. 
However, it is also possible to simply apply the principles, as there is not a requirement that there needs 
to be direct compliance with an existing EU exemption. 
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Application to the Project 
 
It is necessary to consider all potential beneficiaries of the funding, whether directly or indirectly, to 
ascertain whether a subsidy is being given.  From the papers provided, they are: 
 
(a) the Council; 
(b) the Council’s contractors;  
(c) hirers of rooms; and 
(d) end users. 
 
Taking each in turn: 
 
(a) The Council 
The Council does not satisfy the test because it is not acting as an economic operator, and it is receiving 
no advantage.  It is simply a facilitator in the Project, acting in its economic development capacity and as 
a local authority for library provision and adult education, and is in receipt of no subsidy itself.  All the 
money will be used for identified spend, as described below. 
 
(b) The Council’s Contractors 
In order to complete the construction works, the Council will need to enter into a series of contracts for 
works and professional services.  Furthermore, on completion of the Project, the building will be 
managed under a service contract by a contractor.  The Council is a public sector body and funding will 
be derived from state resources. 
 
These works and services will be procured and entered into in accordance with the Council’s 
Constitution (particularly its Contract Standing Orders) and the Public Contracts Regulations 2015.  As 
such, the test is not met (the transaction confers no economic advantage on certain economic actors, it 
does not benefit one economic actor over another, and it will not affect trade or investment) and no 
subsidy is being given to this group. 
 
(c) Hirers of Rooms 
Once the Project is completed and the new library built, it will have a series of rooms which will be 
available for users to hire for a period of time.  If the rooms are made available at a market rate, the 
market economy operator principle can be relied on to show that there is no selective assistance. This 
demonstrates compliance with subsidy control rules and as such no assistance will be received by the 
hirers. 
 
If hirers do not pay a market rate, then they may potentially be in receipt of a small amount of subsidy.  
However, this subsidy will be spread across a large number of potential beneficiaries and will be valued 
at under £315,000. As the direct benefit, if any exists, will be limited in financial value, it would be more 
appropriate to be provided under minimal financial assistance (subject to recipients demonstrating 
compliance with the specific rules (that they do not receive more than the relevant threshold over a three 
year financial period)). This could be managed well through standard form letters, similar to that set out 
in government guidance, or through the relevant booking/application forms and any associated terms 
and conditions. 
 
(d) End Users 
End users of the library will receive new provision and an updated offering which it is hoped will bring 
greater opportunity for the local population.  Individual benefit is not financially quantifiable and will be 
passported through. 
 
End users will however be in receipt of no subsidy as they are not economic operators. 
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MANAGEMENT CASE 
 
Introduction 
The Management Case will lay out the structures which are in place to ensure the delivery of the 
MUCH..  
 
It describes how the Multi User Community Hub will be delivered by Norfolk County Council by 
presenting the governance and management, alongside the programme plan, stakeholder management 
arrangements, risk management provisions and the proposed benefit realisation. 
 
Norfolk County Council has a strong track record of delivering similar programmes of work through the 
Property and Community Information and Learning Teams, as noted in the commercial case. 
 
Project organisation and governance 
The MUCH project with be governed through existing organisational structures in place at the County 
Council and those established to oversee delivery of the TIP via the King’s Lynn Town Deal. 

Norfolk County Council, acting as project lead and co-funder, will manage the initiation, 
implementation, soft launch, delivery and evaluation of the project. They will hold ultimate responsibility 
for training, engagement, governance, risk and quality management, as well as responsibility for the 
identification of opportunities for collaborative partner and stakeholder working 

The MUCH project board support the project team. The board is made up of the programme and 
project manager, senior officers, and community representatives. The Multi User Community Hub Project 
Board meets monthly and is responsible for quality control, strategic direction and project control.  

Decisions made by the project board are fed through to the Norfolk County Council Cabinet, Town 
Deal Programme Board and Town Deal Board for sign-off and approval as appropriate.  

The Town Deal Programme Board is made up of senior officers from both KLWN and NCC, alongside 
representatives from the LEP. 

The Town Deal Board is made up of representatives from all tiers of local authority, Members of 
Parliament, local businesses, the Local Enterprise Partnership, Business Improvement District, Queen 
Elizabeth Hospital, College of West Anglia and the community. 

As sponsor of the Town Investment Plan – the Town Board will continue to play an active and ongoing 
role in assuring transparency in and oversight of delivery. 

As co-funder, Norfolk County Council’s Cabinet acts as the second decision making body. Key 
phases are reviewed and signed off by Cabinet. As with the Town Deal Board, the Cabinet will assure 
transparency in and oversight of delivery. 

BCKLWN act as the accountable local authority and BCKLWN’s cabinet and regeneration and 
development panel act as assurance bodies, providing advice and guidance at key stages.. 

Ongoing stakeholder and political support are fundamental to the successful delivery of the MUCH, and 
in addition to the above, at key phases open briefing sessions will be held for impacted members. 

Organisation Role Responsibility 
DLUHC - Towns Fund  Funder  
NCC Funder  
NCC Cabinet Approval Monitor, assurance, sign off 
Town Deal Board Approval Monitor, assurance, sign off 
Town Deal Programme Board Accountable Body Monitor, assurance, sign off 
MUCH Project Board Executive Board Monitor, assurance, sign off 
Project Team Delivery Project delivery 
BCKLWN Accountable Body Ensure delivery of project vision and compliance in accordance with 

funders and statutory requirements 
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT  
 
Development and delivery management 
 
Management of the development and delivery of the community hub will use traditional models of RIBA 
for design and build and Prince2 for governance, communications and reporting. 
The King’s Lynn Multi User Community Hub project will be managed by Norfolk County Council. A multi-
disciplinary Project Team from across the council has been formed to manage and deliver the project. 
The experience of the key delivery Project Team members is set out in the Project Team Roles and 
Experience (Annexe 5). 
 
Programme reporting:  
Reporting operates on a monthly, 6 monthly and annual cycle: 

Monthly: A monthly highlight report will be submitted to the Programme and Town Deal Boards. The 
report will cover delivery to budget, scope, timeline and quality, alongside a high level overview of key 
risks, and outlining of agreed changes and any escalated decisions from the Project Board. 

At the monthly Project Team and Project Board meetings, highlight report detail will be agreed and 
confirmed – along with any mediatory action required, and agreements on escalations.  

6-Monthly: As part of the Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) reporting plan a 6-monthly report on key 
project targets will be provided, as laid out in the M&E paragraph below and attached M&E plan. 

Annual: Post launch, annual M&E reporting will be conducted, as laid out in the M&E paragraph below 
and attached M&E plan. 

 
Change management: 
The project change request register will record all project changes that are to be managed in a formal 
manner. It will contain information such as an explanation of the change, the individuals involved in 
dealing with it, and an evaluation of its priority and severity. 
 
The change request process will be as follows:  

 Project Manager to examine an issue and assess the impact it can have on the project if change 
is initiated. This will include the evaluation of alternatives and recommendation of the proposed 
action necessary to handle the issue 

 Project Manager to submit a Change Request Form – This form details the change to be made, 
specifying the exact details of the proposed change and the reasons for the request, including 
any problems that will be resolved by the change. This change request will be logged on the 
project change request register. 

 Initial Review - The Programme Manager shall undertake an initial review of the change request 
to ensure that it is viable, potentially acceptable and has the support of key officers involved in 
the delivery of the project concerned. 

 Detailed Assessment - The Programme Manager shall arrange for the detailed assessment of the 
change request evaluating its implications on all aspects of the Business Case in consultation 
with key stakeholders and appropriate experts.  

 Recommendations - After evaluating the effect of the proposed change, the Programme Manager 
shall recommend either the approval, rejection or postponement of the change 

 Decision – The Project Board will make a decision regarding the action to be taken,  
 Escalation - Should a threshold have been exceeded and escalation be required, the decision will 

be escalated to Town Deal Board and NCC Cabinet Members for approval 
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 Implementation - The Project Manager shall co-ordinate the implementation of the authorised 
corrective action and update the appropriate Logs and Registers 

 Reporting – All changes will be recorded within the highlight reports shared with Town Deal 
Programme Board, Town Deal Board, and NCC Key Cabinet members. 

 

ASSURANCE 
Project assurance: 

Ceri Sumner (NCC Director of Community Information and Learning and MUCH Project Sponsor) will 
have ultimate responsibility for overall project assurance, authorising expenditure within delegated levels 
of authority and act as the ultimate client representative for the scheme on behalf of the Town Deal 
Board.  

The Project Sponsor, Project Board, NCC Cabinet Members, Town Deal Programme Board and Town 
Deal Board will receive regular progress updates from the Project Team via highlight report to enable 
assurance and scrutiny of project delivery to be undertaken. This will include:  

 Financial monitoring, of spend against the agreed schedule and budget 
 Timeline monitoring, the delivery of the project against the agreed schedule 
 Scope monitoring, the delivery of the project against defined scope and quality 
 Objective monitoring, delivery of the project in line with the vision, purpose and objectives 

o Output monitoring, the physical delivery of the project against the project’s outputs 
o Outcome monitoring, the delivery of the project against the project’s outcomes 

Technical assurance: 
Director of Property Simon Hughes sits on the Project Board and will have ultimate responsibility for 
technical assurance of the build. Technical updates will be provided to Simon, The Project Sponsor, and 
Project Board by the Project Team to enable assurance and scrutiny of the build to be undertaken. This 
will include: 

 Plan comparisons 
 Plan or material changes 
 Quality assurance status reports 
 Building inspections 

 

SCOPE MANAGEMENT 
The current scope of the Multi User Community Hub project at RIBA1 is set out below, with the RIBA1 
Overview report attached as an appendix.  
 
Any changes to the defined scope will be escalated to the Project Sponsor and the Programme Board to 
determine whether these are justified for escalation to NCC Cabinet, the Town Deal Board and DLUHC. 
Once the final scope is agreed it will be for the council to manage and there will be no scope for project 
adjustment from DLUHC. 
 
Scope of Works  
The build 
The project is following an MMC route and once the stage 1 design has been formally signed off the 
tender process for the main contractor, Project Manager, Cost Manager, Clerk of Works, MMC 
Coordinator will commence. 
RIBA 1 Design concept: 
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 The proposed massing allows for a building of 1,800 sqm of internal library, adult learning and 
flexible use space which aligns with the drawn briefing areas.  

 The building will be arranged over three floors, with the library over two and community and adult 
learning areas over a single floor. 

 To redefine the edge of the existing building and create a new, public destination and plaza in 
front of the new Community Hub.  

 Existing structural frame retained from ground to second floor with third floor demolished. Bay of 
existing frame to southeast corner demolished and stair core rebuilt.  

Managing build requirements  
The project scope will be developed through the Royal Institute British Architects (RIBA) plan of works 
which organises the process of briefing, designing, constructing and operating building projects into eight 
stages and explains the stage outcomes, core tasks and information exchanges required at each stage. 
Stage 1 has been completed and Stages 2-4 will continue to develop the scope as per the schedule 
below.  

Between each stage of RIBA there will be a formal gateway review and sign off, involving formal sign 
off by the Project Board, assurance and approval reviews by the Norfolk County Council Cabinet, Town 
Deal Programme Board, and Town Deal Board. 
 
Defining the full programming   
From 2023-2025 NCC will work with partners and communities to co-design services, activities and 
programmes which are truly representative of community need and interest. 

Defined operating models exist for both Libraries and Adult Learning programming as shown in the 
Financial and Commercial Cases, these will form a significant part of the offer, and can be replicated in 
the space based on best practice.  
 

Risk and opportunities management  
The Multi-User Community Hub will be fully owned by Norfolk County Council, who will carry the risk 
during the development and operational phases. All risks can be seen in the Risk Register (Annexe 6) 
The Contruction appointed project manager will develop a risk management approach to complement 
the existing risk registers. The process will be set out following appointment of the project manager in the 
form of a project execution plan (PEP). The construction project management team, appointed in line 
with the procurement strategy, will take responsibility for the planning, management and mitigation of 
risks, and for reporting and escalating ‘hot risks’ as appropriate to the Project Board. A comprehensive 
‘live’ project Risk Register, which identifies specific project risks and the approach that will be used to 
mitigate each, is being maintained.  
The Risk Register will be reviewed regularly by the Project Delivery Team and updated with input from 
the Project Board on a monthly basis. If any of these risks or opportunities require escalation, they will 
initially go to the Town Deal Programme Board for resolution. If wider engagement is required to make 
decisions that will have a material impact on the project outputs, this will be raised and addressed with 
the Town Deal Board. 
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Stakeholder engagement  
An overview of all stakeholders identified, and activities delivered to date is included in the strategic case 
and the Stakeholder Feedback and Project Change (Annexe 2). The full strategy can be found in the 
Stakeholder Engagement Strategy (Annexe 7) 
 
Approach summary: 
The objectives of the communications and engagement are: 

 To inform and empower knowledge around the new hub; 
 To counter misconceptions and allay concerns through the provision of clear and accessible 

information; 
 To encourage proactive participation through timely and meaningful opportunities for 

engagement; 
 To co-design services and programming that will truly meet the needs and interests of; 
 To engender confidence and assurances through regular, consistent, and transparent 

communications; 
 To develop an audience and inspire enthusiasm and an appetite for use in advance of the hub 

opening. 
  
Key engagement milestones: 

 Build 
o Business case sign off 
o RIBA stages to develop and review the design of the build, to ensure it meets the needs 

and expectations of stakeholders and the community 
o Use of old library incl. process for communities to apply to take on the Carnegie building 
o Launch 

 
 Programming  

o Co-design sessions held throughout 2023 and 24 to develop services with key 
stakeholders, community groups and representatives 

o Pilot sessions to trial and gain feedback on new programming elements 
 

 Partnerships 
o Partnership announcements  
o Partnership programming announcements 

 
 Branding and Positioning  

o Naming of the building 
  
Unless otherwise specified milestones will be marked with the combination of the following: 

 Presentations to members, governance bodies and communities. 
 Interactive workshops, surveys and feedback sessions. 
 Press releases and long form magazine articles, emails to stakeholders and VKL mailing list, 

updates on Vision King’s Lynn website 
 

Benefits, monitoring and evaluation 
The current monitoring and evaluation plan can be found in the M&E Plan annexe. All baselining, data 
collection and reporting will be conducted in line with M&E indicator guidance. 
During project delivery targets will be monitored by the project manager and monthly highlight reports 
shared with the MUCH project board.  
At project completion a report will be provided to the Town Deal Board and Norfolk County Council 
Cabinet to confirm delivery of all outputs.  
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After project completion, monitoring and evaluation of outcomes will transfer to the Community, 
Information and Learning team, and an annual report will be provided to Norfolk County Council’s 
Cabinet as part of a full review of ‘Levelling Up Communities’ across the County.  
As noted in the subsidy review above, minimal financial assistance will be tracked through the venue 
space booking form and terms and conditions. If required, the process will evolve based on 
requirements/ statutory instruments regarding transparency published as part of the Subsidy Control Act 
when it comes into force later this year. 
The key indicators are as follows: 
Outputs: 

Output Target Measured: Measured by: 

Number of new cultural facilities  1 Project delivery and completion Delivery of the build to scope and quality 

Number of derelict buildings 
refurbished 

1 Project delivery and completion Delivery of the build to scope and quality 

Number of public amenities / facilities 
created 

1 Project delivery and completion Delivery of the build to scope and quality 

Amount of new office space – 
meeting rooms and hot desking 

400sqm Project delivery and completion Delivery of meeting rooms and hot desk 
space within the build to scope and quality 

Amount of floor space repurposed 
(commercial) – spaces available for 
commercial hire 

425sqm Project delivery and completion Delivery of hirable exhibition, meeting and 
multi-purpose space within the build to 
scope and quality 

# of transport nodes with new 
multimodal connection points 

1 Project delivery and completion Delivery of bike storage / bike rental space 

Outcome Target   

Amount of capacity of new or 
improved training or education 
facilities 

5,200 From project completion and 
annually ongoing 

Annual spaces available at all groups/ 
classes/ workshops/ partner events 

Number of learners enrolled in new 
education and training courses 

100pa Post project completion – annual 
review 

Annual enrollees at new adult education or 
partner classes not currently offered in the 
Carnegie 

Number of learners / trainees / 
students enrolled at improved 
education and training facilities 

350pa Post project completion – annual 
review 

Annual enrollees at adult education or 
partner classes within the new facilities 
(currently provided in the Carnegie Library) 

Number of learners / trainees / 
students receiving certificates or 
qualifications at improved education 
and training facilities, or on new 
courses 

100pa Post project completion – annual 
review 

Learners receiving qualifications or 
certificates at adult education or partner 
classes within the new facilities (currently 
provided in the Carnegie Library), or on new 
courses 

# of potential entrepreneurs assisted 
to be enterprise ready 

32 Post project completion – annual 
review 

% of learners self-reporting that they 
considered themselves ‘enterprise ready’ 
after taking a course, or using business 
services and facilities 

Improved perceptions of place by 
residents, visitors, and businesses 

70% From project completion and 
annually ongoing 

% Residents reporting an improvement to 
the immediate area + % visitors saying they 
like the space 

Increased footfall to the town centre  200,000 pa Post project completion – annual 
review 

Annual footfall into the MUCH facility: 
libraries sensor on the main door 
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Annexe 1. Site review summary 
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Annexe 2. Stakeholder Feedback and Project Change 

Stakeholder  Description  Types of Engagement  Stakeholder viewpoint  Project development  
Priority 
Stakeholders  

Stakeholders who have a direct 
interest, involvement, and influence on 
the project.  

• Town Board  

• County and Borough 
Councilors  

• MP for North West 
Norfolk (a member of the 
Town Deal Board)  

• County and Borough 
senior management.  

Direct briefings with 
question and answer 
sessions.   
  
Early access to information 
regarding the planning  
  
Opportunity to complete the 
stakeholder survey  

Desire to fully transform the Argos 
Building which is considered an eye 
sore.  
  
Strong desire to open up the frontage 
of the Majestic Cinema  
  
Interest in evidence to support need to 
move the current library  

Full and partial demolition options 
explored  
  
The design brief highlighted the 
importance of the cinema to the 
streetscape   
  
Provided with evidence identified in the 
‘need for change’  

Community 
stakeholders and 
interested 
parties  
  

These are stakeholders who have an 
interest in the development of the hub. 
These stakeholders can often play a 
wider influencing role in the town.  

• Heritage and arts 
organisations  

• Community groups  

• West Norfolk Strategy 
Group  

• Public Health   

• Other Town Deal 
Projects  

121 sessions  
  
Dedicated workshops  
  
Opportunity to complete the 
stakeholder survey  

High level scoping with the NHS took 
place to see if we could include a 
Community Diagnostics Centre onsite, 
in return for capital funding and long-
term tenancy  
  
  
Heritage groups wanted reassurance 
that the current offer wouldn’t be lost by 
a move but also highlighted the 
limitations of the current library (e.g., 
making a feature of restricted-access 
historic collections).   

Engaging with Public Health to 
incorporate health/clinical requirements 
into multi-purpose spaces, agreement to 
define partnerships and space hire   
  
  
The brief includes spaces to support the 
specialist care of the historic work 
(temperature-controlled rooms) and 
making these collections available to the 
public for the first time (through 
exhibitions)  

Potential hub 
users: the 
public  
  

Essentially, the general public are all 
potential hub users and activities such 
as media relations can reach a wide 
audience.   
   
In addition, targeted activities can focus 
on engaging specific participants, 
namely:  

• Existing library users  

• Existing adult learners  

• ‘Friends’ of the hub – 
self-selecting subscribers, 
including survey 
respondents who have 
chosen to be informed.  

  

Physical copies of the 
survey were available at the 
library as well as the link to 
complete the survey online  
  
Opportunity to complete the 
stakeholder survey  
  

Those who do not currently use the 
library noted this was primarily due to 
its location. Those who  were 
dissatisfied with the current library 
noted poor choice / lack of books, lack 
of quiet areas / too noisy and parking 
difficulties.  
  
There was a wide range of suggestions 
for other services / facilities 
respondents would like to see offered, 
and notable themes emerged include 
mental health support / drop-in service; 
meeting space / safe space; café, and 
good toilet facilities  
  

Move to a well-connected central 
location near public transport and car 
parking, with significantly more floor 
space for books and quiet use.  
  
Strong partnerships will ensure a wide 
range of services on offer throughout the 
hub; a wide range of informal and formal 
meeting spaces will be available; 
accessible toilets will be available on 
every floor; a café and ‘docking station’ 
will complement tea and coffee points 
and seating across the hub.  
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Clear preferences for training and 
learning emerged (e.g., for life skills)  

A wide range of courses will be available 
through adult learning and partners. 
Preferences identified will be 
incorporated   

Potential hub 
users: young 
people  
  

There is scope to engage young people 
specifically in the hub through targeted 
activities that convey the sentiment that 
the hub is ‘for me.’   

• Local teenagers  

• Schools   

• College of West Anglia  

• YAB  

• Stories of Lynn.  
  

Education providers invited 
to attend a dedicated 
workshop  
  
Opportunity to complete the 
young people stakeholder 
survey  
  
2020 Youth survey findings 
were also taken into 
consideration  

Perceived lack of career development 
opportunities, such as work experience, 
opportunities for graduates and 
opportunities in the creative industries 
in KLWN  
  
Desire for designated space they can 
call their own, where they can meet up 
with friends, study, and have fun, there 
was particularly high appeal of free Wi-
Fi and fast broadband speeds  
  
The current library isn’t perceived as a 
place that young people can meet, 
study, and have fun.  

Series of workshops underway to map 
out how the hub can partner work with 
education and career progression 
services.  
  
Design brief provides various spaces for 
meeting. Free high-speed internet will be 
included.  
  
Co-design workshops with young people 
planned to ensure adult learning and the 
library service are providing the most 
relevant services and courses  

Potential hub 
users: specialist 
groups  

Accessibility and inclusivity are key to 
the success of the hub, and this 
includes engaging specialist groups 
such as:  

• West Norfolk Deaf 
Association.  

• Access Supporting 
Migrants.  

  
 

 
 

Invited to attend stakeholder 
workshops  
  
Opportunity to complete the 
stakeholder survey  
  

Strong feedback that the current library 
is not accessible to all.   
  

This included the inadequate parking, 
inadequate toilet provision and 
inadequate disabled access  

Accessibility is a priority of the brief. 
There are 3 disabled parking spaces 
outside, and a further 12 within 0.2 miles. 
Accessible toilets will be available on 
every floor, and a changing places toilet 
will be based onsite  
  
Norfolk County Council recently won the 
Most Inclusive Building/ Organisation in 
the Blue Badge Access Awards and are 
committed to continue this level of 
accessibility in all new builds  

Potential tenants 
and service 
delivery 
partners  
  

These are organisations and groups 
who could occupy space or deliver 
services in the hub. They are also 
partners who can help to shape the 
offer and the building itself.  

• Community and 
voluntary organisations  

• Charities  

• Education providers  

• Businesses  
  

Invited to attend stakeholder 
workshops  
  
Opportunity to complete the 
stakeholder survey  
  
Review of feedback 
provided to KL BID  
  

Feedback highlighted a lack of useable 
and bookable meeting space within the 
town centre  
  
  
   
  

The brief now includes business-focused 
facilities such as meeting and training 
space, drop-in workspace for 
businesses.  
  
Attractive spaces for hire will be included 
in the build. These flexible multi-purpose 
spaces shaped with opportunities for 
local partners from a wide variety of 
sectors in mind.  
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Project enablers  
  

These are the people who are making 
the project happen:  

• County council and 
borough staff  

• Library and adult 
learning staff in KLWN  

• External partners and 
consultants e.g., Hudson 
Architects  

  

Direct briefings with 
question-and-answer 
sessions.  
  
Workshops with external 
partners to develop the brief  
  

Reinforced the need for a central 
location, and more space for over-
booked services.  
  
Need for the space to be ‘future proof’  

Central location with nearly 3x the 
floorspace of the current library offer.  
  
Multi-purpose spaces will be developed 
to ensure they can be used for myriad 
purposes throughout the lifecycle of the 
space - to support all objectives and 
outputs  
  

 

Annexe 3. Policy Alignment 

Region  Policy  Alignment  

Local  King’s Lynn Town 
Investment Plan  

• New opportunities for skills and jobs for our young people and all those affected by Covid-19 and needing to reskill, 
linked to demand from local employers and opportunities in local sectors  

• Growing innovative businesses - attracted by our connectivity and high quality of life and supported by the networks 
and collaborative support that businesses need  

• A repurposed town centre with new experiences and businesses - increasing footfall, enhancing cultural 
opportunities, with its different parts better connected  

• A high-quality residential and leisure offer in the historic town core and riverfront - attracting new people to live and 
work in the town centre, whilst protecting our unique heritage.  

• A sustainably connected town - through reduced congestion and better connectivity between the town, its 
catchment area and residential growth areas, creating safer walking and cycling routes and supporting remote working  

• The hub will be a flagship facility for the town, bringing together the library, adult learning, and careers and 
employability support alongside a range of services that meet the needs of local people  
  

Local King’s Lynn Local 
Cycling and Walking 
Infrastructure Plan 

• Travel node (secure cycling storage and electrical cycle hire) based onsite to support the Government’s ambition 
for “Cycling and walking to be the natural first choice for many journeys with half of all journeys in towns and cities 
being cycled or walked by 2030” 

Local  Norfolk County 
Council   
Better Together for 
Norfolk 2021-2025  

• We want Norfolk to be the place where everyone can start life well, live well and age well, and where no one is left 
behind  

• We want our economy to be vibrant, entrepreneurial, and sustainable, supported by the right jobs, skills, training, 
and infrastructure  

• We want our communities to feel safe, healthy, empowered and connected, their individual distinctiveness 
respected and preserved  

  
The hub would make a difference to the county’s social infrastructure, economic infrastructure, and physical infrastructure. 
Improving educational outcomes, growing the skills our key sectors need, helping to create good quality jobs and the appropriate 
infrastructure to help improve the life-chances of our residents and strengthen our economy.  
  

Local  Norfolk County 
Council  

The Summit identified the following priorities for action as we move beyond the pandemic:  
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Rising to the 
challenge together  

• Strong, engaged communities - Collaborate and involve communities in rebuilding and revitalising the County  

• Inclusive economic recovery - Build back better Norfolk’s economy  

• Young people - Help young people to flourish with access to support and opportunities  

• Prevention and early help - Shift to an integrated approach to prevention  

• Digital access - Increase access to good connectivity and digital skills  

• Green growth - Accelerate delivery of a cleaner, greener Norfolk  
  

Local  Norfolk strategy for 
Participation and 
NEET  

Ensuring that the post 16 offer meets the needs of all young people; Preventative work and targeted support; Effective transition 
support; An in depth understanding of the barriers and issues of the NEET cohort; Targeted support projects:  

• Project Aspire: Working with schools to highlight the issues, specialised behavioural programmes, transition 
planning and, in Norfolk, links with the Targeted Youth Support Service.  

• Supporting Unaccompanied Asylum-Seeking Young People (UASC): A bespoke education model has been 
developed for this cohort to ensure plans reflect the specialist support required.  

Regional  Multiply (Norfolk & 
Suffolk County 
Councils)  

The overall objective of Multiply is to increase the levels of functional numeracy in the adult population across the UK.   
  
Success measures for the whole programme at a national level:  

• More adults achieving maths qualifications courses (up to, and including, Level 2 –with GCSEs and FSQs as the 
qualifications of choice in England   

• Improved labour market outcomes e.g., fewer numeracy skills gaps reported by employers, and an increase in the 
proportion of adults that progress into sustained employment and / or education.   

• Increased adult numeracy across the population  

Regional  Integrated Care 
System & Health 
and Wellbeing 
Partnerships  
  

The timing of the creation of the Hub aligns particularly well with the newly established Health and Wellbeing Partnerships and 
development of the Integrated Care System.   
This 'health service overhaul' provides exciting opportunities for local decision making on health and wellbeing. The KLWN priorities 
are focused on reducing health inequalities.  
  

Regional  New Anglia’s 
Economic Recovery 
Restart Plan  

The Restart Plan contains an unprecedented package of measures delivered by partners locally and nationally to get businesses up 
and trading again, restore business, consumer, and community confidence, as well as provide support to individuals made 
redundant and looking for work.  
  
Transforming skills. We will ensure every individual has access to opportunities to upskill and reskill, adapting the skills provision so 
that it meets the changing needs of businesses and the aspirations of individuals.  
  
Reimagining high streets. Our local authorities, Business Improvement Districts and other partners are developing a range of 
measures to help high street businesses reopen and operate safely, to build consumer confidence and rethink the way town centres 
function.  
  

Regional   New Anglia Local 
Skills Report  

A core theme borne out by the evidence assembled throughout all the economic and skills analyses conducted over the past 5 
years or more –is that overall attainment levels across Norfolk and Suffolk, both in terms of the resident and workforce population 
track below national and regional averages. In addition, the collective evidence has consistently indicated that attainment levels in 
science, technology, engineering, and mathematical (STEM) disciplines (particularly at level 4 and above), are similarly tracking 
below national and regional averages.  
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Regional  Skills Advisory 
Panels  

Since 2018, Skills Advisory Panels (SAPs) have been bringing together employers, skills providers, and key local stakeholders to 
better understand and resolve skills mismatches at a local level. SAPs are part of Mayoral Combined Authorities and Local 
Enterprise Partnerships and there are 36 in total across England.  
  

National  Build Back Better 
High Streets 
Strategy  

This strategy sets out the government’s plan for high streets and how high streets and town centres can adapt and thrive after the 

COVID-19 pandemic. It sets out government action across 5 areas aligned with the project:  
  

• Breathing new life into empty buildings  

• Supporting high street businesses  

• Improving the public realm  

• Creating safe and clean spaces  

• Celebrating pride in local communities  

National  Levelling Up 
Whitepaper 
Missions  

The Levelling Up White sets out how the government will spread opportunity more equally across the UK. It comprises 12 UK-wide 
missions, the following of which are well aligned to the proposed programme of works:  
  

• To increase pay, employment, and productivity in every part of the UK  

• A “significant” increase in primary school children reaching expected standards in reading, writing and maths  

• A “significant” rise in the numbers completing high-quality skills training across the UK  

• A narrowing in healthy life expectancy between the UK areas where it is highest and lowest  

• An improvement in perceived wellbeing in all parts of the UK, with a narrowed gap between areas with the highest 
and lowest levels  

• A rise across the whole UK of “pride in place”, defined as “people’s satisfaction with their town centre and 
engagement in local culture and community”  

National  The Skills for Jobs 
White Paper   

This white paper outlines how the Government proposes to support people to develop the skills they need to get good jobs. It is an 
ambitious employer-led approach aimed at making FE provision more responsive to local skills needs and ultimately local economic 
needs.   
  
The Local Skills Improvement Plans (LSIPs) are LEP-led, employers are to be encouraged to work with any Local Skills 
Improvement Plans discussions where they have a business interest so they may potentially be involved with a number of Employer 
Representative Bodies.  
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Annexe 4. RACI Diagram  

Activity  Responsible  Accountable  Consulted   Informed  

Building Development and 
Capital Schemes  

Head of Communities  Director of CIL  Head of Libs & Head of Ad Learning  
Ass Head of Service  

Corporate Property  

Building Income and Operating 
costs oversight  

Assistant Head of Service 
Operations – Adult Learning  

Head of Communities  
  

Head of Libs & Head of Ad Learning 
Ass Head of Service   

Corporate Property  

Building maintenance and 
overall upkeep  

Corporate Property  Head of Communities  
  

Head of Libs & Head of Ad Learning 
Ass Head of Service  

Director of CIL  

Customer experience 
standardisation at buildings  

Head of Customer Services  Director of CIL  
  

Head of Libs & Head of Ad Learning 
Ass Head of Service  

External Stakeholders  

Pricing strategy for room hire 
and lease  

Head of Communities  
  

Director of CIL  Head of Libs & Head of Ad Learning 
Ass Head of Service  

External Stakeholders  

Partnership development   Head of Communities  
  

Director of CIL  Head of Libs & Head of Ad Learning 
Ass Head of Service  

External Stakeholders  

Long term rental negotiations  Head of Libs & Head of Ad 
Learning Ass Head of Service  

Head of Communities  
  

Corporate Property  External Stakeholders  

Short term room hire  Head of Libs & Head of Ad 
Learning Ass Head of Service  

Head of Communities  
  

Corporate Property  External Stakeholders  

Day to day building operations  Head of Libs & Head of Ad 
Learning Ass Head of Service  

Director of CIL  
  

Corporate Property  External Stakeholders  

Customer welcome/ 
orientation  

Head of Customer Services  Director of CIL  
  

Head of Libs & Head of Ad Learning 
Ass Head of Service  

External Stakeholders  

Customer service  Head of Customer Services  Director of CIL  
  

Head of Libs & Head of Ad Learning 
Ass Head of Service  

External Stakeholders  

Day to day operations – 
security/ cleaning/ partnership 
issues  

Head of Libs & Head of Ad 
Learning Ass Head of Service  

Head of Communities  
  

Corporate Property  External Stakeholders  

 

Annexe 5. Project Team Roles and Experience 

Name  Project Role  Experience  Responsibilities  
Natasha Hayes  
Head of 
Communities  
  

Town Deal 
Strategic Lead  

Development and implementation of a hardship strategy and approach for 
Norfolk that provides long term support opportunities for residents  
Digital inclusion strategy development and implementation to create 
digital citizens in Norfolk  

Devise programme strategy  
Oversee the development and co-ordination of the project  
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Social Infrastructure fund management, £1 million grant pot supporting 
VCSE organisations across the County with capital investments to 
innovate, diversify and increase their offer to residents  

Harriet Birchall 
(2022, 23-25)  
Hannah Edge 
(22-23)  
Town Deal 
Lead  

Programme 
management 
and lead.   
  
Key contact.  

10 years’ experience in project and programme management across 
public, private and third sector.   
  
Including capital build, capital supply chain management, technology, 
health, and communities  

Ensure that robust communication mechanisms exist between the 
project and external organisations, and between the project and all 
boards  
Build the project plan and high-level milestone plans  
Ensure that all project changes that are managed in a formal 
manner  

Jeannine De 
Sousa  
Head of 
Construction 
and Facilities 
Management  

Construction 
Lead  

Over 20 years’ experience leading capital projects, including the 2012 
Olympic Games, County Hall 15,000sqm refurbishment, and 
implementation of a Corporate Landlord Model (2020) consolidating over 
300 properties and budgets.  
  
Responsible for an average of 60 capital projects annually and have 
managed a total of £80m worth of capital budgets in the last 2 years 
alone.  
  
Currently leading the development of a strategic property plan to 
implement NCC's ambitious property decarbonisation programme to zero 
net carbon  

Construction and procurement lead  
Work with third parties to produce the project brief  
Manage the tenders for external construction managers  
Coordinate the different construction activities which make up the 
project   
Provide direction to the technical delivery of the project  
Make sure that the construction project is completed and handed 
over in a managed way   
  

Verity Bennett  
Project 
Manager King’s 
Lynn MUCH  

Project 
Manager  

10 years’ experience of schools Capital Project Management.   
Involved with new build projects including Attleborough Rosecroft Primary 
School and Ashwicken Primary School  

Assist in the development of the business case and budget for the 
project   
Undertake monthly reviews of progress against targets, 
programme and schedule   
Undertake monthly review of the risk register, and initiate 
corrective action  
Provide a regular progress report to the Project Board and 
Steering Group, including identifying cost, time and quality 
performance  

Jill Terrell, Head 
of Libraries 
NCC  

Libraries 
facilities and 
programming 
lead  

Chartered librarian with over 30 years’ experience. Starting her career in 
the London Borough of Newham, she worked at the National Maritime 
Museum for some years before returning to public libraries in Suffolk, 
Cambridgeshire, and Norfolk. She is passionate about staff development, 
encouraging information literacy skills for all, and is focused on aligning 
library priorities with the needs of local people.  

Define and lead Libraries offer.  
Lead liaison with education partners  

Denise 
Saadvandi, 
Head of Adult 
Education NCC  

Adult education 
facilities and 
programming 
lead  

Over 30 years’ experience with the Adult Learning service, as a tutor, 
trainer, and manager,   
Denise aims to ensure that we deliver our vision of providing an 
outstanding service to Norfolk residents and to have a positive impact on 
the lives of all of our learners.  

Define and lead Adult Education offer.  
Lead liaison with education partners  
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Annexe 6. Risk Register  

RISK LOG 

             

 Score Impact Likelihood  Risk score       

 1 Insignificant Rare  1-6 Low       

 2 Minor Unlikely  7-15 Mod
erate 

      

 3 Moderate Possible   16-25 High       

 4 Major Probable          

 5 Extreme Almost Certain          

             

I
D 

Area Risk Description Impact assessment Impac
t 
score 

Likeliho
od 
score 

Risk 
score 

Mitigation Mitiga
ted 
Impac
t 
score 

Mitig
ated 
Likeli
hood 
score 

Mitig
ated 
Risk 
score 

Statu
s 

Date last 
amended 

                          

1 Resource Project personnel 
availability impacted due 
to illness, conflicting 
priorities, or leaving 
organisation 

Loss of skills, project 
understanding and 
capacity leading to 
inefficiency, delays, and an 
inferior product 

4 3 12 Project documentation is 
well maintained. Project 
and programme staff 
have clear 
communication to allow 
short notice cover. The 
project is well resourced 
to reduce overwork and 
stress. Early recruitment 
of maternity cover for 
programme manager to 
allow for handover 
period 

3 2 6 Open 26/07/2022 

2 Engagem
ent 

Key project stakeholders 
are not well engaged with 
the projects 

Poor understanding of 
their role, undoing of key 
decisions, additional 
resource to keep abreast 
leading to project delays 
and (at worst) poor overall 
final project 

4 3 12 Review of ToRs for 
governance groups; clear 
roles and 
accountabilities; clear 
pathway should meetings 
be missed or members 
unavailable; good record 
keeping  

3 2 6 Open 11/04/2022 
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  Engagem
ent 

Key political stakeholders 
are not well engaged with 
the projects 

Withdrawal of political 
support, additional 
resource to reassure 

4 3 12 Impacted and interested 
members are key 
stakeholders, who will be 
provided with regular 
updates and formally 
briefed at each milestone 

3 2 6 Open 12/08/2022 

3 Scope/ 
Budget 

Scope creep caused by 
the desire for the project 
to deliver more, results in 
the project being 
undeliverable 

Increase in budget, 
increase in timeline, lack of 
satisfaction in final 
product, elements being 
de-scoped further into the 
project 

3 4 12 Workshops have taken 
place to create clear 
scope - to then be agreed 
by stakeholders and 
governing boards, with 
clear alignment to Town 
Deal outcomes and Town 
Strategy via the Business 
Case. As objectives are 
refined throughout the 
project governance will 
ensure they align to the 
objectives 

3 2 6 Open 26/07/2022 

4 Budget Uncertainties around 
inflation /unforeseen 
build challenges 
impacting build costs 

Increase in budget, 
increase in timeline leading 
to reduction in scope 

3 3 9 Factor in significant 
financial contingency for 
inflation, monitor 
materials selected 
through RIBA stages to 
balance cost and quality 
at every stage; use of 
Modern Methods of 
Construction to mitigate 
build delivery risk; 
retention of floor plate to 
avoid foundation issues 

3 2 6 Open 12/08/2022 

5 Feasibilit
y/ Scope 

Removal of UK power 
network equipment 

Increase in budget, 
increase in timeline 

3 3 9 Negotiations with UKPN 
underway 

3 2 6 Open 11/04/2022 

6 Timeline Delays: e.g., in securing 
TDF funding sign 
off/property purchase 

Increase in timeline, 
possible increase in cost 
and reduction in quality 

3 3 9 Norfolk County Council 
Comprehensive surveys 
being undertaken to 
ensure that all mitigating 
factors are known before 
the acquisition 
commences to prevent 
delays 

3 2 6 Open 12/08/2022 
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7 Engagem
ent 

Negative publicity and 
disruption 

Increase in timeline to 
rectify negativity and 
reassure stakeholders 

3 3 9 Comprehensive 
community engagement 
being undertaken to 
prevent negative 
publicity and disruption 

3 2 6 Open 12/08/2022 

8 Feasibilit
y/ Scope 

Concrete testing to be 
completed 

increase in budget, 
increase in timeline  

3 3 9 Final surveys have been 
completed and the 
concrete frame is suitable 
to retain elements of the 
superstructure. 

3 2 6 Close
d 

25/07/2022 

9 Feasibilit
y/ Scope 

Elements of the 
construction contain 
asbestos. 

possible increase in 
budget, increase in 
timeline to 
remove/manage 

4 3 12 Asbestos reviews 
completed: The quantity 
of licenced removal 
required is confined to 
the plant rooms and the 
external facade insulating 
board, the remainder can 
be removed by a non-
licenced contractor. 

3 2 6 Close
d 

25/07/2022 

1
0 

Feasibilit
y/ Scope 

The adjoining building 
uses the 2nd floor level to 
access the independent 
escape stairs - 
investigating to see if this 
is required. 

challenges to scope if fire 
exit access needs to be 
maintained on Argos Build, 
increase in budget, 
increase in timeline  

4 3 12 Build purchase team 
investigating options: 1: 
is this access needed (no-
one is based on the 2nd 
floor currently), 2: can 
this be built into the 
existing building without 
significant financial 
impact 3: can our fire 
escape be designed to 
accommodate. Options 1 
or 3 most likely and can 
still be accommodated at 
this stage. 

3 2 6 Open 26/07/2022 

1
1 

Feasibilit
y/ Scope 

Mobile Phone Mast 
present on current build, 
which owners make £11k 
rent from having based 
there 

possible increase in budget 
if owners expect to be 
compensated for a move, 
increase in timeline to 
manage negotiations, 
change in scope if design 
needs to work around 
masts 

4 3 12 Build owners reviewing if 
they can charge the same 
for a move, risk budget 
includes this item if 
needed, architects aware 
and are able to design 
around masts if move not 
possible 

3 2 6 Open 26/07/2022 
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1
2 

Timeline Completion of Business 
Case by deadline 

Failure to secure funds for 
the project, or stakeholder 
buy in 

3 3 9 Request to extend 
business case submission 
date has been made, 
Project Adjustment form 
has been completed. 
Clear timeline so delivery 
review and sign off. Two 
team members to 
complete case with the 
support of Mott. Bid 
team and senior Project 
Board stakeholders in 
place to review 

3 2 6 Open 26/07/2022 

1
3 

Resource Reallocation of funding 
may not be approved 

Failure to secure funds for 
the project would result in 
a termination of the 
project 

3 3 9 Project Adjustment form 
has been completed and 
a decision should be 
known by the end of 
June. have been advised 
to proceed at risk 

3 2 6 Close
d - PA 
form 
appro
ved 

25/07/2022 

1
4 

Resource Failure to recoup 'at risk' 
capital costs 

Additional £2m has been 
given at risk. There is an 
expectation to recoup this 
money and failure to do so 
would tarnish the 
reputation of the project 
with NCC stakeholders 

3 3 9 Investigating all 
opportunities to secure 
additional grant funding 
for the project (including 
CIL bid 2023) to recoup 
funding 

3 2 6 Open 11/04/2022 

1
5 

Budget Poor responses to tenders Unable to secure delivery 
teams with relevant 
experience leading to 
timeline delays 

3 3 9 NCC has a strong track 
record of delivering 
similar capital projects 
and a wide range of 
delivery teams. Issuing a 
PIN in advance will 
provide an understanding 
interest and mitigate any 
concerns 

3 2 6 Open 25/07/2022 
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1
6 

Budget Tenders come in over 
budget 

Unable to progress with 
appointments as no 
tenders within budget, 
leading to timeline impact, 
and possibly budget and 
scope impacts if ask needs 
to be reviewed 

4 3 12 Work with professional 
cost reviewers (T&T) to 
mitigate as much as 
possible. Recognise 
instability of market and 
factor in significant 
financial contingency for 
inflation, and overall 
client contingency.  

3 2 6 Open 25/07/2022 

1
7 

Timeline Planning permission 
challenges 

Increase in timeline, 
possible increase in cost 
and scope due to changes 
needed to include build 
frontage 

4 3 12 Working with KLWN 
planning team from 
RIBA1 to plan ahead and 
minimise disruption; 
lower risk as building 
outside conservation area 

3 2 6 open 12/08/2022 
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Annexe 7. Stakeholder Engagement Strategy 

King’s Lynn Community Hub Communications and Engagement Strategy and Plan   
Development Phase: 2022-2024  
Context  
The King’s Lynn Community Hub1 is one of eight Town Deal projects, and falls within the theme of ‘innovative, 
growing business and skilled workforce’. The community hub aligns with the other projects within this theme, and in 
particular, the youth and retraining pledge and St George’s Guildhall.   
  
The project is being led by Norfolk County Council working in partnership with the Borough Council of King’s Lynn 
and West Norfolk, overseen by the Town Deal Board.   
  
The new community hub will see existing library and adult learning services which are currently being delivered in 
the Carnegie building transfer to the new hub. However, for the purpose of communications and engagement, this 
project and the future use of the Carnegie building will be managed as two distinct activities. A proposed outline 
strategy for communications and engagement around the Carnegie Building can be found at appendix a.   
  
This strategy covers the period of development up until the opening of the hub.    
  
Purpose  
The purpose of this communications and engagement strategy is to create clear understanding and awareness about 
the new hub and inspire enthusiasm and interest which will translate into use when the hub is open and operating.  
Objectives  
The objectives of the communications and engagement are:  

• To inform and empower knowledge around the new hub;  
• To counter misconceptions and allay concerns through the provision of clear and accessible 
information;  
• To encourage proactive participation through timely and meaningful opportunities for engagement;  
• To engender confidence and assurances through regular, consistent, and transparent 
communications;  
• To inspire enthusiasm and an appetite for use in advance of the hub opening.  

  
Principles for communications and engagement  
There are some guiding principles which can underpin all of the communications and engagement activities. These 
are:  

• Proactive, taking steps to keep people informed and engaged;  
• Coherent, aligning the communications with other Town Deal board activities and projects;   
• Clear, communicating in an accessible way to make information understandable and relatable;  
• Transparent, being open about the process and the project;  
• Timely, sharing communications at the right time;  
• Targeted, focusing the activities to meet the communications and engagement needs of the 
participants;  
• Inclusive, ensuring the messages reach all desired participants;  
• Positive, delivering communications and engagement in an upbeat and aspirational tone.  

  
Branding and Positioning   
Communications and engagement around the community hub should be delivered under the Vision King’s Lynn 
brand – the overarching brand for the Town Deal projects – with the county and borough council brands supporting. 
As the project moves from development towards completion and operation, the Vision King’s Lynn brand should be 
gradually replaced with a brand and visual identity specific to the community hub.  
  
Throughout the course of the development phase, an important milestone will be identifying a name for the hub. 
This will be informed by community engagement, and communications will announce and signal the subsequent use 
of the new name. Development of a name – and a visual identity – will also take into account the branding assigned 
for other Town Deal projects, ensuring coherence and minimising crossover and confusion.  
  
Measurement and Evaluation  95



The effectiveness of the engagement and impact of the communications can be assessed by the following measures:  
• Consultation activities – number of participants, and sentiment of feedback;  
• Engagement activities – number of participants involved;  
• Media coverage – scope and sentiment;  
• Friends of the hub – number of subscribers;  
• Online – social media and website statistics.  

  
Page Break  
Key messages   
The following are key messages that have been used to date for the project. An aspect of the communications and 
engagement strategy should focus on reviewing and updating the narrative around the project; the narrative will act 
as the ‘golden thread’ through all communications.   

Overarching message   

  
We want to create a new, modern, accessible library, learning, and community hub in the heart of King’s Lynn 

town centre  
  

Key messages  

Books, learning and skills 
will be at the core of the 

new hub which will see the 
existing library and adult 
learning services in King’s 
Lynn seamlessly transfer 

into a new, modern, 
purpose-built, accessible 

facility.  
  
  
  

The hub will be a flagship 
facility for the town, bringing 

together the library, adult 
learning, and careers and 

employability support 
alongside a range of services 
that meet the needs of local 

people.  

The new hub is being shaped 
together with the local 

community and 
stakeholders, ensuring it 

meets the needs and delivers 
the aspirations of the 

community.  

This project is part of the 
£25M Town Deal 

programme of projects and 
provides us with an exciting 
opportunity to bring a hub 

to King’s Lynn that will have 
something for everyone.  

  

  
  
   
  
  
  
  
Participant mapping  
The communications and engagement activities around the hub should be targeted to meet the specific needs of the 
participant; further details of the recommended activities for each participant grouping follows. The roll out of 
communications and engagement should be prioritised with a focus on stakeholders including the Town Board and 
councillors being informed and updated first.  A robust participant database is crucial to the successful delivery of 
the communications and engagement, ensuring that the principle of inclusivity is achieved.  
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Recommended communications and engagement activities  
The recommended communications and engagement activities are summarised below. They include overarching 
activities – activities that are relevant for all participants - and focused activities which ensure that the different 
participants are engaged and informed about the project. The delivery of these activities will serve to ensure an 
inclusive and impactful approach to communications and engagement.   

Participant  Engagement   Communications   

Overarching activities  Participant database: inclusive and 
impactful engagement is built upon 
a foundation of a robust participant 
database. A starting point for the 
engagement and communications 
would be a review and update of the 
existing database.   
  
Consultative activities: identifying 
any meaningful, impactful, and 
engaging opportunities for people to 
help to shape the hub building and 
the offer. This could include 
workshops, forums, interactive 
meetings, feedback forms, drop-in 

Narrative: underpinning the 
communications should be a strong 
narrative that serves to provide 
clarity, counter misconceptions, and 
inspire enthusiasm and interest. The 
elements of this can be used across 
all content to provide consistency to 
communications about the hub.  
  
Online and social media: updates 
would be shared via the Vision King’s 
Lynn website and social media 
channels. However, as the project 
evolves there will be potential to 
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sessions, or brief surveys. The 
manner of consultation would 
depend on the opportunity and 
information required.  
  
Engagement activities: in particular, 
this would include tours and visits to 
the site. These could potentially be 
delivered virtually through 
architects designs but ideally they 
would take place on site and in 
person.    
  
Another aspect of the engagement 
would be to foreshadow the offer at 
the hub and inspire interest and 
enthusiasm, with taster sessions 
that allow people to experience 
first-hand what will be on offer in 
the new hub.   
  
Branding engagement: an 
important opportunity for 
engagement will be around the 
branding and specifically the name 
of the hub. By participating in the 
naming, people can start to feel a 
sense of ownership for the project – 
and they will be able to see a direct 
impact of their involvement. The 
naming could include workshop(s) 
for the public before a final vote on 
the Vision King’s Lynn website.   
  
Friends of the hub engagement: it is 
important to inspire interest in the 
new hub that will translate into use 
when the hub is open. This can be 
achieved by establishing a ‘friends of 
the hub’ (name tbc) scheme that 
essentially affords these participants 
a priority status. Not only would the 
friends receive regular updates, they 
would also be invited to tours and 
taster sessions first. The friends 
scheme could be built upon the 
existing subscriber database.   

develop standalone online channels 
for the hub.   
  
Media relations: the media is 
important for reaching a wide 
audience including people who are 
not already engaged with the current 
library and future hub. Media 
relations would include different 
types of content anchored around 
key milestones and progress.  
  
Friends of the hub communications: 
specifically, friends of the hub could 
receive targeted communications in 
the form of invites to consultative 
and engagement activities, and 
updates.  
  
Branding and visual identity: with 
the name in place, there would also 
be a need to develop a brand and 
visual identity for the hub. The visual 
identity can be introduced for use in 
advance of the official opening.   
  
Marketing materials: during the 
development phase, marketing 
materials can be produced and 
displayed to promote the upcoming 
hub. This can include advertising, 
signage, and display visuals in the 
hub itself.   
  
Vision King’s Lynn communications: 
there is also scope to provide content 
for general Vision King’s Lynn 
communications. This could be in 
media releases, or in subscribers or 
stakeholders updates. Alignment 
with the wider communications 
activities will ensure a coherent 
approach.   
  
   
  
  

  
As well as these overarching activities, a targeted approach will ensure that communications and engagement 
activities have the biggest impact. The following summarises focused engagement and communications for all 
participants:   
  

Priority stakeholders  
• Town Board  
• County and Borough 
Councillors  

Briefings: it will be essential that the 
priority stakeholders are engaged 
around significant milestones, and in 
advance of the wider public being 
updated. This would be in the form 

Briefing notes: following on from the 
briefings, briefing notes should be 
made available to the priority 
stakeholders that provide a summary 
of the key points and frequently 99



• MP for North West 
Norfolk (a member of the 
Town Deal Board)  
• County and Borough 
senior management   

  

of virtual and in-person briefings; 
wherever possible, these briefings 
should take place in  the new hub 
building. The briefings would 
provide the opportunity to provide 
clear information and invite 
meaningful feedback.   
  
Start on site / demolition: the start 
on site will be an important 
milestone event and as such, priority 
stakeholders should be invited to 
take part in an event at this point. 
This could include a public photo 
shoot but also a tour which would 
give stakeholders an insight into the 
design of the building.   
  
Tours: and, as the development 
progresses, the opportunity for 
tours of the site should be provided. 
This will give priority stakeholders 
the opportunity to see for 
themselves how the design is 
translating onto site.  
  
Opening event: this will be the key 
milestone for the hub and engaging 
all the priority stakeholders at this 
point will be vital. This would see 
representatives – such  as the chair 
of the Town Board, and elected 
members – participate in a public 
photo shoot. And, following this, a 
special reception could take place 
with invites for all the priority 
stakeholders.   
  

asked questions. These briefing notes 
would empower the priority 
stakeholders to provide information 
and address queries from members 
of the public.  
  
Media releases: in addition, any 
media release about the project 
should be shared with the priority 
stakeholders. It is essential that these 
key stakeholders have access to 
information before it appears in the 
local media.  
  
Quarterly update: given the interest 
in this project, a flow of regular 
information is important. As such, a 
quarterly email update can provide 
an overview of progress for priority 
stakeholders. This would cover 
milestones, but would also provide a 
general overview of activities.   

Potential hub users: the public  
• Existing library users  
• Existing adult learners  
• ‘Friends’ of the hub – 
self-selecting subscribers, 
including survey respondents 
who choose to be informed  
• Residents of the King’s 
Lynn area.  

  

Consultation: the public should be 
invited to take part in consultative 
activities to help to shape the design 
of the building and its offer. This 
could be in the form of workshops, 
feedback forms, or brief surveys; the 
mechanism used would depend on 
what information is required and 
the question that is being asked. 
Fundamental to the consultation is 
identifying where and when 
opportunities to consult exist – and 
if there is potential to join up with 
other Town Deal project 
consultation activities, to avoid 
consultation fatigue.   
  
In addition, it would be important to 
vary the type of consultative 

Online and social media content: 
content updates on the project and 
the opportunities for involvement 
should be shared via the Vision King’s 
Lynn website and the Vision King’s 
Lynn social media channels. The 
content for social media would 
include visuals and short films of the 
building, and vox pops with the 
project leads.  
  
The content for online and social 
media could also be shared by the 
county and borough council 
communications teams, as 
appropriate.  
  
Media relations: coverage in the 
local media will engage the wider 100



activities to ensure that people 
continue to be engaged and 
enthused about being involved.   
  
Taster sessions: as the development 
of the hub progresses, and prior to 
its official opening, there could be 
potential to offer taster sessions 
around the training and services 
that will be offered. Ideally, these 
would be provided in the hub itself, 
or alternatively, in a space nearby.   
  
Friends of the hub: there is the 
opportunity to develop a ‘friends of 
the hub’ scheme which will not only 
engage people, but also could 
inspire an appetite for participation 
in the new hub.   
  
Essentially the friends of the hub 
scheme would be developed from 
the existing subscribers list, and with 
an invite also extended to existing 
library and adult learning users. The 
friends of the hub could be offered 
invites to friends of the hub tours 
and have priority invites to taster 
sessions.   
  

population of King’s Lynn, including 
those who may not be already 
engaged in the current library and 
adult learning services. See separate 
section on media relations.  
  
Library newsletter content: content 
around milestones and key updates 
would be provided for the library 
newsletter.  
  
Subscribers update: a direct update 
provided for those consultation 
participants who have signed up to 
receive updates. This would be 
around specific milestones, for 
example, the new name. The 
subscribers update would latterly 
come under the friends of the hub 
communications.  
  
Friends of the hub: having 
established the friends of the hub 
scheme, friends could receive 
quarterly email updates on progress 
around the project, and on key 
milestones. The friends could also 
receive notice of opportunities to get 
involved, and the outcomes of 
consultative activities. What would 
be distinct about the friends of the 
hub communications is that they 
would receive updates in advance of 
the general public (but, after the 
priority stakeholders).  
  

Potential hub users: young people  
• Schools   
• College of West Anglia  
• YAB  
• Stories of Lynn  

  
  

Meeting: a starting point could be to 
host a meeting with representatives 
of King’s Lynn schools, the college, 
youth advisory board, and Stories of 
Lynn to identify opportunities for 
engaging young people.   
  
Young people engagement: 
informed by the meeting, there 
should be a strand of activity 
focused on engaging young people. 
This could be targeted: for younger 
children, an opportunity to design 
pictures which could be displayed in 
the new hub when it opens (or in 
the windows of the hub as it is 
built). And for teenagers, an 
incentivised short, visual survey that 
could be shared via the schools.   
  

Updates via partners: sharing 
relevant and meaningful content 
about the hub via the young people 
partners. This could be updates for 
families via online educational 
platforms, or information for young 
people via internal websites.   
  
Social media: focused and sponsored 
content could be created for the 
Vision King’s Lynn Instagram around 
specific updates for young people.   
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Potential hub users: specialist groups  
• West Norfolk Deaf 
Association;  
• Access Supporting 
Migrants.  

  
  

Workshops / 121 conversations: it 
is really important that meaningful 
feedback is sought from specialist 
groups and users to ensure that the 
hub is accessible, which was 
highlighted as being fundamental. 
This could include delivering 
workshops or holding 121 
conversations to gain insight and 
understanding.  

Invites: invites for specialist group 
workshops should be shared in a 
timely and accessible manner. In 
addition, the invites should seek 
guidance on any special 
requirements that will ensure that 
specialist groups and users are able 
to engage.   
  
Updates and content: updates 
around progress and milestones 
should be shared with specialist 
groups, along with content that can 
be published across any channels the 
groups may have.  
  

Potential tenants and service delivery 
partners  

• Community and 
voluntary organisations  
• Charities  
• Businesses.  

  
  
  

Workshops: targeted by sector (e.g. 
businesses), these could be in 
person or virtual workshops that 
allow these participants to shape 
the hub’s offer. These should be 
designed to be as engaging and 
accessible to the participants, for 
example, the business workshop 
could form part of a Norfolk 
Chamber event; the community and 
voluntary organisations session 
could be part of the Community 
Action Norfolk programme. This 
approach would maximise 
engagement with an already 
involved audience.   
  
Taster sessions: these participants 
would be key in helping to deliver 
the taster sessions with the dual 
benefit that the public can see what 
would be provided in the new hub, 
and the potential tenant/service 
delivery partner would experience 
being part of the new hub.  

Invites: invites for workshops should 
be shared in a timely manner.   
  
Updates and content: updates 
around progress and milestones 
should be shared along with content 
that can be published across any 
third-party channels.  
  
Announcements: when new tenants 
or service delivery partners sign up to 
be part of the hub, this could be 
announced via online content/social 
media content and media releases. 
The announcements would be made 
in partnership with the tenant or 
partner.  

Community stakeholders and interested 
parties  

• Heritage and arts 
organisations  
• Community groups  
• West Norfolk Strategy 
Group.  

  

Update briefings: in a similar 
approach to the priority stakeholder 
briefings, in person briefings which 
provide an update on the progress 
to date. These briefings would be 
scheduled around key milestones – 
for example, the design – and would 
take place in the hub building if 
feasible. Meaningful feedback would 
be invited.   
  
Tours: these participants would also 
be invited to take part in tours as 
the building progresses, and in 
advance of the opening to the 
public. This would be to give these 

Updates and content: updates 
around progress and milestones 
would be shared directly and on 
email with these participants.   
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participants advance insight into the 
new hub and its offer, providing 
assurance, and allaying concerns.  
  
Taster sessions: representatives of 
these groups would be invited to 
help to deliver the taster sessions so 
that they can identify benefits to 
their organisation or group being 
involved in the hub.  
  

Media  
For the development phase, the targeted 
media is predominantly local print and 
broadcast media.  

Media briefings: media briefings 
should be held around significant 
milestones to ensure clear 
messaging and the potential to 
address questions and concerns. 
These should be virtual, moving to 
in-person in the hub when 
opportunity permits.  
  
Media tours: as development 
progresses and as the building 
opens, tours for the local media 
should be arranged. This will enable 
representatives of the local press to 
see first-hand what will be on offer 
in the town.   

Press releases and media packs: 
drafting and issuing regular press 
releases that detail progress, 
including around opportunities to get 
involved, and the outcomes of 
consultative engagement. In 
addition, more detailed media packs 
should be prepared around 
significant milestones; the latter 
would be used to accompany media 
briefings.  
  
Column opportunities: there is scope 
for the hub to feature in the column 
opportunities associated with the 
Town Deal projects.  
  
Feature opportunities: as the project 
progresses, there is potential to 
invite representatives of the local 
media to provide more detailed 
coverage of the hub.  For example, a 
first-person account of the taster 
sessions foreshadowing the services 
that will be on offer in the hub.  
  

Library staff  
  

Workshops: delivering targeted 
workshops for library staff that 
provide an update on progress and 
invite feedback to help to shape the 
offer. The sessions could also be an 
opportunity for staff to raise 
concerns and questions.   
  
Tours: the library staff could be 
given advance tours of the hub to 
see how the development is 
progressing.   
  
Taster sessions: the library staff 
could be engaged in planning and 
delivering the taster sessions.  
  
Opening event: there could be a 
special reception for staff in advance 
of the hub opening.    

Updates: these could be verbal 
updates delivered by managers and 
leaders, followed by a briefing note 
that summarises key points and any 
frequently asked questions. This 
would empower staff to respond to 
queries from the public.   
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Project enablers  
These are the people who are making the 
project happen:  

• County council and 
borough staff  
• External partners and 
consultants e.g. Hudson 
Architects  

  

Meetings: representatives of the 
project team continue to provide 
updates at the regular programme 
of meetings.   
  
Tours: as progress continues on the 
hub, invites could be extended to 
the project enablers to visit the 
hub.   
  

Email updates: updates should be 
shared with the project enablers 
around key milestones. This would 
include any press releases or briefing 
notes to empower the project 
enablers to address questions; the 
content would also be able to be 
shared across project enablers 
communications channels.  

Page Break  
Milestones  
The activities, which have been detailed would be delivered around milestones in the development of the hub. 
These will include:  

Date   Milestone  

July 2022  Preliminary design for buildings.  Statutory consultation on designs  
  

September 2022  Business case finalised and submitted  

September 2022  Architects plan completed  

October 2022  Opportunity to carry out engagement around the name  

October 2022  Vision for design   

Autumn 2022  Funding announcement  

November 2022  Name announced  

TBC   Purchase of the building  

TBC  Start on site  

End 2024  Construction complete; hub opens  

  
  
  
King’s Lynn Community Hub Communications and Engagement Delivery Plan  
The activities outlined within this strategy would be delivered through a dynamic delivery plan (outline below) which 
should be updated on a regular basis, responding to progress, milestones, and any changes in the plan. The activities 
detailed in the strategy would be translated into the delivery plan, aligned with the key milestones.  

Date  Participants  Activity  Details  Responsibility  

May 
2022  

All  Communications and 
Engagement Strategy  

Finalise the communications and 
engagement strategy.  

NCC  

May 
2022  

All  Participant mapping  Revisit and review the participant 
database.   

NCC project team  
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May 
2022  

All  Project narrative  Review and update the project 
narrative.  

Communications   

May 
2022  

All  Consultative activities  Meeting to identify what will be 
touchpoints for consultation and 
schedule these into the plan as 
milestones.  

NCC project team  

July 2022  Media  Lynn News Column  Draft the Lynn News column 
providing an update on the project 
and what happens next.  

Communications  

  
  
  
Page Break  
Appendix A: Carnegie Building Outline Communications and Engagement Strategy  
Although the theme of the Carnegie building is intrinsically linked with the new hub, it is essential that 
communications and engagement around the new hub and the Carnegie building are managed separately. It is 
recommended that the communications and engagement around the Carnegie Building is led under the Norfolk 
County Council and/or Borough Council brands and across the council(s) communications and engagement 
channels.  
  
The precise nature of the communications and engagement will depend on the activity, and the opportunities that 
exist to engage and inform.   
  
Purpose  
The purpose of the communications and engagement around the Carnegie building is to ensure that the local 
community are involved in and informed of the future use of the Carnegie building.   
  
Objectives  
Communications and engagement around the Carnegie building will seek to:  

• Reassure, and allay concerns and fears about the future use of the building;  
• Counter misconceptions and provide open and transparent information;  
• Involve the public, within clear parameters, to identify a sustainable and long-term purpose for the 
building;  
• Seek community support for a preferred option for the building, and  
• Engender confidence in the future use of the building.  

  
  
  
Principles  
The guiding principles for the communications and engagement around the future use of the Carnegie building 
would be:  

• Clear, removing misconceptions through clarity of information;  
• Transparent, being open about what is happening;  
• Connecting, demonstrating the link between community feedback and future plans;   
• Respectful, of the heritage of the building, whilst looking ahead;  
• Positive, demonstrating the future use as a fresh start and opportunity for the building and the 
town.  

   
Key messages   
Based on communications to date, proposed key messages are:  

Any future use of the Carnegie building would need to be respectful of its heritage, would need to be supported 
by the local community, and be sustainable.  

  

We don’t have any firm plans for the 
future use of the Carnegie building and 

We will continue to care for and curate 
the historic book collections currently 

There has never been any plan for the 
building to be turned into flats.  
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we will work with the community to 
identify a future use.   

  

kept in the existing library, connecting 
the community with local history.  

  
Approach  
Engagement and giving participants a stake in shaping the future use of the Carnegie building – within clear and 
defined parameters – will be key. The communications and engagement could follow a model of ‘ask, listen, inform’ 
as the project progresses to a preferred option for the future. Meaningful opportunities to give feedback should be 
sought, and the outcomes of that feedback shared transparently. Targeted activities – in a similar format to the hub 
communications and engagement – will ensure that they are impactful.  
  
Milestones  
The communications and engagement delivery plan should be built around key milestones, as defined by the project 
team. These milestones will provide touchpoints for communications and engagement. Examples might include:  

• Scoping of potential options;  
• Consultation on potential options;  
• Closure of the Carnegie building as a library (separately to the opening of the new hub, the closure of 
the library should be marked in a way that celebrates its history and contribution to the community);  
• Announcement of preferred option;  
• Launch of new provision within the Carnegie building (this would be led by the service provider but 
the County Council and Borough Council would have an involvement in the communications and 
engagement around this).  

  
Recommended communications and engagement activities  
The communications and engagement activities would be refined but the following are suggested activities:  

Participant  Communications and Engagement Activities   

Elected members  Briefings: these would be essential to provide an update and to invite feedback 
from members. These should take place in the Carnegie building around key 
milestones. They should be accompanied by a briefing paper, and in the case of 
consultative activities, materials for members to share with their constituents 
should be made available. These should be held before information is cascaded 
into the public domain.   

Stakeholders  Workshops: for stakeholders who have a keen interest in the future use of the 
building, workshops should be held which allow for an update and invite feedback 
to help to shape the future use.   
  
Email updates: email updates should be shared with stakeholders around the key 
milestones, ensuring that they are informed about the building and its potential 
use.  

King’s Lynn community  Engagement: using the baseline feedback from the survey in 2021, it will be 
important to identify when and how the wider community can give meaningful 
feedback. Given that a survey has already taken place, this may be more in the 
form of virtual and in-person workshops. There would be value too in having a 
drop-in display in the Carnegie building for people to provide comments. The type 
of consultative and engagement activity would be determined by the nature of the 
information that is being sought.  
  
King’s Lynn library users newsletter: updates and invitations to feedback should 
also be shared with registered King’s Lynn library users.  
  
Online and social media: content should also be shared for the community via the 
existing council channels, and potentially, relevant sites and forums such as Next 
Door.  

Library staff  Workshops: the library staff will have a key role to play in shaping the future use 
of the Carnegie building. This can be done via workshops where feedback can be 
shared and concerns raised.   
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Information pack: the library staff will be the first point of contact for queries 
about the future use of the building and so an information pack can empower 
them to address queries and collate feedback and questions.   

Local media  Briefings: ensuring the local media has a good understanding around the future 
use of the building will be vital and so conducting media briefings – with 
associated detailed media packs – will be key.  
  
Media engagement: there is scope to work with the local media to identify ways 
for the public to feedback via their channels. This could be by sharing a simple poll 
on social media channels, or by inviting narrative feedback. Engaging with the 
public via media outlets offers another conduit for engaging the public.  

Potential partners  When a future use is identified, there may also be a need to deliver marketing 
activities to engage potential partners. This could include advertising, regional or 
national media relations, social media activities, and events.  
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Executive Summary

This report sets out the work undertaken by Hudson Architects and the 
Design Team (Elliot Wood, Hoare Lea, Better Deliver and Turner & Townsend) 
during RIBA Stage 1 ‘Preparation & Briefing’ for the proposed King's Lynn 
Multi-use Community Hub. Summaries outlining other disciplines work is 
included within the body of the document, and full reports can be found in 
the accompanying appendices. 

The key objective of RIBA Stage 1 is to set out the project objectives and 
aspirations, space requirements and design principles for the concept 
design. 

The report includes feasibility studies to test the viability of the project, 
and outlines guiding principles to ensure the successful development of 
concept designs during RIBA Stage 2 that realise Norfolk County Councils 
ambitions and sustainability aspirations. 

The User Requirements Brief has been developed through consultation 
with the Client and Stakeholders and is included in this document. The 
emerging layouts and organisational strategies will be refined through 
further consultation during RIBA Stages 2 and 3 .

Design Team

ROLE     ORGANISATION  CONTACT

Lead Designer     Hudson Architects  Louise Boddie

Structural Engineer    Elliott Wood   Thomas Hesslenberg

Sustainability    Elliott Wood    Penny Gowler

Mechanical & Electrical Engineer  Hoare Lea   James Mackenzie-Burrows

MMC Consultant   Better Delivery   Paul Inch

Cost Consultant   Turner & Townsend  Cameron Pocock

Project Stakeholders
Client      Norfolk County Council Jeannine De Sousa

1.1  INTRODUCTION

Historical Photograph of the site prior to construction of the existing building 
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1.2 PROJECT VISION

Sustainability Vision 

Tackling climate change has never been more important, the effects of 
which are hard to miss and evident all across the Globe. The amount of heat 
trapping carbon dioxide in our atmosphere has increased by as much as 50% 
than in pre-industrial times and a momentous effort will need to be made to 
slow this down and give nature some prospect at recovery

We might always, in one way or another, need to maintain and upgrade our 
current infrastructure, so we must look to embed sustainability and the plight 
of the environment in everything that we do.

Norfolk County Council as a tier one authority and a major client of the built 
sector is committed to making a difference and to put the conversation 
around sustainability and whole life carbon emissions, at the heart of all its 
projects. Our brief to the design team who produced this report was twofold: 
firstly, to limit the embodied carbon by retaining and using elements of the 
existing concrete frame, supplemented by MCC and secondly to reduce the 
demand for daily energy and water consumption through application of 
sustainable materials and interventions such as a blue roof and PV panels. 

Those who work in the built sector recognise that a linear production and 
consumption model is no longer viable, but that through a circular economy 
products and materials can be kept in the value chain for longer periods, we 
will therefore engage with a contractor and their supply chain at RIBA stage 2 
so that we may consider how waste creation across the project life cycle can 
be minimised.

This report will demonstrate how NCC can achieve a very ambitious LETI 
2030 ‘A’ design rating which will ensure that this new asset will contribute 
to the environment in a sustainable and positive manner, encompassing 
all three pillars of sustainability and in the words of Brundtland ensure that 
our operations and future development ‘meet the needs of the present 
(communities) without compromising the ability of future generations to 
meet their needs’

Jeannine de Sousa
Head of Construction and FM

MUCH Vision

We have an ambition at Norfolk County Council to use our network of Libraries 
and capitalise on our Adult Learning offer to curate the rights services 
and support offers in a single, accessible place. The King’s Lynn Multi Use 
Community Hub Project enables us to create a flagship version of this in the 
heart of King’s Lynn.

King’s Lynn residents have less access to opportunities than they should: 
Wages are below regional and national levels, and firms struggle to recruit to 
certain roles, with the availability of skills cited as one of the main reasons. 
Too many young people don’t get the opportunities they deserve, GCSE 
attainment is low and significantly fewer than average school leavers stay on 
in post 16 education. 

Alongside skills shortages and limits on aspiration, residents are more 
likely to be impacted by social and financial vulnerabilities compared with 
surrounding areas, including digital exclusion, poor health outcomes and 
debt. Covid-19 has made this difficult situation worse, with JSA claimants 
rising faster than elsewhere and declining footfall in the town centre.

The project will provide residents with a single destination for learning, 
employment support, careers and skills advice, information and signposting, 
community, and voluntary resources; to get online, to pursue hobbies, and 
to meet with others all in one space. These activities will be complimented by 
exhibition spaces, a café and flexible spaces that can incorporate a multitude 
of uses from art classes to health screenings. It will offer local businesses, 
start-ups, and entrepreneurs the skills, facilities, and services to thrive and 
grow, and voluntary and community partners will have the flexibility to 
operate either permanently or spot hire spaces to provide a rich and diverse 
community offer. 

We are striving to create a ‘no wrong door’ approach, and the design and 
construction of this building is integral to enabling us to achieve this vision 
of an aspirational, accessible and inviting place to learn, to meet other and 
to have fun.

Natasha Hayes
Head of Communities
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1.2 PROJECT VISION

Project Vision

Norfolk County Council have developed a vision for the new Multi-User 
Community Hub at King's Lynn. The MUCH should be a place where residents 
can access a range of public services they value, alongside information and 
advice they trust, with library and learning at the heart.  A welcoming, safe 
space where a range of partners offer support and people can connect, 
learn, be inspired and find the resources they need to thrive.

The project aims to:  

ط  Provide inspiring spaces and facilities for individuals, communities and 
businesses that encourage connection and innovation 

ط  Deliver flexible layouts and resources that adapt to the needs of 
different people and purposes 

ط  Create a strong base for outreach and community support work 

ط  Support smaller community groups and partners to have a local 
presence 

ط  Encourage a sense of identity and pride in a local place 

ط  Transform the landscape of the town centre with an aspirational 
building and associated public realm 

ط  Attract more people to town centres as a cultural anchor, helping to 
strengthen communities 

ط  Provide modern and fit-for-purpose services for customers; broaden 
offer to support small business 

ط  Create a new town centre one-stop shop for a range of services and 
skills development opportunities for King’s Lynn residents, with close 
access to public transport

ط  Drive skills progression for the workforce - encouraging lifelong 
professional development, up-skilling and re-skilling  

ط  Equip young people for success by unlocking the abilities, confidence 
and potential of young people

ط  To limit embodied carbon by retaining and using elements of the 
existing concrete frame partnered with modern methods of construction 
and sustainable material choices

ط  To minimise operational carbon, reducing the demand for daily energy 
and water consumption through sustainable interventions 

Project Principals

The following principals have been developed during RIBA Stage 1 to guide 
the project through subsequent stages of development. 

Sustainable Design

Use sustainable design-led thinking and strategies 
that focus on using less...less materials, less carbon, 
less energy, less natural resources. Exploring re-use  of 
existing structures, minimising environmental impact 
and operational costs and aligning with Norfolk County 
Councils goal to be Net Zero by 2030.  

Community Value

Provide inspiring spaces and amenities for individuals, 
communities and businesses developed through local 
grass-roots engagement and listening. Encourage 
connection, innovation and skills growth, and create a 
home for the local community of King's Lynn. 

Transformational

Create a cultural anchor and encourage a sense of 
identify and pride through an aspirational building and 
public realm, transforming the landscape of the town 
centre.

Financial Value

Optimise cost, value, viability, and delivery, through 
intelligent and innovative design solutions, modern 
methods of construction and procurement, meeting 
Norfolk County Councils budget and financial 
requirements.

Map of King's Lynn
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1.3 PROJECT OBJECTIVES

Project Brief

The project brief has been updated and developed from the original King's 
Lynn Community Hub Development Report  prepared by Hudson Architects 
in April 2020. Additional information and consultation has been gathered 
during RIBA Stage 1 to form the revised brief for the Multi-User Community 
Hub. The MUCH will be home to King's Lynn Library, Adult Learning services 
and Community Hub. 

The main brief requirements and assumptions at this stage are listed in the
Following pages and detailed within the Design Brief document appended 
to this report. This document should be updated as the project develops in 
subsequent stages through consultation with Stakeholders.

MUCH Multi-Use Community Hub
The Library 

The library will act as the anchor for the development of the project where 
public and voluntary sector partners are brought together under one roof. 
Libraries are trusted, welcoming spaces where people can improve skills, 
develop literacy, access information and try something new. They are 
place where inequalities in society can be tackled. Libraries contribute 
to employment and business support, supporting children and families, 
supporting vulnerable people, promoting healthy lifestyles and offer access 
to cultural activities. Libraries are fundamental place builders. 

In any new multi function hub, the library needs a dedicated physical 
space, with access to multifunction rooms and spaces. All spaces need to 
be disability and age friendly, offering appropriate facilities for people with 
disabilities. 

Community Learning

The MUCH will provide a suite of spaces to support community learning 
through Norfolk County Council Adult Learning. The Learning Hub will 
provide access to a range of activities and class sizes as identified through 
Norfolk County Councils internal stakeholder engagement.

Community Hub 

In addition to learning spaces, the MUCH will provide open workspace 
and bookable meeting rooms to support the local community, business 
innovation and self-directed study. A suite of accessible and flexible spaces 
should support the wider community and complement the services provided 
by the Library and Adult Learning Spaces. 

Accessibility 

The MUCH should be fully accessible and remove as many barriers to 
engagement as possible. The building should be safe, with welcoming and 
accessible physical and virtual environments freely open to all encouraging 
participation, creativity and mutual learning and support. 

The location of the most frequently used services and users needs should 
be well thought through and consideration should be made to parents and 
families with buggies. The MUCH should include a changing places facility, 
which should be accessible to the public at all times. 

Security 

The library will operate as an "Open Library" with hours from 8am to 7pm 
Monday to Friday, 9am to 5pm Saturday and 10am to 4pm Sunday. The 
Community Workspace and Learning hours are to be defined, but likely to 
operate at different times. The building layouts should allow the Open Library 
and Community Hub spaces to operate independently when necessary.

Customers should feel safe in the building which can operate with minimal 
staffing levels. The Children's library should be located within a secure 
barrier or area of the building. 

Look & Feel

The new MUCH should be an aspirational building. It should be inviting, 
welcoming, have a strong sense of arrival and be connected to its 
surroundings. The building should maximise natural light and visual 
connections between spaces. 

Flexibility & Adaptability 

The spaces should be adaptable, flexible and future proofed. The 
building should support future population growth and increased use. The 
environmental controls and building fabric should support our changing 
climate. 

Place-making  

Public Plaza 

The project should create a new public destination and anchor within the 
town centre. Transforming the spaces to the front of the site, improving 
connections and visibility of the Majestic Cinema and creating a new 
welcoming, connected public plaza as a forecourt to the new MUCH. 

Operations & Maintenance

The operating costs of the MUCH should be minimised through the use of 
sustainable interventions such as PVs, high performing building fabric, and 
carefully considered servicing strategies. Energy efficient systems should be 
used for lighting (LED) and water usage (grey water systems)

The library spaces should be located within two floors of the new building 
to work within existing staffing and supervision levels. Facilities to support 
cleaning and maintenance should be located on every floor. 

Diagram from Gov.uk - Libraries are for everyone, throughout their lives
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1.4 SUSTAINABILITY OBJECTIVES

Sustainability Aspirations

The client’s brief is for a highly sustainable building which provides an 
exemplar for the de-carbonisation of their county-wide portfolio.  Ambitious 
targets have been set for carbon and other sustainable goals. By opting to 
re-use the existing structural frame, the project has already made significant 
steps towards a sustainable future which should be pushed further in 
subsequent RIBA Stages.

BREEAM

The contractor is to register the project with BREEAM, under BREEAM UK 
Refurbishment (Non-domestic), and will achieve a certified ‘Excellent’ 
rating. Elliot Wood’s Pre-Assessment is included as an appendix C and 
indicates how this rating might be achieved. Additional appointments and 
modelling will be required

Embodied Carbon

Minimising embodied carbon is essential if net zero targets are to be 
met. This includes the carbon associated with the production, transport, 
construction, maintenance / replacement and disposal of all materials 
through the lifespan of the building (nominally 60 years).

The Stage 1 feasibility studies explore and validate the retention and reuse 
of existing structural frame. This has significantly reduced the embodied 
carbon when compared with demolition and new build. All materials should 
be reviewed with a view to reducing embodied carbon wherever possible.

The embodied carbon of modules A1-A5 (Upfront Carbon / Cradle to 
Gate) shall be calculated at the design stage, in accordance with the RICS 
methodology, and will target a carbon factor of no more than 275KgC02e/
m2. This includes all elements of the build including structure, architecture 
and M&E. Elliot Wood’s Stage 1 Carbon Analysis suggest this target is 
achievable. The upper limit which could be accepted is 325KgC02e/m2 
(LETI band A).

In line with best practice, the embodied carbon of all modules A1–C4 ( Whole 
Life / Cradle to Grave) should also be reported. The  embodied carbon is to 
be monitored and as-constructed results reported at practical completion.

Operational Energy 

The client aspires to have a low energy building with all operational uses 
minimised. The total operational energy (EUI - Energy Use Intensity) of the 
building shall be calculated using  a combination of the TM54, and dedicated 
thermal/energy model and the results from the SBEM calculations and will 
target an energy use below 70kWh/m2/year. The upper limit which could be 
accepted is 85kWh/m2/year.

Key to achieving a low operational energy use is the minimisation of heat 
loss. This is to be achieved via a ‘fabric-first’ approach, including passive 
design measures (eg optimising solar gains) and fabric performance (eg 
high levels of insulation). The contractor should consider targeting a space 
heating demand of 15kWh/m2/year.

It is anticipated that higher than current Building Regulation fabric elements 
will be required such as improving the wall U value to 0.12 W/(m2·K) or 
better, for the roof improving the value to around 0.14 W/(m2·K). 

Where mechanical systems are being employed the use of efficient 
equipment such air source heat pumps for heating/cooling and hot 
water generation, heat recovery ventilation equipment such as the MVHR 
units, efficient lighting design and the installation of energy efficient FFE 
devices and equipment. Low temperature under-floor heating is to be used 
throughout the public areas.

The main library areas shall be ventilated via an automatic natural ventilation 
system, utilising actuated windows, indoor sensors and the stack effect 
created by the open atria and high-level actuated louvres, including the use 
of over-night purging routines. Other enclosed areas, such as adult learning, 
will be ventilated by mechanical ventilation with heat recovery (MVHR).

ASPRIATIONAL 
TARGET

NON-NEGOTIABLE 
TARGET

Embodied Carbon 275KgCo2e/m2 325KgCo2e/m2

Operational Energy 70kWh/m2 85kWh/m2

Airtightness <1 (m3/h. m2@50Pa)

Thermal Performance Walls - 0.12 W/(m2·K)
Roof - 0.14 W/(m2·K)

Building Regulation 
Requirement
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Demolition & Strip out

Existing buildings contain huge amounts of material, all of which have 
embodied carbon. The contractor shall seek to reuse existing building 
components wherever possible. Those that cannot practically be re-used 
must be properly recycled. A pre-demolition waste audit shall be carried 
out within Stage 2 - at least 95% of demolition waste (by weight) should be 
diverted from landfill.

Most of the existing structure is to be retained but significant parts of the 
concrete frame are to be demolished, including the roof, tower, south-
east corner and the creation of internal voids. The design has limited use 
for crushed concrete (infill of the existing lift pit and possibly public ream 
build-up). Crushed concrete which cannot be used on site is to be re-used 
as aggregate and all steel re-bar is to be recycled.

Design for Disassembly

The building shall be designed in accordance with circular economy 
principles and designed for disassembly wherever possible to allow 
materials to be removed and reused at the end of life. Use of adhesives, 
nails and expanding foam is to be minimised and reversible mechanical 
fixings (such as screws) used instead.

On Site Energy Generation

The design will maximise the use of photovoltaic panels on the roof, allowing 
for MEP plant and building elements such as rooflights, lifts and stairs. This 
is essential to achieve the client’s long term objective of a net zero estate. 
BREEAM requires a Low / Zero carbon Feasibility Study which will provide 
guidance on the most suitable renewable technologies.

Airtightness

An air-tight building is essential to achieving a low energy building and 
ensuring the efficient operation of MVHR. The building is to be pressure 
tested prior to practical completion and meet an air permeability target of 
<1 (m3/h. m2@50Pa).

Water Use & Sustainable Drainage
Norfolk is one of the driest areas of the UK and potable water should be 
treated as a precious resource. Low-flow / dry sanitary-ware and appliances 
are to be considered wherever possible. Rainwater harvesting should also 
be seriously considered for flushing toilets as this would reduce the reliance 
on the wholesome water supply for most of the year and reduce the storage 
capacity by around 20 l/person/day. However, the available water storage 
would need to cover the ‘dryer’ period and would be sized to cope with the 
flushing requirements.

Water usage is to be calculated based upon a potential population use 
profile with the aim to target the 2030 RIBA water consumption target of 10 
litres/person/day of wholesome water usage.

Whilst there is not believed to be a local authority requirement for storm 
water attenuation, consideration should be given to the option of having 
a blue roof, or preferable a blue-green roof which would both attenuate 
rainwater and enhance biodiversity. These benefits should not reduce the 
prioritisation of photovoltaics but may be used in combination.

Daylight & Glazing 

The benefits of natural daylight over artificial lighting are widely known. 
Daylight should be maximised within all habitable spaces, although the 
design must carefully balance the benefits of daylighting with the downsides 
of excessive glazing (carbon content, heat loss, overheating etc).  Internal 
daylight modelling shall be used to calculate an average daylight factor in 
accordance with the BREEAM requirements.

In achieving the balance of overheating and daylight it is anticipated that 
the glazing G-values and/or shading devices will have to be utilised while 
balancing the light transmission ability ensuring that the extent artificial 
lighting is rarely needed in day time use. To reduce the energy losses/gains 
the glazing U values would need to play its part in the overall heat gain and 
losses and therefore techniques such as gas filled glazing, triple glazing and 
glazing sizes should be considered.

Biodiversity

An ecologist shall be appointed in Stage 2 to advise on protection and 
enhancement of site ecology. Consideration shall be given to the benefits 
of ecology enhancements such as a green roof and bat and bird boxes.

The existing street trees are to be retained and protected during construction.

Overheating

Overheating will be assessed using CIBSE TM52 Thermal Comfort Analysis, 
as required under Part O of the building regulations to assess the risk of 
overheating. The building shall not exceed the RIBA target of a 25-280C 
maximum for 1% of occupied hours.

1.4 SUSTAINABILITY OBJECTIVES
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1.5 CONSULTATION

Stage 1 Consultation  

During RIBA Stage 1 Hudson Architects undertook high level Stakeholder 
consultation with the Client Team to establish the Project Brief. The 
consultation focused on the following outcomes: 
 

ط  Develop project objectives, including quality objectives and project 
outcomes, sustainability aspirations, project budget, other parameters 
or constraints and develop initial project brief. 

ط  Undertake feasibility studies and review of site information. 

The outcome of this consultation has been detailed in the preceding Project 
Vision and Objectives pages, and the following Spatial Requirements section 
and approved by the Client Team. 

BUILDING 
VISITS

KING’S LYNN MUCH 
STAKEHOLDER 
CONSULTATION 

COMMUNITY 
WORKSHOPS

FOCUS
 WORKSHOPS

SURVEYS

KEY STAKEHOLDER 
WORKSHOPS

PRESENTATIONSVISION 
SESSIONS

Future Consultation  

During subsequent RIBA stages in depth consultation should be carried out 
to gain further understanding of stakeholder requirements. The Project Brief 
and Vision should be further tested, developed and refined. A schedule
of meaningful stakeholder consultation should be planned in collaboration 
with the Client team.

The following key Stakeholder Groups have been identified.

MUCH Project Governance 

ط  MUCH Project Board 

ط  Town Deal Board 

ط  Norfolk County Council Portfolio Holder & Cabinet

Building Users 

ط  Local Community & Residents 

ط  Focused interest Groups

ط  Programme Partners 

ط  Local Members 

Building Staff

ط  library staff 

ط  adult education staff 

NCC Estates Stakeholders 

ط  NCC Maintenance & Infrastructure Team

ط  NCC Facilities Management 

Statutory Consultation

ط  Building Control 

ط  Planning Authority 

ط  Local Fire Brigade

Consultation Sessions  

Stakeholder Engagement sessions should be undertaken by the Project 
Team with Design Team members and representatives from the Stakeholder 
groups attending relevant sessions. The following consultation types 
should be included, with frequency and timing agreed through a detailed 
consultation plan. Feedback from each engagement session should be 
recorded by the Design Team Lead and shared with the wider Project team 
and stakeholders.  

Vision Sessions (5 -10 people)
Vision Sessions with core Stakeholders to develop, review and refine the 
Project Vision and aspirations established during RIBA Stage 1. These 
session may take place as small group discussion or 1 to 1 interviews. Vision 
sessions should be held at the start and end of each Stage to check the 
project remains aligned to it's aspirations. 

Key Stakeholder Workshops (5 - 10 people)
Regular workshops with representatives from each Stakeholder Group to 
develop the briefing and design proposals. This will include the presentation 
of relevant design solutions and approaches, scheme options the client 
may wish to consider, and the facilitation of discussion to provide answers 
for areas of design development. The representatives should be consistent 
throughout the process. 

Focused Workshops (2 to 4 people)
Focused workshops with invited representatives to develop key areas of 
the briefing and design proposals. These may take the form of technical 
briefing workshops with members of the design team present. 

Community Workshops (10 to 20 people)
Workshops and drop in sessions with the wider community to update on 
developing proposals and gain feedback. Focused Community workshops 
will explore specific requirements of the building design.

Building Visits (3 to 10 people)
Building Visit  with Key Stakeholder Groups to relevant built projects that will 
help inform the briefing and design development conversation. Building 
visits should include a visit to the existing King's Lynn Library to reflect on 
the facility and discuss what works well and what doesn't work well.  

Presentations 
Formal Presentations as required to update Stakeholders on the design 
development, receive feedback and achieve approval where necessary.
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RIBA Stage 2 Concept Design 

Design Team Overview 
Prepare concept design, including outline proposals 
for structural design, building services systems, outline 
specifications and preliminary cost information along 
with relevant project strategies in accordance with 
design programme. Agree alterations to brief and issue 
final project brief.

Consultation overview 
During RIBA 2 the following aspects of design will be 
consulted on:

Developing the brief
ط  Project Vision - likes and dislikes, hopes and fears, 
exemplar building visits 

ط  Functional requirements - building detailed 
briefing for operational and functional 
requirements.  

ط  Internal adjacencies & areas - testing and agreeing 
schedule of accommodation, building layouts and 
co-location of spaces 

ط  Key room design - establishing principles for key 
rooms - ie archive storage / secure rooms

ط  Outline building specifications - concept design of 
internal spaces and external appearance

ط  Outline engineering systems specifications 

ط  Arts co-ordination

Outcomes

ط  Options appraisals and studies (where req)

ط  Design Brief approved (evolving)

ط  Strategic site and building layouts signed-off

ط  Statutory advice collated and incorporated into 
proposals

ط  Updated Stakeholder Consultation Tracker

1.5 CONSULTATION

Stage 3 – Developed Design 

Design Team Overview
Prepare developed design, including co-ordinated 
and updated proposals for structural design, 
building services systems, outline specifications, cost 
information and project strategies in accordance with 
design programme. Submit planning application at 
the end of the stage.

Consultation overview 
During RIBA 3 the following aspects of design will 
be reviewed  and consulted on. Wider Stakeholder 
Consultation will be concluded at the end of RIBA 3.

Developing the design

ط  Functional content - developed strategies for 
operational and functional systems. 

ط  Detailed internal building layouts - review and 
agree detailed building layouts

ط  Elevation design and treatment - developing 
proposals

ط   Outline building specifications

ط  Interior design concepts

ط  Key mock-ups (where req)

ط  Loaded plans of key rooms showing fixtures, 
fittings and equipment

ط  Arts co-ordination

Outcomes

ط   Revised Design Brief approved (evolving)

ط  Sign-off building layouts

ط  Sign-off key room layouts

ط  Sign-off elevation design intent for Planning 
Application Submission

ط  Statutory advice collated and incorporated into 
proposals

ط  Updated Stakeholder Consultation Tracker

Stage 4 – Technical Design 

Design Team Overview
Prepare technical design in accordance with design 
responsibility matrix and project strategies to include 
all architectural, structural and building services 
information, specialist subcontractor design and 
specifications, in accordance with design programme.

Consultation overview 
During RIBA 4 the following aspects of Technical 
design will be  developed and shared with Stakeholder 
represntitives. Key decisions around detailed layouts, 
final choice of fittings and fixtures for tender will be 
agreed, 

ط  Detailed internal building layouts

ط  Elevation design - detailed proposals

ط  Detailed building specifications

ط  Innovations, product design

ط  External spaces

ط  Interior design

ط  Artwork co-ordination

ط  Key room mock-ups and testing

ط  Loaded plans of key rooms showing fixtures, 
fittings and equipment

Outcomes

ط  Revised Design Brief approved (Final Issue)

ط  Fully co-ordinated design for sign-off

ط  Building Regulations application submission

ط  Tender information sign-off

Stage 5 – Construction 

Design Team Overview 
Off-site manufacturing and on-site construction in 
accordance with the construction programme and 
resolution of design queries from site
as they arise.     

Consultation overview 
During RIBA 5 final decisions and selections will be 
agreed for construction.

ط  On-site mock-up testing - review and approval of 
any mock-ups agreed during RIBA 3 and 4.

ط  Final setting out 

ط  Final interior design - review and approval of final 
colour choices.

ط  Final equipping

ط  Key decisions if site conditions dictate a design 
change

ط  Site familiarisation and training

Outcomes

ط   Site visits through-out construction

Stage 6

Design Team Overview 

Handover of building and conclusion of building 
contract. Evaluate performance and provide feedback 
for use on future projects.

Preparing for handover

ط  Final artwork co-ordination

ط  Site familiarisation and training

Outcomes

ط  FM handover
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The spatial requirements for the MUCH were developed and tested with 
stakeholders during RIBA Stage 1, and build on previous consultation 
carried out as part of the King's Lynn Community Hub Development 
Report.

Welcome area 

A warm, welcoming arrival space - the shop front of the Community Hub 

ط  Arrival and main entrance to building with good visibility and 
connections to the open library and adult learning areas 

ط  Opportunity to use arrival space as an exhibition and display space to 
showcase collections within. 

ط  Well considered and visible digital signage and wayfinding within arrival 
space and throughout building 

ط  Space for storage of buggies and  prams, allowing users to leave large 
items at ground floor with local storage throughout open library

ط  Open, welcoming, typically unstaffed with no requirement for a security 
or reception desk 

ط  Information points and hubs, allowing flexible meet & greet 
arrangement 

Open Library 

A  welcoming, fully accessible and inclusive library 
ط  Open library floors with flexible, shared space for open collections, 
readers and activity spaces.

ط  A library over two floors, allowing passive supervision of spaces within 
existing staffing numbers 

ط  Flexible, movable shelving to allow transformation and multi-use of 
spaces. 

ط  Spaces for self-issue machines close to collections 

ط  Readers spaces to browse, work or study, with comfortable reading 
spaces, study carrels, shared desks and open access computers. 

ط  Space for local history heritage collections, stored in protected cases 
with opportunity to display and exhibit in entrance area. 

ط  A Young persons library with collection and readers space

ط  A dedicated Children’s library with collections, readers, activity space 
and somewhere to store buggies.

ط  Activity zones throughout the open library, allowing flexible, adaptable 
use of space for classes and events to support library use

ط  A Business IP hub providing dedicated space for business advice and 
book access, with space for 1 to 1 meetings, advice deck, collections, 
and information and display.

Rare Reference

- Safe storage of significant rare reference material 

- Storage solutions to support range of materials, shelving, roller racks and 
plan chests.

Staff Spaces

Staff spaces to support open library, catering and FM staff. 

- A staff office providing a flexible, private space for small meetings or quiet 
working

- A staff workroom to process and sort collections

- A private staff room with kitchenette, soft seating and tables for breaks 
and quiet working. Places to securely store personal belongings. 

- Touchdown spaces through open library floors to allow flexible working 
and support

Community Learning 

A suite of flexible, multi-use spaces to support a variety of activities and 
class sizes through the Adult / community Learning programme.

- Spaces to support range of activities from art classes, core skills, yoga 
classes, family learning, cooking to bike workshops .

- A fully accessible and inclusive learning environment to support all users 
needs.

- Adaptable spaces to support future change in use and size of classes.

- Support spaces, quiet rooms for 1 to 1 conversations with staff and 
students. 

- Breakout spaces with tea making facilities. 

- Spaces to store materials and equipment.

- A training kitchen providing opportunity for social enterprise and adult 
learning.  

Community Workspace Hub

Workspaces and meeting rooms to support local community, business 
innovation and self-directed study

- Open workspace with shared desks and informal meeting space to 
support local business users, for 20no users. 

- Bookable community meeting rooms for 6 to 8 users

Cafe

A welcoming cafe pop up, for building users and visitors with places to stop 
and eat and drink throughout library

- A small cafe counter as part of the community Hub, encouraging users to 
stay and use the hub throughout the day.

- Self-service hubs to every floor

Ancillary

Spaces to support King’s Lynn’s new Library and Community Hub 

- WCs, accessible WCs, 

- A changing places facility with 24/7 access

- Cleaners stores and general stores to support facilities and maintenance 
teams.

- Security and CCTV strategy to support open library

- General circulation stairs and lifts 

- Delivery bay

- Waste storage with direct access to the street 

Briefing Items to be Confirmed in RIBA 2

- Size and operation of cafe to be developed 
- Size of the Rare Reference storage room and environmental conditioning 
requirements to be defined
- Access to controlled reading rooms / associated spaces to be developed
- Size and interaction of adult learning rooms to be developed further

1.6 SPATIAL REQUIREMENTS
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1.6 SPATIAL REQUIREMENTS

HUDSONArchitects SK-SK.7 Area Analysis 02 rev.

RECOMMENDED LIBRARY AREA
(INCLUDING CIRCULATION ETC)
based on allowance of 30sqm per person
48,500 population

RECOMMENDED COMMUNITY AND
ADULT LEARNING AREA

1617sqm

500sqm

880sqm

230sqm

CAFE +
TRAINING

GROUND FLOOR
755sqm

FIRST FLOOR
635sqm

TTOOTTAALL  RREECCOOMMMMNNEEDDEEDD  AARREEAA  22111177ssqqmm

SECOND FLOOR
665sqm

STAFF AREAS

ADULT
LEARNING

DIGITAL HUB

WELCOME

TTOOTTAALL  BBRRIIEEFFEEDD  AARREEAA  22224455ssqqmm

ROOF
PLANT
105sqm

TTOOTTAALL  AAVVAALLIIAABBLLEE  AARREEAA  22115500ssqqmm  ((oovveerr  33nnoo..  ssttoorreeyyss))

CIRCULATION WCS

PLANT

300sqm

110sqm

LIBRARY AREA

Area Requirements

The area requirements for the MUCH were developed and tested with 
stakeholders during RIBA Stage 1.  The new MUCH should provide an area 
of 2,245sqm gross internal area, comprising of the following allowances. 
Detailed area schedules are included in appendix A. 

Key Adjacencies

The following key adjacencies were developed and agreed during RIBA 1 

ط  Open library spaces should be co-located over 2 floors 

ط  Adult Learning and Community Hubs spaces should be co-located

ط  The Children’s library should be located on the ground floor and close 
to the main entrance 

ط  The library should be located on the ground floor

ط  Staff workroom should be located close to the goods lift and delivery 
bay.
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Adjacencies and connections diagram

Open library over 2 floors, with 
connection to Community Hub 
on separate floor

The library shoud be located 
an the ground floor, connected 
to the main entrance. The 
layout should allow the Open 
Library and Community Hub 
spaces to operate and be 
accessed independently when 
necessary.
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THE SITE

Site Location 

46 New Conduit Street is located in the market town of King's Lynn, in West 
Norfolk. King Lynn plays host to wealth of historical building and assets, 
however, as with many market towns, the retail footprint of the town sector 
is less vibrant than it once. The MUCH will provide a driver  for change: 

ط  Attract more people into the town centre  as a cultural anchor

ط  Provide services that will benefit the local community

ط  Create a focal point which will be attractive to the local community and 
visitors and boost the local economy

ط  Transform and rejuvenate an under-utilised area of the town centre

The site is in a significant location within the town centre on the eastern 
edge of the central retail area where the old meets the new.  It is strategically 
placed between the key transport hubs for the town - the railway and bus 
stations and multi storey car park.

Placing the hub in a prime location surrounded by retail outlets and with 
transport close by allows the MUCH to become a key social and education 
resource within the community. It gives all residents the ability to use the 
hub with minimum effort and allows news about the events and facilities to 
permeate through the town. With the new plaza, pedestrianised streets and 
high foot fall the hub is poised to become a keystone of King’s Lynn.

2.1 THE SITE
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The Big C Support & Information Centre

Surveys & Research

The following archive information and measured surveys were used to 
develop outline feasibility studies:

ط  Construction CAD drawings of the Vancouver Centre by Arup, dated 
1998-1999

ط  Building survey drawings by NPS Property Consultants Ltd dated 
August 2020

In addition, the following surveys and searches were carried out as part of 
our Stage 1 works. 

ط  CCTV drainage survey – conducted by Sewer Surveys on 07.07.22

ط  Structural Investigations – intrusive and non-intrusive investigations 
undertaken by Construction Testing solutions on 07.07.22 

ط  Utility and Energy Infrastructure Searches – searches undertaken by 
Groundwise Searches Ltd on 15.07.22

ط  GOV Flood Map searches 

It is recommended that new and additional topographical surveys are 
undertaken during RIBA 2 to validate the proposals following further strip 
out of the internal fittings and fixtures. Further Structural investigations 
should also be carried out to reduce risk and allow further development of 
the structural retention proposals. Refer to Elliott Wood's Stage 1 report for 
more details.

2.1 THE SITE

46 New 
Conduit 
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2.2 HISTORICAL CONTEXT

Site History

Through studies of Historical records and photographs show that prior to 
the construction of the existing building, the site was occupied by Victorian 
terraced houses. A row of three storey houses faced towards Sedgeford 
Lane with two storey houses facing north towards New Conduit Street.

The central area between these two blocks formed a garden area which 
linked to a parade of trees along the length of New Conduit Street. New 
Conduit Street has seen a dramatic transformation since the early 1900’s. 
The road was realigned, and the parade of trees replaced with commercial 
units. Around 1970 the Victorian houses on the proposed site were 
demolished and replaced with the current commercial building.

Map from 1938

Aerial photographHistorical photograph showing Victorian Terrace housing
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Aerial photograph Site analysis sketch

2.3 LOCAL CONTEXT

Local Context 

The existing building is surrounded by roads, many of which are pedestrianised. 
The site is bordered by the Vancouver Quarter, King's Lynn's central retail area 
to the north and west and the King's Lynn Conversation area to the south and 
east. 

To the north, the pedestrianised Baxter’s Plain is a rather undefined and has 
been compromised by the recent extension of the Vancouver Centre H&M 
building which encroaches onto the street. The pedestrianised street continues 
West along New Conduit Street which is home to commercial properties with 
little architectural significance.

Tower Street to the south east of the site is an attractive street within the 
Conservation area and is a continuation of the pedestrianised shopping centre 
of King's Lynn. Sedgeford Lane to the south is part pedestrianised and part 
vehicular. To the east, the Old Post Office occupies a large island site on the 
end of Blackfriars street.  

Conservation Area

While the site itself does not sit within a conservation area, it sits within a 
historically significant context. The King's Lynn Conversation area is located to 
the south of the site from the junction of Tower Street and Blackfriars Street. 
The conservation area includes the Majestic Cinema, a Grade II listed  cinema 
built in 1927.
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2.3 LOCAL CONTEXT

View down Tower Street from the existing Argos building 

Vancouver Centre at junction of Baxters Plain and New Conduit Street

Vancouver Centre along New Conduit Street

View down Tower Street

View towards the old Post Office from the existing Argos building
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The material palette of King’s Lynn is as eclectic as might be expected 
from a sea-port town with historical links to European trading. 

The local brick is red, but there is a great deal of brown brick from the 
yards around Wisbech. The Flemish bond of many building frontages has 
a pronounced change of tone between the headers and stretchers, giving 
a ‘speckled’ appearance. Sometimes the headers are lighter than the 
stretchers, and sometimes the reverse, giving subtle interest and relief 
to the building façades. Opportunities to reference this 'speckled' effect 
could be explored, to bring some additional vitality and local relevance 
to the new MUCH.

Colour-washing of façades, or the application of stucco in the 18th and 
19th Centuries is favoured in some of the more prestigious buildings.

2.4 MATERIALITY

Photograph of the Majestic Cinema

Image of coloured facades taken from significant buildings in hanseatic towns

Photograph of King's Lynn Guildhall

Photograph of 'speckled' brickwork in King's Lynn
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2.5 EXISTING BUILDING

The existing building is a four storey commercial building, most recently 
used as a retail unit with associated office space on ground and first floor. 
The second floor houses an out of use car park and the third floor was most 
recently used as a bar and night club.  

The ground and first floor facade is set back from the building line over. 
The ground floor is a typically fronted commercial facade, with fully glazed 
windows inter-spaced with brick clad columns, while the first floor has more 
conventional glazed elements and solid brickwork. 

The second floor car park is open to the elements on three sides, and the 
concrete superstructure is largely exposed. The third floor windows have 
been externally clad with fixed metal cladding to prevent light ingress into 
the nightclub within. 

The existing roof is flat with a low parapet. There is a telecommunications 
antenna mounted on the roof. The height of the roof parapet is only surpassed 
by an assumed stair core on the eastern elevation by approximately 2.5m.

Existing Structural Frame 

The existing primary structure is a reinforced concrete (RC) frame 
with concrete beams and clay pot floors and roof.  Initial findings  site 
investigations and the condition of the existing structure is described in 
more detail in Elliott Wood's report.

As identified through the `previous studies, the existing building and 
structural frame presents an opportunity for reuse. Such reuse gives the 
opportunity to create an exemplar building that saves energy, lowers carbon 
emissions and gives a precedent for both the architectural community and 
other local authorities to look to. 

Creating the conditions to keep the current building frame could be a difficult 
balancing act however, it is one worth perusing as there has never been a 
more pressing time to create good examples for low carbon strategies.

Existing ground floor Existing first floor Existing second floor

Photograph of the Argos building from Tower Street Photograph of the Argos building from Baxters Plain
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2.6 SITE OPPORTUNITIES

A New Public Space

We have identified an opportunity to redefine the edge of the existing 
building and create a new, public destination and plaza in front of the new 
Community Hub. Pulling back the building line will open up views to-
wards, and connections to the Majestic Cinema building, showcasing this 
fantastic example of an almost unaltered Jacobean Baroque Style cinema 
complex. 

Creating a new public space, nestled between the buildings will provide a 
welcome place to sit, dwell and rest within this busy shopping area. The new 
public, open space would be south facing, creating a warm and pleasant 
place to sit. 

Exploring the use of planting and vegetation will help temper the plaza, 
keeping the space cooler in summer, improving air quality and adding 
greenery to this significant junction. Built in seating and terracing would 
create a flexible, shared space that can be used by the public with minimal 
maintenance and upkeep. 
ط 

Existing Site Plan Opportunity to create new public plaza

Historical Photograph of the Majestic Cinema prior to construction of the existing Argos building
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2.6 SITE OPPORTUNITIES

A Distinct  Building 

The existing tower of the Argos building creates a significant focal point at 
the end of the long views down Tower Street and Blackfriars Street. The 
tower sits comfortably against the clock tower of the Majestic Cinema and 
the towers throughout King's Lynn. 

While the architectural language of the existing building has not aged well 
and has little architectural merit, the use of  the tower is a successful beacon 
and signifier for this important site.

Creating a contemporary tower as part of the redevelopment of the site will 
continue to draw the public towards this junction and highlight the civic 
importance of the new Community Hub.

Historical Photograph of the Majestic 
Cinema tower, King's Lynn

Greyfriar's Tower, King's Lynn Clifton House, King's Lynn
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Overview 

During the initial stage of RIBA 1 we developed massing studies to explore 
the form and scale of the proposed development to meet the following key 
briefing requirements: 

Area    Provide a building of 2,245sqm gross internal area. 

Scale    Provide a building with the library over 2 storeys to  
    meet NNC management requirements

Public Plaza    Transform the public realm and create a new public  
    plaza and anchor within the town centre. 

Place making   Improve connections and visibility of the Majestic  
    Cinema. 

In addition, we considered the following: 

Planning   The existing building is over-dominant on the site  
    and sits above the surrounding two and three  
    storey buildings. The scale and massing creates  
    a heavy book end to the end of the street. Exploring  
    lower massing and scale on the site will open  
    opportunities to create a building congruent with its  
    surroundings.

Sustainability  Developing a building on site that meets, but does 
    not exceed the clients space requirements. A lower,  
    smaller development with less facade, less material  
    and less energy to heat and cool the building. 

Each of the massing studies were evaluated against the briefing requirements 
and considerations listed above. The options on this page are included as 
a record of design development, with reasons for discounting each option 
noted. 

3.1  MASSING STUDIES 

Existing 4 Storey Massing  & Footprint

Reasons for discounting option:

ط  Overall area provided in excess of briefed area requirements

ط  Number of storeys does not align with building management 
strategy

ط  Missed opportunity to reshape the footprint of the building to 
improve views the Majestic Cinema

ط  Missed opportunity to transform the public realm and create a new 
public plaza 

ط  Massing and scale over-dominant on site, missing opportunity to 
develop and more appropriate and congruent building form

3 Storey Massing & Existing Footprint

Reasons for discounting option:

ط  Overall area provided in excess of briefed area requirements

ط  Missed opportunity to reshape the footprint of the building to improve 
views the Majestic Cinema  

ط  Missed opportunity to transform the public realm and create a new 
public plaza and improved connections to the MUCH

3 and 4 Storey Massing with Cutback 

Opportunities 
ط  Pushing the building line back creates views and connections to the 
Majestic Cinema. 

Reasons for discounting option:

ط  Overall area provided in excess of briefed area requirements

ط  Number of storeys does not align with building management strategy

ط  The existing tower limits views from the corner of Baxter's Paling 
towards Tower Street and the Majestic Cinema 

HUDSONArchitects 00-00.1 Axo Diagrams rev.

HUDSONArchitects 00-00.1 Axo Diagrams rev.

HUDSONArchitects 00-00.1 Axo Diagrams rev.
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3.1 MASSING STUDIES  

Preferred Option 

In this study we further explored the 3 storey massing option, setting back 
the building line to the south east to create a public square and connection 
with the Majestic Cinema. We also explored the form of the tower, pushing 
the projection back to the building line, improving views and connections 
between Baxter's Plain and Tower Street. 

This option was reviewed with Stakeholders and developed as the preferred 
massing option, addressing the following key briefing requirements:

Area   usable floor area meets briefing and budget requirements

Scale   massing appropriate to context and scale of development  
  in line with brief, allowing for a 3 storey MUCH   
  
Public Plaza  opportunity to create a new public plaza and focal point in  
  front of the Majestic Cinema

HUDSONArchitects 00-00.1 Axo Diagrams rev.

The resolution of the massing should 
be explored further during RIBA 2. 
Opportunities to sculpt the massing 
and connections to the tower element 
should be explored. 

Massing opportunities should be 
explored through pre-app meetings 
with the planners. 
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3.2 STRUCTURAL STUDIES

Structural Studies

Following the conclusion of the massing studies, the design team undertook 
a feasibility study to explore structural options for the re-use of the existing 
frame vs new build. The aim of this study was to meet the following 
requirements:

Massing  & Area Provide a building on site over 3no stories meeting  
    the briefing requirements for the MUCH 

Carbon  Carry out embodied carbon assessment of each  
    structural option working towards NNC ambitions  
    to achieve Net Zero

Cost   Provide cost analysis for each option

The proposals allow for cutting and carving of the existing 4 storey massing 
to reshape the building to meet the architectural ambitions detailed in 
the section above. All options allow for the complete transformation of 
the external appearance of the building. The existing brickwork facade 
will be removed and replaced with a new, thermally improved, and more 
appropriate skin. New internal layouts and cores will be designed to suit 
the brief for the MUCH. Further explanation and detailing of the structural 
alterations are stated in Elliott Wood’s report. An overview is included here 
for reference and to contextualise further design development. 

Structural Options 

Throughout the preliminary design stages, a number of options have been 
considered by Elliott Wood, initially with a feasibility study in December 
2021. As part of our subsequent Stage 1 work the Design Team undertook 
an assessment and review of the initial study. 

During RIBA 1, a further three options in collaboration with Hudson 
Architects, Hoare Lee M&E Engineers and Better Design were developed. 
For the purpose of this report, the following comparative studies we 
undertaken:

Stage 0  Review of previous Feasibility Study undertaken by Elliot  
   Wood in December 2021

Option A  Structural Refurbishment 
   
Option B   Structural Remodelling

Option C  New Build

Stage 0 - Feasibility Study (December 2021)

During the initial Feasibility Study, and due to the low floor to ceiling heights 
at first, second & third floor levels, Elliott Wood were asked to explore the 
options for achieving 3.0m floor to ceiling height at three levels. Three 
options for achieving this were explored, all whilst retaining as much of the 
existing structure.

Option 2  
Cut the building at underside of second floor and 
jack the structure up (including existing second 
floor) by extending the existing column heights. 
Third floor demolished.

Option 3  
Cut the columns at underside of roof slab and 
extend the existing columns whilst jacking up the 
existing roof level. Second floor to be demolished 
to form a double height space.

Option 1  
Demolish second & third floors and install a 
new second floor at the desired level, whilst 
strengthening the existing columns
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Stage 0 Review 

Whilst all three options were feasible structural alterations to the existing 
building to allow it to function for the proposed use, the construction works 
are intensive. These options were further considered by the Design Team 
during RIBA 1.

Slab Heights
As part of the Design Team's analysis of the existing building, the feasibility 
of working with the existing slab levels was reconsidered. A key requirement 
of the previous study was to increase the floor to ceiling heights to 3m. The 
existing floor to soffit heights range from 3m at ground floor to 2.7m at first 
floor and 2.6m at second floor, with reduced height to the underside of 
existing structural beams. While these heights are lower than a new build 
development would allow, they are not unworkable and have potential to 
create some interesting spaces and volumes. 

Working with the Design Team, we explored opportunities to retain the 
existing slab heights. The following strategies were developed: 

ط  Forming voids and rooflights within the deep footprint of the building 
to create a sense of volume and space, with connections to the sky and 
daylight

ط  Using voids and atrium spaces to explore natural ventilation options.

ط  Considering servicing strategy to minimise service zones within the 
floor and ceiling build up. 

ط  Exposing the existing structure, giving access to thermal mass, and 
minimising new ceilings

The retention of the existing slabs has the following advantages: 

ط  Reduces construction risks and unknowns by simplifying the alterations 
to the existing frame. 

ط  Reduces construction cost through working with the existing slab 
levels

 

3.2 STRUCTURAL STUDIES

Existing first floor - exposed structural frame Existing second floor - exposed structural frame
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Massing & Scale

The feasibility studies explored alterations to the slabs within the massing 
of the existing building. Option 1 retains the existing roof level slab, while 
options 2 and 3  increased in height of the existing roof slab. 

Through our massing studies, we explored the opportunity to reduce the 
scale of building on site, developing a more appropriate form fitting in with 
its  surroundings. The options within the feasibility study did not address 
this concern, and would result in the continued over development of the 
site. 

There would also be associated building costs through the additional area 
of materials (facade, taller internal walls etc) and the larger volumes would 
require more energy to heat and cool the building. 

Following the conclusion of our analysis, we explored a further two options 
looking at the retention of the existing slab and structural frame. Working 
with the team, we developed and understanding the existing building to 
determine what can be retained. We also developed a new build option to 
compare the benefits and disadvantages of rebuilding the frame. These are 
outlined in the following section.134
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3.3 STRUCTURAL APPRAISAL

Structural Appraisal

AIM STRUCTURAL OVERVIEW MEP OVERVIEW EMBODIED CARBON COST NOTES

Option A 
Structural Refurbishment

ط  Low carbon, low cost option. 

ط  Working with the existing reinforced 
concrete frame, with minimal 
structural interventions and 
alterations. 

ط  Existing ground to third floors retained with 
architectural and services strategies to suit.  

ط  Introduction of new voids at all floor levels to 
form atrium and introduce daylight into the 
deep floor plan

ط  Introduction of voids at new roof level to form 
rooflights over

ط  Partial demolition of roof existing structure

ط  New façade

ط  Removal of existing lift shafts and installation of 
new lifts

ط  Infilling of the external rear courtyard with new 
slabs at third floor

ط  Removal of two bays at the south-eastern corner 
of the site to create public space 

ط  Demolition of existing first and second floor in 
south western corner of the building and new 
floors to match existing levels.

ط  Lowest carbon ط  Low cost  ط Minimising structural alterations and 
working with existing sheer walls 
limits potential for development of 
internal layouts

ط  Retention of the existing stair core 
restricts opportunities to improve 
public plaza and connections to 
surroundings

Option B 
Structural Remodelling ط  Low carbon, low cost option

ط  Working with the existing reinforced 
concrete frame, with more 
significant structural alterations. 

ط   As Option A, with the following additional 
alterations proposed

ط  Removal of the eastern RC stair core and 
installation of a new RC stair & lift core to access 
all floors.

ط  Due to the alterations to the existing stability 
system and location of the new voids, new RC 
shear walls are proposed between floors to 
reinstate lateral stability.

ط  Low to medium carbon ط  Low to medium 
cost

ط  Preferred option following Client 
review.

ط  Allows greater flexibility of internal 
layouts

ط  Allows better opportunities to reshape 
public space to front of building

Option C
New Build ط   New build structure over existing 

retained  foundations
ط  Complete demolition of the existing super 
structure

ط  Existing foundations retained, with new, light 
weigh structure over

ط  High carbon ط  High cost

ط  Increased 
construction time-
frame

ط  Option discounted due to high cost
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3.4 OPTION B DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

HUDSONArchitects 00-00.2 Axo Diagrams rev.

Preferred Option

Following a Design Team and Client review of the three structural options, 
the preferred option was agreed for further development - Option B, 
Structural  Remodelling.

ط  Sits within the agreed project budget and construction cost

ط  Meets client briefing requirements for area

ط  Delivers first step towards Net Zero carbon development, minimising 
embodied carbon through the reuse and alterations to the existing 
structure.

Void Studies 

As part of the feasibility study to retain the existing slabs, the Design Team 
carried out studies to explore creating openings and atrium within the 
building  to maximise daylight, improve opportunities for natural ventilation 
and create a sense of volume and space. The key principles were: 
ط  Openings formed within slabs located within existing structural grid to 
minimise requirement for secondary structure

ط  Openings formed at roof level, creating lanterns to the top floor, 
improving perception of space within low ceiling heights and 
maximising potential for natural ventilation and daylight

ط  Internal voids stacked to create atrium allowing for development of 
natural ventilation strategy

ط  Voids enclosed at second floor level to work with ventilation strategy 

Layout Studies

During RIBA Stage 1 and in parallel with the massing and structural 
studies, the following layout studies were tested and developed with NCC 
Stakeholder. 

HUDSONArchitects 00-00.2 Axo Diagrams rev.

Precedent photographs of double height spaces, rooflights and voids

Axonometric void studies- two central voids with connection to facade Axonometric void studies- single central void
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3.4 OPTION B DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

 Layout Studies 

Option 01 - The 4 Storey MUCH

ط  Library on ground and first 

ط  Adult learning and community spaces on second and third floor with 
access to roof terrace 

Stakeholder Feedback 

ط  Management of a 4 storey building does not work with existing staffing 
and supervision levels.
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Option 02 - The Forum Model

ط  Ground floor as open community hub, adult learning, cafe, training 
kitchen and welcome space 

ط  Library located on first and second floor

Stakeholder Feedback 

ط  The children's library should be located on ground floor for ease of 
access

ط  Ground floor should be open, welcoming and engaging - not suited to 
enclosed rooms

ط  The library should on the ground floor

Option 03 - MUCH Preferred Option 

ط  Open library on ground and first 

ط  Adult learning and community spaces on second floor

Stakeholder Feedback 

ط  The children's library creates a welcoming arrival and works well

ط  Adult learning and community spaces on the second floor can be 
successfully managed to work with Library hours.
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Third Floor

Third Floor

Third Floor

3.5 MODERN METHODS OF CONSTRUCTION

Overview

During RIBA Stage 1 the team worked alongside Better Delivery to explore 
opportunities to embed the principles of Modern Methods of Construction 
within the developing proposals. The options were considered alongside 
the site logistics plan, as shown on the next page. 

Off-site Manufactured Solutions have the potential to deliver wide benefits 
to the Project - greater resource efficiency, increased construction speed, 
reduced load on the existing structural frame, and a drive towards zero 
waste and a circular economy.  

The used of off-site solutions will also have wider benefits for King's Lynn - 
reduced number of deliveries, less time on site, and opportunity’s to reduce 
noisy works - will benefit local ecology, surrounding building users, visitors, 
and the wider community.  

Retention of Existing Frame 

The developing proposals allow for the retention of the existing RC frame, 
with a new facade transforming the external appearance of the building. 
The new skin will need to wrap or infill the existing frame, and should 
significantly improve the air permeability and thermal performance for the 
building. The external skin will need to support cladding and glazing systems 
appropriate to the local context, matching the architectural ambition and 
civic importance of the MUCH. A facade study is included in Section 04. 

Infill Walling

Steel Framing System (SFS), and Structural Insulated Panels (SIPS), are often 
specified as an infill to concrete structural frames, sitting inside the frame 
itself.  Infill walling as a SIP is incredibly quick to install. SFS, comprising of 
engineered steel components is much slower and requires the storage of 
materials on site. The limited space available within our tightly constrained 
site is likely to make SFS impractical.  

Further development of infill options would require a greater understanding 
of the tolerances of the existing frame, structural connection, and interface 
with support systems for the cladding and fenestration. For these reasons, it 
was felt that infill walling is not the optimal route for this project.

Full Structural Wrap

We considered options for forming a loadbearing full structural wrap, taking 
into consideration embodied carbon, building height, wall thickness, fire 
test data and suitability for use with the reinforced concrete frame. 

SIPs 

Structural Insulated Panels are an advanced method of construction, 
exploiting composite panel techniques - delivering excellent structural 
and thermal characteristics in one system.  SIPS have two parallel faces – 
of Oriented Strand Board (OSB) - sandwiching a rigid core of Polyurethane 
(PUR) foam.  The result is a lightweight system which is quick to erect, 
and free from the complications surrounding compression shrinkage and 
thermal bridging.

The rigid insulation core can be formed with PIR, EPS and PUR insulation. 
The combustibility rating of these products is Euro Class D or worse. As a 
public use building this would not be a suitable options to develop further. 

Closed Panel Systems

Closed Panel Light Gauge Steel Framing (LGSF), and Timber Systems, 
deliver rapid and robust energy efficient buildings, structural strength and 
airtightness. The use of mineral wool insulation when combined with A1 or 
A2 facing boards allows for a compliant, non-combustible facade system. 

Closed Panels can offer reasonably high thermal performance throughout 
the life cycle of the building. However, to achieve the required u-value, the 
wall thickness of a mineral wool panel will be thicker than the equivalent 
PIR insulated SIP. To achieve a target U Value of 0.16W/m2K, the Timber 
panel would have an overall thickness of 265mm. With an allowance for 
cladding system on top and overall external wall build up of 415mm is 
assumed. This is within acceptable tolerances of the project and would not 
have a significant impact on the overall building area. 

Timber and LGSF systems produce similar structural, air permeability, and 
thermal performance, however the risk of thermal bridging is greater in 
LGSF. Targeting an overall air tightness below 3 m3/(m2·h) @50 Pa, with 
A1 Non-Combustible Mineral Insulation, the build-up includes an external 
layer of CP board, and an internal face of 15mm Fermacell.

The installation of Closed Panel systems should be developed further in 
the next stages. Pending detailed surveys and understanding of the existing 
structure, we have assumed that Closed Panels would installed out with the 
external face of Structural Frame, with structural supports tying back to the 
main structure. This would allow large panels to be lifted into place, over 
sailing the edge of the existing slabs.   

Recommendation 

Based on the assessment above, the preferred option would be to develop 
proposals for a Closed Panel Timber system to form the external envelope. 

Both the embodied carbon of timber panels, opportunity at end of life to 
contribute to the  circular economy align with the projects Zero Carbon 
ambitions.

Embodied Carbon of Closed Panel Systems 

In addition to the performance of the LGSF and timber systems, embodied 
carbon is a key consideration when selecting options for further 
development. The measured embodied carbon of LGSF and timber systems 
varies considerably when calculated by evaluation of  Boundary Definition 
and Embodied Carbon Simulation. 

A1 - A3 Product Stage - The steel panel system has significantly hight 
emissions associated with creation at cradle, and transportation to the UK. 
The timber panel system has lower emissions as timber products can be 
locally grown and sourced. 

A4-A5 Lifecycle Stage (Transport, Construction / installation) - This Stage 
focuses on the transport of the product from the factory to the construction 
site, as well as the energy used during the assembly of the material.  There 
is a minimal difference between the two systems as supply chain partners 
for either system are assumed to be within 75 miles. 

Closed panel timber Closed panel light gauge steel frame (LGSF)

961kg Co2e 1,32kg Co2e
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Closed Panel Timber Closed Panel LGSF

3.5 MODERN METHODS OF CONSTRUCTION

Fenestration

Where Closed Panel Timber system are used to form the external envelope 
the integration of windows will need careful consideration. Early engagement 
of specialist sub-contractors would allow designs to be developed to suit a 
panellised system.

Breaking the elevations with curtain walling offers the most simple 
construction method. Floor-to-floor curtain walling would be fixed top and 
bottom directly to the concrete slabs. Where the jambs meet the Closed 
panel system, secondary steelwork would be required to provide additional 
support. 

The use of long expanses of horizontal windows is less compatible with 
panellised systems, over complicating the production, structural support 
and adding expense. Forming windows up to 2m wide within large format 
panels is a relatively straightforward option. The size and weight of windows 
should be compatible with the crane types include in the Site Logistics 
Feasibility Report (Appendix D).  

Cladding

During RIBA Stage 1, options for cladding materials were considered and 
evaluated. Materials were assessed in relation to the local planning context 
and suitability for use in a civic building: weight & loading implications on 
the existing frame and panellised wall system: maintenance & durability : 
carbon content:  alongside other relevant factors.

To develop the use of panellised systems, cladding options should be 
developed that are compatible with the loading limitations of the panels - 
estimated to be around 50kgs per sq metre. Cladding should be fixed back at 
600mm centres to the structural studs, with appropriate fixings or secondary 
framing. The most viable cladding solutions should be lightweight, and  be 
fixed on-site to further reduce lifting weights. Heavier and larger format 
panels will impact crane type and position. 

Logistics 

To support the strategy and opportunities to use panellised MMC systems. 
Better Delivery in partnership with DGP Logistics produced a Logistics 
Feasibility Report and assessment of the site, surrounding areas and access 
to 46 New conduit Street.

While the assessment identified several risks with regards to access for 
logistics, measures were identified to mitigate them, allowing panellised 
options to be a viable option for considered in later stages. The full Logistics 
Feasibility Report is included in Appendix D.    
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Roofs

Where the existing slab is in-filled, new infill roof structure will be required. 
The preferred option would be use a lightweight timber cassette or CLT 
panels. Details of options are included in Elliott Woods Stage 1 report.

Opportunities for pre-fabrication of the roof is limited through the design 
intent to retain and re-use the existing slab. Waterproofing membranes,  
insulation and green roof  would be fitted on site. There are opportunities 
to explore prefabrication and lightweight construction of new roof-lights.
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3.6 CLADDING STUDIES

CLADDING MATERIAL SUITABILITY (local context and use in civic building) OPPORTUNITIES CHALLENGES EMBODIED CARBON PRODUCT REFERENCES NOTES / CONSIDERATIONS

New Brick

ط  Fits with local vernacular
ط  Appropriate for use in a civic building - requires 
high standard of detailing and brick selection

ط  hard wearing, durable and long lasting
ط  traditional brickwork is heavy / unsuitable for 
lightweight construction 

ط  long on site construction time
HIGH

Existing Brickwork re-used

ط  Fits with local vernacular
ط  opportunity to mix existing bricks with new bricks 
to create higher quality finish

ط  hard wearing, durable and long lasting
ط  Reduces demolition waste and fits with projects 
Sustainability aspirations

ط  traditional brickwork is heavy / unsuitable for 
lightweight construction 

ط  long on site construction time LOW

ط  Should be explored further in next 
stages.

ط  opportunity to use in some areas of the 
building.

Brick slips
ط  Fits with local vernacular
ط  lacks gravitas for civic building 

ط  Lower carbon than full bricks
ط  Suited to pre-fab construction

ط  Perception of cheap / low quality
ط  Suitability for civic building - unless detailed 
well and combined with other, higher quality 
materials

MEDIUM - HIGH
https://www.marble-mosaic.co.uk/

brick-tile-faced

Ceramic tiles
ط  fits with language of other Hanseatic towns
ط  high quality finish- fitting for a civic building

ط  Suited to pre-fab construction
ط  Low construction time (depending on size and 
format of tiles)

ط  low to medium weight

ط  higher cost cladding 
MEDIUM

https://www.mosa.com/en-gb/

products/façade

ط  outline sketch design based on ceramic 
tiles. Other high quality, similar cost 
options to be developed.

Limestone
ط  high quality finish
ط  high quality finish - fitting for a civic building

ط  Suited to pre-fab construction
ط  Low construction time (depending on size and 
format of tiles / panels)

ط  higher cost cladding
LOW  

(unless backed with 

concrete panel)

https://www.marble-mosaic.co.uk/

natural-stone-faced
ط  weight and loading to be considered

Flint
ط  Fits with local vernacular
ط  high quality finish

ط  Suited to pre-fab construction
ط  hard wearing, durable and long lasting
ط  Low construction time when used in panels 
(depending on size and format of tiles)

ط  typically associated with domestic projects
ط  long on site construction when used traditionally LOW

ط  Weight and loading to be considered
ط  Could be considered for use at low level

Pre-cast concrete / 

reconstituted stone

ط  no reference to local vernacular
ط  Relates to local modern developments 

ط  Suited to pre-fab construction
ط  Multiple options with finishes, design and colours
ط  High quality, solid appearance

ط  high carbon cost MEDIUM / HIGH https://evansconcrete.co.uk/products/
precast-concrete-cladding/

Glass reinforced concrete 

(GRC)
ط  no reference to local vernacular

ط  Suited to pre-fab construction
ط  Multiple options with finishes, design and colours
ط  Flexible forms

ط  -suitability for use a low level / durability MEDIUM / HIGH

Timber

ط  Reference to Kings Lynn as historic importer of 
timber from hanseatic countries

ط  lacks gravitas for a civic building - unless detailed 
well and combined with other, higher quality 
materials

ط  Could be suited to pre-fab construction (panel size 
and format)

ط  Suitability for civic building 
ط  Limited lifespan
ط  Combustibility 

LOW

Fibre cement boards
ط  no reference to local vernacular
ط  lacks gravitas for a civic building 

ط  Suited to pre-fab construction
ط  multiple finishes / colours available 
ط  Opportunity to use at high level

ط  Perception of cheap / low quality
ط  Longevity of life / durability at low level VARIES - MEDIUM https://www.vivalda.co.uk/products/

decorative-cladding/

ط  carbon content related to specific 
products / manufacturers 

Copper / metal cladding

ط  Copper fits with local context - Majestic cinema
ط  lacks gravitas for a civic building unless detailed 
well / in combination with other high quality 
materials

ط  fully recyclable
ط  Suited to pre-fab construction
ط  lightweight 
ط  long lasting, low maintenance

ط  durability at low level
ط  high cost HIGH

https://www.kme.com/en/
copperdivision/architecture

https://www.rheinzink.com/architects-
planners/inspiration/facade-systems/
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04 PROPOSAL
4.1  Overview

4.2 Proposed Layouts 

4.3 Proposed Ground Floor

4.4  Public Realm

4.5 Proposed First Floor

4.6 Proposed Second Floor

4.7  Proposed Roof Level

4.8 Area Schedule

4.9 External Appearance
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04 PROPOSAL

4.1 OVERVIEW

Following conclusion of the options studies, the preferred structural strategy 
(Option B) and preferred building layout (Option 03) were explored further 
with the Design Team to develop outline sketch proposals. The following 
architectural ambitions were developed:

Welcoming   An open and inviting place to be with a warm, and  
    welcoming arrival at the core of the library 

Connecting  A building that connects spaces and people, with  
    excellent visibility and awareness of the activities  
    within

Transforming  A building that transforms the public realm and  
    creates a public anchor within King's Lynn 

Inspiring   A building that is inspiring supporting growth and  
    reinvigorating King's Lynn. 

Leading the way  An exemplar building for the de-carbonisation of  
    Norfolk's county-wide portfolio

The key environmental, structural, and building strategies were developed 
by the Project Team during RIBA stage 1, as shown on the next page. Further 
design development and exploration of these early design strategies should 
be explored in Stage 2. The resolution of the proposals should work towards 
the projects ambition to minimise environmental impact and operational 
costs.  

Library Precedents - The Word - A Welcoming Building 

Library Precedents - The Hive
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4.1 OVERVIEW

Internal Atria

Maximise daylight, 
improve opportunities for 
natural ventilation and 
create connections 
between spaces.

Structure

Exposing  the original 
concrete structure 
and expressing new 
elements with timber 

infill

Facade

Exploring MMC 
and panellised facade 
systems to build better 

while matching 
architectural 
ambitions.

Heating & Cooling

Efficient heating, cooling 
and ventilation strategies, 
minimising operation cost 

and carbon.

Rooflights

Improving sense of 
volume and space, daylight 

levels and ventilation 
within enclosed spaces

Public Realm

A new public plaza, 
with greenery and trees 
providing shading and 

biodiversity.

"A Green Roof"

PV creating on-site 
energy and a blue-green 
attenuating rainwater and 
enhancing biodiversity
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Drawn Gross Internal Area (GIA)

Ground Floor 745sqm

First Floor 680sqm

Second floor 710sqm

TOTAL AREA 2,135sqm

HUDSONArchitects 00-00.3 Axo Diagrams rev.

ط  Welcome & Arrival 

ط  Children's Library 

ط  Young Persons Library 

ط  Community Meeting Room

ط  Open Library

Roof Level

Second Floor

First Floor

Ground Floor

ط  Cafe pop-up

ط  Staff Workroom & Deliveries

ط  Activity Room

ط  Changing Places WC

ط  Service core (circulation / wcs etc)

Through consultation with Stakeholders as outlined earlier in this report, 
stacking and adjacencies shown here have been developed. The stacking 
highlights  key principles and adjacencies, but should be developed further 
during RIBA 2 with stakeholder engagement. The following principles have 
been agreed:
 
ط  Library Arrival - a library located on the ground floor, creating a 
welcoming and engaging destination

ط  Stacking - a library over two floors, with community and adult learning 
spaces on the top floor 

ط  Progression - library and community spaces becoming more purposeful 
and focused as you travel up the building

ط  Community connections - creating an open and connected ground 
floor, with children's and young person libraries close to the entrance, 

ط  Place making - creating a new public plaza with opportunity for activity 
rooms to connected directly with the public space.

ط  Open Library

ط  Readers Spaces

ط  Activity Spaces

ط   Staff room

ط  Flexible staff office / meeting space 

ط  Business IP Hub  

ط  Rare reference

ط  Service core (circulation / wcs etc)

First Floor

Ground Floor

ط  Community Learning Rooms

ط  Breakout Space

ط  Community Workspace Hub

ط  Community Meeting Rooms

ط  Training Kitchen

ط  Service core (circulation / wcs etc)

Second Floor

4.2 PROPOSED LAYOUTS

ط  Internal plant area 

ط  Access core with stair and lift access 
to roof level

Roof Level
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4.3 PROPOSED GROUND FLOOR

Children's LibraryWelcome and Arrival Space 
The Word

Central Atrium and connecting stairs 
The Hive, Worcester

Coffee stand within ground floor

01 Welcome & Arrival 
A warm, welcoming double height arrival and exhibition space 
- the shop front of the Community Hub.

02 Children's Library 
An active and engaging, secure children’s library located close 
to the entrance and arrival space.

03 Young Persons Library 
An active and engaging, young persons library located close 
to the entrance and arrival space.

04 Community Meeting Room
Flexible community meeting space connected to ground floor 
activity spaces

05 Open Library
Open library space with flexible, shared space for open 
collections, readers and activity spaces.

06 Cafe pop-up
A welcoming, convenient pop up cafe offer with seating 
throughout the library

07 Staff Workroom & Deliveries
 A staff workroom to process and sort collections, co-located 
with goods lift and delivery bay.

08 Activity Room
 Enclosed activity room with connection to the street.

01

02

03

04

06

05

07

08

07
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Coffee stand within ground floor

4.3 PROPOSED GROUND FLOOR

Sketch view of arrival space for inclusion in Business Case

CONCEPT SKETCH
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4.4 PUBLIC REALM

Welcome and Arrival Space 
The Word

Altrincham Town

01 Public Plaza
New external plaza and public space. To be devel-
oped as part of wider townscape plan.

02 Access
Connection and opportunity to open enclosed 
activity scape onto public plaza

08

0102

Works to the public realm would sit out with the 
Main Contractors works and will be developed 
and procured separately. The design principles 
are captured here for future development and 
connections to the new MUCH.
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0

First Floor Option B

1:250@A3

HUDSONArchitects
revisions

+44 (0)1603 766 220

job

address

46 New Conduit Street
PE30 1DL

title

GA PLANS
First Floor Option B

scale 1:250@A3

Kings Lynn Libary

Do not scale off dimensions. Check all dimensions on site and
report any discrepancies immediately. This drawing is copyright.

status

job code revision

GA-2102KLL-

info@hudsonarchitects.co.ukwww.hudsonarchitects.co.uk

A
2

A
2

Library Collections214 m 2

Office19 m 2

Activity Zones97 m 2

Stairs17 m 2

Cl
4 m 2

AWC
5 m 2

WCs
3 m 2

WCs
3 m 2WCs

3 m 2
WCs

3 m 2

Plant21 m 2

Circ
34 m 2

Lift
6 m 2

Business IP50 m 2

Lift
6 m 2

Staff room
42 m 2

1 to 1 rooms17 m 2

27 m 2

Readers Space98 m 2

0 5 10

Collections and PCsCollections and reading space

Collections, reading and PC access 
The Word

01 Open Library
Open library space with flexible, shared space for open 
collections.

02 Readers Spaces
Readers spaces to browse, work or study, with comfortable 
reading spaces, study carrels, shared desks and open access 
computers. 

03 Activity Spaces
Activity zones throughout the open library, allowing flexible, 
adaptable use of space for classes and events to support 
library use 

04 Staff Spaces 
A flexible, private space for small meetings or quiet working. 
Staff room with kitchenette, soft seating and tables for breaks 
and quiet working. Places to securely store belongings. 

05 Business IP Hub  
A Business IP hub providing dedicated space for business 
advice and book access, with space for 1 to 1 meetings, advice 
deck, collections, and information and display.

06 Reference Rare
Safe storage of significant rare reference material

03

05

02

01

04

4.5 PROPOSED FIRST FLOOR

04
06
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Flexible Community Learning RoomsCommunity hub

Rooflights and breakout space
The Hive, Worcester Meeting and breakout spaces

01 Community Learning Rooms
Spaces to support range of activities from art classes, yoga 
classes, cooking to bike workshops.

02 Breakout Space
Breakout space with tea making facilities for community 
users. Flexible and adaptable space.

03 Community Workspace Hub
Flexible workspace to support local community, business in-
novation and self-directed study. Shared desks and informal 
meeting space to support local community.

04 Community Meeting Rooms
Bookable meeting rooms for community use

05 Training Kitchen
A training kitchen providing opportunity for social enterprise 
and adult learning.  

06 Staff Space
A training kitchen providing opportunity for social enterprise 
and adult learning.  

01

0101

02

03

04

05

4.6 PROPOSED SECOND FLOOR

06
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4.7 PROPOSED ROOF PLAN

01 Enclosed Plant Area 
Enclosed plant room with roof access

02 PVS
The design will maximise the use of photovoltaic panels on 
the roof. This is essential to achieve the client’s long term 
objective of a net zero estate

03 Rooflights
Rooflights providing daylight to the deep plan and providing 
opportunities for natural ventilation

04 Blue Green Roof
Aspiration to include a blue-green roof which would both 
attenuate rainwater and enhance biodiversity

01

02

03

03

04
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KLL King's Lynn Library
46 New Conduit Street 

Project Code : KLL

Schedule of Drawn Areas

Revision Status Date Author/Checked
P-01 Issued 25/07/2022 LB / HW

Drawn Gross Internal Area
Ground Floor GIA 745sqm
First Floor GIA 680sqm
Second Floor GIA 710sqm
Roof GIA 50sqm
TOTAL AREA REQUIRED 2,135sqm

Overvew Space Type Location Quantity Area
Briefed Area 
Requirements

Notes

Arrival & Welcome

Welcome area

- Arrival and main entrance to building with good visibility 
and connections to the open library and adult learning 
areas 
- Opportunity to use arrival space as an exhibition and 
display space
- no requirement for security desk / reception desk 

Arrival + Exhibition Space Ground Floor 1 90 100

TOTAL Arrival 90 100
Library - Open Floor

Adult Fiction First Floor 1 80 80 Area allows for 172 linear meters of storage.
Adult non-fiction First Floor 1 55 55 Area allows for 108 linear meters of storage.
Large print fiction First Floor 1 15 15 Area allows for 20 linear meters of storage.
Large print non-fiction First Floor 1 5 5 Area allows for 2 linear meters of storage.
Local history collection First Floor 1 40 40 Collection space requirement to be confirmed. 
Spoken word Ground Floor 1 15 15 Collection space requirement to be confirmed. 
DVDs First Floor 1 15 15 Collection space requirement to be confirmed. 
Library open space First Floor 1 40 15
Self issue machines Ground Floor 1 30 36 Allowance for 3no self-issue machines 
Junior Fiction Ground Floor 1 40 36 Area allows for 57 linear meters of storage.
Junior non-fiction Ground Floor 1 15 13 Area allows for 20 linear meters of storage.
Junior readers space Ground Floor 1 45 45 Area allows for 18no users 

Children's library collections
- space for children's library and reading space 
- includes space for 1no self issue machine

Children's Library Ground Floor 1 140 140

Reference Rare - storage for rare reference materials Reference Rare First Floor 1 40 85 Area requirement to be reviewed during RIBA 2

Reader spaces
- informal reading spaces  
- to be co-located with collections space 

Open readers space First Floor 36 90 90 Allowance based on 3no readers spaces per 1000 population, 2.5sqm each.  
50% allocation of space required to readers space / 50% allocated to activity spaces. 

Ground floor open Ground Floor 2 80 80 2no areas to ground floor (40sqm each)
Ground floor enclosed Ground Floor 1 50 50
First floor open First Floor 1 50 50
Book access First Floor 1 40 40
Meeting room First Floor 1 10 10

TOTAL Library - Open Floor 895 915 625
Staff Space 
Staff Workroom - Workroom to process and sort books Workroom Ground Floor 1 25 30 Allow for 4no workspaces, storage and sorting space
Staff Office / Meeting space - flexible staff space for small meetings / quiet working Office / Meeting space First Floor 1 15 12
Staff touchdown space - flexible touchdown work space for library staff Office / Meeting space Second Floor 1 15 20

Staff room
- breakout space for staff with kitchenette / tea point
- space for storage of belongings

Staff Room First Floor 1 30 30

Total Other   85 92
Adult Learning and Community 
Spaces

Large learning space Second Floor 1 90 90
Medium Learning space Second Floor 1 70 70
Small learning space Second Floor 1 40 40

1 to 1 room - 1 to 1 room or pod for adult learning 1 to 1s Quiet room Second Floor 2no 30 30 15sqm each
Storage - storage space to support adult learning Storage Second Floor 2 20 20 10sqm each
Breakout space - shared breakout space with tea point Breakout Space Second Floor 1 70 30 Measured area includes open circulation space
Tea Point - tea point co-located with Adult Learning Tea point Second Floor 1 10 10

Community workspace Second Floor 1 90 70 Measured area includes open circulation space
Community meeting rooms Ground Floor 1 20 20
Community meeting rooms Second Floor 2 40 40

Adult Learning and Community 
Spaces

480 420

Café
Cafe - café Café pop-up 1 10 10 Small café truck - to be developed in RIBA 2

Training Kitchen 1 65 80
Storage space 2 15 20

TOTAL - Café 90 110
TOTAL BRIEFED AREA 1640.0 1637.0

Other/ Ancillary
Changing Places WC Changing places facility 1 12 12
Accessible WCs Allow for 1no per floor (1.7 x 2.2m) 3 10 15
WCs Self contained WCs 15 43 53 Self-contained WCs allowed for - to be developed in RIBA 2
Cleaners stores Cleaners store to each floor 3 10 12

Showers and lockers
2no self-contained showers with changing space with 
separate area for lockers 

2 20 15 Allowance for 5no staff 

Delivery Bay 1 35 35
Plant Rooms 4 105 180 Enclosed plant area. Open plant on roof not measured. 
Total Other 235 321
TOTAL 1875 1958

Circulation and partitions
Standard allowance would be 15%. Reduced to 10% due to 
open plan nature of library

260 294 Allowance based on 15% of floor area

TOTAL (Inc. circulation and partitions) 2135 2252

HHUUDDSSOONNArchitects

Activity Zones - flexible spaces within open library for range of activities

Training Kitchen

Business IP Centre 
- Space for business advice and book access
- Allow for 1 to 1 meeting room / pod / display and notice 

- training kitchen for 10 no adult learners, including cold 
and dry storage space 

Adult Learning Rooms
- suite of rooms / flexible spaces to support a range of 
activities and class sizes
- adaptable spaces to support future change in use 

Community workspace Hub
- digital workspace to support local community, business 
innovation and self-directed study

Library Collections - general collection spaces

Young person's library collections - sections to cover all ages up to adult

329698.001-UAL LCC
Page 1 of 1

4.8 PROPOSED AREA SCHEDULE

PROPOSAL OVERVIEW
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4.9 EXTERNAL APPEARANCE

The facade design was developed during RIBA Stage 1 to produce imagery 
to support the projects Business Case. Design options exploring massing, 
scale, form, rhythm, material, texture and colour were explored. The preferred 
option exploring the use of ceramic and terracotta tiles was included within 
the Business Case documentation and presented to Stakeholders. 

The preferred option creates a unified composition of two interwoven 
volumes, the heavy base extending towards the tower, supporting a 
lightweight, textured facade to the upper floors.

During RIBA 2 and 3, the facade design and massing should be developed 
to be  environmentally responsive with the following considerations: 

ط  Balancing daylight levels, minimising glare and reducing overheating

ط  Creating opportunities for natural ventilation through opening windows 
or perforated open-able panels.

ط  Considering noise attenuation and impact on building users

ط  considering operational impact of manual and actuated windows 

ط  Exploring material choices that align with the projects ambitions to 
deliver an aspirational, civic building

ط  AND materials that align with the ambition to deliver a sustainable, low 
carbon  building which provides an exemplar for the de-carbonisation 
of the county-wide portfolio

ط  Exploring MMC and cladding systems compatible with the proposed 
panellised facade system to build better while matching architectural 
ambitions
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4.9 EXTERNAL APPEARANCE

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT SKETCH

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT SKETCH153
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4.9 EXTERNAL APPEARANCE

Sketch view of MUCH for inclusion in Business Case - Material and massing to be developed and tested further in RIBA 2

CONCEPT SKETCH
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Norwich Office

37 St Andrews Street
Norwich
NR2 4TP
T: +44 (0) 1603 766220
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REPORT TO CABINET 
 

Open Would any decisions proposed : 
 
Be entirely within Cabinet’s powers to decide  YES 
Need to be recommendations to Council      NO 
 

Is it a Key Decision                NO 
  

Any especially 
affected 
Wards 

Discretionary  
 
 

Lead Member: Cllr Sam Sandell 
E-mail: cllr.sam.sandell@west-
norfolk.gov.uk 

Other Cabinet Members consulted: Cllr Brian Long 

Other Members consulted: 

Lead Officer: David Ousby  
E-mail: David.ousby@west-norfolk.gov.uk 
Direct Dial:  01553  
Lead Officer: Jemma Curtis 
E-mail: jemma.curtis@west-norfolk.gov.uk 
Direct Dial:  01553 616716 

Other Officers consulted: Assistant Director Commercial 
Services, Assistant Director & Section 151 Officer 
 

Financial 
Implications  
Yes 
 

Policy/ 
Personnel 
Implications 
NO 
 

Statutory 
Implications   
NO 
 

Equalities 
Impact 
Assessment 
YES 
If YES: Full 
Assessment 

Risk 
Management 
Implications 
Yes 

Environmental 
Considerations 
No 

If not for publication, the paragraph(s) of Schedule 12A of the 1972 Local Government Act considered 
to justify that is (are) paragraph(s)    

 

Date of meeting: 15 September 2022 
 
KING’S LYNN TOWN DEAL ACTIVE & CLEAN CONNECTIVITY BUSINESS 
CASE 
 
Summary  
 
King’s Lynn was awarded by Government a £25m ‘Town Deal’ in June 2021, subject 
to the completion of business cases for the projects approved under the Heads of 
Terms offer.  
 
The objective of the Towns Fund programme is to drive the sustainable economic 
regeneration of towns to support long term economic and productivity growth. A 
Town Deal is a three-way agreement in principle between Government, the lead local 
authority and the Town Deal Board.  
 
This report summarises the business case for the Active & Clean Connectivity 
programme for approval by the Cabinet in the Council’s capacity as the “Accountable 
Body” to DLUCH and as part of the Council’s role on the Town Deal Board, and set 
out financial and operational considerations for the Council once the works are 
completed. 

 
Recommendation 
 
Cabinet is recommended to; 
 

1. Endorse the draft Business Case as set out in appendix 1. 
2. Delegated authority is granted to the Chief Executive, the Deputy Leader and 

the Portfolio Holder for Development and Regeneration to approve the final 
Business Case in their capacity as representatives of the Council on the Town 
Deal Board. 
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3. Delegated authority is granted to the Section 151 Officer to approve the final 
Business Case and sign the Business Case Summary Document for 
submission to government in the Council’s capacity as Accountable Body for 
the Town Deal.   

4. To approve the future revenue costs associated with the operation of the 
Active Travel Hubs detailed in section 7; to be built into operational budgets 
from 2023/4. 

5. Delegate Authority to the Assistant Director for Programme & Project Delivery 
to progress with the planning, procurement and delivery of the projects within 
the Business Case, subject to the Business Case approval by government.   

 
Reason for Decision 
 
To approve the Business Case as the Accountable Body for the Towns Fund to 
ensure the funding is secured to deliver the Active & Clean Connectivity programme 
to deliver the investment priorities in the Town Investment Plan for King’s Lynn and 
support the long term economic prosperity of the town. 

 
1. Background 

 
1.1 On 8 June 2021, the Government offered King’s Lynn a Town Deal with a 

Heads of Terms offer for up to £25m as part of the £3.6bn Towns Fund 
programme.  The £25m Heads of Terms offer was based on the strategic 
case, vision, strategy and priorities set out in the Town Investment Plan (TIP) 
which was submitted to government in October 2020 and subsequently 
updated in February 2021. 
 

1.2 The TIP is the overarching vision and strategy setting out the area’s assets, 
opportunities, challenges and ambitions for the next 10 years and identifies 
investment priorities to drive economic growth, regeneration, skills & 
enterprise infrastructure, transport and digital connectivity.  On 24th August 
2021, Cabinet endorsed 7 projects agreed by the Town Deal Board under the 
Town Deal for King’s Lynn, in the Council’s capacity as the ‘Accountable 
Body’ and work has been progressing on the agreed projects in the 
intervening months.   
 

1.3 Following the signing of the Heads of Terms with government, the lead 
authority had to develop the agreed projects in detail to full business case 
stage, in accordance with the HM Treasury Green Book appraisal process.  
Of the 7 projects within the Town Deal, 3 have had business cases 
completed, submitted to Government.  These are the Guildhall & Creative 
Hub, King’s Lynn Youth & Retraining Pledge project and the Rail to River 
Public Realm project.   
 

1.4 The Town Deal Update report to Cabinet on 8th June 2022 approved the 
reprioritisation of the Town Deal as agreed by the Town Deal Board, and the 
submission of project adjustments requests to government seeking changes 
to funding allocations, and revised outputs and outcomes for the remaining 5 
projects which did not yet have business cases completed. The 
reprioritisation has resulted in a revised Town Deal programme from 7 to 6 
projects and was subsequently approved by Government in August 2022. 
 

1.5 The Active & Clean Connectivity (ACC) Programme is a key part of the Town 
Deal programme to deliver against the strategic aim for a ‘sustainably 
connected town’ as outlined in the TIP.  The scope of the programme has 
been changed since the Heads of Terms offer to remove the gyratory and 
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sandline bridge elements of the original scheme following further detailed 
feasibility. The gyratory element is now being progressed through Norfolk 
County Council’s Levelling Up transport application submitted in August. The 
revised ACC programme comprises; 
 

 Cycling and Walking improvements to priority routes identified in the 
King’s Lynn Local Cycling & Walking Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP) 

 Active Travel Hubs at Nar Ouse Enterprise Zone and Baker Lane 

 Active Travel Plans with 6 employers. 
 

1.6 The role of the Accountable Body in approving business cases, is to verify 
that the case has been completed in accordance with HM Treasury Green 
Book guidance to ensure the financial and delivery arrangements for the 
project are robust, and will ensure delivery within the Towns Fund programme 
timeframe (delivery by 31st March 2026). 
 

1.7 This report provides Members with the draft Business Case for the project 
which is being progressed through the approved Local Assurance Framework 
for all Towns Fund business cases. The report seeks approval from cabinet to 
approve the Business Case in the Council’s capacity as Accountable body for 
the fund.   
 

1.8 Norfolk County Council will be the lead organisation to deliver the LCWIP 
schemes as the highways authority. The report also details the financial and 
delivery arrangements required for the elements to be directly delivered and 
operated by the Borough Council; namely the Active Travel Hubs and Active 
Travel Plans). The Business Case presented in Appendix 1 details the 
strategic, economic, financial, commercial and management case for the 
programme. 
 

2. Active & Clean Connectivity Business Case 

2.1 The process for signing off the final project business cases must be in 
accordance with the agreed Local Assurance Framework. The Town Deal 
Board considered the draft Business Case (appendix 1) at its meeting on 1st 
September 2022. An update on the feedback from the Town Deal Board and 
any changes to be made to the final draft will be updated at the Cabinet 
meeting.  

2.2 The draft Business Case has also been reviewed by an independent 
appraisal specialist and a subsidy control specialist in line with the Local 
Assurance Framework, to ensure it complies with the Government Guidance 
and regulations. The final version of the Business Case will incorporate any 
feedback received from these independent reviews. A verbal update on any 
feedback and comments received will be provided at the Cabinet meeting.   

2.3 The final project Business Case will be issued to the Town Deal Board for 
approval and then submitted to government into a ‘Summary Document’, 
signed off by the Chair of the Town Deal Board and the Council’s Section 151 
Officer by 30th September (submission date agreed with Government). The 
summary is then reviewed by government to ensure the conditions of the 
Heads of Terms have been met and annual funding is then released.  The full 
Business Case can be ‘called in’ by Government if it wishes to do so. 

2.4 Developing a Treasury ‘Green Book’ compliant business case is a process for 
developing and gaining approval which is scalable to the specific project, 
covering the 5 case model;  
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− Strategic Case – Is there a case for change?  
− Economic Case – Which proposal delivers the best value for money?  
− Commercial Case – How will the preferred option be procured and 
delivered?  
− Financial Case – Is the preferred option affordable?  
− Management Case – How will the preferred option be managed and 
governed? 

 
2.5   An important part of the Business Case for government is the Value for Money 

assessment which is completed as part of the Economic case. The Economic 
appraisal for this project has calculated a Benefit Cost Ratio of 3.44 and 
therefore demonstrates ‘high’ Value for Money. The full economic appraisal is 
contained in the Business Case (appendix 1). 

 
3      Consultation & Engagement  

 
3.1 A range of community and stakeholder engagement was undertaken to inform 

the development of a Business Plan for the site which has informed the project 
Business Case. A Communications and Stakeholder plan has been developed 
for the project to ensure on going involvement of members, residents, 
businesses and stakeholders throughout the further development and delivery 
of the projects contained within the programme.  

 
4 Section 151 Approval 

 
4.1 As set out in 2.3, the final project Business Case ‘Summary Document’ will be 

submitted once the Business Case has been signed off by the Chair of the 
Town Deal Board and the Council’s Section 151 Officer.   
 

4.2 The process for assessing the Business Case complies with the Governance 
arrangements as set out in the Local Assurance Framework.  Key components 
of assurance have been provided through the following activities: 

 

 The Business Case has been appraised using HM Treasury Green Book 
appraisal principles 

 An independent assessment of the business case has been undertaken 

 An independent review of any subsidy control implications has been 
completed 

 The Value for Money assessment generated a positive Benefit Cost Ratio 
score  

 
4.3 It is noted that the project does come with risks and these are set out in detail 

within the business case and associated risk register.  Key risks are material 
price increases and programme delays due to stakeholder requirements.  
However, the business case also sets out how these risks can be mitigated to 
minimize the risks. 
 

4.4 The Council’s Section 151 Officer is satisfied that the business case has 
complied with the Local Assurance Framework as set out above and is minded 
to approve the business case for submission in the context of recognizing the 
risks as set out in the business case and that necessary processes for 
monitoring, tracking and taking appropriate actions to minimize risk to the 
council is put in place at the earliest opportunity. 

  
5 Risk  
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5.1 A detailed Risk register is included at Appendix 2 in the Business Case. 
 
6  Environmental Considerations 
 
6.1   One of the primary objectives of the Towns Fund is to promote clean growth 

investment to deliver decarbonisation, improved air quality and health and 
economic growth. All of the projects are designed to promote a more 
sustainable way for residents to commute and travel around the town centre. 
The Business Case demonstrates how this programme in particular will directly 
support the government policy for achieving net zero, reduce carbon emissions 
in the town centre, therefore contributing to the council’s Climate Change policy 
and move towards carbon reduction.  

 
7 Financial Implications  
 
7.1  The Active Travel Hubs element of the programme will be owned and operated 

by the Borough Council and so will be responsible for the ongoing cost to 
maintain and operate these new facilities. The operation of these will be 
through the Commercial Services section and therefore day to day operation 
will be absorbed into the existing staff resources. However there will be other 
direct fixed costs that will need to be met including business rates, insurance, 
CCTV, cleaning and maintenance. The anticipated worse case revenue costs 
are estimated to be £100,000 per annum for both sites, to be met from 
Commercial Services revenue budget from 2023/24 onwards. The facilities will 
have a charged for element on the car park and membership to use the secure 
the cycle storage which have not been included in the revenue cost estimate.  

 
7.2  Estimates on income generation from these facilities is difficult to evaluate with 

any accuracy at this stage and will need to be considered as part of the 
councils wider parking and charging strategy, the objective to ensure charges 
are as low as possible to cover the costs to encourage use and take up of the 
facilities. The Nar Ouse EZ facility will build in usage over time as the 
Enterprise Zone is built out. 

 
7.3  While the capital cost is being met from the Towns Fund, the future renewal 

costs need to be considered. It is recommended any income generated through 
the memberships, car parking income and fees are allocated as contribution to 
reserves to fund renewal/maintenance.   

 
7.4 The £6.256m programme includes additional grants funding of £2,022,750 

comprising £1,878,000 Business Rates Pool funding (originally secured against 
the Parkway development) and £144,750 secured through the Norfolk Strategic 
Fund. A variation request to the Business Rates Pool funding allocation is 
required to reflect the changes to the LCWIP schemes that has been agreed 
with the Town Deal Board (as detailed in section 1.5). 

 
7.5 The LCWIP schemes will be designed and delivered by Norfolk County Council 

NCC under a funding agreement between the Borough Council as the 
Accountable body and NCC. 

 
8.  Policy & Personnel Implications  
 
8.1    The Business Case is in line with the Corporate Business Plan objectives to;  

 
Creating and maintaining good quality places that make a positive difference to 
people’s lives 
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 protect, promote and enhance the borough’s natural and built environment 

 maintain accessible, clean, pleasant and safe public places and 
communities 

Protecting and enhancing the environment including tackling climate change 

 deliver on our commitment to be carbon neutral by 2035, or earlier, by 
implementing the council’s carbon reduction strategy and encourage and 
collaborate with our partners, communities and local businesses to reduce 
their environmental impact 

 
 

Appendices 
 
 

1. BUSINESS CASE  
 
Background Papers 
 
Local Assurance Framework  
Town Deal Update Cabinet report, 8 June 2022 
Town Deal Cabinet Report, 24 August 2021 
King’s Lynn Town Deal Board papers available on www.visionkingslynn.com 
Towns Fund Further Guidance, June 2020  
www.visionkingslynn.com 
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Pre-Screening Equality Impact 
Assessment 
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Name of policy/service/function 

 

Regeneration & Economic Development  

Is this a new or existing policy/ 
service/function? 

 Existing  

Brief summary/description of the main 
aims of the policy/service/function being 
screened. 

 

Please state if this policy/service is rigidly 
constrained by statutory obligations 

 

Business case to secure the Town Deal Funding for 
the Active & Clean connectivity programme in King’s 
Lynn. Project will deliver a range of projects to 
improve the infrastructure for walking and cycling to 
provide more affordable, active and sustainable 
means of travelling around King’s Lynn. 

N/a 

Question Answer 

1. Is there any reason to believe that the 
policy/service/function could have a 
specific impact on people from one or 
more of the following groups according to 
their different protected characteristic, 
for example, because they have particular 
needs, experiences, issues or priorities or 
in terms of ability to access the service? 

 

Please tick the relevant box for each 
group.   

 

NB. Equality neutral means no negative 
impact on any group. 

 

 

P
o

s
it
iv

e
  

 N
e

g
a

ti
v
e
 

N
e

u
tr

a
l 

U
n

s
u
re

 

Age   √  

Disability √    

Gender   √  

Gender Re-assignment   √  

Marriage/civil partnership   √  

Pregnancy & maternity   √  

Race   √  

Religion or belief   √  

Sexual orientation   √  

Other (eg low income) √    
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Question Answer Comments 

2. Is the proposed policy/service likely to 
affect relations between certain equality 
communities or to damage relations 
between the equality communities and the 
Council, for example because it is seen as 
favouring a particular community or 
denying opportunities to another? 

 No  

3. Could this policy/service be perceived 
as impacting on communities differently? 

 No  

4. Is the policy/service specifically 
designed to tackle evidence of 
disadvantage or potential discrimination? 

 Yes One of the primary aims of the Towns 
Fund programme to provide a 
sustainably connected town through 
measures that will improve the cycling 
and walking routes for all, particularly 
disabled. 

5. Are any impacts identified above minor 
and if so, can these be eliminated or 
reduced by minor actions? 

If yes, please agree actions with a member 
of the Corporate Equalities Working Group 
and list agreed actions in the comments 
section 

     No Actions: 

 

 

 

Actions agreed by EWG member: 

………………………………………… 

If ‘yes’ to questions 2 - 4 a full impact assessment will be required unless comments are 
provided to explain why this is not felt necessary: 

 

 

 

Decision agreed by EWG member: ………………………………………………….. 

Assessment completed by:  

Name Jemma Curtis 

 

 

Job title Regeneration Programme 
Manager 

 

Date 19/08/2022  
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ACTIVE AND CLEAN 
CONNECTIVITY  
 
BUSINESS CASE  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This is a Business Case for the Active and Clean Connectivity programme which forms part of the Vision 
King’s Lynn Town Deal programme. This project brings together a package of measures to support 
active & clean connectivity including: 
 

 Priority schemes identified in the Local Cycling & Walking Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP),  
 Nar Ouse Enterprise Zone Active Travel Hub; 
 Baker Lane Active Travel Hub; and 
 Travel Plan Fund.  

 
The programme will be delivered in partnership with Norfolk County Council as the highway’s authority 
and lead partner in the delivery of the King’s Lynn Transport Strategy.   
 
The Business case sets out the strategic, economic, commercial, financial and management aspects of 
the project to ensure a robust and deliverable project to unlock the Town Deal funding. The Business 
Case has been developed through extensive market research, consultation, engagement and advice 
from industry best practice. The Value for Money assessment undertaken in accordance with HM 
Treasury Green Book guidance estimates a benefit cost ratio of 3.44. 
 
The Business Case is a requirement of the government’s Towns Fund programme to confirm the funding 
offered under the Heads of Terms agreed in June 2021. This business case will follow the King’s Lynn 
Town Deal Board’s Local Assurance Process prior to submission of a Business Case Summary 
Document to government.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
King’s Lynn is the major commercial, retail and service centre for a large area of East Anglia, and the 
largest town in West Norfolk. The town itself has a population of 49,000 and its wider rural catchment 
area spans 500 square miles of the Fens, Norfolk, south Lincolnshire and Cambridgeshire and a 
population of approximately 250,000 people, including the smaller towns of Wisbech, Swaffham, 
Hunstanton and Downham Market.   
 
King’s Lynn is well-connected by rail to Ely and Cambridge, with a direct hourly service to London. The 
A47, A10 and A17 are important routes for logistics in the town, and connect to Norwich in the east in an 
hour and west to Peterborough and the Midlands.   
 

 
 

The Town Investment Plan has set clear priorities and a vision for King’s Lynn that delivers:  
 

 A repurposed town centre with new experiences and enterprise  
 A high-quality residential and leisure offer in the historic town core and riverfront  
 Growing innovative businesses  
 New opportunities for skills and jobs for young people 
 A sustainably connected town. 

 
Active and Clean Connectivity is one of several Towns Fund projects that will help to deliver this vision, 
promoting active travel as a safe and attractive modal option, reducing congestion and improving air 
quality. The project will deliver a package of measures including:  
 

 Priority schemes identified in the Local Cycling & Walking Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP),  
 Nar Ouse Enterprise Zone Active Travel Hub;  
 Baker Lane Active Travel Hub; and 
 Travel Plan Fund.  

 
The proposed scope of the ACC programme has evolved since the outset of the Town Deal process. A 
reprioritization exercise was undertaken in April 2022 which sought to realign the programme with 
agreed budgets and remove high risk schemes which could compromise the success of the overall 
programme whilst maximizing the likely success of remaining projects. For ACC this led to the removal 
of the following projects:  
 
 Gyratory; and  
 Sandline Bridge. 
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The Gyratory has now formed part of Norfolk County Council’s £24m bid to the governments Levelling 
Up Fund (LUF) alongside the Southgates project. The scheme will cost almost £27m and include a land 
value contribution from the Borough Council and a cash contribution from the County Council. The 
scheme will be delivered in partnership with the Borough Council and facilitate a bold transformational 
masterplan to regenerate the area around the historic 15 century Southgate. A decision on the outcome 
of this LUF bid is expected in late 2022.  
 
Alternate funding will be sought to enable the delivery of the Sandline Bridge. 
 
Development costs have been incurred to date for the Gyratory and Sandline Bridge, initially funded by 
Town Deal accelerated funding. As such, costs to date for both schemes will be set out within the 
Financial Case of this Business Case. 
 
The Borough Council of King’s Lynn & West Norfolk is the accountable body. However, the programme 
will be delivered in partnership with Norfolk County Council as the highway’s authority and lead partner 
in the delivery of the King’s Lynn Transport Strategy.   
 
This business case sets out the Strategic, Economic, Financial, Commercial and Management case for 
the project. In addition to the five cases the appendix includes: 
 

 Detailed Cost Breakdown by Project 
 Risk Register 
 Stakeholder Mapping 
 Monitoring and Evaluation Plan. 
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STRATEGIC CASE 
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STRATEGIC CASE 

INTRODUCTION 
 
This Strategic case sets out the rationale, background, policy context and strategic fit of the public 
expenditure, and includes clear objectives with a robust logic of change from inputs to outcomes. 
 
Active and Clean Connectivity (ACC) is one of several projects being taken forward by the King’s Lynn 
Town Deal Board under the government’s Towns Fund programme. The project will deliver a package of 
measures including:  
 

 Priority schemes identified in the Local Cycling & Walking Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP),  
 Nar Ouse Enterprise Zone Active Travel Hub;  
 Baker Lane Active Travel Hub; and 
 Travel Plan Fund.  

 
The project seeks to  
 

 Improve affordability, convenience, reliability, and sustainability of travel options to and from 
places of work; 

 Improve affordability, convenience, reliability, and sustainability of travel options to and from 
places of interest (especially shops and amenities); and   

 Reduce congestion within the town. 
 
All elements of this project respond directly to known local transport and air quality issues. The project 
will help to address the air pollution and congestion around the town centre, with the area being 
designated an Air Quality Management Area. The project seeks to deliver on the declaration of a climate 
emergency by the Borough of King’s Lynn and West Norfolk (BCKLWN) by encouraging the use of 
active and clean forms of transport and removing some of the perceived barriers which are currently in 
place. 
 
The project will encourage local people to choose active and clean travel, helping the environment, 
supporting health and wellbeing, and helping to free up the road network for those who need to travel by 
car. This project acknowledges the rural nature of west Norfolk and focuses on improving the walking 
and cycling network for those who can choose to travel on foot or by bike within the King’s Lynn urban 
area, and promoting greater use of public transport. Active and Clean Connectivity will complement and 
create connections with all the other Town Deal projects, improving accessibility for all, particularly for 
disabled, pushchairs and mobility scooter users. 
 
The Borough Council of King’s Lynn & West Norfolk is the accountable body for the Active and Clean 
Connectivity project. However, the programme will be delivered in partnership with Norfolk County 
Council as the highway’s authority and lead partner in the delivery of the King’s Lynn Transport 
Strategy.   
 
CASE FOR CHANGE 
 
An in-depth review of the evidence base underpinning the Strategic Case has been undertaken to inform 
a holistic understanding of the issues and opportunities in the study area that investment may alleviate.  
 
A summary of the issues and opportunities is presented below. 
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Connectivity and Growth  
 
King’s Lynn is well connected by rail and the A10 to Cambridge and London and by the A47 to Norwich, 
Peterborough and the Midlands and North. A large area of over 500sq miles is served, with many 
smaller towns and villages, including the tourist hotspots of the North Norfolk coast and Hunstanton as 
well as large areas of the Fens. The wider economy of the East of England has grown fast in recent 
years and is a major engine of UK growth, linked to the Cambridge, Oxford, Milton Keynes Arc. The 
relative affordability, high quality of life and good rail and road connectivity is a real opportunity for the 
area to contribute and benefit from this wide regional growth – King’s Lynn is an attractive location for 
business investment and within reach for people looking for longer but less frequent commutes.  
 
Developing well connected and sustainable active travel infrastructure is imperative for the future 
economic and business growth of King’s Lynn. Table 1 demonstrates that the birth of new enterprises in 
the town has remained steady between the period 2015-2019. The decrease in 2020 is likely to have 
been abetted by the Covid-19 lockdown. Evidence suggests there is a continuously high 1-year survival 
rate of these enterprises, promoting King’s Lynn as an attractive location to start a new business1. 
  
Table 1: Table showing the number of new enterprises from 2015-2020 and their 1-year survival rate 
(ONS, 2020) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The proposed Active Travel plans, and new and improved active travel will continue to support King’s 
Lynn’s development into a hub for economic growth and business drive, where employees will be able to 
travel to work sustainably through active travel opportunities. In turn, this could attract new employees 
and enterprises to King’s Lynn and support the growth of the town to create a greener, better connected 
and more prosperous town. 
 
The opportunity for new homes in both historic buildings and new build in the town centre will provide 
accessible town centre living in a unique historic environment close to the station. Currently, there is 
limited connectivity between different modes of transport in King’s Lynn, particularly between cycling, 
bus, and rail. The proposed LCWIP scheme responds to this issue and supports improved connectivity 
between modes, particularly with new crossing developments on Tennyson Avenue, removing cyclist 
dismount signs and including raised tables over the junction to the train station.  
 
Bringing people into the town cleanly and safely 
 
A high proportion of Kings Lynn’s residents rely on the car as their primary mode of travel2. Rail usage 
has increased, with further improvements planned, but bus service levels are low, and business and 
resident perception is that local villages close to town are poorly served by public transport.  
 
Longer journeys are likely to incur multiple fares from more than one travel operator and bus fare levels 
are not competitive with town centre car parking charges. Active travel infrastructure is currently 
fragmented and in parts inadequate to accommodate continuous walking and cycling routes along key 
corridors. As a result, there is little incentive for users to adopt alternate modes of travel to car. 
Additionally, there is a notable lack of secure storage for bicycles which could further discourage active 

 
1 Office of National Statistics, Business Demography 2020 
2 2011 Census Data 

King’s Lynn and West 
Norfolk Business 

Demography 

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

Number of enterprise 
births 

530 540 485 525 520 490 

1-year survival rate of 
the enterprises 

500 
(94.3%) 

495 
(91.7%) 

455 
(93.8%) 

485 
(92.4%) 

455 
(87.5%) 

n.a. 
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travel. The outputs of two new active travel hubs in King’s Lynn, where secure cycling storage would be 
provided responds appropriate to this issue.  
 
There are numerous car parking spaces, particularly in the town centre, which often don’t reach their 
capacity with a demand of 2,306 out of 2,560 parking spaces at the busiest time of the year. It is evident 
that cars continue to park on roads and footways, creating dangerous environments for cyclists and 
pedestrians. Safety is a key issue for cyclists and pedestrians in King’s Lynn, with 35% of the collisions 
in 2013-2017 involving a cyclist or pedestrian3. 
 
The King’s Lynn Walking and Cycling audit (2018), recognised the key areas in King’s Lynn that were 
deemed unsafe or had absence of wayfinding for active travel. Hardwick Road Roundabout, one of the 
main routes into the town centre from the wider area, is heavily congested with no wayfinding signs. The 
proposed LCWIP scheme will respond to this issue by widening cycle lanes and improving wayfinding, 
encouraging people to choose active travel from wider areas, and creating a safer and more attractive 
environment for pedestrians and cyclists. 
 
Car use in King’s Lynn is high, with clear pinch points for congestion, including; the A149 in the town 
centre, Gaywood Clock area and around the Southgate roundabout. Driving is the most common primary 
mode of transport to work, accounting for 69% of journeys. Figure 1 evidences that driving to work 
specifically by car or van accounts for 61% of all travel modes which is 7% higher than the national 
average. Cycling and walking is high with 17% of journeys to work compared with 8% for England. There 
is therefore a base of active travel journeys in the town on which to build, which could be supported by 
improved active travel infrastructure, encouraging more people to walk or cycle to work rather than 
drive.4  

 
Figure 1: Pie chart displaying the methods of travel to work for the usual residents of King’s Lynn 
(Census, 2011) 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Distances travelled to work in King’s Lynn are predominantly short, with 65% of all journeys being less 
than 15km in length and 34% are less than 10km in length. Having a high number of short journeys 
makes active travel a viable option for many, providing the town is served by safe and well-connected 

 
3 King’s Lynn Transport Study & Strategy 2018 
4 2011 Census Data 
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infrastructure. Of all people driving to work, 58% travel less than 15km and 23% travel less than 10km. 
There is a clear opportunity to encourage individuals to switch to modes of active travel for work 
purposes5. 
 
Out of the usual residents who travel under 2km to work, 47% cycle or walk, as displayed in Figure 26. 
The proposed LCWIP schemes could support increased uptake of active travel not only for the residents 
who travel short distances, but also to encourage those who travel further from the close-by villages. 
King’s Lynn is well placed to promote increased uptake of active travel, supported by improved 
infrastructure through the delivery of the ACC project.  
 
The greater the distance of travel the lower the cycle mode share is, indicating that routes outside the 
town centre are poor and inaccessible. The proposed LCWIP schemes and active travel hubs will deliver 
better active travel infrastructure beyond the town centre, encouraging people to cycle and walk further 
distances to work or leisure, by providing easier and accessible infrastructure.  
 
Figure 2: Graph displaying methods of travel to work and distance travelled for usual residents in 
employment in King’s Lynn (Census, 2011) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Over time, the residents of King’s Lynn’s attitude towards active travel has improved, with an increase in 
the amount of people walking and cycling for any purpose from 2015 to 2020, presented in Table 2. 
Despite this improvement, the statistics are still lower than the English average. Improved opportunity to 
adopt active modes of travel through improved infrastructure and enhanced connectivity could support 
increased uptake. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
5 King’s Lynn Transport Study & Strategy 2018 
6 2011 Census Data 
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Table 2: Table displaying the percentage of people cycling and walking in King’s Lynn between 2015-
2016 and 2019-2020 and their frequency (Department for Transport, 2021) 

 
Creating a cleaner and greener town for all  
 
BCKLWN declared a climate emergency in the 
summer of 2021, committing to net zero targets by 
2035. Figure 3 indicates that the transport sector, 
represented as road transport, is the third highest 
emitter of CO2 in King’s Lynn and West Norfolk. 
Air pollution levels from traffic emission are worse 
from some of the major roads such as the A148 
Wotton Road, Nar Ouse Way, Edward Benefer 
way and A149 Hardwick Road.  
 
Providing better sustainable travel options in 
King’s Lynn will help support the councils’ targets 
of net zero, and moreover support the decrease of 
emissions for one of the biggest emitting sectors 
in the borough7. 
 
The levels of NO2 and other air pollution in King’s 
Lynn have been decreasing since the AQMA was 
introduced, with NO2 annual mean concentrations 
within 10% of the annual mean target for NO2 
during 2020. However, this is likely to have been aided by the reduction in road traffic during the Covid-
19 pandemic. The ACC programme could support this continued decrease in air pollution levels which 
will in turn help create positive impacts on residents’ health and wellbeing.  
 
Congestion areas are worst during weekday rush hours, and on weekends when routes to access 
nearby coastline, leisure and tourism attractions are an issue. Specific roads where congestion is 
prominent include Hardwick Road and Gayton road roundabouts, Low Road, Wootton Road and Edward 
Benefer Way.This raises air quality concerns, limits growth opportunities for residential areas and access 
to town services and limits the attraction for people travelling into the town centre.  
 
Developing the LCWIP active travel schemes, such as routes into Woottons, North Lynn, Gaywood and 
Fairstead will help support and encourage people to choose active travel options, instead of driving. This 
will help support a decrease in congestion in these areas identified, to create a safer, healthier and more 
sustainable transport network. The delivery of a new toucan crossing on Low Road and Gayton Road will 
protect the safety of pedestrian and cyclists crossing a busy congested road.  

 
7 King’s Lynn and West Norfolk District CO2 emissions report 2018 to 2019 

 2015-2016 2019-2020 

Once 
per 

month 
(%) 

Once 
per 

week 
(%) 

Three 
times 

per week 
(%) 

Five 
times per 
week (%) 

Once 
per 

month 
(%) 

Once 
per 

week 
(%) 

Three 
times per 
week (%) 

Five 
times 
per 

week 
(%) 

King’s 
Lynn & 
West 

Norfolk 

78 67.8 41.7 30.9 75.9 68.5 46.4 31.6 

England 79 70.5 45.7 34.2 76.4 69.3 46 34.5 

Figure 3: Pie chart displaying the 2019 CO2 emissions 
per sector in King’s Lynn and West Norfolk (BCKLWN 

emissions report, 2019) 
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In addition, the development of the new active travel hub in Nar Ouse, will help support the heavily 
congested hotspot on Nar Ouse Way with congestion extending 170m from the roundabout at morning 
peak times. A new active travel hub here will help encourage more people to cycle and walk and use 
public transport from outside of the town centre. The potential worsening of congestion in King’s Lynn in 
the future could provide barriers for economic and sustainable growth. 
 
Figure 4 displays the delay in seconds per mile on strategic roads and local A roads in King’s Lynn. 
There is more congestion and delay in the town centre, compared to the local A roads which travel 
outwards, away from the centre. The A47 running south to King’s Lynn is heavily congested with high 
delay times. The increase of active travel infrastructure in and out of the town centre could encourage 
more people to choose active travel when travelling to work, thus decreasing the amount of delay and 
congestion, particularly at peak times. Not only will this support the council’s climate change goals, but 
also create a safer, healthier environment for the residents of King’s Lynn.8 
 
Figure 4: Maps displaying the Major (right) and A roads (left) in King’s Lynn and their average delay, 
seconds per vehicle per mile (Department for Transport, 2021) 

  

 
8 Department for Transport, SRN Speed and Delay 2021  
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POLICY ALIGNMENT 
 
This project aligns closely with a number of national, regional and strategies and priorities: 
 
National: 
 
 HM Government Build Back Better High Streets (2021) Investment in green infrastructure is one 

of the 5 priorities set out in the vision by government to support places to achieve its local 
objectives. Town Deals are integral to helping the government level up and support delivery against 
the priorities it sets out at a local level. This project also complements recent work undertaken as 
part of the Reopening the High Streets Safely Fund ERDF programme. 

 Levelling Up the United Kingdom the government white paper sets out ambitions to improve 
connectivity. The Government has also made it their ambition to reduce disparities in Healthy Life 
Expectancy (HLE). Provision of new and improved active travel infrastructure will encourage uptake 
of more active modes of travel supporting improved health and wellbeing for users, aligned with the 
Governments ambitions. 

 Streets for All (2008) advice for Highway and Public Realm Works in Historic Places by Historic 
England. The project has been designed with consideration to the five goals set out in the guidance 
and aims to improve the route across all goals as far as possible within the budget available. 

 Department for Transport, Transport Investment Strategy seeks to ‘create a more reliable, less 
congested, and better-connected transport network that works for users who rely on it’. ACC is well 
aligned with the strategy and will make it irresistibly easy for people to choose healthier, 
environmentally friendly, and cost-effective ways to travel in and around King’s Lynn town centre 
and urban areas. The project will also encourage local people to choose active and clean travel, 
helping the environment, supporting health and wellbeing, and helping to free up the road network 
for those who need to travel by car, reducing overall congestion.  

 Department for Transport, The Second Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy outlines the 
total investment into active travel across Government through to 2025. The Strategy sets out 
ambitions to increase the percentage of short journeys in towns and cities that are walked and 
cycled and delivery a world class cycling and walking network. The ACC programme will support the 
Governments ambitions and support the delivery of a holistic active travel network across Kings 
Lynn and West Norfolk, encouraging uptake of cycling and walking.  

 Department for Transport, Decarbonising Transport Plan seeks to make cycling and walking the 
natural choice for all who can take it. ACC is well aligned with this plan as it will improve the safety, 
quality and connectivity of the active travel network making cycling and walking a viable and 
attractive option for travel. 

 Department for Transport, Gear Change seeks to transform the role cycling and walking can play 
in our transport system. The strategy outlines an ambition to create healthier, happier and greener 
communities through increasing the number of people walking and cycling and reducing the number 
of short journeys which are made by car. Delivery of the ACC project is well aligned with the 
Government ambitions set out in the Gear Change strategy.  
 

Regional: 
 
 The Norfolk and Suffolk Economic Strategy identifies King’s Lynn as a priority place for growth. 

Sustainable transport infrastructure solutions must evolve alongside economic growth. ACC will 
provide users with an improved sustainable infrastructure solution which supports connectivity 
across the borough. 

 
Local: 
 
 King’s Lynn Towns Investment Plan (2021) sets out the vision and priorities for investment 

through the Towns Fund. This includes ‘A sustainably connected town - through reduced congestion 
and better connectivity between the town, its catchment area and residential growth areas, creating 
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safer walking and cycling routes and supporting remote working’ The project directly aligns and aims 
to deliver against these aims through the proposed interventions.    

 Borough Council of King’s Lynn & West Norfolk Local Plan Review (2021-2036) seeks to 
improve accessibility for all and enhance connectivity to services including; education, employment, 
health, leisure and housing. Delivery of the ACC project will enhance accessibility and connectivity 
whilst also encouraging local people to choose active and clean travel, helping the environment, 
supporting health and wellbeing, and helping to free up the road network for those who need to 
travel by car.  

 West Norfolk Climate Change Strategy (2021-24); the project will contribute to the actions 
identified. Including contributing to the delivery of over 100 miles of safe and direct cycling and 
walking network and the delivery of Electric Vehicle Charging Points.  

 King’s Lynn Spatial Strategy designed to improve connectivity between new and existing 
residential areas, employment centers, education and healthcare provision and the town centre, 
improving gateways and enabling safer, more active travel. The strategy aims to both bring more 
people into the town centre, open up new growth sites, improve digital connectivity and take up and 
make it easier for everyone to travel around the town as a whole, whilst reducing carbon emissions, 
improving air quality and further increasing active travel.  

 Kings Lynn Town Centre Parking Strategy recognises the important role that ‘Park and Ride’ type 
sites can play to effectively increase parking provision in the town centre, by providing attractive 
alternative parking options, and reducing the need for car trips to be made into the town centre. 

 Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan has been developed by BCKLWN working with 
NCC. The plan identifies and prioritises cycling and walking network improvements that can be 
implemented in the short, medium and long term. The plan seeks to improve the connectivity and 
accessibility of Kings Lynn’s cycling and walking network for everyone. Recommended 
improvements also aim to encourage active travel such as walking and cycling in place of car 
journeys which will bring health, environmental and economic benefits to the region. The ACC 
project will deliver a number of high priority interventions recommended in the LCWIP. The LCWIP 
also identifies the proposed ATH to provide cycle parking, cycling facilities and associated 
infrastructure on the outskirts of the town to serve the Nar Ouse Business Park and provide inward 
town travel.  

 BCKLWN Corporate Business Plan seeks to protect, promote and enhance the borough’s natural 
and built environment. Reduced congestion in the town centre through the delivery of viable and 
attractive modal alternatives will improve the environment.  

 King’s Lynn Transport Strategy seeks to realise a number of objectives as set out below. ACC is 
well aligned with the strategy and will support the delivery of a number of identified objectives. 

o Provide a safe environment for travel by all modes 
o Encourage town centre accessibility by all modes, whilst conserving and enhancing Kings 

Lynn’s rich historic environment 
o Support sustainable housing and economic growth 
o Reduce the need to travel by car through development planning 
o Manage traffic congestion in King’s Lynn 
o Increase active travel mode share for short journeys 
o Promote and encourage the use of public transport 
o Reduce harmful emissions and air quality impacts 

 
VISION AND OBJECTIVES 
 

Vision  
 
A sustainably connected town - through reduced congestion and better connectivity between the town, 
its catchment area and residential growth areas, creating safer walking and cycling routes and 
supporting remote working. 
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Aims  
 

 Improved active travel links;  
 Reduced congestion and better connectivity between the town, its catchment area and residential 

growth area; and  
 Improved health and wellbeing outcomes 

 
Objectives  
 

 Reduce congestion within the town 
 Better connectivity across the town  
 Install active travel infrastructure  
 Support improved accessibility between employment areas and the town centre/residential areas 
 Improved pedestrian and cyclist routes  
 Reduce pressure on town centre parking through out of town parking provision  
 Support green infrastructure  
 Support growth and attractiveness of employment areas. 

 
The proposed ACC programme will support the BCKLWN corporate objectives as described in the table 
below. 
 

Outcome Relationship to Corporate Priorities Measurement Criteria 

Improving active travel 
within King’s Lynn and 
West Norfolk. 

Three - Protecting and enhancing the environment 
including tackling climate change: 

Develop and implement the council’s carbon 
reduction strategy and encourage our partners, 
communities, and local businesses to reduce their 
environmental impact. 

Baseline data and outcome data (number of active travel 
journeys before and after delivery). Increased usage of 
the cycle routes and therefore less journeys being 
undertaken by cars, will help to reduce congestion, our 
community’s environmental impact, encourage 
sustainable living, help protect the Borough’s 
environment, and help promote healthy and active 
lifestyles. Three - Protecting and enhancing the environment 

including tackling climate change: 

Encourage sustainable living through our local 
plan and development policies. 

Five - Creating and maintaining good quality 
places that make a positive difference to people’s 
lives: 

Protect, promote, and enhance the borough’s 
natural and built environment. 

Six - Helping to improve the health and wellbeing 
of our communities: 

Support our local communities to be healthy and 
more active 
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THE PROPOSED INVESTMENT 
 
LCWIP Routes  
 
Working in partnership, Norfolk 
County Council (NCC) and the 
Borough Council of King’s Lynn 
and West Norfolk (BCKLWN) 
have carried out extensive study 
work and devised a transport 
strategy for King’s Lynn which 
has been adopted by both 
councils. To develop this strategy 
further they created a Local 
Cycling and Walking 
Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP) for 
King’s Lynn and neighbouring civil 
parishes. The purpose of the plan 
is to identify and prioritise cycling 
and walking network 
improvements, informed by 
quantitative data sources, spatial 
analysis, site surveys and consultation undertaken in 20209. 
 
The ACC programme, proposes the delivery of the following interventions to support the creation of the 
active travel network identified in the LCWIP: 
 

 Reffley Road  
 Fairstead Cycleway  
 Oldmeadow Road  
 Fairstead Improvements  
 Bishops Road to Gaywood Hill Drive  
 Gayton Road – toucan crossing  
 Low Road/Hall Lane – toucan crossing  
 Tennyson Avenue – railway crossing  
 Low Road/Wootton Road – toucan crossing  
 Edward Benefer Way – cycle lane connect to St Edmundsbury Road   
 Edward Benefer Way – junction with Bergen Way  
 Edward Benefer Way – toucan crossing  
 Hardwick Roundabout  
 St Valery Lane – cycle chicane barriers review  

 
Investment in LCWIP interventions as set out above will support realisation of the following benefits:  
 

 Increased uptake of cycling and walking;  
 Improved connectivity; 
 Improved air quality;  
 Reduced congestion; 
 Combatting climate change; 
 Improved physical and mental health; and  
 Addressing inequalities, including for individuals most disproportionately impacted by the current 

cost of living crisis 
 

 
9 Walking-and-Cycling-Survey-Executive-Summary.pdf (visionkingslynn.co.uk) 
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Nar Ouse Active Travel Hub  
 
The Nar Ouse Enterprise Zone has seen strong 
demand for businesses wanting to be based in this 
accessible and prominent part of the town with 
new, high-quality premises. The King’s Lynn 
Innovation Centre (KLIC) has many businesses 
that have outgrown the original space10, but want 
to stay in the town and be close to collaboration 
and networking opportunities.  
 
The Nar Ouse Active Travel Hub is a multi-modal 
transport interchange within the Enterprise Zone. 
The project includes; pay and display parking for a 
maximum of 50 spaces, provision for 6 electric 
vehicle charging, cycling infrastructure to include 
secure storage, electric cycle charging, lockers and associated facilities, secure future planned 
infrastructure for the potential future development of the Innovation & Collaboration Incubator on the 
adjacent site and bus laybys on Nar Ouse Way to provide a multi modal point for bus services. The 
project is split into phases to suit growing demands and funding availability. Towns= Deal funding is 
being sought to enable the delivery of Phase 1 only.  
 
Scheme delivery will provide the necessary infrastructure to support ongoing development of the 
Enterprise Zone and overflow car parking for the KLIC. The scheme will also provide an out of town 
location, adjacent to the A47, to encourage walking and cycling to the town centre on the neighbourhood 
cycle route network and an out of town car parking on a key bus route (Excel X1) to the town centre as 
part of a wider town parking strategy. 
 
Short term benefits of the proposed ATH could include: 
 
 Increased parking resilience for the KLIC and the Nar Ouse Enterprise Zone, for occasions when 

parking demand is higher than usual – benefitting people working at KLIC or within the Nar Ouse 
Enterprise Zone directly and reduces the risk of inappropriate or unsafe parking on the public 
highway. 

 Reduced pressure on town centre parking through encouraging a proportion of people travelling into 
the town centre to do so by sustainable modes for the last mile – benefitting those who wish to 
access the town centre, particularly those who do need to drive into the town centre for one reason 
or another, and benefitting the businesses in the area. 

 Increased resilience in the local highway network, which could reduce congestion in the town centre 
through reducing reliance on the private car – benefitting anyone travelling at peak times in King’s 
Lynn.  

 Improved connectivity with public transport services – benefitting those who may wish to travel by 
bus and improving the overall resilience and capacity of the wider transport network. 

 Improved access to the town centre active travel routes for those who live outside of the urban area, 
through providing edge of town parking which links to these routes – benefitting those individuals 
and further reducing congestion in the town centre.  
 

Longer term benefits of the ATH could include:  
 
 Improved air quality through increased adoption of sustainable modes of travel and use of electric 

vehicles – benefitting everyone but especially children and vulnerable people. 
 Reduced carbon footprint of journeys made in King’s Lynn through an increased proportion of trips 

being made by sustainable modes and electric vehicles. 
 Improved public health through increased active travel. 

 
10 Feedback from Town Board Business Workshops 
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 Futureproofed to accommodate bike and scooter hire to create a network with other hubs e.g. Baker 
Lane ATH. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Baker Lane Travel Hub 
 
A small-scale Active Travel Hub on the Baker 
Lane Carpark within the town centre to begin a 
network of secure cycle storage facilities. The 
proposed facility will include;  
 
 Secure Cycle Storage;  
 Electric cycle charging; 
 Lockers and associated facilities; and  
 Connection to the existing public toilet 

facilities. 
 
The Travel Hub development is part of the Community Renewal Funded feasibility for a network of travel 
hubs across King’s Lynn to support multi modal trips increasing the opportunities for clean transport. The 
pilot and engagement at Baker Lane will support the design and development of future travel hubs 
across King’s Lynn. 
 
The overall benefits will provide additional multi modal travel options, reducing the reliance on private car 
use with additional benefits of improved travel hub delivery in the future with the engagement providing 
the baseline and business cases for new Travel Hubs. 
 
Travel Plans  
 
BCKLWN will support six businesses to prepare an Active Travel Plan. The preparation of the Travel 
Plan will inform the creation of an accurate understanding of how staff are currently travelling to and from 
work and scope what active and sustainable modes are available on an individual basis. The completed 
Travel Plans will: 
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 Identify simple steps employers can take to enable their staff to travel more sustainably (promote 
C2W scheme, public transport discounts, lockers, showers, cycle parking etc). 

 Provide a platform for: 
o Conversations with employers about the importance and benefits of staff health and 

wellbeing and the role physical activity plays  
o Conversations with Public Transport providers to highlight key routes that staff could 

benefit from 
 Highlight locations that would be prime for eBike/Scooter sharing/active travel hubs. 
 Inform local infrastructure improvements that would have a positive impact on sustainable travel 

modes. 
 

To date, the following organisations have pledged their commitment to participate in the creation of a 
bespoke Travel Plan. These include: 
 

 Greenyard Frozen Foods; 
 Mars; and 
 NHS.  

 
Further engagement will be undertaken to secure participation from a further three organisations. 
 
The full cost of the Active and Clean Connectivity project is estimated to be £6,255,626 of which 
£4,232,876 will be provided by the Towns Fund, £2,022,750 will be sourced from Business Rates Pool 
(BRP).  
 
Project Risks, Constraints and Interdependencies of the proposed investment 
The Project Board have considered the risks, constraints and interdependencies of the project and the 
mitigations they can take are included in the Risk Register shown in Appendix 2. A summary of the main 
risks are as follows: 

Risk Mitigation 

Material price increases.  Budgetary figures inclusive of risk allowance and inflationary figures. 
Once approved, Early Contractor Involvement to secure costings. 

Staff resources to develop schemes as required. Appoint suitably qualified consultants to support internal resource. 
Consider recruitment of additional staff if required. 

Programme delay results in insufficient spend against agreed targets Programme has been developed with sufficient contingency to 
prevent delays resulting in delayed spend. Project elements which 
were perceived to be of greatest risk to programme were removed 
during the project development phase. Eg. Gyratory. 

Staff resources to deliver schemes as required. Appoint suitably qualified contractors to support internal resource. 
Consider recruitment of additional staff if required. 

Inappropriate procurement route chosen to deliver the project, 
results in adverse impact on schedule or cost. 

Procurement route for each stage discussed and assessed with 
Project Delivery team to ensure right procurement route is mutually 
agreed. 

Stakeholders not consulted or engaged sufficiently during scheme 
development leading to adverse impact and lack or buy in. 

Public relations and Communications Plan developed to ensure the 
public and stakeholder are informed and the correct information is 
being published. 

 
The key interdependencies of the project are: 

 Match funding support is required from Business Rates Pool to complete the funding package. In a 
sense this is the most important critical success factor for without full matched funding the project 
could be delayed whilst alternative funding is investigated in an environment where construction 
costs are escalating virtually weekly.  
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 Obtaining planning permission for the Active Travel Hubs. Preliminary discussions have been had in 
this regard with officers to achieve some comfort on this. Traffic Regulation Orders (TRO’s) will also 
need to be sought to enable delivery of the proposed LCWIP scheme elements.  

 Development of an MOU and Funding Agreement with Norfolk County Council (NCC) to oversee 
delivery of LCWIP scheme elements. 
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Project Theory of Change 

 
  

Town Board 
Priority

•Sustainably Connected Town. 

Rationale

•Connectivity between different areas of the town is poor, leading to congestion, poor air quality and lower footfall. 
•Physical connection from rail/bus station through to the historic core is poor and cannot cope with modern day traffic in the

town centre, creating tailbacks on the outskirts and leads to missed opportunities to capitalise on the visitor offer.
•Feedback received from the LCWIP survey (2020)

Inputs

Priority schemes identified in the Local Cycling & Walking Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP), 
Nar Ouse EZ Active Travel Hub;
Baker Lane Active Travel Hub; and
Travel Plan Fund. 

Outputs

•Total Length of 1.555km of new cycle ways.
•Total length of 5.632km of pedestrian paths improved.
•At least 6 alternative fuel charging/re-feulling points 
•Up to 50 new out of town car parking spaces
•48 cycle parking spaces
•2 new transport nodes with new multimodal connection points

Outcomes

•Improve affordability, convenience, reliability and sustainability of travel options to and from places of work and places of
interest (especially shops and amenities).

•Reduce congestion within the town

Impact
•Creation of a cleaner and greener town.
•Reduced reliance on car travel. 
•Increased uptake of active travel.
•Improved health and wellbeing for residents.
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STAKEHOLDERS 
 
The Borough Council of King’s Lynn and West Norfolk (BCKLWN or the Borough Council) and Norfolk 
County Council are working in partnership to deliver the package of schemes proposed within the ACC 
Town Deal project. The Borough Council are the lead organisation and accountable body for this 
partnership. The partners are working hand-in-hand with the King’s Lynn Town Deal Board (KLTDB) to 
deliver this pivotal part of the £25 million vision for the town.  
 
A Project Board (the Board) has been set up to oversee and manage the delivery of the ACC project. 
The Board members represent the King’s Lynn Town Deal Board, Borough Council of King’s Lynn & 
West Norfolk (accountable body) and Norfolk County Council. Board Membership is detailed below:  
 

 
 
The Project Board will work towards a common purpose to; 
 

 Promote a shared vision for the project; and 
 Contribute to the evolution of all aspects of the project 

Public consultation was undertaken during 2020 in support of the LCWIP 2020. 424 respondents took 
part with a survey completion rate of 91%. Survey responses have informed the definition of scope and 
interventions which have been included within this project. A summary of survey responses received is 
provided below: 
 

 Leisure: the primary purpose for walking and cycling in the King’s Lynn area is for leisure. 
Whether this is to keep fit, visit green spaces, or go shopping/visit the town centre, people are 
walking and cycling as a leisure activity.  
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 Safety: a thread running throughout the feedback is a theme of safety. Respondents want to be 
safe when they’re walking or cycling, be this through safe routes, better lighting, or better storage 
and security. This appetite for safety suggests this is a need that is not being completely met 
currently.  

 Routes, paths, pavements: a key improvement that respondents want to see is to the routes, 
paths, pavements they use – the condition and availability of what walkers and cyclists travel on 
is of importance and a priority for improvement. 

 
Programme specific stakeholder engagement has also included the following activities:  
 

 ACC inception meetings with BCKLWN Councillors and the Regeneration and Development 
Panel. 

 Regular ACC development and review meetings with BCKLWN Councillors and Regeneration 
and Development Panel. 

 Stakeholder engagement meetings with key stakeholders including; 
o KL Bicycle User Group; 
o NHS;  
o Education partners;  
o Public transport teams; and 
o Local businesses 

 
A copy of the Stakeholder map is included in the Appendix 3. 
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ECONOMIC CASE 
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ECONOMIC CASE 

INTRODUCTION 
 
The Economic Case demonstrates the public value for money of the preferred option to society, 
including wider social and environmental effects. This is demonstrated through a Value for Money (VfM) 
assessment of the preferred option. 
 
APPROACH TO ECONOMIC CASE 
 
The approach taken to the Economic Case is based on a combination of quantitative and qualitative 
analysis designed to accurately reflect the proposal for the ACC project.  
 
The quantitative VfM assessment focusses on the key benefits of improving the active travel network for 
King’s Lynn through the delivery of priority schemes within the LCWIP, delivery of Nar Ouse and Baker 
Lane travel hubs and the roll out of Active Travel Plans. The quantitative assessment has been produced 
using the DfT’s Active Mode Appraisal Toolkit (AMAT) and follows an appraisal period of 20 years, with 
all costs and benefits discounted to 2010 prices.  
 
ECONOMIC BENEFITS 
 
The ACC programme will encourage local people to choose active travel, producing environmental 
benefits from a reduction in private vehicle use, supporting health and wellbeing, and helping to reduce 
congestion on the local road network. This project acknowledges the rural nature of west Norfolk and 
focuses on improving the walking and cycling network for those who can choose to travel on foot or by 
bike, and promoting greater use of public transport. ACC will create connections with all the other Town 
Deal projects. 
 
Given the strategic context of the scheme benefits, all interventions been quantified using the Active 
Mode Appraisal Toolkit (AMAT) to help demonstrate the project’s value for money arguments.  
AMAT estimates and reports scheme impacts on active modes (walking and cycling), following guidance 
from WebTAG unit A5-1. The entire scheme has been appraised, including all the input elements as set 
out below: 
 
 Priority schemes identified in the LCWIP; 
 Nar Ouse Enterprise Zone Active Travel Hub;  
 Baker Lane Active Travel Hub; and 
 Travel Plan Fund. 

 
AMAT calculates the economic impacts of the following; 

 
 Physical activity benefits from increased walking and cycling; 
 The benefits of reducing absenteeism as a result of improved health from greater levels of physical 

activity; 
 Journey quality benefits to those using the space; 
 Environmental impacts from the reduction in private vehicle use; 
 Indirect tax impacts such as on fuel duty; and 
 Congestion impacts from the modal shift away from private vehicles. 

 
The Propensity to Cycle Tool (PCT)11 has been used to estimate a baseline value for cyclists within the 
study area. The PCT is based on 2011 census travel to work data. As the PCT 2011 value only accounts 

 
11 https://www.pct.bike/ 
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for commuting trips, in line with guidance released as part of the 2021/22 DfT Active Travel Fund, this 
initial value will be multiplied by 6 to account for all trip types and return trips.  
 
To grow the baseline demand data to the scheme opening year, the default background growth rate in 
AMAT (0.75% growth per annum) has been used. 
 
Baseline demand for walking trips has been estimated using footfall data from Datscha, operated by 
ESRI. Datscha utilises mobile phone data to track footfall across individual streets. Data was collected 
for each of the LCWIP routes and around each travel hub.  
 
The uplift in cycling resulting from this scheme has been assumed to be 20%. This is based on Approach 
1 (Comparative Study) of the three main approaches as outlined in TAG A5.1 for forecasting the demand 
uplift resulting from improved infrastructure for cyclists. The lower bound uplift estimate has been taken 
due to the relatively small cycling infrastructure proposals within the scheme. 
 
The uplift in walking has been assumed to be 30%, this is based on findings from similar projects 
delivered in Sheffield, Coventry and Stoke-on-Trent among other places that reported an uplift in footfall 
along major thoroughfares of between 25% and 35% following the delivery of a similar active mode 
intervention. These findings were reported in The Living Street’s (2018) report, The Pedestrian Pound: 
The business case for better streets and places12. 
 
In order to be cautious, it was assumed that only 10% of journeys would use the new active mode 
infrastructure. The following standard TAG assumptions have been applied: 
 
Table 5: AMAT Assumptions and Sources  
Variable Value Unit Source 
Cycling 
Average length of journey  5.48 Km National Travel Survey Data 2017 
Average Speed 15 Km/h National Travel Survey Data 2016 
Proportion using the scheme to commute to work  34.3% % National Travel Survey Data 2017 

Proportion otherwise using a car 11.0% % 
Literature Review carried out by RAND 
Europe/Systra for DfT 

Proportion otherwise using a taxi 8.0% % 
Literature Review carried out by RAND 
Europe/Systra for DfT 

Walking 
Average length of journey  1.07 Km National Travel Survey Data 2017 
Average Speed 5 Km/h National Travel Survey Data 2016 
Proportion using the scheme to commute to work  56.4% % Assumption from illustrative case study in TAG 

Proportion otherwise using a car 11.0% % 
Assumed to be the same as cycling diversion 
factors 

Proportion otherwise using a taxi 8.0% % 
Assumed to be the same as cycling diversion 
factors 

 
A decay rate of zero has been assumed, in line with standard TAG assumptions. The scheme has been 
appraised over a 20-year period, beginning in 2022 once the scheme has been completed.  
 
AMAT estimates net present value of benefits totalling £13,198,494. The breakdown of these benefits 
and disbenefits is detailed in the table below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
12 The Living Street, 2018, The Pedestrian Pound: The business case for better streets and places, Available at: 
https://www.livingstreets.org.uk/media/3890/pedestrian-pound-2018.pdf 
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Table 6: AMAT benefits and disbenefits 
Variable Present Value Benefit (2010 Prices) 
Congestion benefit £162,136 
Infrastructure maintenance -£950 
Accident £28,489 
Local air quality £4,304 
Noise £1,899 
Greenhouse gases £6,406 
Reduced risk of premature death £3,627,481 
Absenteeism £536,875 
Journey ambience £8,849,224 
Indirect taxation -£18,320 
Present Value Benefits £13,198,494 
Present Value Costs £3,842,093 
Source: AMAT, figures may not sum due to rounding 

 
ECONOMIC COSTS 
 
Table 7: Scheme costs, excluding inflation 

Funding profile 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 Total  

Town Fund £219,328 £114,494 £1,786,586 £1,506,998 £477,802 £4,105,207 

Business Rates Pool £0 £54,713 £853,750 £720,144 £331,039 £1,959,645 

Total  £219,328 £169,206 £2,640,335 £2,227,142 £808,841 £6,064,853 
NB: As the expenditure in 2021/22 has been spent, these costs have been excluded from the appraisal in 
accordance with HMT Green Book guidance.  

Inflation was removed from the above costs, in line with HMT Green Book guidance. To the above costs, 
Optimism Bias of 20% was applied.  This rate of optimism bias is the mean value for standard UK road 
projects, which at this stage can be as low as a 1% cost uplift13; this rate was conservatively selected to 
account for the current high level of construction inflation. Costs have been discounted at 3.5% per 
annum to 2010 prices as used in the AMAT tool in accordance with DfT appraisal guidance. 

Based on the above, present value cost of this scheme in 2010 prices is £3,842,093. 
 
VALUE FOR MONEY ASSESSMENT 
 
There are two key metrics set out in the DLUCH appraisal guidance that can be used to assess 
quantitative element of VfM: the calculation of Benefit Cost Ratios (BCR), which simply show the ratio of 
benefits to costs; and the Net Present Social Value (NPSV), which represents the present value of 
benefits less the present value of costs. A BCR of above 1 and a positive NPSV indicates that the 
intervention option under consideration represents VfM. The higher the BCR, the higher the overall VfM 
(not taking into account non-monetised costs and benefits). The formulae for these two metrics are 
shown below. The BCR is calculated using the following formula: 
 

 

 
The NPSV calculates the difference between the net marginal benefit and the net marginal costs: 
 

 
 
Where: 
  

 
13 HMT Green Book, Supplementary Green Book Guidance, Optimism Bias, Table 1. 
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And, 

 
 
The results of the VfM assessment for the preferred option are outlined in the table below. The VfM 
assessment for the ACC project shows a BCR at 3.25. This option therefore demonstrates ‘high’ VfM. 
 
The BCR of this project, under the core appraisal scenario is 3.44. 
 
Table 8: Value for Money Assessment Summary 

Value for money assessment  
(£m, discounted, 2010 prices) 

Value 

Total Economic benefits  £13,198,490 
Total Cost (Including Optimism Bias) £3,842,093 
Net Present Social Value £9,365,397 
Benefit-Cost Ratio (BCR) 3.44 

 
Sensitivity analysis 
 
Two sensitivity tests have been produced to stress test the analysis, to better understand the 
assumptions that drive the benefits appraisal: 

 Sensitivity Test 1: Higher costs, increasing the optimism bias to 50% 
 Sensitivity Test 2: Uplift for cycling is reduced from 20% to 15% and for walking from 30% to 20%. 

 
Tests 1 and 2 result in a BCR of 2.75 and 3.08 respectively. The tests are applied in order to test the 
sensitivity of the value of money to the assumptions made in this scheme. 
Table 9: Value for Money Assessment Sensitivities 

Value for money assessment  
(£m, discounted, 2010 prices) 

Scheme – Core scenario Sensitivity Test 1 Sensitivity Test 2 

Total Economic Benefits £13,198,490 £13,198,493 £11,827,394 
Total Cost (Including Optimism  
Bias) 

£3,842,093 £4,802,854 £3,842,093 

Net Present Social Value £9,356,397 £8,395,639 £7,985,301 
Benefit-Cost Ratio (BCR)  3.44   2.75   3.08  

 
Sensitivity tests illustrate that the BCR is suitably robust that even if the user numbers are reduced or the 
cost is higher, we still obtain a positive benefit. 
 
NON-QUANTIFIED BENEFITS 
 
In addition to the quantified benefits of this scheme, the infrastructure delivered by this scheme is likely 
to support economic growth within King’s Lynn town centre. The enhancements to public transport 
accessibility resulting from this scheme will enable a greater number of people to access the town centre 
from surrounding areas. The increased accessibility will enable an increase in activity within Kings Lynn, 
which will support local businesses by providing access to a larger group of potential customers. The 
increase in activity as a result of this scheme could lead to increased spending in local businesses, 
especially benefitting retail and food and beverage businesses which in turn will support the visitor 
economy and recreation within King’s Lynn.  

The enhanced accessibility from this scheme will also support an increase in the labour market 
catchment both for King’s Lynn and for surrounding areas. The increased ability to travel, using the 
upgraded infrastructure, can attract and support more people to use the public transport and active travel 
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networks to and from King’s Lynn to access employment. The effect of this may be to make King’s Lynn 
more attractive to businesses looking to establish in a suitable location or those looking to relocate or 
expand. This can attract new and higher value businesses to King’s Lynn, driven by the enhanced active 
travel connectivity, providing access across the town and making the town a safer and more attractive 
place to live and work.  

The uplift in social outcomes of delivering these projects is key to levelling up opportunities for King’s 
Lynn. The improvements will ensure King’s Lynn town centre is characterised by accessible and high-
quality environments, removing outdated and poorly maintained infrastructure whilst developing facilities 
that will support an improved sense of wellbeing, safety, and inclusivity for the whole local community. 

Investment will also help address inequalities across the borough. Improved infrastructure will support 
access to the town for employment and amenities in a more affordable way. This will improve access to 
opportunities for all, including King’s Lynn’s most deprived wards. The importance of affordable travel is 
becoming ever more important as a result of the cost-of-living crisis. 

The work will deliver a step change in the environment of the urban centre of King’s Lynn, improving the 
quality of the environment and bringing new investment and opportunity to the town. 

 
SUMMARY 
 
The Economic Case presents an appraisal of the ACC project that was prioritised for investment in the 
King’s Lynn Town Deal. It has been estimated that the preferred option produces a BCR of 3.44 
representing high VfM. The benefits quantified for the scheme are conservative and utilised regularly 
applied methodologies. 
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COMMERCIAL CASE 

INTRODUCTION 
 
This section examines the approach to procurement and delivery for the ACC programme. Each project 
element is set out in turn to explicitly define the proposed procurement route for each element. 
 
The project will be procured and delivered by the Borough Council of King’s Lynn and West Norfolk 
(BCKLWN) and Norfolk County Council (NCC).  
 
In order to deliver the scheme outputs and ensure commercial viability, the Procurement Strategy and 
methodology will be assessed against the following objectives:  
 
 Deliver the project in accordance with assigned budget and timescales and to the agreed project 

specification.  
 Ensure continued engagement with contractors and stakeholders throughout planning and through 

to project delivery to ensure the scheme remains valid, current and viable.  
 Deliver infrastructure outputs within construction design standards that will be defined within the 

future contract with construction providers. 
 Reduce risk to a level that is as low as reasonably practicable by obtaining contractor input to risk 

management and appraisals, including mitigation measures, to capitalise at an early stage on 
opportunities to reduce construction risk and improve outturn certainty thereby reducing risks. 

 
COMMERCIAL DELIVERABILITY 
 
The accountable body for the project is BCKLWN. NCC is a key project partner.  
 
The Active Travel Hub and Travel Planning works are to be managed & procured by the BCKLWN. 
LCWIP elements will be delivered by NCC in accordance with a legal funding agreement which is 
currently being developed. 
 
Experience/track record 
The Borough Council and the County Council both have an extensive track record of managing capital 
infrastructure projects. The Borough Council has a strong track record of both managing and investing in 
new and existing infrastructure. Evidence of the Borough and County Council’s capability to successfully 
deliver projects of a similar scale and complexity includes; Lynnsport car park, Tuesday Market Place, 
Saturday Market Place, and NORA housing.  
 
Council staff are experienced in both developing and managing infrastructure projects.  
 
Procurement approach 
The council’s Contract Standing Orders sets clear rules for the procurement of goods, works and 
services for the council. The rules should ensure that the council is fair and accountable in its dealings 
with contractors and suppliers.  
 
Market testing 
BCKLWN has good experience of working with contractors of the relevant size and skill set over the last 
10 years to deliver the ATH’s and believes there is healthy competition between available contractors. 
NCC has well established working relationships with preferred contractors who have demonstrable 
experience of delivering schemes of a similar scale and complexity as LCWIP within the same 
geographical context. 
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Procurement Risk 
Management of procurement risk is overseen by the ACC Project Board and monitored at detailed level 
by the Project Team. The ACC Project Board meets every three weeks. Risks are identified by the team 
and documented on the Risk Register (picked up by the highlight reports) and escalated and dealt with 
at the appropriate level (Project Board, Programme Board, Town Deal Board). 
 
Roles and Responsibilities 
These are set out in the Management Case but in summary, at the organisational level the roles and 
responsibilities for the capital phase are as follows: 
 

 
 
PROCUREMENT STRATEGY 
 
The Borough Council will be the lead responsible organisation for the procurement of; Nar Ouse Active 
Travel Hub, Baker Lane Active Travel Hub and Active Travel Plans. NCC be responsible for procurement 
of LCWIP.  
 
The Borough Council’s Procurement Strategy (2018-2021) sets out the strategic approach to 
procurement of the council’s capital and revenue spending, aligned with the National Procurement 
Strategy in regard to;  
 

1. Making Savings 
2. Supporting the Local Economy 
3. Demonstrating Leadership 
4. Modernisation. 

  
The Commercial Case sets out the preferred procurement strategy for each of the project elements. This 
has been informed by an options appraisal process which has considered criteria noted above in the 
selection and implementation of procurement options.  
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The key project elements and procurement approaches are as follows:  
 

Project Element Procurement 
process 

Rationale for Selection of Preferred Procurement Option 

Nar Ouse Active Travel 
Hub and Baker Lane 
Active Travel Hub 

Open tender Existing Frameworks have been deemed to be an 
inappropriate procurement route due to the bespoke nature of 
Active Travel Hubs. Open Tender offers a larger amount of 
flexibility as BCKLWN can determine the contractor 
requirements and award criteria to ensure the appointed 
contractor has sufficient experience in the delivery of 
schemes of a similar scale and complexity. A high level of 
competition will also lead to competitive rates and added 
value proposals.  

LCWIP  Existing 
Framework 

Design and Engineering Services will be delivered through 
NCC’s Highways and Related Services Contract B. TARMAC 
will be appointed via NCC’s existing Highways and Related 
Services Contract A to deliver the scheme. Appointment via 
the existing framework will expedite the procurement process 
whilst also reducing the costs which would be associated with 
an Open Tender procedure. The suitability of WSP and 
TARMAC to deliver works of this kind has been assessed 
prior to Framework Award. TARMAC and WSP have 
extensive experience in the delivery of schemes of a similar 
scale and complexity. TARMAC and WSP also have a 
demonstrable track record of the delivery of similar schemes 
within this geographical area.  

Active Travel Plan Direct Award 
via 
Exemption 

Mobilityways will be appointed via direct award to undertake 
travel planning work. Mobilityways are already working within 
the county and area on such projects with other local 
government organisations. Options appraisal has identified 
that Mobility Ways is both the most appropriate and cost-
effective solution within the area for the following reasons: 
 

 Mobilityways have an established record of engaging 
with employers to achieve modal shift and reduce 
carbon emissions. Their parent company Liftshare is a 
recognised market leader both locally and nationally 
with regard to modal shift initiatives.  

 They are based in Norwich and employ local people 
on their staff in both Suffolk & Norfolk, they also know 
the area well, are familiar with businesses to be 
engaged and understand the challenges of living and 
working in a rural county. 

 There is no resource or expertise to undertake this 
project using BCKLWN officers.  

 Project partners Norfolk County Council have 
approached four other organisations to assess market 
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capability, none of these are able to provide an off the 
shelf carbon commuting tool available for use now and 
with adequate staffing levels to resource the project. 

 
Policy measures embedded into the council’s procurement strategy include: 
 

 Social value: for larger contracts issues such as ‘use of local apprentices’ and ‘use of local 
subcontractors’ are included as award criteria, and there is a general intent to increase social 
value through contracts 
 

 ‘Social value form’: the relevant council procurement officer is obliged to identify improvements in 
economic, social and environmental well-being for procurements above a certain value 
 

 Equality (Appendix 12, Contract Standing Orders): where relevant to the subject matter 
procurement may take into account equality-related issues. The council’s Equality Policy 
encompasses nine ‘protected characteristics’ – Disability, Gender reassignment, Marriage and 
civil partnership, Pregnancy and maternity, Race, Religion and belief, Sex and sexual orientation. 

 
Contract and Payment Mechanisms  
 
Payment mechanisms under UK construction contracts are governed by Part II of the Housing Grants, 
Construction and Regeneration Act 1996 and the Scheme for Construction Contracts (England and 
Wales) Regulations 1998. All the forms of contract considered for this scheme have mechanisms which 
comply with this legislation. 
 
The payment mechanism used is to a large extent determined by the form of contract selected and the 
level of risk to be apportioned to the parties. The table below sets out the proposed approach to payment 
for each project element: 
 

Project Element Payment Framework/Charging Mechanism 

Nar Ouse Active Travel Hub 
and Baker Lane Active 
Travel Hub 

Stage payments as per RIBA Work Stages programme/building 
contract monthly valuations.  

LCWIP  Claimed in arrears, quarterly on receipt of invoices and evidence of 
scheme delivery/outputs 

Active Travel Plan Stage payments as each ATP delivered.  

 
Contract and Risk Management 
The commercial risks are set out in the Risk Register included Appendix 2.   
 
The strategic management of the project during the development and delivery phases will be the 
responsibility of the Project Board. The Board will be responsible for making key decisions, approving 
end stage documentation and approving key changes to the project. 
 
The day-to-day contract and risk management of the project will be undertaken by Principal Project 
Manager, James Grant, supported by Jason Richardson and Ian Parkes.  
 
In addition, support will be provided from the Procurement Team, comprising the Contract and 
Procurement Manager, Procurement Officer, Trainee and new post of Contract and Procurement 
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Manager. This team will support the project through the award of the framework contract, financial due 
diligence checks on main contractor, sub-contractor and supply chain, and monitoring/review of contract 
KPIs, reporting regularly to Project Sponsor. 
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MANAGEMENT CASE 

INTRODUCTION 
 
The Management Case for the ACC project will outline the approach to deliverability, timescales and 
responsibilities. The Borough Council and County Council’s collaborative approach to project 
management is based on a clear structure with lines of accountability running throughout the delivery 
team, connecting each part of the team to senior leadership by the project sponsor, enabling monitoring 
of progress, accountability and the ability to escalate issues where required through the Towns Fund 
Programme Board.  
 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT  
 
A multi-disciplinary Project Team from across the Borough and County council has been formed to 
manage and deliver the project. The experience of the key Project Team members is set out below: 
 
Jemma Curtis, Borough Council of King’s Lynn & West Norfolk, Regeneration Programmes 
Manager  
Jemma is the lead for the King’s Lynn Towns Fund programme and responsible for the coordination and 
preparation of the Towns Fund Business cases, ensuring the investment priorities for all Towns Fund 
projects is in line with the overall vision and objectives for King’s Lynn agreed by the Town Deal Board. 
Jemma has experience of planning, managing, and delivering a wide range of regeneration projects 
including a successful £1.2m restoration of the Hunstanton Heritage Gardens in 2017 and the £2m St 
Margaret’s Townscape Heritage Initiative from 2014-2019. 
 
David Ousby, Borough Council of King’s Lynn & West Norfolk, Assistant Director, Project 
Sponsor  
David is the Project Sponsor and is responsible for project assurance, authorising expenditure within 
delegated levels of authority and will act as the ultimate client representative for the scheme on behalf of 
the Town Deal Board. David is a Chartered Commercial Property Surveyor and a Chartered Member of 
the Institute of Housing.  David has over 40 years of experience of procuring  and delivering complex 
developments including housing, education, commercial and leisure uses.  He is currently responsible 
for the Councils £100m Major Projects programme across the borough delivering housing and mixed-use 
developments. 
 
James Grant, Borough Council of King’s Lynn & West Norfolk, Principal Project Manager  
James is the Principal Project Manager and will be responsible for the overall management of the ACC 
Programme. James will manage the programme broadly based on the principles of APM project 
management methodology. James will have authority to make decisions within the project’s agreed 
targets. James has over 15 years of experience of delivering capital projects for the Council. 
 
Jason Richardson, Borough Council of King’s Lynn & West Norfolk, Project Officer 
Jason is the Project Officer and will be responsible for the day-to-day co-ordination of the Active Travel 
Hub and Travel plan components of the ACC Programme. Jason’s responsibilities will include project 
reporting and programme support. Jason is currently overseeing the Councils delivery of the Nar Ouse 
Enterprise zone comprising of a circa £20m infrastructure and premises development on a brownfield 
site. Jason’s track record of successful project delivery includes; Sail the Wash Coastal Communities 
fund project, Chatteris Leisure development, Heritage Lottery Fund projects and alike. 
 
Ian Parkes, Norfolk County Council, LCWIP Project Manager 
Ian will be Project Manager for the LCWIP elements of the programme. Ian will be responsible for the 
day-to-day management of the LCWIP interventions. Ian will be responsible for reporting on the progress 
of the LCWIP interventions. Ian will have authority to make decisions within the project’s agreed targets. 
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Ian is an experienced Project Manager and Transport Planner and has extensive experience in the 
delivery of schemes of a similar nature to LCWIP.    
 
Matt Hayward, Norfolk County Council, Lead Projects Manager- Active Travel 
Matt will support Ian with the reporting for the LCWIP schemes and is the lead officer for the County 
Council for wider LCWIP development. Matt is an experienced project manager with over 10 years of 
experience managing large capital and revenue projects. 
 
Ed Parnaby, Norfolk County Council, Active Travel Team Leader 
Ed will work alongside Matt and Ian with the Active Travel Team to ensure joined up delivery with 
complementary capital and revenue projects as well as acting as a key liaison with Active Travel 
England to ensure scheme compliance with the latest Active Travel guidelines such as the Local 
Transport Note 1/20. 
 
In addition to the core Project Team, BCKLWN has the in-house skills and track record to be able to 
successfully deliver this project through the Corporate Projects team comprising: 
 

 1 no. Principal Project Manager, MCIOB qualified, with 15+ years experience delivering Capital 
projects for the Council; 

 2 no. project officers, each with 5+years experience of delivering Capital projects; 
 1 no. Clerk of works, with 3+ years experience of delivering Capital Projects; and 
 1 no. project support, with 15+ years experience as a support officer for the Council. 

 
This team will support the project through controlling the cash flow forecast, Risk Register and change 
control log, providing regular reports to the Project Sponsor. The team is currently delivering a Major 
Housing Project with a capital budget of circa £100m across 7+ Housing and mixed-use developments. 
 
In addition, support will be provided from the Procurement Team, comprising the Contract and 
Procurement Manager, Procurement Officer, Trainee and new post of Contract and Procurement 
Manager. This team will support the project through the award of the framework contract, financial due 
diligence checks on main contractor, sub-contractor and supply chain, and monitoring / review of 
contract KPIs, reporting regularly to Project Sponsor. 
 
The proposed governance structure is illustrated below:  
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Current Project Reporting 
The reporting relationships of project partners’ and Project Team members are illustrated below: 
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Roles and Responsibilities  

 
The strategic management of the project during the development and delivery phases will be the 
responsibility of the Project Board. The Board will be responsible for making key decisions, approving 
end stage documentation and approving key changes to the project. 
 
The day-to-day management of the project will be undertaken by Principal Project Manager, James 
Grant. James will manage the project broadly based on the principles of APM project management 
methodology. Further support will be provided by the wider project team. Throughout the development 
and delivery phases, project teams will meet on a monthly basis and report formally to the Project Board 
through the Principal Project Manager. 
 
The Principal Project Managers, James Grant, has authority to make decisions within the project’s 
agreed targets. The Project Sponsor, David Ousby, has the authority to authorise decisions within the 
agreed tolerances. This must be reported to the project board at the next planned meeting. The Project 
Board has the authority to extend the project, in consultation with the Project Sponsor and Portfolio 
Holder, outside of the project tolerances.   
 
The Project Board will require the project to be reviewed at key stages during its progress. The purpose 
of the reviews is to:  
 
 Provide materials so that the board are kept adequately informed  
 Ensure that the project has developed appropriately since the last stage  
 Check that the project continues to deliver against all key objectives and is delivering maximum 

value  
 Ensure that all inputs are being co-ordinated  
 Determine that outputs are being achieved in accordance with expectation and contractual 

requirements  
 Demonstrate that the project is on track in terms of quality, programme and cost.  

 
To this effect the Project Team will need to provide reports, drawings, schedules etc in accordance with 
contractual duties and in such a format as appropriate to the stage as agreed with the Principal Project 
Managers. Key Stage approvals will generally follow the RIBA stages of work. 
 
At a scheme specific level, the axis of the reporting cycle will be the monthly Project Team Meeting, 
which will deal with all management and operational issues of the capital project. 
 
All appointments and contracts (consultants and contractors) will be procured and let in strict accordance 
with the Borough Council of King’s Lynn and West Norfolk Contract Standing Orders (November 2019)14.  

  

 
14 Procurement rules documents | Borough Council of King's Lynn & West Norfolk (west-norfolk.gov.uk) 
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PROJECT ORGANISATION AND GOVERNANCE 
 
The Active and Clean Connectivity project with be governed through existing organisational structures in 
place at the Borough Council and those established to oversee the King’s Lynn Town Deal.  
 
To monitor performance the project reports fortnightly to the Town Deal Programme Board, chaired by 
the Chief Executive of the Borough Council (as the accountable body) to monitor progress on project 
delivery, ensuring outputs are on track, evidenced, reported, and evaluated in accordance with the 
Towns Fund Monitoring and Evaluation Framework.  
 
To provide oversight on the strategic alignment and achievement of expected outcomes, the project will 
report regularly to the King’s Lynn Town Deal Board, the representative body for the Towns Fund 
programme. Project assurance for the Project will take the form of regular progress updates and 
meetings between the BCKLWN and the contractors procured to deliver the project works. 
 
This structure is illustrated in the organogram presented above. Further details on the roles and 
responsibilities of the different organisations are set out below: 

 
Project Team and Board Membership is detailed below:  
 

 
 
 

Organisation Role Responsibility 
DLUHC - Towns Fund  Funder Responsibilities 
BCKLWN Accountable Body Ensure delivery of project vision and 

compliance in accordance with funders 
and statutory requirements. 

NCC  Partner  Ensure delivery of LCWIP elements of the 
project. 

Town Deal Board Approval Monitor, assurance, sign off 
Town Deal Programme Board Accountable Body Monitor, assurance, sign off 
ACC Project Board Executive Board Monitor, assurance, sign off 
Project Team  Project delivery, fundraising 
Senior Project Manager  Set up, commissioning, resource 

management 
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ASSURANCE 
 
David Ousby (Assistant Director at BCKLWN and Project Sponsor) will be responsible for project 
assurance, authorising expenditure within delegated levels of authority and act as the ultimate client 
representative for the scheme on behalf of the Town Deal Board. The Project Sponsor and the Town 
Deal Board will receive regular progress updates from the Project Board and Team to enable assurance 
and scrutiny of project delivery to be undertaken. This will include:  
 

 Financial monitoring, of spend against the agreed schedule and budget 
 The physical delivery of the project against the project’s objectives set out in the business case 
 The delivery of the project against the agreed schedule. 

 
SCOPE MANAGEMENT 
 
The scope of the Active and Clean Connectivity project is as set out in the Strategic Case. Any changes 
to the defined scope will be escalated to the Project Sponsor and the Programme Board to determine 
whether these are justified for escalation to the Town Deal Board and DLUHC. DLUHC will determine if a 
project adjustment form is required to amend the scope of the project and approve accordingly. Once the 
final scope is agreed it will be for the council to manage and there will be no scope for project adjustment 
from DLUHC. 
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CONSTRAINTS MANAGEMENT  
 
Key project constraints are set out below, supported by proposed mitigation measures which will be 
implemented by the project team. 
 

Constraint Proposed Mitigation Measure 

Funding – cumulatively the improvements will be an expensive 

undertaking with limited opportunities for revenue creation and 

will therefore rely on grant funding. 

Feasibility identifies budget including risk allowances and 

inflationary sums.  

Secure grant funding accordingly with the ability to scale and 

descale each element of the project. 

Planning – The Project Delivery Team will need to secure 

planning for both Active Travel Hubs. 

Procure suitably qualified and experienced consultants to 

support design and planning application.  

Project Team Capacity – The Project Team will need to bridge 

both NCC and BCKLWN to ensure delivery of all elements.  

Procure suitably qualified and experienced consultants to 

support the project team with scheme development. Consider 

recruitment of additional staff where appropriate. 

Work closely with NCC on works under an agreed MOU. 

Norfolk County Council Asset – The existing and proposed 

cycling and walking improvements will be a Norfolk County 

Council Asset and as such will be delivered by NCC teams. 

Liaise closely with Norfolk County Council throughout project, 

from implementation to completion, to ensure both partners 

requirements are met.  

Construction – Construction of all elements of this project need 

careful coordination to ensure minimum impact on the 

transport network, including possible temporary loss of parking 

and cycle storage facilities.  

Early consultation with the wider NCC teams required. 

The works must be delivered in accordance with the Town 

Investment Plan timescales. 

Sufficient capacity to be included within project programme to 

accommodate approval processes. 

NORA Active Travel Hub site access and road infrastructure. Careful coordination with existing development of road 

infrastructure and site development needed to ensure access 

to site is developed in line with the delivery timetable. 

 
RISK AND OPPORTUNITIES MANAGEMENT  
 
The key risks for the project are as set out in Appendix 2. The Principal Project Managers and the 
Project Team are responsible for managing risks and opportunities. If any of these risks or opportunities 
require escalation, they will initially go to the Project Board and then the Town Deal Programme Board 
for resolution. If wider engagement is required to make decisions that will have a material impact on the 
project outputs, this will be raised and addressed with the Town Deal Board. 
 
 
INTERFACES  
 
Delivery of the ACC project has a number of interfaces which will be closely monitored throughout further 
project development and delivery. BCKLWN is experienced at interface management to support 
successful project delivery.  
 

 The project has close links to other Town Deal projects delivering within the same area, 
such as the public realm and MUCH projects. 

 The works were identified as part of the King’s Lynn LCWIP and link to the wider Norfolk 
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Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan which is in development. 
 Business Rates Pool Funding – The project is to be part-funded by Business Rates Pool 

Funding.  
 Nar Ouse Business Park Development – NORA Active Travel Hub is located on the Nar 

Ouse Business Park which is currently under development.  
 
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT  
 
Stakeholder engagement has taken place through a variety of methods. This has included statutory 
consultations and focussed scheme specific consultations.   
 
Notably, during the development of the LCWIP wider public consultation took place, supported by the 
Vision Kings Lynn Walking and Cycling Survey. 424 respondents took part with a survey completion rate 
of 91%. Survey responses have informed the definition of scope and interventions which have been 
included within this project. A summary of survey responses received is provided below: 
 

 Leisure: the primary purpose for walking and cycling in the King’s Lynn area is for leisure. 
Whether this is to keep fit, visit green spaces, or go shopping/visit the town centre, people are 
walking and cycling as a leisure activity.  

 Safety: a thread running throughout the feedback is a theme of safety. Respondents want to be 
safe when they’re walking or cycling, be this through safe routes, better lighting, or better storage 
and security. This appetite for safety suggests this is a need that is not being completely met 
currently.  

 Routes, paths, pavements: a key improvement that respondents want to see is to the routes, 
paths, pavements they use – the condition and availability of what walkers and cyclists travel on 
is of importance and a priority for improvement. 
 

Further, ACC specific engagement has included the following activities:  
 

 ACC inception meetings with BCKLWN Councillors and the Regeneration and Development 
Panel. 

 Regular ACC development and review meetings with BCKLWN Councillors and Regeneration 
and Development Panel. 

 Stakeholder engagement meetings with key stakeholders including; 
o KLBug; 
o NHS;  
o Education partners;  
o Public transport teams; and 
o Local businesses 

 
A copy of the Stakeholder map is included as Appendix 3.  
 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE PHASE  
 
Operation of the Nar Ouse Active Travel Hub once built will be incorporated into the existing function of 
the Parking Operations and Cleaning teams with BCKLWN. 
 
The Nar Ouse Active Travel Hub will operate as a pay and display car park with charging at a discounted 
rate. Rates will be agreed at the next stage of project development. Cycle Storage facilities will be 
incorporated into an existing leisure management system and charged for on a membership basis. 
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BENEFITS, MONITORING AND EVALUATION 
 
Monitoring and evaluation are essential parts of any infrastructure project. It provides an opportunity to 
improve performance by reviewing past and current activities, with the aim of replicating good practice in 
the future and eliminating mistakes in future work. This section outlines the Monitoring and Evaluation 
Plan for the Active and Clean Connectivity Project. 
 
The current monitoring and evaluation plan is included as Appendix 4. The key indicators are as follows: 
 

 Total Length of new cycle ways delivered. 
 Total length of pedestrian paths improved. 
 No. of alternative fuel charging/re-fuelling points delivered. 
 No. of new or improved car parking spaces 
 Change in air quality 
 Wider cycling infrastructure such as cycle parking 
 No. of new transport nodes with new multimodal connection points 
 Estimated carbon dioxide equivalent reductions as a result of support 
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APPENDIX 3 STAKEHOLDER MAP 
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Keep Satisfied 

MHCLG 

Town Deal Board 

BCKLWN Planning & Environmental Health 

Norfolk County Council  

 

Manage Closely 

Vice Chair TDB – Michael Baldwin 

Chair TDB – Graham Purkins 

Cllr Middleton – Deputy Leader 

Borough Councillors 

Cllr Bambridge & Cllr Bone – Ward Members 

King’s Lynn Area Consultative Committee 

Local media (YLP/EDP/Lynn News/KL Magazine) 

King’s Lynn & West Norfolk Bicycle User Group 

King’s Lynn Climate Concern  

Extinction Rebellion   

Active Norfolk  

West Norfolk Strategy Group  

Bus and Train companies  

Active Travel England 

Monitor 

Norfolk Chamber of Commerce  

Family Action  

Youth Service  

RAC 

NHS 
 

Keep Informed 

Community Action Norfolk 

Lady Bugs 

KL Parkrun  

Academy Trusts 

Universities & other HE/FE establishments 

Harry Seaton – TDB Youth Rep 

College of West Anglia 

Residents 

Project consultees 

St Margaret’s & St Nicholas Ward Forum 

Alive West Norfolk  

Visit West Norfolk  

Discover King’s Lynn BID 

West Norfolk Disability Information Service 

King’s Lynn Town Guides 

King’s Lynn Civic Society 

Mental Health Charities (MIND/Samaritans/8:56 Foundation) 

Sustrans 

Local businesses 

 ----------Interest----------> 
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REPORT TO CABINET 
 

Open Would any decisions proposed : 
 
Be entirely within Cabinet’s powers to decide  YES 
Need to be recommendations to Council      NO 
 

Is it a Key Decision                NO 
  

Any especially 
affected 
Wards 

Discretionary  
 
 

Lead Member: Cllr Richard Blunt [Portfolio 
Holder for Development & Regeneration] 
E-mail: cllr.richard.blunt@west-
norfolk.gov.uk 

Other Cabinet Members consulted: Cllr Graham 
Middleton [Deputy Leader and Portfolio Holder for 
Business, Culture & Heritage] 

Other Members consulted:  

Lead Officer: Matthew Henry [Assistant 
Director Property & Projects] 
E-mail: matthew.henry@west-
norfolk.gov.uk 
Direct Dial:  01553 616272 
 

Other Officers consulted: Lorraine Gore [Chief 
Executive], Alexa Baker [Assistant Director Legal & 
Monitoring Officer], Michelle Drewery [Assistant Director 
Resources & Section 151 Officer], Duncan Hall 
[Assistant Director Regeneration, Housing & Place], 
Jemma Curtis [Regeneration Programmes Manager] 
 

Financial 
Implications  
 
 
Yes 
 

Policy/ 
Personnel 
Implications 
 
No 
 

Statutory 
Implications   
 
 
No 
 

Equalities 
Impact 
Assessment  
 
No 
 

Risk 
Management 
Implications 
 
Yes 

Environmental 
Considerations 
 
 
No 

If not for publication, the paragraph(s) of Schedule 12A of the 1972 Local Government Act considered 
to justify that is (are) paragraph(s)    

 

Date of meeting: 26 September 2022 
 
KING’S LYNN TOWN DEAL : RIVERFRONT REGENERATION AREA - 
BUSINESS CASE 
 
Summary  
 
King’s Lynn was awarded by Government a £25m ‘Town Deal’ in June 2021, subject 
to the completion of business cases for the projects approved under the Heads of 
Terms offer.  
 
The objective of the Towns Fund programme is to drive the sustainable economic 
regeneration of towns to support long term economic and productivity growth. A 
Town Deal is a three-way agreement between Central Government, the lead local 
authority and the Town Deal Board.  
 
This report summarises the business case for the Riverfront Regeneration Area 
project for approval by the Council’s Cabinet in its capacity as the “Accountable 
Body” to the Department for Levelling Up, Housing and Local Communities (formerly 
Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (MHCLG)) and as part of 
the Council’s role on the Town Deal Board.  

 
Recommendation 
 
Cabinet is recommended to :  
 

1. Endorse the draft Business Case as set out in appendix 1 in order to secure 
the Town Deal funding.  

2. Approve the use of the Council’s assets and property interests for the purposes 
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of the project as set out in the Business Case.  
 

3. Delegate authority to the Chief Executive, the Deputy Leader and the Portfolio 
Holder for Development and Regeneration to approve the final Business Case 
in their capacity as Council representatives on the Town Deal Board. 
 

4. Delegate authority to the Section 151 Officer to approve the final Business 
Case and sign the Business Case Summary Document for submission to 
government in the Council’s capacity as Accountable Body for the Town Deal.   

 
5. Request that a report is brought to a future Cabinet meeting setting out the due 

diligence and options appraisals to approve the operating model and business 
planning for the project.   
 

6. The remaining Riverfront proposals not included in this project, as set out 
within this report (para 2.9), should remain priority projects to be pursued by 
the Borough Council outside of the Town Deal programme.   

 

Reason for Decision 
 
To approve the Business Case as the Accountable Body for the Towns Fund to 
ensure the funding is secured to deliver the Riverfront Regeneration Area project; to 
deliver the investment priorities in the Town Investment Plan for King’s Lynn and 
support the long-term economic prosperity of the town. 
 

 
1.0 Background 

 
1.1  On 8 June 2021, the Government offered King’s Lynn a Town Deal with a 

Heads of Terms offer for up to £25m as part of the £3.6bn Towns Fund 
programme.  The £25m Heads of Terms offer was based on the strategic 
case, vision, strategy and priorities set out in the Town Investment Plan (TIP) 
that was submitted to Government in October 2020 and subsequently 
updated in February 2021. 

 
1.2 The TIP is the overarching vision and strategy setting out the area’s assets, 

opportunities, challenges and ambitions for the next 10 years and identifies 
investment priorities to drive economic growth, regeneration, skills and 
enterprise infrastructure, transport and digital connectivity.  On 24th August 
2021, Cabinet endorsed seven projects agreed by the Town Deal Board 
under the Town Deal for King’s Lynn, in the Council’s capacity as the 
‘Accountable Body’ and work has been progressing on the agreed projects in 
the intervening months.   

 
1.3 Following the signing of the Heads of Terms with government the borough 

council, as the lead authority, had to develop the agreed projects in detail to 
full business case stage, in accordance with the HM Treasury Green Book 
appraisal process. 

 
1.4 The Town Deal Update report to Cabinet on 8th June 2022 approved the 

reprioritisation of the Town Deal as agreed by the Town Deal Board.  The 
submission of project adjustment requests to government sought changes to 
the funding allocations and set out revised outputs and outcomes for the 
remaining projects.  
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1.5 Central Government confirmed that the reprioritisation, and funding 
allocations, were acceptable in August 2022. 

 
1.6 The role of the Accountable Body in approving business cases, is to verify 

that the case has been completed in accordance with HM Treasury Green 
Book guidance to ensure the financial and delivery arrangements for the 
project are robust and will ensure delivery within the Towns Fund programme 
timeframe (delivery by 31st March 2026). 

 
1.7 This report provides Members with the draft Business Case for the Riverfront 

Regeneration project which is being progressed through the approved Local 
Assurance Framework for all Towns Fund business cases. This report seeks 
approval from Cabinet to approve the Business Case in the Council’s capacity 
as Accountable body for the fund.  

 

2.0 The Riverfront Regeneration Town Deal Project 

2.1 The Town Deal Riverfront Regeneration project has evolved over time, and 
particularly since the original Town Deal bid was submitted in 2021.  An 
outline of the original proposals, and the development of the project are set 
out within the June 2022 Cabinet report, which covered the Town Deal 
reprioritisation process.   

2.2 The Riverfront Regeneration project area is defined to align with other Town 
Deal funded initiatives (such as the “Rail to River” public realm 
enhancements, and the “Active and Clean Connectivity” project (particularly 
the Travel Hub elements), and the refurbishment of the Guildhall complex); so 
that it would tie-in with already delivered initiatives such as the pontoons 
installed on the River Great Ouse, and with evolving initiatives such as the 
de-risking project and potential redevelopment of the Sommerfeld & Thomas 
Warehouse site (together with part of the Former Banks Cargill Grain Silo 
site). 

 
2.5  Leading up to the reprioritization process, the Project Team for the Riverfront 

Regeneration Area  held a workshop in April with various representatives to 
help identify the broad ambitions for the project area.  The outputs from the 
workshop session were compiled and refined and were used to develop a 
Project Brief that was then issued to Graeme Massie Architects to devise a 
scheme (or set of schemes) that would meet the agreed scheme objectives 
and outputs agreed with the Government.   

 
2.6  Graeme Massie Architects took these themes and applied their knowledge 

and experience to the project area.  The initial design concepts and ideas 
were then presented to the Town Deal Board, the Council’s Cabinet, and the 
Council’s Regeneration and Development Panel.  In presenting these 
concepts it was important to highlight the constraints framework within which 
these ideas needed to be considered and that it was necessary to undertake 
in parallel, preliminary discussions with multiple bodies/organizations that 
would have a significant input into whether the proposals were acceptable 
and/or deliverable.  These included : 

 The Environment Agency 

 The King’s Lynn Conservancy Board 

 Norfolk County Council as local highway authority, and  

 Historic England 

2.7 Following these preliminary discussions with the above-mentioned 
organisations, the design concepts were refined, and redrawn, as necessary, 
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in order to ensure that any statutory objections to future planning applications 
would be minimized.  This process and approach will help to reduce delivery 
risk during the next stages should the Town Deal Board, and Borough Council 
Cabinet approve the allocation of funds to deliver the Riverfront Regeneration 
Project, set out within this report and the attached Business Case. 

2.8  Following the development of the original design concept for the whole area, 
a detailed costing exercise was undertaken and an evaluation of the final 
project scope to be funded within the budget envelope, was set during the 
Town Deal reprioritisation process.  It is important to note that the Riverfront 
project was still being devised during the reprioritisation process, and it was 
accepted at that time, that not every idea and initiative could be delivered as 
part of the Town Deal funding programme. 

2.9  Some aspects and elements of the design concepts have been removed from 
the scope of the Town Deal Riverfront Regeneration project owing to cost, a 
greater degree of risk in securing Listed Building and Conservation Area 
planning permission, and the lack of long-term data to help inform decision 
making, the most notable of which are: 

 A multi-use covered area and structure on King’s Staithe Square  

 A floating pool facility within the body of water known as The Outer 

Purfleet, and 

 Potential cessation of road traffic through King’s Staithe Square 

permanently 

 

2.10  The Town Deal Board and the Borough Council Cabinet Members have 
discussed the above issues, and it is considered that these omitted elements 
are worthy of further consideration.  It is recommended that as part of the 
decision-making process in respect of the Town Deal Fund, the Borough 
Council’s Cabinet also considers directing Council Officers to undertake 
further funding options, feasibility and viability work, on the above elements, 
and report back to Cabinet with their findings, together with an outline of 
funding issues and opportunities. 

2.11 Notwithstanding the above, in summary, the Town Deal Riverfront 
Regeneration project being presented within this report and the attached 
Business Case is as follows : 

2.12 Custom House and Outer Purfleet – refurbishment of the Grade I Listed 
Building, including a passenger lift between ground floor and second floor to 
make this important and iconic Listed Building more accessible.  Following a 
detailed options appraisal, the recommended option for the future use of this 
building is a multi-functional exhibition space, light food and beverage offer 
and private hire venue, or a combination of these proposed uses; hard 
landscaping with services to facilitate pop-up business activity and events, 
and public realm improvements.  

2.13 King’s Staithe Square – public realm improvements with services to facilitate 
pop-up business activity and events, to enhance sense of place and 
connectivity along South Quay between Purfleet and Millfleet.  

2.14 South Quay – public realm improvements to enhance connectivity between 
Purfleet and Millfleet, in order to draw people up and down the quay front.  
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2.15 Millfleet / Devils Alley – development of new visitor facilities (Observation 
Tower and refreshment kiosk), covered walkway and seating area with 
services to facilitate pop-up business activity and events, play areas, cycle 
parking, replacement and visually improved flood defence and infrastructure 
works alongside public realm improvements and dry-side facilities to enhance 
the “offer” for leisure boats mooring at the existing pontoon facility.  

2.16 Events Programme – development of a new smaller scale Events 
Programme that will complement the existing large-scale events organized 
within the town and on the Quay [Festival, Festival Too, Hanse Festival, 
Waterski Race, Heritage Open Day etc], that will provide interest and activity 
throughout the year. 

3.0 Riverfront Regeneration Business Case 

3.1  The process for signing off the final project business cases must be in 
accordance with the agreed Local Assurance Framework. The Town Deal 
Board considered the draft Business Case (appendix 1) at its meeting on 9th 
September 2022. The Board endorsed the draft Business Case as presented.  

3.2 The Business Case will be reviewed by an independent appraisal specialist, 
to ensure it complies with the Government Guidance and regulations. In 
addition, in line with the same guidance, subsidy control advice has been 
sought.  Draft subsidy control advice has been received and this does not 
raise any significant concerns in relation to any elements of the project or the 
application of funds.  The final version of the Business Case will incorporate 
final feedback received from these two independent reviews and verbal 
feedback on the independent appraisal will be supplied at the Cabinet 
meeting.     

3.3 The final project Business Case will be issued to the Town Deal Board for 
approval and then submitted to government in a ‘Summary Document’, 
signed off by the Chair of the Town Deal Board and the Council’s Section 151 
Officer. The summary is then reviewed by government to ensure the 
conditions of the Heads of Terms have been met and funding is then 
released.  The full Business Case can be ‘called in’ by Government if it 
wishes to do so. 

3.4 Developing a Treasury ‘Green Book’ compliant business case is a process for 
developing and gaining approval which is scalable to the specific project, 
covering the 5 case model;  

 Strategic Case – Is there a case for change?  
Economic Case – Which proposal delivers the best value for money?  
Commercial Case – How will the preferred option be procured and delivered?  
Financial Case – Is the preferred option affordable?  
Management Case – How will the preferred option be managed and 
governed? 

 
3.5 An important part of the Business Case for government is the Value for 

Money assessment which is completed as part of the Economic case. The 
Economic appraisal for this project has calculated a Benefit Cost Ratio of 2.83 
and therefore demonstrates ‘high’ Value for Money. The full economic 
appraisal is contained in the Business Case (attached at appendix 1). 
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4.0 Consultation & Engagement  
 

4.1 A key element of stakeholder and community engagement for individual 
 projects is through the sub-groups/working groups that have been established 
 by the Town Deal Board and chaired by the Town Deal Board “Champions” for 
 specific TIP themes/projects. 
 

4.2 A Communications and Stakeholder plan has been developed for the Riverfront 
project to ensure on-going involvement of residents, businesses and 
stakeholders throughout the development of the project.  

 

4.3 As part of the Communications Plan, a range of community and stakeholder 
engagement opportunities has been undertaken to inform the development of 
the Riverfront Regeneration project which has helped to inform the project 
Business Case. This has included engagement with the Public Realm and 
Repurposing Advisory Group, along with other key statutory and non-statutory 
organisations, nearby residents, the wider public, Borough Ward Councillors 
and the County Councillor for the Riverfront area.  

 

5.0 Section 151 Approval 
 

5.1 The final project Business Case ‘Summary Document’ will be submitted once 
the Business Case has been signed off by the Chair of the Town Deal Board 
and the Council’s Section 151 Officer.   

 

5.2 The process for assessing the Business Case complies with the Governance 
arrangements as set out in the Local Assurance Framework.  Key components 
of assurance have been provided through the following activities: 

 

5.3 The Business Case has been appraised using HM Treasury Green Book 
appraisal principles.   

 

5.4 As outlined in section 3.2 above, an independent assessment of the business 
 case is being undertaken whilst this report is being prepared and an update will 
 be provided at the meeting.   
  

5.5  An initial independent review of subsidy control implications has been 
 completed and the draft results of this do not raise any significant concerns in 
 relation to any elements of the project or the application of funds.   
 

5.6 The Value for Money assessment undertaken within the Business Case has 
 generated a ‘high’ positive Benefit Cost Ratio  score of 2.83. 
 

5.7 It is noted that the project does come with risks and these are set out in detail 
within the business case and associated Risk Register.   

 

5.8 A key risk identified is failure to deliver the business plan projections.  An 
 example of this is the estimated visitor numbers as projected by professionals 
with relevant experience in the cultural sector. The risk to the council if the 
projections are not realised is the continuation of a deficit position which the 
borough council may need to support.  However, the business case also sets 
out how these risks can be mitigated to minimize the risks. 

 

5.9 The Council’s Section 151 Officer is satisfied that the final business case will 
have complied with the Local Assurance Framework as set out above, and is 
minded to approve the business case for submission in the context of 
recognising the risks as set out in the business case and that necessary 
processes for monitoring, tracking and taking appropriate actions to minimise 
risk to the council is put in place at the earliest opportunity. 
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6.0 Risk  
 
6.1 A detailed Risk Register is included as part of the Business Case.  
 
6.2 One risk that should be particularly noted, is ‘failure to agree variation to lease 

terms for proposed uses’ (numbered 11 on the Risk Register).  Early 
engagement has taken place with the owner and landlord of the Custom House 
who is in agreement, in principle, about the proposals for the refurbishment, 
enhancement, and proposed varied uses for the property.  If the Town Deal 
funding is approved for the proposals affecting the Custom House, a 
commercial negotiation with the landlord will be undertaken. 

 
6.3 Renegotiation of the Custom House lease terms will need to be undertaken in 

the usual commercial way, however, it will also be necessary to ensure that the 
third party owner does not receive a benefit that could be considered to be a 
subsidy, as regulated by the Subsidy Control regime. The Council will seek to 
vary the lease terms to reflect the works carried out on the Custom House by 
the Council, for example, by securing an extension to the lease term so that the 
Council takes the full benefit of the improvements. The successful outcome of 
these renegotiations therefore presents a risk to the offering the Council can 
deliver at the Custom House (please see 6.5 below).  

 
6.4 The potential risk relating to Subsidy Control associated with the Riverfront 

Regeneration area proposals generally (including the Custom House) has been 
considered by a specialist firm of solicitors, and development proposals and 
negotiations will take this advice into account. 

 
6.5 It is important to note that the borough council has existing rights under the 

terms of the current lease agreement.  The main areas for negotiation will be 
the major physical works such as the installation of the lift, and the variation of 
the permitted uses (ancillary food and drink offer). 

 
 
7.0 Environmental Considerations 
 
7.1 One of the primary objectives of the Towns Fund is to promote clean growth 

investment to deliver decarbonisation, improved air quality, health benefits and 
stimulate economic growth. The Business Case has sought to address these 
issues, and further consideration will be given to these themes during the 
development of the detailed design of the project going forward and will seek to 
contribute to the council’s Climate Change policy. 

 
8.0 Financial Implications  
 
8.1 The funding contribution from the Council outlined in the Business Case was 

approved by Cabinet and Council in the capital programme.  This includes 
match funding from the Norfolk Business Rates Pool and the Coastal Revival 
Fund.  

 
8.2 The Options Appraisal for the Custom House and Events Programme 

(appended to the business case) assessed 3 options for the future use of the 
Custom House against a detailed analysis of anticipated incomes and costs. 
These were assessed and scored against criteria which considered the options 
compared to the wider cultural and economic objectives against the council’s 
risk and financial responsibilities, as the accountable body for the Town Deal, 
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and the organisation which will be responsible for the on-going operation of the 
area into the future.  

 
8.3 The recommended option, based on the current assumptions, does not 

markedly increase the Council’s current financial commitment of £32.5k p/a to 
maintain the Custom House. It is recognised that the financial assumptions 
must be kept under continual review during the next development phase of the 
project to reflect the wider prevailing economic conditions.  .    

 
9.0 Policy & Personnel Implications  
 
9.1 The Business Case is in line with the Corporate Business Plan objectives to;  

 

 Deliver growth in the economy and with local housing 

 promote the borough as a vibrant place in which to live, to do business 

and as a leading visitor and cultural destination 

 develop and facilitate the range and quality of business premises 

available 

 Improve social mobility and inclusion 

 Create and maintain good quality places that make a positive difference 

to people’s lives 

 protect, promote and enhance the borough’s natural and built 

environment 

 maintain accessible, clean, pleasant and safe public places and 

communities 

 
9.2 Personnel implications are covered within the Business Case.  The budget 

within the project has allowed for external project management support.   
 

Appendices 
 

Appendix 1 – Business Case (and appendices) for Riverfront Regeneration 
 Area Town Deal project 
 
Background Papers 
 
Local Assurance Framework  
Town Deal Update Cabinet report, 8 June 2022 
Town Deal Cabinet Report, 24 August 2021 
King’s Lynn Town Deal Board papers available on www.visionkingslynn.com 
Towns Fund Further Guidance, June 2020  
www.visionkingslynn.com 
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Pre-Screening Equality Impact 
Assessment 
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Name of policy/service/function 

 

Regeneration & Economic Development: Riverfront 
Regeneration Town Deal project 

Is this a new or existing policy/ 
service/function? 

Existing  

Brief summary/description of the main 
aims of the policy/service/function being 
screened. 

 

 

Please state if this policy/service is rigidly 
constrained by statutory obligations 

Business case to secure the Town Deal Funding for 
the Riverfront Regeneration project in King’s Lynn. 
The project represents the first phase of investment 
in King’s Lynn’s riverfront, with upgraded attractions 
and facilities that will pave the way for further 
investment in leisure and residential development in 
the locality. 

N/a 

Question Answer 

1. Is there any reason to believe that the 
policy/service/function could have a 
specific impact on people from one or 
more of the following groups according to 
their different protected characteristic, 
for example, because they have particular 
needs, experiences, issues or priorities or 
in terms of ability to access the service? 

 

Please tick the relevant box for each 
group.   

 

NB. Equality neutral means no negative 
impact on any group. 

 

 

P
o

s
it
iv

e
  

 N
e

g
a

ti
v
e
 

N
e

u
tr

a
l 

U
n

s
u
re

 

Age     

Disability     

Gender     

Gender Re-assignment     

Marriage/civil partnership     

Pregnancy & maternity     

Race     

Religion or belief     

Sexual orientation     

Other (eg low income)     
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Question Answer Comments 

2. Is the proposed policy/service likely to 
affect relations between certain equality 
communities or to damage relations 
between the equality communities and the 
Council, for example because it is seen as 
favouring a particular community or 
denying opportunities to another? 

 No  

3. Could this policy/service be perceived 
as impacting on communities differently? 

 No  

4. Is the policy/service specifically 
designed to tackle evidence of 
disadvantage or potential discrimination? 

 No   

5. Are any impacts identified above minor 
and if so, can these be eliminated or 
reduced by minor actions? 

If yes, please agree actions with a member 
of the Corporate Equalities Working Group 
and list agreed actions in the comments 
section 

      No Actions: 

 

 

 

Actions agreed by EWG member: 

………………………………………… 

If ‘yes’ to questions 2 - 4 a full impact assessment will be required unless comments are 
provided to explain why this is not felt necessary: 

Not applicable 

 

 

Decision agreed by EWG member: ………………………………………………….. 

Assessment completed by:  Matthew Henry 

Job title  Assistant Director Property & Projects 

Date  24/08/2022 
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BCKLWN – Riverfront Regeneration 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This draft business case sets out the strategic, economic, commercial, financial and management cases 
for the Riverfront Regeneration project, as set out in the Vision King’s Lynn Town Investment Plan. The 
business case has been developed through extensive data and design analysis, stakeholder and local 
resident and business engagement events, and the Value for Money assessment undertaken in 
accordance with HM Treasury Green Book guidance estimates a Benefit-Cost Ratio (BCR) of 2.83. 
 
The business case is a requirement of the government’s Towns Fund programme to confirm the funding 
offered under the Heads of Terms agreed in June 2021. This business case will follow the King’s Lynn 
Town Deal Board’s Local Assurance Process prior to submission of a business case Summary 
Document to government.  
 

STRATEGIC CASE 
The strategic case sets out the clear and compelling need for the project. King’s Lynn is an historic town 
but with a riverfront and historic core that is underutilised. Development in the town has had the effect of 
shifting focus away from the historic riverfront, impacting upon the sense of place and the environment 
for residents, visitors and businesses.  
 
Local community engagement has thus identified the need to renew the town’s historic core and 
waterfront to enhance the visitor economy, which also accords with a range of local, regional and 
national policies and strategies.   
 
The Riverfront Regeneration project has been identified as an opportunity to reconnect the waterfront 
with the community, providing: 

 A restored Custom House, intended to be used as a multi-functional public space 

 Enhanced public realm and lighting at Purfleet, King’s Staithe Square and along South Quay 

 A redeveloped site adjacent to Devil’s Alley, providing public amenity / greenspace and including 
visitor facilities such as an Observation Tower and dryside facilities for leisure boaters using the 
nearby visitor pontoons 

 Enabling funding in the Sommerfeld & Thomas site to unlock future private sector investment. 
 
The project has a strong theory of change that will ensure the project will address the issues highlighted, 
attracting and retaining visitors and their spending, whilst enhancing the public realm and environment 
for local residents. 
 

ECONOMIC CASE 
The project has been presented as the Preferred Option, following early engagement with key 
stakeholders, including the Riverfront Project Board, Town Deal Board and the Council’s Cabinet and 
Regeneration and Development Panel.  
 
This option is estimated to generate a BCR of 2.83 and economic benefits of £17.7m. A number of 
sensitivity analyses have been run including an increase in Optimism Bias, the number of FTE jobs 
supported decreased by 50% and the expected number of attendees at key events reduced by 50%. All 
these sensitivity tests show value-for-money and an acceptable BCR, with a Net Present Social Value 
(NPSV) of between £4.8m and £10.2m. 
 
The Riverfront Regeneration project is estimated to generate additional non-quantified benefits that help 
to strengthen the rationale for Towns Fund investment, including spending by additional visitors to King’s 
Lynn, improved perceptions of the place and a reduction in crime and anti-social behaviour. 
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FINANCIAL CASE 
The project has been split into two core phases, although this business case deals only with Phase One. 
The first phase is primarily funded by the Towns Fund, with co-funding provided by BCKLWN which 
includes an element of Business Rates Pool funding, as well as Capital Programme commitments and 
Coastal Revival Funding. Overall capital delivery costs for the project are £5.03m, including funding 
already spent / committed.  
 
It has been assumed that funding for the second phase of works will be sourced by BCKLWN, but this 
has yet to be secured. The second phase of potential works is considered to be difficult to deliver not 
only within the existing budget envelope but more particularly within the Town Deal timescales owing to 
potentially complicated planning and design issues together with wider traffic flow issues that may impact 
more widely on the town. This second phase requires more detailed analysis over time. 
 
Once completed, the project will generate operational income of £585k with cost of sales, staffing and 
overheads of £618k. These figures exclude inflation1. The project is therefore forecast to run at an 
operational deficit of £33.5k in a stabilised year of operation. For the purpose of this business case, this 
has been assumed as 2027/28. This position is broadly similar to the existing lease / maintenance costs 
incurred by BCKLWN for the empty Custom House but is likely to generate additional revenues / benefit 
within the wider local economy. 
 
The highest financial risk is in the capital build, given significant uncertainties around construction  
materials and inflation. Detailed cost estimates have been prepared by an experienced quantity surveyor 
and tender price inflation has been built into project costs to mitigate this risk. The programme is 
considered scalable, as necessary, to reflect any increase in costs / market uncertainties at tender stage. 

 
COMMERCIAL CASE 
The commercial case demonstrates the approach to procurement and delivery for the Riverfront 
Regeneration project. The project will be delivered by BCKLWN, supported by external project 
management provision. BCKLWN has an extensive track record of delivering significant capital and 
revenue-funded projects. 
 
The Council will follow its Contract Standing Orders for all procurement, with the management of 
procurement risk overseen by the Riverfront Project Board, the Council’s Officer Major Projects Board 
and the Member Major Projects Board. 
 

MANAGEMENT CASE 
The management case clarifies the approach to delivery, timescales and responsibilities. There is a clear 
project management structure with lines of accountability running through the delivery team, connecting 
each part of the team to senior BCKLWN leadership. 
 
Whilst the Council has a strong project team assembled, it has recognised the need for additional project 
management support for the delivery of the Riverfront Regeneration scheme. This is due to the number 
and scale of the different project elements. A budget allowance has been made for the procurement of 
project management support and the Council has set out a clear timescale for procurement. 
 
The project has a clear delivery programme and is due for completion in Q1, 2025/26. This provides 
reassurance that there is scope for project delays prior to the deadline for Towns Fund expenditure. 
 

                                                
1 The detailed figures presented in the Financial Case include an allowance for inflation based on CPI forecasts to 2026. 
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STRATEGIC CASE 
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BCKLWN – Riverfront Regeneration 

STRATEGIC CASE 
 

INTRODUCTION 
The Strategic Case sets out the case for change and seeks to demonstrate how the Riverside 
Regeneration project provides strategic fit. 
 
King’s Lynn is an historic town that was formerly one of England’s primary ports, primarily driven by trade 
as part of the Hanseatic League, an international trading group that transported goods between major 
ports and markets across northern Europe between the 13th and 19th centuries.   
 
The town’s historic assets are currently underutilised, and largely ignored, whilst development within 
King’s Lynn has shifted the focus of the town centre away from the historic riverfront, undermining the 
connection of the town to its trading past. King’s Lynn’s historic core, based around the riverfront and the 
town’s history within the Hanseatic League, includes many historic buildings and sites, including the 
Grade-I listed Custom House, and others along the riverfront at South Quay. These historic sites are 
core to the foundation of King’s Lynn, originally known as Bishop’s Lynn, and despite their historic 
importance to the town and the unique history of the town which they illustrate, these sites are 
underutilised, under-promoted and largely ignored.  
 
The impact of the underutilisation of these sites and a failure to properly promote the town to visitors 
based on its historic character and riverfront has been that King’s Lynn has failed to attract visitors and 
residents and has missed out on the economic benefits these groups can bring to the area through 
spending in the local economy. Less than 5% of all visitor trips to King’s Lynn and West Norfolk are from 
staying visitors, this is lower than nearby areas / destinations such as North Norfolk (6.1% of all trips 
from staying visitors) or Great Yarmouth (13.2%). 
 

CASE FOR CHANGE 
Comprising a range of linked interventions, the project was identified in the Town Investment Plan as a 
critical intervention under the ‘Historic Riverfront and Repurposed Town Centre’ theme. This fits with 
local community engagement, which identified the opportunity to renew the town’s historic core and 
waterfront to enhance the visitor economy, as well as the priorities of the Town Deal Board which 
identified an aim for more people to live in the town centre. 
 
The project has two core phases:  

● the first phase is focused on Towns Fund investment at Custom House, South Quay, King’s Staithe 

Square and Millfleet, as well as in the Sommerfeld & Thomas and Grain Silo sites as an enabling step 

to unlock future private sector investment;  

● the second phase is focused on additional, aspirational elements including a floating pool at Purfleet 

and covered events space at King’s Staithe Square. The funding for this part of the project has yet to 

be secured. 

 
Strategically, the Riverfront Regeneration scheme is treated as one project, albeit the Towns Funding 
focuses on the first phase only. Although the funding for the second phase has yet to be secured it is 
anticipated that the Borough Council will identify an appropriate funding source(s). For the purpose of 
this business case, only benefits and costs accruing to the first part of the project have been included. 
 
Rationale for Investment 
King's Lynn's historic core is a major asset for the town. However, it is currently underpromoted and 
underutilised. The area is identified as a major regeneration opportunity to re-establish the riverfront as 
an attractive place to live, work and visit, surrounded by character and culture to create a renewed sense 
of purpose in this part of the town centre. 
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In 2019, West Norfolk welcomed more than 10.4million visitor trips2. Less than 5% of these were from 
overnight (staying) visitors. This is considerably lower than the almost 9% recorded across England as a 
whole3 or comparable figures for nearby areas including Great Yarmouth. The impact of Covid-19 on the 
tourism industry in King’s Lynn and West Norfolk has been severe, with a fall of 33% in total direct visitor 
spending and a fall of almost 39% in visitor trips4 between 2019 and 2021. There is a need to enhance 
the offer to encourage visitors to stay for longer in King’s Lynn, retaining additional spending within the 
local economy. 
 
The Riverfront Regeneration project responds to local engagement and the identified challenges through 
restoring historic assets along the waterfront to active use, as attractions to draw people into the area. In 
particular, local people and community groups have identified that restoring the historic core is a real 
opportunity for enhancing attractions, events and visitor stays in the town. The Town Investment Plan 
acknowledges that “the historic town and riverfront has long been both an asset and a source of 
frustration for local people”. 
 

                                                
2
 Economic Impact of Tourism – West Norfolk 2019; Destination Research 

3
 Tourism in England – Key Facts and Trends 2019; Visit England 

4
 Economic Impact of Tourism – West Norfolk 2021; Destination Research 
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This project will see the Council re-purpose the 
historic Custom House to create a new multi-
functional public space to attract visitors, 
increase dwell time and visitor spend. This 
project will also fund the development of new 
attractions and activities designed to increase 
footfall and provide new facilities for residents 
and visitors, including an observation tower and 
dryside facilities for leisure boat users making 
use of the existing pontoon mooring on the River 
Great Ouse. These facilities will be linked 
together by a renewed public realm that builds 
on the historic character of the area and 
produces a single, continuous public landscape 
along South Quay, running from Outer Purfleet 
Quayside through to Millfleet. This link will 
encourage walking and cycling around the area, 
connecting the historic waterfront to the natural 
environment and further increasing the 
attractiveness of the area to visitors and 
residents. An enhanced public realm that 
facilitates walking and cycling is an important 
aspect in building community resilience in light 
of the current cost of living crisis – providing new 
leisure opportunities and supporting enhanced 
health and wellbeing of local residents. This ties 
in well with the Active and Clean Connectivity 
project that is also being delivered as part of the 
Towns Fund programme. 

 
Figure 1: Riverfront Regeneration project area 

 

 
Each of these interventions directly address a specific market failure that have each prevented the 
redevelopment of this area by the private sector. The market failures that this project will address are: 
 

● The Custom House – Custom House is an historic building that is currently in private ownership and 

leased to the Borough Council. The primary market failure here is one of ‘externalities’. These occur 

when the benefits of an investment do not accrue proportionally to investors, disincentivising 

investment propensity. The special requirements to preserve historic buildings such as the Custom 

House prevents the private sector from developing these buildings without public support. The need 

for additional planning permission to be secured, the levels of capital investment needed to create 

more useable space and thereafter the costs of maintaining historic buildings has potentially deterred 

private sector developers from taking on Listed Buildings within the town, and they have instead 

looked to develop sites elsewhere where these constraints do not apply. The cost issues are 

exacerbated by the levels of market rents and sale capital values achievable within market towns 

such as King’s Lynn – and private sector developers tend to face significant viability issues when 

looking at Listed Buildings such as the Custom House. As the building is currently in private 

ownership, the building is unlikely to be redeveloped by the owners, or another third party, due to the 

market issues set out above. To address this, the Council will implement the works to deliver the 

visitor space at the site in agreement with the private sector landowner.  

● Land between Devils Alley and the Millfleet, South Quay – This site comprises part of the former 

Banks Cargill Grain Silo site that ceased operating in the early 2000’s. Several private sector 

organisations have acquired this site since its closure and attempted to redevelop the site. 

Unfortunately, the private sector has withdrawn their delivery proposals several times owing to 

viability issues, and the Borough Council of King’s Lynn & West Norfolk subsequently acquired the 

site in 2015 as it was evident that public sector intervention was necessary. The costs of redeveloping 
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a derelict brownfield site and adjacent riverfront area to create an active public realm space with 

observation tower and related visitor facilities adjacent to the Millfleet are likely to be high as elements 

of the site form parts of the coastal and tidal defence structures for the town, and the site will require a 

degree of remediation. Owing to the high costs of development the project is unlikely to produce a 

return on investment in the form of cash benefits that would make such an investment viable. Instead, 

the benefits of this scheme element are primarily societal (public good) and will take the form of 

wellbeing and health benefits to users, none of which are likely to encourage a private sector 

developer to fund the scheme due to the lack of an expected return on any investment. To address 

this, the Council will use the Towns Fund to fund the scheme and deliver the public good produced by 

it without the need to secure a financial return on this investment.  

 

NB. although it is considered that the immediate benefits will be societal, it is intended to make use of 

the end product (the developed public realm space) as a multi-functional space, and it will be used to 

deliver a new Events Programme that has been developed as part of the Town Deal Riverfront 

Regeneration project. This new Events Programme will tie-in with the larger scale events within the 

town in order to improve and enhance the activity offer within the town for both residents and visitors. 

 

In addition to the above, the Borough Council is actively seeking private sector investment for the 

remaining (northern) part of the former Banks Cargill Grain Silo site together with the former 

Sommerfeld & Thomas warehouse site (contiguous site to the north), and it is anticipated that the 

development of the Millfleet area (and the wider Riverfront Regeneration project proposals) will help 

to attract, and stimulate, private sector investment. 

● Public realm enhancements – As with the visitor and community facilities, private sector investors 

are highly unlikely to provide funding for the public realm elements of this project as it would require 

an investment in an asset in public ownership for which only a very limited return on investment would 

be received by any investor. Enhanced public realm and visual connectivity at King’s Staithe Square 

and along South Quay will offer opportunities for a wider programme of events that will offer 

community benefits as well as enhancing the visitor offer. It is anticipated that the public realm 

enhancements will act as an “attractor” or in a “wayfinding” capacity that will help draw foot traffic up 

and down the quay front. This should create movement and activity and help contribute not only to the 

existing business activities that take place along the riverfront, but may also help to crystalise private 

sector investment in the remaining part of the Grain Silo site and the Sommerfeld & Thomas site. It is 

important to note that Norfolk County Council, as local highway authority is responsible for the 

maintenance of highways. As the private sector would not deliver this scheme, the Borough Council 

will provide the investment through the Towns Fund in order to secure the wider benefits to society 

this scheme will deliver.  

 
This project constitutes the first phase of regeneration for King's Lynn's riverfront. Investment in new 
outdoor public realm and upgraded attractions and facilities will improve the environment in preparation 
for further investment in leisure and residential development in future phases, particularly at the 
brownfield sites at South Quay (Sommerfeld & Thomas and former Grain Silo site).  
 
A riverside route starting at King’s Staithe Square and running along South Quay will create a 
continuous, enhanced public landscape from the Outer Purfleet quayside southwards towards Millfleet. 
This will combine civic character landscaping of the quayside with natural landscapes to the south of the 
town centre to encourage active travel and attract visitors to dwell in King’s Lynn for longer. This 
enhanced continuity of space will provide extended leisure and recreation facilities and better connect 
the riverfront from the entry point of the riverside at Custom House towards the open landscapes to the 
south of the town. The public realm enhancement at the Riverfront Regeneration Area will also tie-in well 
to the wider public realm works being delivered under the Town Deal banner, particularly the “Rail to 
River” element of the Town Deal programme. Integrating, and coordinating, these public realm works will 
provide additionality to the overall outcomes and outputs, the sum of which will be greater than its 
constituent parts.  
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This phase will also bring into use the iconic Custom House as a visitor space - a key landmark building 
that, when brought back into use, will help to link the town’s retail core to the riverside area. This linkage 
is considered important as it is understood that people coming to the town tend either come to shop, or 
come to view the town’s rich, architecturally interesting / important historic core. The investment in the 
public realm and the Custom House is intended to have reciprocal benefits in that shoppers will be 
drawn to the riverfront, and visitors to the riverfront and Custom House will be drawn into the town, and 
its retail offer. The Town Deal Programme of investment should succeed in its ambition to enhance the 
town and stem the downward spiral of market town centres. This Town Deal investment will be an 
enabling step for further investment in residential, hospitality, leisure and culture - of which there is 
ongoing interest - in this part of the riverfront. 
 
Specifically, the case for change associated with investing in the Riverfront Regeneration project is 
justified by the following points: 

● The riverfront is dominated by the car at present. Walking and cycling along the riverfront are 

considered to be challenging due to the conflict between pedestrians and vehicular traffic both moving 

and parked in the area. The enhanced public realm and the provision of multi-use spaces to hold an 

additional programme of events means that more temporary traffic control measures will be put in 

place along the quay (between Custom House, King’s Staithe Square and Millfleet). This will allow 

Norfolk County Council (local highway authority) to compile significant amounts of data in respect of 

traffic movements throughout King’s Lynn, and particularly the impact of these more frequent road 

closures. The data compiled will be used to assess longer term traffic control measures, and the 

future of traffic travelling along the south quay and through King’s Staithe Square. It is accepted that 

this needs to be a long-term process. 

● Historically, King’s Lynn looked towards the river, but this is no longer the case. There is an 

opportunity to ‘bring the river back into use’ to make it a focal point of the town once again. Some 

investment along the riverside has already taken place, such as the installation of the pontoons for 

visiting leisure craft, and the Town Deal Riverfront Regeneration project will be the next stage that 

should help to stimulate and accelerate further investment as already highlighted within this report 

(remaining Grain Silo site and Sommerfeld & Thomas site). 

● Key and high-quality buildings and sites along the riverfront are vacant / underutilised and have the 

potential for alternative and higher value uses. 

● There is an opportunity to address low levels of footfall by improving the urban realm along the 

riverfront to include places to ‘dwell’ and to ‘green’ the area, as well as enhancing active travel and 

connectivity between key destinations.  

● Opportunities exist to capitalise on the ‘Sail the Wash’ campaign by providing additional dryside 

infrastructure to attract visiting boats along the River Great Ouse to King’s Lynn.  

● There is an opportunity to increase the proportion of overnight visitors to King’s Lynn, increasing the 

economic benefits derived from the visitor economy. 

● Resident surveys have identified that town centre living is negatively impacted by its limited night-time 

economy and a lack of culture, music and arts experiences. The Riverfront Regeneration proposals 

will breathe new life into existing historic buildings, creating new facilities, event spaces and enhance 

connectivity across this part of the town centre – linking further to other aspects of the Town Deal 

investment. 

 
POLICY ALIGNMENT 
The King’s Lynn Town Investment Plan developed during 2020-21 sets out a strategic plan to address 
the opportunities and challenges that face the town in a changing world through five priorities for 
investment. The mission set out in the King’s Lynn Town Investment Plan includes; 

● New opportunities for skills and jobs for our young people and all those affected by Covid-19 

● Growing innovative businesses 
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● A repurposed town centre with new experiences and enterprise 

● A high-quality residential and leisure offer in the historic town core and riverfront 

● A sustainably connected town 

 
The investment priorities identified in the Town Investment Plan were carefully selected to deliver against 
these aims. This project is primarily focused on reviving the town’s historic core and waterfront. This 
project directly delivers against this vision by: 
 

● Bringing back into use the Outer Purfleet and Custom House to support the rejuvenation of the town’s 

historic riverfront and create a new exhibition space / leisure offer to draw visitors to and along the 

waterfront. 

● Providing a high-quality link between the end of the high street and the riverfront to support 

connectivity and cohesion between the town centre and riverfront through heritage and regeneration 

at King’s Staithe Square and along South Quay. 

● Delivering a new visitor attraction and dryside facilities to support the growth of leisure boating – 

building on the ‘Sail the Wash’ campaign - potentially driving wider demand for future leisure and 

residential development on the waterfront. 

● Providing initial funding to enable future private sector investment in key historic buildings and sites, 

including the Sommerfeld & Thomas warehouse. 

● Supporting the regeneration of land at Devils Alley, adjacent to Millfleet to create a new events space, 

with food & beverage opportunities, particularly for smaller, independent businesses, as well as a new 

Observation Tower as a focal point of interest. 

 
The Riverfront Regeneration project aligns and delivers against a wide range of national and local 
policies, as summarised below and detailed in Appendix A: 
 

● National policy fit: the project aligns strongly with key national strategies, including Build Back Better 

and the recent Levelling Up White Paper. The project will regenerate and re-purpose existing 

historic buildings, bringing new life into important assets in the historic core of Kings Lynn. It is a 

critical aspect of the wider placemaking ambition of the Town Deal, seeking to take control of historic 

assets of considerable importance to bring new activity to the waterfront and build upon community 

and business ambitions.   

● Local policy fit: at a local level the Riverside Regeneration initiative accords with a wide range of 

policies and strategies, including the Public Realm Action Plan (PRAP), Local Cycling and 

Walking Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP) and the emerging West Norfolk Tourism Development 

Plan. There is a clear strategic narrative between the project and the wider ambitions of the Council, 

Town Deal Board and Town Investment Plan. In particular, the development of an enhanced riverside 

route through Purfleet to Millfleet will provide an improved public realm and environment to better 

connect the riverfront and historic core with surrounding open spaces. The reimagination of the 

riverfront as a leisure destination will help to create clear, legible and engaging routes that bring a 

sense of pride and ownership and create permeability between spaces and routes, making it easy, 

safe, convenient and attractive for people to find their way around and increase dwell time.    

 

VISION AND OBJECTIVES 
By 2026, Town Deal investment will have re-established the riverfront as a focal point of King’s Lynn by 
delivering against the following vision: 
 

● Repurposed and brought back into use prominent and listed riverfront buildings for leisure and 

recreational purposes 
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● Delivered a new visitor attraction – the Observation Tower – to draw visitors along the riverfront 

between Purfleet and Millfleet 

● Regenerated a derelict brownfield site at South Quay with a range of visitor and community facilities 

on a site adjacent to Devils Alley, and de risking / site enabling work to the Sommerfeld & Thomas & 

Grain Silo sites 

● Improved 7,845m² of public realm to reduce the impact of vehicular traffic along the riverfront. 

 

The project will be measured against the Towns Fund Monitoring and Evaluation framework against the 

following outputs: 

Project Outcome Project Indicator Project Outputs 
 

Remediation and development 
of abandoned site 

Amount of rehabilitated land 3,000m² 

Number of sites cleared 1 

Number of public amenities / facilities created 1 

Upgraded historic landmark site 

Number of historic landmarks and buildings 
refurbished 

2 

Amount of floorspace (commercial, 
residential, industrial) created 

4,000m² 

Improved perception of place by 
residents, visitors and 
businesses 

Number of temporary FT jobs supported 
during project implementation 

154 

Number of FTE jobs created and 
safeguarded 

12.1 

Amount of public realm enhanced 7,845m² 

 
 

THE PROPOSED INVESTMENT 
The Riverfront Regeneration project will deliver a linear package of measures along King’s Lynn’s 
riverfront from the Purfleet in the North to the Millfleet in the South. It will focus on improving the urban 
realm and bringing new uses to the area with a particular focus on repurposing historic buildings, 
greening the riverfront and developing high quality public spaces. The proposed investment from the 
Towns Fund can be summarised as follows: 
 

● Custom House and Purfleet – refurbishment of the Grade-I listed building including a passenger lift 

between ground floor and second floor to make this important and iconic Listed Building more 

accessible and more viable as multi-functional public space, hard landscaping with services to 

facilitate pop-up business activity and events, and public realm improvements. 

 
Figure 2: Architect Impression – Custom House and Public Realm Improvements 
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Source: Graham Massie Architects 

 

● King’s Staithe Square – public realm improvements with services to facilitate pop-up business 

activity and events, to enhance sense of place and connectivity along South Quay between Purfleet 

and Millfleet. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Architect Impression – King’s Staithe Square 
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Source: Graham Massie Architects 

 

● South Quay – public realm improvements to enhance connectivity between Purfleet and Millfleet. 

 
Figure 4: Architect Impression – South Quay 

 
Source: Graham Massie Architects 

 

● Millfleet / Devils Alley – development of new visitor facilities (Observation Tower and refreshment 

kiosk), covered walkway with services to facilitate pop-up business activity and events, play areas, 

cycle parking, minor flood defence and infrastructure works alongside public realm improvements and 

dryside facilities to enhance the offer for leisure boats mooring at the existing pontoon facility. 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Architect Impression – Land adj. Devils Alley and Observation Tower 
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Source: Graham Massie Architects 

 

A future phase of investment has been identified by BCKLWN working with key stakeholders and the 
Project Board. Whilst this is strategically important, it has not been included within this business case, as 
funding sources for this future delivery have yet to be finalised by the Borough Council. 

 

Project Risks 

Appendix B provides a detailed risk register for the Riverfront Regeneration project. Those items 
assessed as being the highest risk are shown below: 
 
Risk Mitigation 

2 – Increase in materials / construction costs Detailed cost plan prepared by QS with inflation 
allowance and contingency built in 

6 – Tenders received exceed budget tolerances Tender price inflation has been built into project costs. 
Programme is scalable to reflect cost and market 
uncertainties 

8 – Failure to be granted Planning and Listed Buildings 
Consents 

Early engagement with BCKLWN Planning / 
Conservation and Historic England has been 
undertaken 

11 – Custom House – failure to agree variation to 
lease terms for proposed uses 

Early and positive engagement with landowner has 
been undertaken. Existing lease terms allow for some 
variation to uses. 
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Project Theory of Change  

  

 

STAKEHOLDERS AND PROJECT BENEFICIARIES 
The Riverfront Regeneration project responds directly to the wide public consultation and engagement 
undertaken through Vision King’s Lynn and the priorities agreed by the Town Deal Board. The breadth, 
linear nature of the project, and the importance of the riverfront all mean the project will involve a wide 
range of stakeholders. These include:  

Stakeholder Role 

King’s Lynn Town Deal 
Board 

the Town Deal Board will receive regular progress updates from 
the Project Board and Team to enable assurance and scrutiny of 
project delivery to be undertaken. This will include financial 
monitoring of spend against the agreed schedule and budget, the 
physical delivery of the project against the project’s objectives set 
out in the business case and the delivery of the project against the 
agreed schedule. 

Norfolk County Council Appropriate permissions / consents may be required, as well as 
potential for adjustments to existing Traffic Regulation Orders. 

Borough Council of King’s 

Lynn and West Norfolk 

Appropriate planning / listed building consents may be required. 
Consultation with BCKLWN Conservation Officer will be integral to 
Custom House. Regular briefings will be required with the 
Council’s Cabinet and the Regeneration and Development Panel. 

King’s Lynn Conservancy 

Board  

 

The King’s Lynn Conservancy Board is the statutory port, harbour 
and pilotage authority, with operational control of the navigable 
river and the quay head between Purfleet and Millfleet. Consent / 
approval from the Board may be required for any changes 
involving the river frontage. 

Environment Agency Riverfront is in a medium flood risk zone. Agency may require 
additional flood mitigation / protection measures to safeguard 
existing and proposed future development.  
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Historic England Event spaces, public realm and visitor facilities likely to impact 
setting of Listed Building at Custom House. Sightlines from across 
the river and from King’s Staithe Square could be impacted by 
future development phases. 

Owner of Custom House Custom House is leased to BCKLWN from a private owner. It will 
be essential to maintain regular engagement with the landowner to 
ensure that regeneration of the site accords with the terms of the 
lease. Where the proposals do not accord with the current lease 
terms, a variation to the existing, or a new lease may be required. 

Alive West Norfolk A wholly owned, not for profit local authority-controlled company, 
which operates local leisure facilities, it will be important to engage 
with Alive WN regarding the Phase 2 plans for a floating pool and 
other potential leisure facilities. 

King’s Lynn Civic Society The Society is a registered charity and was founded to protect the 
town’s heritage and to influence the way the town evolves to meet 
challenges and change.  

Local Residents Local residents will be impacted by the proposed new active public 
realm / visual connectivity at King’s Staithe Square and along 
South Quay. New community amenities are being provided, but 
there are potential impacts to accessibility by vehicle across the 
different development phases proposed. An initial local resident 
engagement event has taken place. 

Local Businesses Local businesses will be impacted by the new visitor and 
community facilities proposed. Additional visitor numbers may 
increase expenditure with local businesses, although potential for 
increased competition with new providers at Devils Alley / King’s 
Staithe Square. 

 
 

STRATEGIC CASE SUMMARY 

King’s Lynn is an historic town but with a riverfront and historic core that is underutilised. Development in 
the town has had the effect of shifting focus away from the historic riverfront, impacting upon the sense 
of place and the environment for residents, visitors and businesses.  
 
The Riverfront Regeneration project has been identified as an opportunity to reconnect the waterfront 
with the community, providing enhanced public realm / outdoor space, new visitor facilities and a 
repurposed Custom House at Purfleet. The investment will also reinvigorate the riverfront to support 
private sector investment in the restored Sommerfeld & Thomas buildings. 
 
The impact of Covid-19 on the West Norfolk economy has been severe, with visitor numbers and 
spending still significantly below pre-pandemic figures. The provision of the new facilities will support the 
recovery of the tourism sector as a key part of the local economy. 
 
As originally highlighted in the Town Investment Plan, there is a strong rationale and case for change 
underpinning the proposed investment. By 2026 Town Deal investment will have brought an historic 
landmark back into use, remediated and developed an abandoned site, delivered a new visitor attraction 
alongside dryside facilities for leisure boating visitors and enhanced the public realm to re-establish the 
riverfront as a place to live, work and visit. 
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ECONOMIC CASE 
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ECONOMIC CASE 
INTRODUCTION 
The approach taken to the economic case is based on a combination of quantitative and qualitative 
analysis designed to accurately reflect the emerging proposals for the Riverfront Regeneration project. 
The quantitative VfM assessment focusses on capturing several core benefits, linked directly to the 
project’s Theory of Change.  
 

APPROACH TO ECONOMIC CASE 
The approach taken to the economic case is based on a combination of quantitative and qualitative 
analysis designed to accurately reflect the emerging proposals for the Riverfront Regeneration project. 
The quantitative VfM assessment focusses on capturing several core benefits, linked directly to the 
project’s Theory of Change.  

The quantitative analysis covers the following key metrics: 

 Benefits of Audience Arts 

 Labour Supply Benefit 

 Valuing Urban Realm Toolkit 

 Conservation Deficit 

The above benefits have been selected for the quantitative VfM assessment as these benefits capture 
the core impacts of the scheme and can be reliably quantified at this stage of scheme development. 
Additional benefits have been captured qualitatively. The quantitative assessment has an appraisal 
period of 30 years and is presented in 2022/23 prices. For most benefits and all costs, the standard HMT 
Green Book discount rate of 3.5% is applied in line with HMT Green Book 2020 guidance. Each benefit 
has been assessed using methodologies and values (where available) from the appropriate UK 
Government department. Detail on the methodologies used to capture each benefit is set out in the 
economic benefits section below.  
 

ECONOMIC BENEFITS 
As set out above, the quantitative VfM appraisal of this project focusses on 4 core metrics, these are: 

 Benefits of Audience Arts 

 Labour Supply Benefit 

 Valuing Urban Realm Toolkit 

 Conservation Deficit 

The relevance of each of these benefits and how they have been quantified is set out below. The 
analysis underpinning the economic case contains overarching assumptions that will inform modelling of 
each of the above metrics. The source, value and an explanation of these model assumptions is 
summarised below. 
 
Assumption   Value  Source/ Justification  

Economic Model Assumptions  

Model Price Base Year  2022/23 The economic modelling for this project was undertaken in the 
financial year 2022/23 

Model Appraisal Period  2022/23 The model start date for simplicity will begin in the current 
financial year 

Appraisal Period  30 years Green Book guidance recommends that refurbishment of 
existing buildings is considered over 30-year appraisal period.  

 

Available at: The Green Book (publishing.service.gov.uk) 
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Benefit Phasing 
The completion of the construction phase of the Riverfront Regeneration project is expected in June 
2025, with the project becoming open for use by July 2025. For the purpose of the economic case, a 
conservative approach has been taken in regard to the build-up of users to the site. In year 1 of use 
(2025/26) 50% of total final users has been assumed, this then increases to 75% in year 2 (2026/27) 
before the site reaches its expected users in year 3 (2027/28). 
 

Audience Arts Wellbeing Benefits 
Research undertaken on behalf of DCMS valued the wellbeing impacts of culture and sport. It found that 
the value per arts attendance was between £46 and £62 (2014 prices). This is not a willingness to pay 
estimate, these are values in addition to any price paid to participate such as entrance fees and 
represent the equivalent amount of money participants would need to derive the same wellbeing impact 
that engaging in culture has5. 
 
The benefits apply to being an audience member of a film, exhibition, music, play or dance. Therefore, 
the estimated audience of only selected events from the potential Events Programme provided by 
Creative Orchard Events has been applied, to reflect those events that fit within these specific 
categories. The total estimated audience to these events with full build up is 12,700. The total audience 
also includes the 18,250 expected attendance to the exhibition space located in Custom House6. 
 
In addition to the total estimated audience numbers, the following additional assumptions have been 
used in the economic appraisal. The source of each assumption and their justification to calculate the 
economic benefits associated with the audience is summarised below. 
  
Assumption Value Source/ Justification 

Audience Arts Wellbeing Benefits Assumptions  

Audience Numbers 30,950 
(2027/28) 

King’s Lynn Custom House Financial Business Plan – Events 
Programme with figures supplied from Creative Orchard Events.  

This figure is not the total expected audience for the events 
programme and only includes the events where the audience is 
member of a film, exhibition, music, play or dance.  

Benefit phasing is applied to this figure. 

Value per Arts Audience 
(£22/23) 

£55.50 A conservative low end value for the DCMS has been used of 
£46. Available at: 
Quantifying_and_valuing_the_wellbeing_impacts_of_sport_and_
culture.pdf (publishing.service.gov.uk) 

This value has been uplifted to £2022/23 using a GDP deflator. 

Additionality  

Deadweight 0% The analysis of a do-nothing option accounts for any deadweight 
impact. 

Leakage 0% No leakage impacts have been identified 

Displacement  50% The events programme presents a diverse range of attractions to 
King’s Lynn and is expected to become a draw, increasing the 
numbers of visitors to the local area and providing locals with a 
wider array of potential options. The facilities for some of these 
events however are already present in King’s Lynn. For this 
reason, a medium value for displacement has been applied for 
this project. 

A medium displacement is recommended museums that are 
moderate to an area by Table 2: Employment, Spend and Visitor 
Assumptions and Ready Reckoners from the AIM Economic 
Value of the Independent Museum Sector. Available at; A153 
AIM Economic Impact Toolkit August 2019 230919 CF (aim-
museums.co.uk) 
This value has been used as a proxy and used in this appraisal. 

                                                
5
 DCMS (2014) Quantifying and Valuing the Wellbeing Impacts of Culture and Sport 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/304899/Quantifying_a
nd_valuing_the_wellbeing_impacts_of_sport_and_culture.pdf 
6
 Based on estimates provided to BCKLWN by FEI UK 
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Assumption Value Source/ Justification 

Net Additionality  50% MM Calculation 

 

Labour Supply Benefit 
Across the Riverfront Regeneration project; the re-purposing of Custom House and event programme 
are expected to create roles, with the preferred option expecting to create 12.1 FTE. All roles created are 
expected to have low barriers to entry and be available to local people. 
 
To calculate the welfare benefit of this employment for use in the economic case, DLUHC (formerly 
MHCLG) guidance gives an approach for quantifying the fiscal benefits of moving locally unemployed 
workers into employment. The guidance utilises TAG A2.3 (Appraisal of Employment Effects) to 
calculate welfare impacts over and above user benefits to the Exchequer. These are the tax revenues 
that result from labour supply impacts and can be estimated as 40% of the resultant change in GDP. 
This tax revenue impact reflects both the increase in tax revenue (income tax, national insurance 
contributions and corporation tax) and the reduction in out-of-work subsidies.  

 

The source of each assumption and their justification to calculate the economic benefits associated with 
the increase in earnings is summarised in the table below.  
 
 
Assumption  Value  Source/ Justification  

Labour Assumptions  

FTE Support 12.1 Estimates provided by Festivals & Events International (FEI) for 
BCKLWN 

GVA per filled job, (22/23, East) 
(Wholesale and retail trade, Arts 
and recreation) 

£40,914 The average for the East of England Region for the sector 
wholesale and retail trade and arts and recreation. 

Available at: Region by industry labour productivity - Office for 
National Statistics (ons.gov.uk)  

This value has been uplifted to 2022/23 using a GDP deflator. 

Welfare Value of Employment  40%  TAG value - TAG unit 2.3 para 3.2.7  

Local Multiplier Assumptions  

Recreational Composite 
Multiplier   

1.38 Retail composite multiple from Table 4.12 HCA Additionality 
Guide.  

Available at: HCA Policy Covers (publishing.service.gov.uk)  

Additionality Assumptions   

Deadweight  0%  The Do-nothing scenario has been modelled to account for 
deadweight. The Market Failure section identifies the need for 
public investment for this intervention.  

Leakage  22%  Based on travel to work flows in the Kings Lynn area (Census 
2011), approximately 22% of King’s Lynn jobs are filled by non-
King’s Lynn residents.  

Displacement  25%  A low displacement 25% has therefore been applied in line with 
Table 4.8 of Additionality Guide 2014. Available at: HCA Policy 
Covers (publishing.service.gov.uk)  

Substitution  0%  No substitution impacts have been identified  

Net Additionality 58% MM Calculation  

 
 
Valuing Urban Realm Toolkit 
VURT has been developed by Transport for London (TfL) to quantify the uplift in the value of 
existing commercial property space within the immediate vicinity of public realm enhancements. The 
tool applies an uplift to the rateable values of those businesses most directly dependent upon footfall 
based on research into how public realm influences land values of existing property. 
 
The logic underpinning the VURT assessment is that an improved streetscape, with better lighting, a 
higher quality environment, and a greater sense of personal security improves the attractiveness of an 
area and increases footfall in that area. 
 
Based on research undertaken by TfL, a 1.22% uplift for each stepped increase in quality that is ascribed 
to the public realm enhancements being proposed in a scheme is applied to the current rateable value of 
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each retail business assessed to be directly impacted by the enhancement to the public realm. The four 
parameters which TfL found to have a statistically significant impact on land values:   

● Lighting;    

● Personal security;   

● Quality of environment; and   

● Maintenance. 

Improvement to public realm for the Riverfront Regeneration project are expected to occur across 
multiple locations in King’s Lynn, Custom House, Millfleet, King’s Staithe Square and South Quay.  
To identify the number of local businesses and the current land values, a Valuation Office Agency (VOA) 
search was undertaken for the local area. From the VOA search, only retail, café and restaurant 
properties were included, with all business taken from the area directly surrounding Custom House and 
other business along South Quay, Purfleet, King’s Staithe Square. St Margaret’s Lane and Nelson 
Street. 
 

The funding profile for the project shows the investment into lighting and external furniture in all 
locations. Therefore an uplift of 1.22% for each parameter is applied, giving a total uplift 2.44% increase 
in rateable value. In additional assumptions have been used in the economic appraisal shown in the 
table below. 
 
 
Assumption Value Source / Justification 

VURT Assumptions  

Year of Uplift 2025/26 Uplift will occur once construction of all public realm has been 
completed; this is expected to occur in 2025/26 

Total Rateable Value (22/23) £1,089.326 Total Rateable Value for retail, café and restaurant for the 
search area highlighted above 

Uplift  2.44% A one point uplift, equating to 1.22% each is expected in two 
parameters.  

Uplift in Rateable Value £26,580 

 

MM Calculation 

 

Annual Real Term Property 
Value Increase 

5% A 5% per annum real terms property value growth 
rate has been applied (as per MHCLG guidance). This is used to 
uplift rateable values that were calculated before the price base 
year. The 5% per annum real terms property value growth rate is 
applied over a 30-year appraisal period. 

Additionality  

Deadweight 0% The analysis of a do-nothing option accounts for any deadweight 
impact. 

Leakage 0% No leakage impacts have been identified 

Displacement  10% For caution, a displacement factor of 10% is applied to reflect 
that some of the value unlocked on the affected sites may be 
relocated from other schemes. 

Net Additionality  90% MM Calculation 

 
 
Conservation Deficit 
Custom House is one of the most identifiable buildings in King’s Lynn and forms a central part of the 
area’s cultural heritage, reflected in the Grade 1 listing. Due to its listed status, the building has a high 
cost to repair, requiring specialist techniques and materials. These factors mean that the construction 
costs associated with refurbishing this listed building will result in a negative residual land value. This is 
shown through the market failures associated with the site and the lack of private sector investment. 
 
These factors mean that the construction costs associated with refurbishing this listed building will result 
in a negative residual land value (i.e. the cost of redeveloping Custom House is £1,301,089 in nominal 
prices, including site clearance, refurbishment and landscaping, a sum that exceeds the value of the 
completed development).  
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Public sector support is justified to bridge the gap because of the historical and architectural significance 
of the Custom House as reflected in its Listed status. According to Heritage Enterprise guidance7, a 
conservation deficit is where the existing value of a heritage asset plus the cost of bringing it back into 
use is greater than the value of the asset after development has been completed. Without addressing 
the deficit, the Custom House would be at risk of further decline and ultimately lead to the loss of an 
historically important asset as the building is an integral part of King’s Lynn heritage.   
 
The proposals will reveal and enhance the building’s special historic character and aesthetic value and 
provide a wider regenerative impact for King’s Lynn and a more sustainable financial cashflow. For the 
purposes of this assessment, it is considered that a negative residual value would be observed for this 
scheme and so there is a conservation deficit.   
 
In line with the treatment of Section 106 and CIL payments presented within the MHCLG Appraisal 
Guide, the conservation deficit has been treated in a similar way to Land Value Uplift estimates, as 
although this is a cost to the developer it is a benefit to wider society.   
 
The conservation deficit is calculated by subtracting any uplift in land value from the costs of bringing the 
building back into use. Without a development appraisal or a simple Valuation Office Agency benchmark 
comparison, future land value has not been calculated. However, as land value uplift is not claimed as a 
benefit elsewhere in the appraisal it is not necessary to subtract the future land value from the 
conservation deficit for the purposes of this calculation.  
 
It is estimated that the present value of the conservation deficit once discounted is £1.2m assuming the 
deficit is closed in 2025/26 when the refurbishment is complete.  
 

ECONOMIC COSTS 
The works element cost summary for the Riverfront Regeneration project were developed by 
experienced quantity surveyors and is presented in full in the financial case.  

The costs include inflation and a risk allocation to reflect the risk assessment undertaken on the project 
at this stage which is outlined in the financial case. Optimism bias (OB) of 24% has been applied to all 
project costs. This figure is aligned to the upper-bound optimism bias value for standard infrastructure 
projects within the HMT Green Book supplementary guidance on optimism bias8. The CAPEX costs used 
in the economic case for the Riverfront Regeneration project are detailed in the table below, with cost 
incurred before the current financial year (2022/23) are  sunk costs and, in line with Green Book 
Guidance, excluded from the value for money assessment. 
 
 Total 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 

CAPEX Economic Cost (Incl. 
Contingency & Inflation, Excl. OB)  

£5,034,024 £28,684 £76,456 £442,922 £215,974 £3,131,265 £1,138,723 

CAPEX Economic Cost (excl. sunk 
costs) 

£4,928,884   £442,922 £215,974 £3,131,265 £1,138,723 

CAPEX Economic Cost (Excluding 
Inflation)  

£4,726,486   £442,922 £210,891 £3,001,906 £1,070,767 

CAPEX Economic Cost 2022/23 
prices discounted  

£4,414,763   £442,922 £203,759 £2,802,311 £965,770 

 

The operation of both Custom House and the events programme is expected to produce an annual 
deficit of £40,291 once inflation is accounted for. The Council has confirmed that the annual deficit to the 
Council will continue to be met through existing operational budgets but will continue to be reviewed as 
the project progresses and the operator route is determined to ensure the use of council budgets is 
minimised where possible. The operational deficit is included within the economic costs of the project to 
account for the lifetime net economic costs over the appraisal period of this option. 

  

                                                
7
 Heritage Enterprise Grants from £250,000 to £5million Application guidance (heritagefund.org.uk) 

8
 HMT Green Book, Supplementary Green Book Guidance, Optimism Bias, Table 1. 
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Operational Expenditure Total 

Operational Deficit (Undiscounted) £1,087,857 

Operational Deficit (Discounted) £635,281 

 
The total present value (discounted) cost of this project, including both capital and operational 
expenditure totals £5,050,044. 
 

VALUE FOR MONEY ASSESSMENT 
There are two key metrics set out in the MHCLG appraisal guidance that can be used to assess Value 
for Money (VfM): the calculation of Benefit Cost Ratios (BCR), which simply show the ratio of benefits to 
costs; and the Net Present Social Value (NPSV), which represents the present value of benefits less the 
present value of costs. A BCR of above 1 and a positive NPSV indicates that the intervention option 
under consideration represents good VfM. The higher the BCR, the higher the overall VfM (not taking 
into account non-monetised costs and benefits). 
 
The VfM assessment for this project is based on a 30-year appraisal period. In line with HMT Green 
Book 2020 guidance values have been discounted at a rate of 3.5% per annum. The price base year is 
2022/23. 
 
The results of the VfM assessment for the Riverfront Regeneration are outlined below. The VfM 
assessment for the core scenario shows a high BCR of 2.83 and a NPSV of £11.5m.  

 
From Green Book (2020) guidance (p. 40): When considering proposals from a UK perspective the relevant values are viewed from the 
perspective of UK society as a whole. Where appraising a place-based policy or a UK wide proposal with place-based effects the relevant values 
include effects in the place of interest and similar nearby travel to work areas. The relevant costs and benefits which may arise from an intervention 
should be valued and included in Social CBA unless it is not proportionate to do so. The priority costs and benefits to quantify are those likely to be 
decisive in determining the differences between alternative options. The appraisal of social value involves the calculation of Net Present Social 
Value (NPSV) and Benefits Cost Ratios (BCRs) the ratio of benefits to costs. 

 
To test the robustness of the analysis, three sensitivity tests have been produced to stress test the 
analysis with the following assumptions applied: 

Value for money 
assessment (£m, 
discounted, 2022/23 
prices) 

Core scenario Sensitivity 1 - 51% 
OB 

Sensitivity 2 - 50% 
less jobs 

Sensitivity 3 - 
50% less 

Audience 

Economic benefits 

Benefits of Audience Arts  £13,284,313 £13,284,313 £13,284,313 £6,642,157 

Labour Supply Benefit £2,466,085 £2,466,085 £1,233,042 £2,466,085 

VURT £818,203 £818,203 £818,203 £818,203 

Conservation Deficit £1,173,508 £1,173,508 £1,173,508 £1,173,508 

Total economic benefits  £17,742,109   £17,742,109   £16,509,066   £11,099,952  

Economic costs 

Total public sector 
funding 

 £5,050,044   £5,050,044   £5,050,044   £5,050,044  

Private sector funding £0 £0 £0 £0 

Total economic costs  £5,050,044   £5,050,044   £5,050,044   £5,050,044  

Total economic costs 
(+OB) 

£6,262,055 £7,625,567 £6,262,055 £6,262,055 

 

Benefit-Cost Ratio 
(BCR) 

 2.83   2.33   2.64   1.77  

NPSV £11,480,054 £10,116,542 £10,247,012 £4,837,897 
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● Sensitivity 1 – Optimism Bias is increased from 24% to 51%9. 

● Sensitivity 2 – The number of FTE supported by the project is decreased by 50% 

● Sensitivity 3 – The expected number of audience members is decreased by 50% 

 
The results of the VfM assessment for all sensitivity tests show an acceptable BCR and a NPSV of 
between £4.8m to £10.2m. 
 

NON-QUANTIFIED BENEFITS 
 
Benefit to the wider local economy 
The increase in quality public realm, events programme and new attractions will bring a greater number 
of visitors to the Riverfront, with the Borough Council anticipating around 125,080 new users / visitors 
per annum, based on estimates provided by FEI UK. More visitors is likely to increase spending in the 
wider local economy and support further jobs in the area, alongside supporting the jobs directly 
supported and quantified within the appraisal.  
The event programme will being further benefits to the local economy, through creating a visitor 
attraction and providing an opportunity for local entrepreneurs. The street food events, vintage weekend 
and summer and winter fair, for example, will all create opportunities to test out new businesses that 
could then become a staple of the local community. 
 
An improved internal perception of King’s Lynn 
The project is likely to have a positive impact on the internal image of the town, creating new and 
exciting opportunities for residents and improving the urban environment. As highlighted by the Vision 
King’s Lynn young people survey there is a lack of variety in the town centre, with young people 
suggesting improvements of more independent shops (46.2%) and leisure facilities for young people 
(42.9%). A second main theme was the need for the modernisation of the town centre, examples given 
included ‘refurbishing and renovating the town centre, improving infrastructure, making it prettier with 
more colour and green space’. The Riverfront Regeneration is expected to start to address some of 
these key issues, providing more room for independent businesses through the event programme and 
creation of new leisure facilities.  
 
For King’s Lynn the student age group bracket (15-24) is the only age group with a negative net flow of 
people at -354 in 2019. This group has the highest proportion of its population leaving the area at 10.9%, 
compared to 25-49 (5.7%), 50-64 (2.6%) and over 65 (2.1%)10. The main reason for people in this age 
bracket intending to leave West Norfolk is for education and to go to university specifically. The next 
reason is for access to greater opportunity. A significant theme was a ‘push’ away from west Norfolk 
because of a negative perception of the area. Creating an improved internal perception of the town, 
especially for young people is important to the long term sustainability of the area through retaining talent 
to support growth in key economic sectors. 
 
Reduction of Crime and Anti-social Behaviour  
A second key theme for the Vision King’s Lynn young people survey is a concern about perceptions of 
antisocial behaviour present in the town centre itself. This was further reflected in the recent engagement 
event held with local residents and businesses. The Riverfront Regeneration project can reduce this in 
two main ways, firstly by creating more leisure opportunities within the town to give people other places 
to spend time and potentially prevent anti-social behaviour. 
Secondly the project will improve the public realm within the town centre, increase lighting and 
regenerate an underutilised site in Millfleet. The built environment plays an important role in safety and 
security, with increasing level of natural and informal surveillance, a better level of environment and a 

                                                
9
 A 51% OB is representative of the upper bound of a non-standard building. Available at: Microsoft Word - 

GreenBook_optimism_bias.doc (publishing.service.gov.uk) 
10

 ONS Internal Migration 
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reduction in unused spaces all linked to reducing the opportunity to commit a level of anti-social 
behaviour11. 
 
 

FINANCIAL CASE 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
11

102417-Crime-Hotspots-Briefing-Paper-v4.pdf (bre.co.uk)  
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FINANCIAL CASE 

INTRODUCTION 
The Riverfront Regeneration programme is a critical part of the King’s Lynn Town Deal and comprises a 
range of schemes that contribute to the overall vision of a revived historic core and riverfront. The 
programme is at a relatively early stage and, following business case approval, RIBA Stage 3 is planned 
for commencement in Q4 2022/23 ahead of a planning submission. Capital works are planned to start in 
2024/25 and scheduled for completion in 2025/26 in line with Towns Fund requirements. 
 
The preferred base case option is to deliver a refurbished Custom House, public realm enhancements at 
South Quay and King’s Staithe Square, an Observation Tower, the redevelopment of derelict land at 
Devils Alley and enabling steps to unlock the Sommerfeld & Thomas and Grain Silo sites through Towns 
Fund investment.  
 
The Borough Council’s Cabinet is keen to explore the feasibility and viability of the second phase of work 
identified through the Town Deal Riverfront project development phase. There are several options for the 
Council’s financial commitment, which include the potential for asset disposal to realise capital receipts, 
and for the council to look at various grant funding sources, and these will be explored in due course.  
Note the delivery of the Town Deal funded works should positively affect either the viability of these 
additional schemes and / or help present a stronger positive case for grant funding applications. 
 
Although there are plans for a second stage of the project incorporating additional public realm 
improvements and events space at King’s Staithe Square, these have not been included as funding has 
yet to be secured.   
 

APPROACH TO FINANCIAL CASE 
Riverfront Regeneration will be delivered through four primary sources – the Towns Fund, the Business 
Rates Pool (comprising business rates levy payments from local authorities in Norfolk to be used for 
future investment in the county), the BCKWLN’s Capital Programme and funding secured via the Coastal 
Revival Fund.  

 
FUNDING PROFILE 
The funding for the capital phase is derived from four identified sources and is summarised in the table 
below. The Towns Fund is the primary funding source, augmented by match funding of £825,080 in total. 

Source of Funding 
Custom House, Devils Alley/Millfleet, 
King’s Staithe Square & South Quay 

Towns Fund £4,208,943 

Business Rates Pool £350,000 

BCKLWN Capital Programme £425,080 

Coastal Revival Fund £50,000 

TOTAL £5,034,023 

 
The allocation of co-funding has been confirmed by the Borough Council of King’s Lynn and West 
Norfolk, who are the Accountable Body for the King’s Lynn Town Deal funding. 
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The investment in the Sommerfeld & Thomas site is likely to act as an enabler for future investment from 
the private sector. At the time of writing, however, it is not currently possible to quantify this match 
funding and so this has not been included within this assessment. 
 
The cost plan provided by Oxbury Chartered Surveyors and augmented by information provided by 
Greyfriars Project Management and the BCKLWN attributes funding to the Riverfront Regeneration 
project. This funding profile is shown below - in nominal terms - by financial year from 2020/21 to 
2025/26. This includes any professional fees associated with the scheme as provided to Mott 
MacDonald, as well as any sunk costs to date from match funding that has already been spent / 
committed to support project delivery. 

 
 
REDACTED 
 
 
 
As shown, the bulk of funding (more than 60%) is planned for spending in 2024/25, with 2022/23 and 
2023/24 focused on progressing plans to RIBA Stage 3 (for planning and listed buildings applications) 
and subsequently to RIBA Stage 4. A smaller allocation of less than £1million of Towns Funding is 
planned for 2025/26. 
 

COSTS 
 

Capital Phase 

The cost plan provided by experienced quantity surveyors has made a number of key assumptions that 
have been included in this business case, including: 

 Preliminaries 15% 

 Contractor Design Fees 3% 

 Main Contractor OH&P 6% 

 Design Reserve 10% 

 Allowance for Tender Price Inflation 3.1%. 
 
The attribution of costs by project has been provided inclusive of the above figures. The costs shown 
reflect the information provided to Mott MacDonald. Where specific cost allocations have not been 
provided, it has been assumed that these are incorporated within the existing cost envelope. This has 
subsequently been confirmed by Greyfriars Project Management, who has supplied a summary of cost 
items included in the professional fees allocation for this project. 

The contingency is allocated within the Design Reserve. However, current uncertainty over inflation rates 
provides additional risk to the cost estimates supplied. Whilst the finances of the programme are capped 
from the Towns Fund and Borough Council investment, cost uncertainties pose a considerable risk to the 
level of intervention that can be delivered within the agreed budget. Whilst this might pose little in the 
way of financial risk, it remains a risk to the realisation of benefits.  

Detailed cost breakdown for each project allocated Towns Funding is shown in Appendix C.  

 

Revenue Phase 

Following completion of capital works, there are ongoing costs and income associated with operation of 
the facilities. 
 
Operational costs and income have been collated by FEI UK, who have undertaken an options appraisal 
to identify a preferred operational option for Custom House. The preferred option – Option 2 – will 
provide exhibition and meetings space alongside a café. This option was agreed at the Riverfront 
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Regeneration Project Board meeting on 1 September 2022, subject to ongoing review as the scheme 
develops through RIBA Stages 2 - 4. 
 
The figures provided by FEI UK were correct in July 2022, but with no allowance for inflation or build-up 
of use. Accordingly, we have assumed a 3-year build up to achieve the figures highlighted by FEI UK. 
We have also applied inflation using Consumer Price Index (CPI) forecasts12 for all operational years. 
The figures provided are for a stabilised year and represent estimates from: 

● Creative Orchard events – events programme estimates of visitor numbers, costs and income. 

● FEI UK – operation of Custom House as a café / restaurant / exhibition space. 

 
In a stabilised year of operation, the new facilities are forecast to provide an operational deficit of 
£40,291 once inflation is accounted for. This is broadly similar to the existing (£32,000) cost to BCKLWN 
to maintain Custom House, as referenced by FEI UK’s report (once inflation has been included).   
 
Following completion of construction activity in 2025/26, we have estimated that it will take three years to 
achieve full operation (i.e., a stabilised year). This is assumed to be 2027/28 financial year. Including 
inflation allowance, a summary of operational costs and income for 2027/28 is shown below. 
 

Source Income  Cost of Sales Surplus / (Deficit) 

Custom House £182,952 £139,388 £43,564 

Events Programme £521,054 £480,161 £40,893 

Staff, Overheads, 
Contingency 

- £124,748 (£124,748) 

TOTAL £704,006 £744,297 (£40,291) 

 

The Council has confirmed that the annual deficit to the Council will continue to be met through existing 
operational budgets but will continue to be reviewed as the project progresses and the operator route is 
determined to ensure we minimise the use of council budgets where possible. 

 

AFFORDABILITY ASSESSMENT 
Project affordability has been assessed over a 10-year period and is based on the projections provided 
by the Borough Council and its partners. No facilities renewal or management costs have been included 
in the information provided, but it has been assumed that the Council will offset any annual deficit as set 
out above. A summary is set out below, both with and without Towns Fund investment. 

 

With Towns Fund 10-Year Period 

Cumulative Project Costs £8,216,844 

Cumulative Project Income £8,216,844 

Cumulative Profit / (Loss) £0 

 
 

Without Towns Fund 10-Year Period 

Cumulative Project Costs £8,216,844 

Cumulative Project Income £4,007,901 

Cumulative Profit / (Loss) (£4,208,943) 

 

As shown, without Towns Fund investment, the Riverfront Regeneration programme would be unviable.  

 

                                                
12

 CPI Forecasts 2022-26 (https://www.statista.com/statistics/306720/cpi-rate-forecast-uk/) accessed 01/09/2022 
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FINANCIAL RISKS 
A number of risks have been identified during the capital phase of the Riverfront Regeneration 
programme that may have a high impact on overall delivery. These are identified as follows: 

Risk Type Description Impact Mitigation 

Budget 
Increase in materials / construction 
costs 

High 

Tender price inflation built into 
project costs. Programme is 
scalable to reflect cost and market 
uncertainties. 

Budget Inaccurate cost estimates High 
Cost estimates produced by 
experienced QS and reviewed by 
Project Manager 

Timescale 
Failure to be granted Planning and 
Listed Buildings consents 

Med / High 

Engagement has already taken 
place between project team and 
key stakeholders including 
BCKLWN Planning, Historic 
England and Environment Agency 

Tenders 
Tenders received exceed budget 
tolerances 

High 

Tender price inflation built into 
project costs. Programme is 
scalable to reflect cost and market 
uncertainties. 

Tenders 
Tender process does not elicit 
positive responses 

Low / Med 

Detailed specification to be 
prepared by Project Manager and 
robust tender review process 
planned. 

 
 
WIDER FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
The financial case has been prepared on the basis of information provided by the Borough Council and 
its partners. Any cost overruns as the capital phase progresses will need to be met by the Borough 
Council / obtained from alternative sources of funding. 
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COMMERCIAL CASE 
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COMMERCIAL CASE 

INTRODUCTION 
This section examines the approach to procurement and delivery for the Riverfront Regeneration project. 
The project will be procured and delivered by BCKLWN and will deliver against the investment priorities 
identified in the Town Investment Plan, specifically focused on reviving the town’s historic core and 
waterfront.  
 
The investment priorities identified in the Town Investment Plan were carefully selected to deliver against 
these aims. This project is primarily focused on reviving the town’s historic core and waterfront. This 
project directly delivers against this vision by: 
 

● Bringing back into use the Outer Purfleet dock and Custom House to support the rejuvenation of the 

town’s historic riverfront and create a new exhibition space / leisure offer to draw visitors along the 

waterfront. 

● Providing a high-quality link between the end of the high street and riverfront to support connectivity 

and cohesion between the town centre and riverfront through heritage and regeneration at King’s 

Staithe Square and along South Quay. 

● Delivering a new visitor attraction and dryside facilities to support the growth of leisure boating – 

building on the ‘Sail the Wash’ campaign - potentially driving wider demand for future leisure and 

residential development on the waterfront. 

● Supporting the regeneration of land at Devils Alley, Sommerfeld & Thomas and Grain Silo sites 

adjacent to Millfleet to create a new events space, with food & beverage opportunities as well as a 

new Observation Tower. 

 
 
COMMERCIAL DELIVERABILITY 
 
Project Objectives 
Project delivery will be led by BCKLWN, supported by external project management provision, with key 
commercial objectives including:  

 To deliver high quality new visitor facilities and community amenities to support Council and 
stakeholder aspirations around enhancing commercial activity, leisure, culture, tourism and 
events. 

 Ensure value for money through the procurement process to take into account the whole life 
costing and on-going operational/maintenance considerations.    

 
Track Record 
BCKLWN has an extensive track record of managing significant projects. The Council has a strong track 
record of both managing and investing in the heritage it cares for. Council staff are experienced in both 
developing and managing high quality heritage and visitor economy projects and working with County 
Council colleagues to deliver public realm enhancements. Recent examples include:   
  
St Margaret’s Townscape Heritage Initiative – £2m (2014-2019). A jointly funded project between the 
Borough Council of King’s Lynn and West Norfolk, the Heritage Lottery Fund and private investment to 
conserve, enhance and regenerate the historic shopping streets of the High Street and St James Street 
in the St Margaret’s Conservation Area. These works included the structural and external repairs to 
historic buildings currently in use, the repair and conservation of vacant or partly vacant historic buildings 
and the authentic restoration of architectural features. Furthermore, the project included the high-quality 
enhancement of public realm in the historic Saturday Market Place.   
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The Stories of Lynn – £3m (2016). This project jointly funded by the Heritage Lottery Fund transformed 
public access to - and engagement with - the Grade I Listed Trinity Guildhall and Town Hall complex and 
its collections. The project improved the local landscape of the Town Hall, encouraging more people to 
access and use the building. There were significant improvements to disabled access and key visitor 
facilities. Enhanced visitor experience of the Town Hall through new displays and other interpretation, 
providing access to both collections and the story of the building, alongside significantly improved access 
to all parts of the historic complex including the nationally important Borough Archives which were 
housed in a new purpose-built archive facility.   
  
The Walks - £4.3m (2008). A Grade II registered historic park in the heart of King's Lynn recognised as 
one of the UK's most important parks, incorporating a number of historic features including the Grade I 
Listed Scheduled Ancient Monument, the Red Mount Chapel. After years of decline a major restoration 
project was completed in 2008. This included the conservation of the historic structures and features, but 
also the addition of new components such as a new park management building incorporating toilet 
facilities and a café. The restoration project was jointly funded by the Heritage Lottery Fund (£3.75m) 
and the Borough Council.   
 
Sail the Wash - £660k (2019-21). The project was funded through the Coastal Communities Fund and 
sought to create and develop existing destinations for leisure boating activity. This included the 
development of new visitor pontoons / berths at several locations including South Quay, adjacent to 
some of the proposed Riverfront investment contained within this business case. The project was 
delivered by BCKLWN in conjunction with Fenland District Council and Lincolnshire County Council. 
 
 
PROCUREMENT STRATEGY 
The Council has adopted a robust Procurement Strategy that seeks to set a framework to guide 
procurement activity, setting out ambitions to maximise local economic benefits of any procurement. 
Alongside this, the Council’s Contract Standing Orders set clear rules for the procurement of goods, 
works and services.  
 
Procurement Approach  
All procurement will be in accordance with the BCKLWN’s Contract Standing Orders. These set clear 
rules for the procurement of goods, works and services for the Council. The rules should ensure that the 
Council is fair and accountable in its dealings with contractors and suppliers in line with the requirements 
of Section 135 of the Local Government Act 1972. The Council is able to use pre-existing public sector 
frameworks to procure contractors and suppliers and, by exception, is able to request exemptions to 
accelerate procurement with direct awards.   
 
The BCKLWN’s Contract Standing Orders also incorporate Council standards for contracting conduct 
over and above the requirements of the Act, specifically: 
 

 that all contracts be able to demonstrate value for money; 

 requisite behaviours are shown in terms of integrity, fairness and exposure to risk;  

 contracts support Corporate and Service aims and policies. 
 
There are a number of thresholds for tender values that Officers must adhere to as part of the Contract 
Standing Orders. These are shown below. Given the value of works proposed in the Riverfront 
Regeneration project, it is likely that most of the items for tender will need to follow an open OJEU-
compliant route. 
 
Total Value Advertising Process Award Procedure 

Up to £5,000 

At least one written or electronic 
quotation. If price is obtained by a 
catalogue or website, evidence of this 
price must be recorded and retained 

Officer and, if desired, the relevant 
Executive Director 

£5,000.01 - £25,000 
At least three written or electronic 
quotations against a formal specification 

Officer and, if desired, the relevant 
Executive Director. Quotes are to be 
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approved by the Procurement Team, 
before award the Procurement Team may 
request for additional quotes 

£25,000.01 - 
£100,000 

Tender conducted via Delta and 
advertised on both the Council’s website 
and on Contracts Finder 

Opened on Delta with an Officer with 
appropriate authority within the register of 
officer financial authorisation levels, the 
relevant Executive Director or a 
nominated deputy and evaluate together 
with a member of the Procurement Team 

Above £100,000 Contract advertised as above 

Opened on Delta with the Monitoring 
Officer or nominated Deputy present and 
evaluated by the Officer and appropriate 
Executive Director together with the 
Procurement Team 

Above EU threshold 
Contract advertised as above and a 
Contract Notice placed in OJEU 

Opened on Delta with the Monitoring 
Officer or nominated Deputy present and 
evaluated by the Officer and appropriate 
Executive Director together with the 
Procurement Team 

 
In addition, where tenders for services are above EU thresholds, the appropriate Council Officer must 
complete a social value form in line with the Public Services (Social Value) Act 2012 to specify how the 
tender will deliver improvements to the Borough’s economic, social and environmental wellbeing. 
 
Procurement Strategy 
To deliver the Riverfront Regeneration project, there will be a number of procurement phases to ensure 
effective delivery. These have been provided by BCKLWN and are shown, with estimated timescales for 
the procurement, below: 
 
Scheme Item Procurement Route Timescale 

External Project 
Management 

Open Tender  2022/3 Qtr 3  

Lead Design Team  Open Tender 2022/3 Qtr 4  

Public Realm Open Tender 2023/4 

Custom House Open Tender 2023/4 

 
 
Market Testing  
BCKLWN has good experience of working with contractors of the relevant size and skill set to deliver the 
capital projects over the last 10 years and it is considered that there is likely to be healthy competition 
between available contractors. The scale of the project may attract contractors from outside the local 
geographical area.  
  
Procurement Risk  
Management of procurement risk is overseen by the Riverfront Project Board and monitored at detailed 
level by the Project Team. The Riverfront Project Board meets monthly and is led by James Fowler 
(Town Deal Board Member). Geoff Hall (Executive Director) is the Project Sponsor. Risks are identified 
by the team and documented on the risk register (picked up by the highlight reports) and escalated and 
dealt with at the appropriate level (Project Board, Programme Board, Town Deal Board). 

 
Roles and Responsibilities 
These are set out in the Management Case but in summary, at the organisational level the roles and 
responsibilities for the project’s development phase are as follows:   
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MANAGEMENT CASE 

INTRODUCTION 
The management case for the Riverfront Regeneration project outlines the proposed approach to 
deliverability, timescales and responsibilities.  
 
The Council’s approach to project management is based on a clear structure with lines of accountability 
running throughout the delivery team, connecting each part of the team to senior leadership / the project 
sponsor, enabling monitoring of progress, accountability and the ability to escalate issues where required 
through the Towns Fund Programme Management Board.   
 
The Council will lead on all aspects of the Riverfront Regeneration and has a track record of delivering 
similar projects as set out in the commercial case.    
 

PROJECT ORGANISATION AND GOVERNANCE 
 
Project Team 
A multi-disciplinary Project Team from across the Council and Stakeholders has been formed to manage 
and deliver the project. The experience of the key Project Team members is set out below:  
  
Geoff Hall, Borough Council of King’s Lynn & West Norfolk, Executive Director – Environment 
and Planning 
Geoff is the Project Sponsor and is responsible for project assurance, authorising expenditure within 
delegated levels of authority and act as the ultimate client representative for the scheme on behalf of the 
Town Deal Board. 
 
Matthew Henry, Borough Council of King’s Lynn & West Norfolk, Assistant Director – Property 
and Projects 
Matthew is the Council’s Project Manager for the Riverfront Regeneration programme. Matthew is a 
Chartered Surveyor with around 30 years’ experience and has worked at the Borough Council of King’s 
Lynn and West Norfolk for nearly 20 years, including having overall responsibility for the Council’s assets 
including the sites covered by this business case. In addition, Matthew has previously passed the 
PRINCE2 Practitioners project management course and has been responsible for the successful delivery 
of a number of large-scale property-related projects. At present Matthew is the lead officer for the Nar 
Ouse Regeneration Area Enterprise Zone and the construction of £6.5m of speculative offices and light 
industrial units, and the delivery of £7.6m of road, and other, infrastructure to open up the Enterprise 
Zone for private sector development investment. 
 
Jemma Curtis, Borough Council of King’s Lynn & West Norfolk, Regeneration Programmes 
Manager   
Jemma is the lead for the King’s Lynn Towns Fund programme and responsible for the coordination and 
preparation of the Towns Fund Business cases, ensuring the investment priorities for all Towns Fund 
projects is in line with the overall vision and objectives for King’s Lynn agreed by the Town Deal Board. 
Jemma has previously passed the PRINCE2 Practitioners project management course, and has 
experience of planning, managing, and delivering a wide range of regeneration projects including a 
successful £1.2m restoration of the Hunstanton Heritage Gardens, in 2017 and the £2m St Margaret’s 
Townscape Heritage Initiative from 2014-2019, both co funded by the NLHF.   
  
External Project Manager (to be procured)    
The Council plans to procure external project management to support Officers in delivering the Riverfront 
Regeneration project. An allowance for project management costs (to RIBA Stage 6) has been included 
within the professional fees allowance within the financial model. 
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This core team will be supported, as needed, by other Council officers, including roles such as Project 
Accountant, Cultural Officer, Conservation Officer and Principal Project Surveyor. The Council is giving 
further consideration to support required to ensure effective delivery of the proposed events programme. 
 
Project Management Structure 
The Riverfront Regeneration programme with be governed through existing organisational structures in 
place at the BCKLWN and those established to oversee the King’s Lynn Town Deal.  
 
To monitor performance the project reports regularly to the Town Deal Programme Management Board, 
which meets fortnightly, chaired by the Chief Executive of the Borough Council (as the accountable 
body) to monitor progress on project delivery, ensuring outputs are on track, evidenced, reported, and 
evaluated in accordance with Towns Fund Monitoring and Evaluation Framework.  
 
To provide oversight on the strategic alignment and achievement of expected outcomes, the project will 
report regularly to the King’s Lynn Town Deal Board, the representative body for the Towns Fund 
programme. Project assurance for the Project will take the form of regular progress updates and 
meetings between the BCKLWN, external project management support and the contractors procured to 
deliver the works identified. 

 
There are several identified workstreams that are integral to successful project delivery, which are shown 
in the project management structure below. The roles and responsibilities of the different organisations 
are as follows: 

 
Organisation Role Responsibility 

DLUHC - Towns Fund  Funder  

BCKLWN Accountable Body and 
Funder 

 

Town Deal Board Approval Monitor, assurance, sign off 

Town Deal Programme Board Accountable Body Monitor, assurance, sign off 

Riverfront Project Board Executive Board Monitor, assurance, sign off 

Public Realm & Repurposing Working 
Group 

Advisory Contribute to business planning, stakeholder 
engagement and support 

Project Team  Project delivery 

 
This structure can be represented as follows: 
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Membership of the various project boards and teams is shown below: 

 
 

ASSURANCE 
Geoff Hall (Project Sponsor) will be responsible for project assurance, authorising expenditure within 
delegated levels of authority and act as the ultimate client representative for the scheme on behalf of the 
Town Deal Board.  
 
The Project Sponsor and the Town Deal Board will receive regular progress updates from the Project 
Board and Team to enable assurance and scrutiny of project delivery to be undertaken. This will include:  
 

● Financial monitoring, of spend against the agreed schedule and budget 

● The physical delivery of the project against the project’s objectives set out in the business case 

● The delivery of the project against the agreed schedule. 

 
SCOPE MANAGEMENT 
The scope of the Riverfront Regeneration programme is as set out in the strategic case, with significant 
Towns Fund investment matched by an in-principle funding commitment from the Borough Council. Any 
changes to the defined scope will be escalated to the Project Sponsor and the Programme Board to 
determine whether these are justified for escalation to the Town Deal Board and DLUHC. DLUHC will 
determine if a project adjustment request form is required to amend the scope of the project and approve 
accordingly.  
 

PROGRAMME/SCHEDULE MANAGEMENT 
A high-level project programme has been provided by Greyfriars. This is shown below in summary form, 
with the full programme attached as Appendix D. 
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As shown, the Riverfront Regeneration project is due for completion in Q1, 2025/26. This provides sufficient time for 
any project delays prior to the deadline for Towns Fund expenditure. 

 
RISK MANAGEMENT  
The Project Manager is responsible for ensuring that risks are identified, recorded and regularly 
reviewed with the Project Sponsor, who will escalate to the Project Board as appropriate. The Project 
Manager, working with the project team, will: 

● identify and evaluate potential risks  

● obtain agreement to action plans to contain the risks  

● take the actions 

● monitor the results 

 
The Project Board has four main responsibilities with regard to risks:  

● to assess any external or internal risk exposure to the project  

● to make decisions on the recommended reactions to risk exposure  

● to strike a balance between the level of risk and potential benefits which the project may achieve  

● to make decisions on any risks that affect the project’s ability to meet project constraints  

 
The Project Manager will ensure that the plans are modified to include agreed actions to avoid or reduce 
the impact of risks. 
 
A Risk Register has been prepared, setting out the key financial, organisational, regulatory and 
stakeholder risks identified for the project. This is shown as Appendix B. 
 

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT  
An overview of key stakeholders is presented in the Strategic Case. There has been a good level of 
stakeholder engagement thus far, with regular consultation events under the Vision King’s Lynn banner.  
 
Those of most relevance to the Riverfront Regeneration project include: 

● Town Deal Consultation (February 2019) with 752 responses 

● Town Centre Ideas Consultation (May 2020) with 119 responses 

● Walking & Cycling Survey (October 2020) with 424 responses 

● Young People Survey (October 2021) with 167 responses 

● Town Deal Board/Borough Council of King’s Lynn & West Norfolk Workshop Session (April 2022) 

KING'S LYNN RIVERFRONT REGENERATION PROJECT

BOROUGH OF KING'S LYNN AND WEST NORFOLK

HIGH LEVEL PROJECT PROGRAMME

2026/27

Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1

RIBA Stage 2 design and Business Case 

Business Case BCKLWN approval process

Business Case submission and grant fund approval 

process

Grant approved and RIBA Stage 3 commenced

RIBA Stage 3 completed, community consultation and 

council approval process

Planning submission and determination

RIBA Stage 4 

Tender period

Tender return, evaluation, contract award

Construction period - 12 months allowed

Defects liability period (12 months) and final account

2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26
Project Stage
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● Local Resident and Local Business Engagement Event (August 2022) with approximately 60 - 80 

attendees. 

 
A broad summary of these events/surveys is shown below: 

TD Consultation 
Feb 2019 

Town Centre Ideas 
Consultation 

May 2020 

Walking & Cycling Survey 
Oct 2020 

 People want a thriving, inspiring, safe 
town that makes them feel good and 
which is inclusive for all 

 People want a town that makes the 
most of its attributes – its heritage, 
layout, its friendly people – and which 
maximises its potential. 

 Night-time economy: 

what is missing from 
people’s experience is the 
night-time economy. 
Respondents also feel that 
this is a barrier to town 
centre living 

 Public realm: 

improvements to the public 
realm are cited regularly, 
and especially signage 
and seating 

 Heritage (Events): events 

is a key focus, especially 
for how heritage can be 
brought to life, building on 
what has previously and 
successfully taken place. 

 Leisure: the primary purpose for walking 

and cycling in the King’s Lynn area is for 
leisure. Whether this is to keep fit, visit 
green spaces, or go shopping / visit the 
town centre, people are walking and 
cycling as a leisure activity 

 Safety: a thread running through the 

feedback is a theme of safety. 
Respondents want to be safe when they’re 
walking or cycling, be this through safe 
routes, better lighting, or better storage 
and security. This appetite for safety 
suggests this is a need that is not being 
completely met currently 

 Routes, paths, pavements: a key 

improvement that respondents want to see 
is to the routes, paths, pavements they 
use – the condition and availability of what 
walkers and cyclists travel on is of 
importance and a priority for improvement. 

Young People Survey 
Oct 2021 

TD Board / BCKLWN 
Workshop 
April 2022 

Local Resident/Business Event 
August 2022 

 Sports / leisure facilities: high 

appeal of a trampoline park, adult soft 
play / climbing adventure and indoor 
go karting. To a lesser extent, 
creative workspaces  

 ‘Other’ facilities: high appeal of free 

Wi-Fi and fast broadband speeds, 
space to meet up with friends 

 Retention: sense that town isn’t 

sufficiently attractive’ to young people 
to encourage them to stay in King’s 
Lynn. Perceived lack of career 
development  
opportunities, for graduates and in 
the  
creative industries.  

 ‘Somewhere for young people’: 

there is a general sense that young  
people would like a designated space 
they can call their own, where they 
can meet up with  
friends, study, have fun. 

Core themes emerging from 
workshop were: 

 Leisure 

 Culture 

 Unique Stays 

 Nature 

 Sports 

 Tourism 

 Events. 

 
Graeme Massie Architects took 
these themes and applied their 
knowledge and experience to 
the project area. The initial 
design concepts and ideas 
were then presented to the 
Town Deal Board, the 
Council’s Cabinet, and the 
Council’s Regeneration and 
Development Panel.   

 Support for refurbishing and opening up 
Custom House, with a preference for 
exhibition / gallery space. Less support for 
F&B provision within Custom House 

 Desire to focus regeneration on southern 
end of project area, as deemed in greater 
need 

 Support for park / gardens, although some 
concern expressed around anti-social 
behaviour. 

 

The Riverfront Regeneration project addresses a number of these themes. It will enhance public realm 
on the waterside, providing better links between the Millfleet and Purfleet. The project will bring a derelict 
site back into use (adjacent to Devils Alley) to create new community and visitor facilities as well as 
restoring the Grade-I listed Custom House and providing new space for events. It will provide a base for 
leisure, culture, nature, tourism, sport, events and unique stays, in line with the engagement. 
 
In scoping and developing the revised project to reflect budget restrictions, BCKLWN Officers have 
engaged extensively with key stakeholders. These have included the landowner of Custom House, 
Historic England, Environment Agency, BCKLWN Planning, BCKLWN Conservation Officer, BCKLWN 
Regeneration & Development Panel, Norfolk County Council, King’s Lynn Conservancy Board, Town 
Deal Board, BCKLWN Informal Cabinet Briefing and Alive West Norfolk.  
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The responses have generally been positive, although key comments that will need to be addressed 
include: 

● Historic England – concerned over any changes to the external fabric of Custom House and any 

impact to its setting from enhanced public realm / covered events space 

● Environment Agency – may require heightening of flood defence works if works proposed to these 

structures 

● King’s Lynn Conservancy Board – need to maintain access to operational quayside owned by the 

Conservancy Board.  

● BCKLWN Regeneration & Development Panel – feel that Custom House should be the ‘centre-

piece’. 

 
The Council’s Project Manager – Matthew Henry – provided a project update to the Town Deal Board on 
22 August. The Board agreed that the proposals were transformational, but that community engagement 
is critical to ensure that the project continues to attract broad support. 
 
As such, it is important to keep local residents and businesses fully engaged with the project, as they will 
be among those most impacted by the scheme. Subsequently an “engagement” event was held on 25 
August, and it is recommended that regular communication with local residents and businesses is 
maintained throughout the project. 
 
The Riverfront Regeneration project will continue to be progressed by BCKLWN Officers, with regular 
reporting to the Town Deal Board and the Town Centre Repurposing and Public Realm Working Group. 
 
 

BENEFITS, MONITORING AND EVALUATION 
All baselining, data collection and reporting will be conducted in line with M&E indicator guidance. During 
project delivery targets will be monitored by the project manager and monthly highlight reports shared 
with the Riverfront Regeneration Project Board. 
 
The headline outputs from the Riverfront Regeneration project are: 

Project Outcome Project Indicator Project Outputs 
 

Remediation and development 
of abandoned site 

Amount of rehabilitated land 3,000m² 

Number of sites cleared 1 

Number of public amenities / facilities created 1 

Upgraded historic landmark site 

Number of historic landmarks and buildings 
refurbished 

2 

Amount of floorspace (commercial, 
residential, industrial) created 

4,000m² 

Improved perception of place by 
residents, visitors and 
businesses 

Number of temporary FT jobs supported 
during project implementation 

154 

Number of FTE jobs created and 
safeguarded 

12.1 

Amount of public realm enhanced 7,845m² 
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At project completion a report will be provided to the Town Deal Board and BCKLWN Cabinet to confirm 
delivery of the capital works and to set out the detailed benefits realisation plan for monitoring and 
evaluating the expected benefits over time. Post-completion, monitoring and evaluation of outcomes will 
be led by the BCKLWN as the Accountable Body for the Towns Fund, with regular reporting to the Town 
Deal Board, Cabinet and relevant working groups as required. 
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APPENDIX A – POLICY ALIGNMENT: RIVERFRONT REGENERATION 
 
Policy document Description Alignment with Riverfront Regeneration project  

National policy 

HM Government Build 
Back Better High Streets 
(2021) 

Sets out five priorities to support places to achieve the vision of creating 
local areas which promote people’s health, happiness and well-being 
while reducing rates of shop vacancy and disrepair: 

 Breathing new life into empty buildings 

 Supporting High Street Businesses 

 Improving the public realm 

 Creating safe and clean spaces 

 Celebrating pride in local communities 

 Successful outcomes will include increased trade and investment 
alongside increased footfall and activity rooted in community pride, 
while ensuring that people and public services can recover from 
the impacts of Covid-19.  

 Details plans to support councils to take proactive approaches to 
placemaking through land assembly and compulsory purchase reform. 
Proposed improvements to the public realm include: Accessibility, 
green infrastructure, safer spaces for Active Travel, car park 
management reform, creating safer and cleaner spaces, celebrating 
pride in local communities (including heritage of the built environment)  

 The project will regenerate and re-purpose 
existing historic buildings, bringing new life into 
important assets in the historic core of Kings 
Lynn.  

 The creation of enhanced public realm at King’s 
Staithe Square and a new riverside route will 
create a continuous public landscape from the 
Outer Purfleet quayside to Devils Alley and the 
Millfleet. This will enhance leisure, recreation 
and civic space, attracting and supporting local 
businesses through increased visitor numbers 
and helping to create safe and clean spaces for 
our communities. 

 The project is a critical aspect of the wider 
placemaking ambition of the Town Deal, 
seeking to take control of historic assets of 
considerable importance to bring new activity to 
the waterfront and build upon community and 
business ambitions to make the most of such 
an under-utilised asset. 

Levelling Up White Paper 
(2022) 

The Levelling Up White Paper sets out five pillars that underpin 12 
‘missions’ designed to reduce geographical inequality within the UK. 
The White Paper is focused on: 

 boosting productivity, pay, jobs and living standards by 
growing the private sector, especially in those places where 
they are lagging 

 spreading opportunities and improving public services, 
especially in those places where they are weakest 

 restoring a sense of community, local pride and belonging, 
especially in those places where they have been lost, and 

 empowering local leaders and communities, especially in 
those places lacking local agency. 

 A key focus for the project is to restore a sense 
of community and local pride within the historic 
riverfront area. Building a stronger, reimagined 
visitor offer centred on King’s Lynn’s historic 
identity will create new cultural opportunities, 
create sustainable jobs and build an enhanced 
community and ethos. 

 The project will also support the local visitor 
economy through enhanced hospitality and 
leisure facilities, creating and safeguarding jobs 
through an increased year-round visitor offer. 

Local and Regional policy 

New Anglia LEP – 
Norfolk and Suffolk 
Unlimited Economic 

The Economic Strategy builds on the LEP’s COVID-19 Economic 
Recovery Restart Plan and sets out a vision for Norfolk and Suffolk to 
be: 

 The project is primarily focused on enhancing 
the culture and leisure offer along King’s Lynn 
riverfront. This placemaking emphasis is critical 
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Strategy (2022)  A higher performing, clean, productive and inclusive economy 
 An inclusive economy with an appropriate and highly skilled 

workforce, where everyone benefits from clean economic 
growth 

 The place where high growth businesses with aspirations 
choose to be 

 A well-connected place, locally, nationally and internationally 
 An international-facing economy with high value exports 
 A centre for the UK’s clean energy sector 
 A place with a clear, defined, ambitious offer to the world. 

 
The vision is underpinned by nine key sectors and maximising sectoral 
growth opportunities is a key focus for the strategy. 

to attracting visitors – and their attendant spend 
in the local economy – but also in attracting 
people to live and work in King’s Lynn. This fits 
strongly within the ‘clear, defined, ambitious 
offer’ identified. 

 The Riverfront Regeneration project will help to 
maintain and grow the local visitor economy 
(one of the nine key sectors identified) through 
provision of new visitor facilities and attractions 
and an enhanced riverfront environment. 

Borough Council of 
King’s Lynn & West 
Norfolk Local Plan 
Review 

The Local Plan Review (2016-36) was approved by Full Council in July 
2021 and has subsequently been out for statutory (Regulation 19) 
public consultation, with a submission to the Secretary of State for 
Levelling Up, Housing and Communities in March 2022 for examination 
before the end of 2022. 
 
The draft – underpinned by a robust evidence base - seeks to provide a 
comprehensive planning document that identifies where development 
will take place, how new jobs will be supported and how the 
environment of the Borough will be protected and enhanced, 
maintaining the natural beauty and heritage of West Norfolk.  
 
In particular, the draft submission notes that “King’s Lynn is 
underperforming in terms of services, the economy, housing and 
tourism given its role as a significant sub-regional centre”, and that 
“some areas of King’s Lynn town centre appear uncared for and 
unsafe”. 

 The Riverfront Regeneration project accords 
with emerging Local Plan policies as set out in 
the Review. In particular, Policy 9.1.5 E1.KLR 
which sets out the Council’s policy to 
regenerate the riverfront. The policy recognises 
the potential to create a high-quality waterfront 
area that will support the town’s day and night-
time economies, enhancing the town’s appeal 
to visitors as well as existing and new 
residents. 

 The repurposing of a key historic landmark is a 
vital step in delivering such a policy, providing 
new attractions and public funding as an 
enabler to unlock further private sector 
investment  

King’s Lynn Public Realm 
Action Plan 

The Public Realm Action Plan (PRAP) sets out a vision for a public 
realm that provides better connections across the town and creates 
high quality public spaces for people to enjoy. 
 
Developed in tandem with the Town Investment Plan, the PRAP 
creates a number of areas of focus including improving walking routes 
and the pedestrian environment; expand cycling infrastructure; 
increasing green infrastructure; and enhancing the night-time 
environment. 

 The project forms a key part of the Town 
Investment Plan, with specific PRAP 
recommendations focused on enhancing the 
public realm, active travel and improving the 
links from the town centre through to the 
natural landscape south of the town. 

 The PRAP highlights that the Outer Purfleet 
quayside provides a physical trace of the 
town’s seafaring and mercantile history. The re-
purposing of the historic Custom House will 
create a positive new riverfront focus 
showcasing the town’s history and linking to an 
enhanced public realm and network of 
wayfinding and active travel routes to create a 
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stronger sense of place. 
King’s Lynn Heritage 
Action Zone 

Kings Lynn was one of the first 10 Heritage Action Zones (HAZ) chosen 
by Historic England. The HAZ is focused on breathing new life into 
neglected historic buildings and sites and encouraging regeneration in 
areas that are rich in uncelebrated heritage. 
 
The Kings Lynn HAZ will identify sites and buildings with development 
potential and historic importance to ensure that refurbishment or new 
development reflects the local character. This includes looking 
creatively at new economic uses for underused historic buildings. 

 The project will bring a landmark site of historic 
importance back into use, ensuring its 
sustainable future through reimagining and re-
purposing for new economic activity. 

 The conversion of the Custom House building, 
along with public realm enhancements will 
improve perceptions of the place and help to 
attract more visitors and users to the 
waterfront. This in turn is likely to attract further 
private sector investment in residential and 
leisure opportunities. 

King’s Lynn Transport 
study and Strategy 

The Transport Strategy has been developed by BCKLWN working with 
Norfolk County Council and seeks to support sustainable economic 
growth in King’s Lynn by improving travel choices for all whilst also 
bettering air quality and protecting historic areas. 
 
The study has several identified objectives: 

 provide a safe environment for travel by all modes 
 encourage town centre accessibility by all modes, whilst 

conserving and enhancing King’s Lynn’s rich historic 
environment 

 support sustainable housing and economic growth 
 reduce the need to travel by car through development 

planning 
 manage traffic congestion in King’s Lynn 
 increase active travel mode share for short journeys 
 promote and encourage the use of public transport 
 reduce harmful emissions and air quality impacts. 

 

 The regeneration of the historic riverfront will 
help to unlock sites for residential and 
economic growth that will deliver greater future 
private investment. 

 Moreover, the project will create new linear 
routes for walking and cycling along the 
waterfront that will help to reduce vehicle use 
for shorter journeys and promote town centre 
accessibility.  

 The creation of enhanced public realm and a 
new riverside route will create a continuous 
public landscape from the Outer Purfleet 
quayside southwards. This will enhance leisure, 
recreation and civic space, attracting and 
supporting local businesses through increased 
visitor numbers and helping to create safe and 
clean spaces for our communities. 

 

The Local Cycling and 
Walking Infrastructure 
Plan (LCWIP) 

The Borough Council of King’s Lynn and West Norfolk has worked with 
Norfolk County Council to produce a LCWIP that seeks to identify and 
prioritise cycling and walking network improvements which can be 
implemented in the short, medium and long-term. 
 
The priority schemes identified in the Plan have a core objective to 
improve the King’s Lynn cycling and walking network for everyone, with 
an overall aim to encourage more people to choose active travel 
methods for making shorter journeys, bringing greater health and 
wellbeing benefits.  

 The development of a new riverside route 
through Purfleet, King’s Staithe Square and 
Millfleet will provide new active travel routes to 
better connect the riverfront and historic core 
with surrounding open spaces. The 
reimagination of the riverfront as a leisure 
destination will help to create clear, legible and 
engaging routes that bring a sense of pride & 
ownership and create permeability between 
spaces and routes, making it easy, safe, 
convenient and attractive for people to find their 
way around and spend time there.  

 The project is identified within several of the 
LCWIP’s recommendations including PR-12 
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(Purfleet Bridge). The project will therefore 
support delivery of key recommendations within 
the LCWIP. 

West Norfolk Tourism 
Development Plan (TDP) 
(2022-2026) 

The East of England region has a well-developed visitor economy, 
focused primarily on domestic tourism. In 2019, tourism was worth 
£5.5billion in Norfolk and Suffolk – supporting employment for 115,000 
people. 
 
The emerging TDP has identified 6 aims that the West Norfolk tourism 
department wishes to exert a positive influence on: 

 Employment 
 Sustainable tourism 
 Innovation 
 Accessibility 
 Experiential tourism 
 Developing the product.  

 
Although at a relatively early stage in its development, the TDP has 
identified areas of focus to further develop the local visitor economy 
over the medium-term. 

 The Riverfront Regeneration project will 
strongly support the emerging TDP and its 
identified aims.  

 In particular, the redevelopment of the Custom 
House building is likely to directly generate new 
employment opportunities. The wider 
investment in public realm improvements and 
new visitor facilities will also help to create new 
employment – both directly and indirectly – as 
well as providing an enhanced waterfront. 

 Such investment is likely to increase visitor 
dwell time, helping to increase the local 
economic benefits of tourism and further 
develop the local offer. 

 The proposed public realm improvements will 
encourage active travel and better link the 
riverfront and historic core with natural 
landscapes to the south of the town, thereby 
contributing to enhanced accessibility of the 
town centre as well as offering new sustainable 
tourism opportunities linked to the river – 
helping to create an enhanced visitor 
experience. 

BCKLWN Climate 
Change Strategy and 
Action Plan (2021-24) 

Climate change is recognised as a key priority for the Council and an 
Action Plan has been developed setting out SMART objectives being 
supported either locally or nationally (or both). 
 
The Council’s climate change policy is actively targeted at reducing the 
borough’s carbon footprint and accords with the net zero 2035 target 
set out in the Corporate Plan. The Action Plan seeks to undertake 
activities to bring the net zero target forward to 2030 and is split into 
two core phases: 

 Phase 1 – Reducing BCKLWN emissions 
 Phase 2 – Reducing district emissions. 

 
The Action Plan sets out 52 Actions in each Phase, with an initial focus 
on Phase 1 – direct actions the Council can take to reduce emissions. 

 The project primarily adheres to Phase 2 of the 
Climate Change Strategy and Action Plan, 
through the delivery of new and enhanced 
public realm to drive sustainable tourism in 
King’s Lynn. 

 The project will help to regenerate and breathe 
new life into the riverfront, creating a new 
sustainable and historic quarter adjacent to the 
town centre. 
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BCKLWN King’s Lynn 
Riverfront Delivery Plan 
(2017) 

The Delivery Plan sets out the vision for the riverfront that was 
developed following stakeholder and community consultation. The Plan 
identified eight principles to guide future development of key riverfront 
sites: 

1. Focus on the water 
2. Repair and extend the town’s historic street pattern 
3. Create a network of public realm to link the waterfront quarter 

to the town 
4. Create proper streets, places, homes and workspaces 
5. The scale and height of development should be appropriate to 

its setting 
6. Create opportunities for different types of development and 

uses, each with their own qualities 
7. Ensure a developed masterplan can be completed in phases 
8. The location, close to the town centre, should promote 

sustainable transport, including walking, cycling and use of 
public transport. The levels of car parking provision should 
reflect this. 

 

 The project will provide an enhanced public 
realm and new facilities / attractions that will 
help to link the riverfront to the town centre and 
beyond. 

 The proposed public realm improvements will 
also encourage active travel and better link the 
riverfront and historic core with natural 
landscapes to the south of the town, thereby 
contributing to enhanced accessibility of the 
town centre as well as offering new sustainable 
tourism opportunities linked to the river through 
the provision of dryside facilities for the nearby 
visitor pontoons. 

 The project will create a range of facilities and 
attractions designed to strengthen the visitor 
economy as well as provide an enhanced 
environment for local residents and businesses. 
The development of an Observation Tower will 
help to re-connect the town with the water. 

BCKLWN St Margaret’s 
Area Conservation Area 
Character Statement 
(revised 2008) 

The Character Statement sets out the Council’s commitment to the 
protection and enhancement of the local historic built environment. It 
sets a broad conservation objective to protect and reinforce the 
established special character of the Conservation Area and its setting. 
This will be achieved by: 

 Encouraging the retention and maintenance of buildings which 
contribute to the overall character of each conservation area 

 Ensuring that new development is sympathetic to the special 
qualities and character of each conservation area 

 Protecting the setting of the conservation area from 
development which adversely affects views into or out of the 
area 

 The retention, maintenance and locally appropriate new 
planting of trees 

 Maintaining and enhancing local features and details which 
contribute towards an area's local distinctiveness 

 Working with the community to prepare schemes of 
enhancement 

 Encouraging the removal of detractors to the special character 
of each conservation area. 

 The project has been developed with 
engagement from key stakeholders including 
Historic England and the BCKLWN 
Conservation Officer. It is focused on 
enhancing the existing riverfront environment, 
including cost allocations for tree planting and 
public realm improvements. 

 Riverfront Regeneration seeks to bring historic 
vacant and underutilised buildings back into 
active use to create a vibrant waterfront 
quarter, respecting their setting to add value to 
the existing conservation character.  
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APPENDIX B: RISK REGISTER 

Score Impact Likelihood 

1 Insignificant Rare 

2 Minor Unlikely 

3 Moderate Possible 

4 Significant Probable 

5 Extreme Almost Certain 

Risk Score 

1 – 6 Low 

7 – 15 Moderate 

16 – 25 High 

Risk 
No. 

Risk Type 
Description of 

Risk 
Impact of Risk 

Risk 
Owner 

Likelihood 
of 

Occurrence 
Impact Score Risk Mitigation 

Adjusted 
Likelihood of 
Occurrence 

Adjusted 
Impact 

Residual 
Impact 
Score 

1 Resources 
Insufficient internal 
resources to 
deliver the project 

Potential delays in 
project delivery 

BCKLWN 3 4 12 

Project Board in 
place. Plans to 
appoint external 
project management 
support 

1 4 4 

2 Financial 
Increase in 
materials / 
construction costs 

Need for additional 
funding / reduction 
in project scope 

BCKLWN 5 4 20 

Tender price 
inflation built into 
project costs. 
Programme is 
scalable to reflect 
cost and market 
uncertainties. 

4 4 16 

3 Financial 
Inaccurate cost 
estimates 

Need for additional 
funding / reduction 
in project scope 

BCKLWN 4 4 16 

Detailed cost plan 
prepared by QS with 
inflation allowance 
and contingency 
built in 

2 4 8 

4 Financial 
Failure to secure 
Town Deal funding 

Need for 
alternative funding 
/ reduction in 
project scope 

BCKLWN 2 4 8 

Project accepted as 
part of TIP and 
funding allocation 
agreed by TD 
Board. Detailed 
business case being 
submitted to DLUHC 

1 4 4 

5 Financial 
Failure to secure 
sufficient co-
funding 

Need for 
alternative funding 
/ reduction in 
project scope 

BCKLWN 3 4 12 

BCKLWN has 
committed in 
principle to co-
funding, although 
source TBC 

3 3 9 

6 
Financial / 

Procurement 

Tenders received 
exceed budget 
tolerances 

Need for additional 
funding / reduction 
in project scope 

BCKLWN 4 4 16 

Tender price 
inflation is built into 
project costs. 
Programme is 
scalable to reflect 
cost and market 
uncertainties 

3 4 12 

7 Financial / Tender process Delivery BCKLWN 3 3 9 Detailed 2 3 6 
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Procurement does not elicit 
positive responses 

challenges / 
changes required 
to project scope 

/ External 
Project 

Manager 

specification to be 
prepared by Project 
Manager and robust 
tender review 
process planned 

8 Regulatory 

Failure to be 
granted Planning 
and Listed 
Building Consents 

Unable to deliver 
key projects within 
scope 

BCKLWN 3 5 15 

Early engagement 
with BCKLWN 
Planning and 
Historic England has 
been undertaken 

2 5 10 

9 Strategic 
Lower than 
forecast visitor 
numbers 

Lower than 
forecast benefits 
to economy 

BCKLWN 3 4 12 

Forms part of wider 
Events Programme 
and visitor marketing 
initiatives (incl. Sail 
the Wash) 

2 4 8 

10 
Stakeholder 
Management 

Key stakeholders 
not engaged with 
project 

Withdrawal of 
political support / 
increased 
challenge to 
project elements 

Town 
Deal 

Board 
2 4 8 

Early engagement 
with key 
stakeholders and 
local residents 

1 4 4 

11 
Stakeholder / 

Estate 
Management 

Custom House – 
failure to agree 
variation to lease 
terms for proposed 
uses 

Unable to deliver 
key project 

BCKLWN 3 5 15 
Early and positive 
engagement with 
landowner 

2 5 10 

12 
Scope / 

Stakeholder 
Management 

Scope creep 
caused by desire 
to meet all 
aspirations, 
resulting in an 
undeliverable 
project 

Potential for 
increased budget, 
timeline and lack 
of satisfaction with 
final project 
delivered 

Town 
Deal 

Board 
3 4 12 

Maintain programme 
of engagement with 
key Councillors and 
external 
stakeholders to 
manage 
expectations 

2 4 8 
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APPENDIX C: DETAILED COST BREAKDOWN BY PROJECT  
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APPENDIX D: ANTICIPATED PROJECT PROGRAMME  

 

KING'S LYNN RIVERFRONT PROJECT

BOROUGH OF KING'S LYNN AND WEST NORFOLK
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REGENERATION AND DEVELOPMENT PANEL WORK PROGRAMME 2022/2023 
 

DATE OF 
MEETING 

TITLE TYPE OF 
REPORT 

LEAD 
OFFICER/ 
ATTENDEE 

OBJECTIVES AND 
DESIRED OUTCOMES 

6th June 2022 
Special 
Meeting 

Appointment of Vice Chair for the Municipal Year    

 Cabinet Report: Update to Town Deal to reflect the 
revised project prioritisation and changes in funding 
allocations 

Cabinet 
Report 

Jemma Curtis To consider the report and 
make any appropriate 
recommendations to 
Cabinet 

     

14th June 2022 A tour of the Guildhall, starting at 2.00pm, has been 
arranged for Panel Members prior to the meeting. 

   

 Appointments to Task Groups and Informal Working 
Groups 

Operational Democratic 
Services Officer 

 

 Portfolio Holder Q&A Session   Questions to be submitted 
in advance of the meeting 

 Local Development Scheme Cabinet 
Report 

Claire May To consider the report and 
make any appropriate 
recommendations to 
Cabinet 

 Chairs Item – Verbal Update on Caravan Site in King’s 
Lynn and Coach Park 

Verbal 
Update 

Duncan Hall Verbal Update requested 
by the Chair. 

     

23rd June 2022 
Special 
Meeting 

Cabinet Report - Levelling Up Fund Cabinet 
Report 

Jemma Curtis To consider the report and 
make any appropriate 
recommendations to 
Cabinet 

 Cabinet Report – Guildhall Complex Business Case Cabinet 
Report 

 To consider the report and 
make any appropriate 
recommendations to 
Cabinet 

 Cabinet Report – Norfolk County Council Levelling Up 
Submission 

Cabinet 
Report 

 To consider the report and 
make any appropriate 
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recommendations to 
Cabinet 

     

21st July 2022 Update on Active Travel Programme Update 
requested by 
the Panel 

David Ousby, 
Jason 
Richardson 

Previous update presented 
in April and Panel 
requested it come back in 
July. 

 Multi User Community Hub – Town Deal Project  Jemma Curtis  

 Riverfront Regeneration – Town Deal Project  Jemma Curtis/ 
Matthew Henry 

 

 Cabinet Report – CIL proposed changes to the 
Governance Arrangements 

 Hannah Wood 
Handy 

To consider the report and 
make any appropriate 
recommendations to 
Cabinet 

 Cabinet Report - West Winch Concept Masterplan  Claire May To consider the report and 
make any appropriate 
recommendations to 
Cabinet 

     

30th August 
2022 
Special 
Meeting 

Cancelled    

     

13th 
September 
2022 
MEETING 
CANCELLED 

Southgates Masterplan Public Consultation Policy 
Development 

Abigail 
Rawlings 

Presentation from BDP 

 Town Deal Business Case – MUCH Cabinet 
Report 

 To consider the report and 
make any appropriate 
recommendations to 
Cabinet 

 Cabinet Report – Town Deal Business Case ACC Cabinet 
Report 

 To consider the report and 
make any appropriate 
recommendations to 
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Cabinet 

     

22nd 
September 
2022 – Special 
Meeting  

Cabinet Report - Town Deal Business Case – Riverfront Cabinet 
Report 

Matthew Henry To consider the report and 
make any appropriate 
recommendations to 
Cabinet 

 Cabinet Report - Town Deal Business Case – MUCH Cabinet 
Report 

 To consider the report and 
make any appropriate 
recommendations to 
Cabinet 

 Cabinet Report – Town Deal Business Case ACC Cabinet 
Report 

 To consider the report and 
make any appropriate 
recommendations to 
Cabinet 

     

8th November 
2022 

Portfolio Holder Q&A Session   Questions to be submitted 
in advance of the meeting 

 Custom Build Task Group – Terms of Reference 
Review 

Requested 
by the Panel 

 To review the Terms of 
Reference and Task 
Group Membership 

 Notice of Motion – Cllr Squire – Introduction of a 
Tourism Levy 

Referred to 
R&D from 
Council 

  

 Notice of Motion – Cllr Squire – Provision of overnight 
parking for suitably equipped camper vans 

Referred to 
R&D from 
Council 

  

 Tourism  Panel 
Discussion 

  

 Cabinet Report – Levelling Up Government Response 
and Actions 

Cabinet 
Report 

D Hall To consider the report and 
make any appropriate 
recommendations to 
Cabinet 

 Lynnsport One Cabinet 
Report 

D Ousby To consider the report and 
make any appropriate 
recommendations to 
Cabinet 
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10th January 
2023 

Portfolio Holder Q&A Session   Questions to be submitted 
in advance of the meeting 

 Norfolk Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan  Jemma Curtis  

     

28th February 
2023 

Portfolio Holder Q&A Session   Questions to be submitted 
in advance of the meeting 

     

11th April 2023 Portfolio Holder Q&A Session   Questions to be submitted 
in advance of the meeting 

 
To be scheduled 
 

 King’s Lynn Port 

 Heacham Beach Development opportunities 

 Hunstanton Masterplan Update 

 LCWIP Final Version 

 Repurposing of Existing Buildings – Councillor Gidney 

 Waste Disposal Discussion 

 Conservation Areas Update 

 CITB Update – Request from Councillor Morley 
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FORWARD DECISIONS LIST 
 
 

Date of 
meeting 

Report title Key or 
Non Key 
Decision 

Decision Maker Cabinet  Member and Lead 
Officer 

List of 
Background 
Papers  

Public or Private 
Meeting 

Additional 
meeting 15 
September 
2022 

      

 Multi User Hub Business 
Case and transfer of 
freehold to NCC 

Non Cabinet Business Culture & Heritage 
Asst Director – D Hall 

 Public 

 Active and Clean 
Connectivity Business Case 

Non Cabinet Business Culture & Heritage 
Asst Director – D Hall 

 Public 

 
 
 

Date of 
meeting 

Report title Key or 
Non Key 
Decision 

Decision Maker Cabinet  Member and Lead 
Officer 

List of 
Background 
Papers  

Public or Private 
Meeting 

Additional 
meeting 26 
September 
2022 

      

 Meeting Arrangements Non Cabinet Chief Executive – L Gore 
Leader 

 Public 

 Riverfront Business Plan Non Cabinet Business Culture & Heritage 
Asst Director – D Hall 

 Part Public &  
Part Private - 
Contains exempt 
Information under 
para 3 – 
information 
relating to the 
business affairs of 
any person 
(including the 
authority) 

 Risk Management Policy 
 

Key  
 

Council Finance  
Chief Executive 
 

 Public 
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 LUF Oasis Update Non Cabinet    

 
 

Date of 
meeting 

Report title Key or 
Non Key 
Decision 

Decision Maker Cabinet  Member and Lead 
Officer 

List of 
Background 
Papers  

Public or Private 
Meeting 

15 
November 
2022 

      

 Levelling up Government 
response and actions 

Key Council Business Culture & Heritage 
Asst Director – D Hall 

 Public 

 Asset Management – Land 
and Property  

Key Cabinet Property 
Asst Dir Property and Projects 

 Private - Contains 
exempt 
Information under 
para 3 – 
information 
relating to the 
business affairs of 
any person 
(including the 
authority) 

 Review of Governance of 
Council Companies 

Non Cabinet Leader 
Chief Executive 

 Public 

 Freedom of the Borough - 
amendments 

Non Council Leader 
Chief Executive 

 Public 

 
 

Custom and Self Build Site 
– Stoke Ferry 

Non Cabinet Regeneration and Development 
Assistant Director - D Hall 

 Public 

 Lynnsport One Key Council Regeneration & Development 
Asst Dir Companies & Housing 
Delivery – D Ousby 

 Private - Contains 
exempt 
Information under 
para 3 – 
information 
relating to the 
business affairs of 
any person 
(including the 
authority) 
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 Staff Pay Award Key Council Leader 
Exec Dir – D Gates 

 Private - Contains 
exempt 
Information under 
para  4 – 
information 
relating to 
consultations and 
negotiations with 
employees 

 Balloon and Lantern report  Non  Cabinet Corporate Services and 
Environment 
Asst Director – M Chisholm 

 Public 

 Southend Road Hunstanton Key Cabinet Development and Regeneration 
Asst Dir – D Ousby 

 Private - Contains 
exempt 
Information under 
para 3 – 
information 
relating to the 
business affairs of 
any person 
(including the 
authority) 

 LUF – Oasis – Update and 
Site Approval 

Non Cabinet Leader 
Asst Dir – D Ousby 

 Part Public and 
part Private - 
Contains exempt 
Information under 
para 3 – 
information 
relating to the 
business affairs of 
any person 
(including the 
authority) 

 Corporate Business Plan 
Monitoring 

Non Cabinet Leader 
Asst to C Ex 

 Public 

 
 

Date of 
meeting 

Report title Key or 
Non Key 
Decision 

Decision Maker Cabinet  Member and Lead 
Officer 

List of 
Background 
Papers  

Public or Private 
Meeting 

17 January 
2023 
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 West Winch Framework 
Masterplan 

Key Council Development and Regeneration 
Asst Dir – S Ashworth 

 Public 

 Council Tax Support 
Scheme (including NoM 
11/22) 

Key Council Finance 
Asst Dir – M Drewery 

 Public 

 

Date of 
meeting 

Report title Key or 
Non Key 
Decision 

Decision Maker Cabinet  Member and Lead 
Officer 

List of 
Background 
Papers  

Public or Private 
Meeting 

7 February 
2023 

      

 Budget Key Council Finance 
Asst Director – M Drewery 

 Public 

 Capital Programme Key Council Finance 
Asst Director – M Drewery 

 Public 

 
 

Date of 
meeting 

Report title Key or 
Non Key 
Decision 

Decision Maker Cabinet  Member and Lead 
Officer 

List of 
Background 
Papers  

Public or Private 
Meeting 

7 March 
2023 

      

 
 
 
 

Date of 
meeting 

Report title Key or 
Non Key 
Decision 

Decision Maker Cabinet  Member and Lead 
Officer 

List of 
Background 
Papers  

Public or Private 
Meeting 

18 April 
2023 

      

 
 
 
Items to be scheduled 
 

 Notice of Motion 7-21 – 
Councillor Kemp – 
Equalities 

Non Council Leader 
Asst Dir B Box 

 Public 
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 Procurement Strategy Non Cabinet Finance 
Asst Dir – D Ousby 

 Public 

 Review of Planning Scheme 
of Delegation (summer 23) 

Non Council Development and Regeneration 
Asst Dir – S Ashworth 

 Public 
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